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26. The Proportions of the Sahn's Great Arches. 
27. The Restored Course Heights of the Sahn's west Wall. 
28./ 
28. The Restored Course Heights and Proportions of the West ::Tall. 
29. Loggia Design Essay. 
30. Loggia Design Solution. 
31. Loggia Solution introduced into Sahn. 
32. Loggia Solution introduced into the East elevation. 
33. East Elevation (Restored). 
34. South Wall (Restored). 
35. North Elevation (Restored). 
36. Section W1 (Restored). 
37. Section El (Restored). 
33. Section Sl (Restored). 
39. Section N3 (Restored). 
40. Section N2 (Restored). 
41. Section Nl (Restored). 
42. West Wall (Restored) . 
43. Engaged Column at Porch. 
44. Plan of the Vaulting over the Porch and Portal. 
45. Decorated Centre of Porch Vault. 
46. Geometry Underlying Porch Vault Centre. 
47. North or window Wall of Porch. 
48. Decorated Joggled Lintel in :Jindow :Tall. 
49. Oeil -de -Boeuf Window and Geometric Side Panels in Jindow ¿Tall. 
50. Rectilinear lugarnas in ¿Jindow Nall. 
51. Shields of ytbá,y in the Spandrels and Tympanum of Window .Tall. 
52. West or Portal Wall. 
53. Front Elevation of a Bench belonging to the Portal. 
54. Construction Text within the Portal's Recess. 
55. Miscellaneous Details of the Portal. 
56. Joggled Lintels to the Door and Window Openings in Portal. 
57. Rectilinear Mugarnas in Portal Recess. 
58./ 
58. Decorated Voussoirs of the Portal's Trefoilated Arch. 
59. Joggled Decoration in the Semi -Dome of the Trefoilated Arch. 
60. Brass Revetments from the Timber Doors. 
61. Geometry Underlying the Brass Revetments. 
62. Decorated Centre of the Vault in the Vestibule. 
63. Decorated Centre of the Vaults over Landings 0 and 4. 
64. Decorated Centres of the Vaults over Landings 2 and 6. 
65. East Lintel in the Upper Corridor (Lintel 1). 
66. West Lintel in the Upper Corridor (Lintel 2). 
67. Windows and Doors in the Courtyard. 
63. South Lintel in Triple Window Recess (Lintel 3). 
69. Centre Lintel in Triple Window Recess (Lintel 4). 
70, North Lintel in Triple dindocr Recess (Lintel 5). 
71. Lintel in the Single :+inflow Recess (Lintel 6). 
72. Miscellaneous in situ Details. 
73. Text from Qur'an in Upper Recessed Entrance. 
74. Lintel over the Sahn's North West Door. 
75. Curvilinear i:ugarnas Impost Brackets to the Satin's :lest Arch. 
76. Lintel over the Satin's South West Door. 
77. Spandrel 'A' and 'D' in the West Wall of the Qibla iwaL. 
78. Double Spandrel 'B' in the West Wall of the Qibla Twin. 
79. Double Spandrel 'C' in the West Wall of the Qibla iwan. 
80. Spandrel ' ' in the dest Wall of the North iwá.n. 
81. Double Spandrel 'F' in the West stall of the North iwan. 
82. Double Spandrel 'G' at the North vilest Corner of the North 71.án. 
83. Double Spandrel 'H' in the North Wall of the North Twin. 
84. Double Spandrel 'J' in the North Wall of the North Sill. 
85. Double Spandrel 'h' in the North Wall of the North ïwL. 
86. Shields and Arabesques interrupting the Grand Inscription. 
87./ 
87. Mihrab from I-ia,jmac . 
88. Miscellaneous Details Used in the Rebuilt Areas. 
:tone Einbar of I"alik Ashraf âytbá,y, Cairo. 
89. Front 'Elevation of the Gateway. 
90. Side Elevation of the Gateway. 
91. Decorated 'Mihráb' Panel on the Rear :Tall. 
92. Decorated Front Spandrels and Columns of the Canopy. 
/93. Decorated Side Spandrels of the Canopy. 
94. Decorated Onion Dome. 
95. Decorated Panels on the Left Balustrade (1,9). 
96. Decorated Panels on the Right Balustrade (1,9). 
97. Decorated Panels on the Balustrades (L and R 3,7). 
98. Decorated Panels on the Balustrades (L and R 2,4,5,6,8,A and 3). 
99. Decorated Principal Panel on the Left Eide. 
100. Decorated Principal Panel on the Left Side (Repeat Units Combined). 
101. Decorated Principal Panel on the Left Side after Ha_nkin's 
Constructions. 
102. Decorated Principal Panel on the Left Side (Repeat Unit -L1's 
Geometry). 
103. Decorated Principal Panel on the Left Side (Repeat Unit L2's 
Geometry). 
104. Decorated Principal Panel on the Right Side. 
105. Decorated Principal Panel on the Right Side (Repeat Units Combined). 
106. Decorated Principal Panel on the Right Side (Repeat Unit Rl's 
Geometry). 
107. Decorated Principal Panel on the Right Side (Repeat Unit R2's 
Geometry). 
Turbat Turkán Khá.tún, Jerusalem. 
108. Qibla or South Panel (Internal). 
109. 'Jest Panel (Internal). 
110. East Panel (Internal). 
Turbat/ 
Turbat Barakat Khan, Jerusalem. 
111. The Romanesque Doorway. 
Madrasa Tasht muriyya, Jerusalem. 
112. The Recessed Portal. 
U51 Sabil- Kuttab Qaytbá.y, opposite al- Azhar,Cairo. 
113. The Engaged Column. 
`Wekálat Zytbay, opposite al- Azhar, Cairo. 
114. Decorated Circular Wall Panel. 
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0.00 IHíRODUC:ION 
0.01 The Dilemma of Unity in Islamic Architecture. 
Scholars in all areas of Islamic study are fascinated by and are often 
at pains to underline the unity inherent in Islam. This can be 
manifested in a multitude of ways, it can be demonstrated against the 
theological background established by the ,ur'an, or, it may be seen as 
transcending the barriers enclosing the various arts and sciences of 
Islam. 1 
If it is seen in terms of art and architecture, it can be explained on 
the grand scale by trading connections built up in times of peace and 
stability or by forced population movements in the face of conflict, 
both forces that can transfer from one geographical location to another 
the artistic traditions, expertise, and techniques previously reserved 
to the former location but which through their transference are unified 
with other Islamic traditions.G The visual expression of these 
artistic traditions formed by the social, psychological, ethnic, 
religious, economic functions are all involved as Grabar says: 
"Despite the overwhelming variety of motifs, it is possible 
to organise them according to broad categories .... the 
first and largest consists of vegetal elements .... the 
second group .... consists of designs which can only be 
defined as geometric .... the third group .... is a mis- 
cellaneous category, which after further study, may be 
defined more exactly or incorporated into either one of 
the first two ".3 
Ettinghausen in his introduction to his essay 'Interaction and Integration 
in Islamic Art' summarises what I find to be my dilemma with regard to 
unity, he writes that, "In spite of the apparent uniform character of 
Islamic art everybody who becomes familiar with its various aspects 
realises more and more the tremendous variety in the different regions 
and even in the changing periods within a single territory ".4 Faced 
with all the assertions concerned with the presence of unity especially 
in art and architecture one question seems to me to be predominant: if 
there/ 
lo 
there is this unity, what is its physical nature and how extensive is it 
in specific instances, and can I, as an architect, isolate and recognise 
the unity in a manner Which could conceivably be appropriate to the 
medieval architect or craftsman? 
I can see that the nature of unity can be visually expressed by, and is 
found within, the three broad categories noted by Grabar; but there 
are others in the field of Islamic art who maintain that a meaning can 
be attached to a specific design and that this meaning can be verbalised_. 
I find that I cannot accept that a verbalised meaning can be conveyed 
by each and every decorative composition, but I find I cannot deny the 
likeliehood of a visualised one. In fact my hypothesis is that in the 
notable examples of high cuality iriamluk architecture a visualised mean- 
ing does exist. But, just as the expression cf the nuances and form of 
a piece of music have a greater clarity when in an expos use is main of 
a musical instrument to illustrate them, rather than an excessive 
reliance on words to provide the meaning, I believe that architectural 
experiences are often best expressed in visual terms. For example, 
later in this Dissertation the stone mi.nbar presented by Sultan tb.y 
to the Khanaq h of Farag b. Barqúq is analysed in great detail, to my 
eyes it offers a statement not only on its own symmetry, which is 
normal for a minbar, but much more it concerns itself with a statement 
about the symmetry of the Iihtinagah; orally to present my findings and 
the reasons behind them takes tens of pages compared to a graphical 
presentation of only five figures. 
I-Iow extensive is unity, and can it be measured? If it can be measured 
where on a scale ranging from the macro- levels to the micro -levels does 
it lie? Does it embrace the scale's extremities or does it exist for 
only part of the scale? I think of unity in the architectural context 
as having to be physically demonstrable. , I am therefore perplexed when 
it/ 
2. 
it is suggested that aspects of unity extend beyond the point :here an 
cannot rely on his own senses when forming his judgements and instead 
h_.s to take cognisance of facts inconceivable to ana. undiscovered by the 
artists of earlier historic periods. This type of thinking is provided 
by Nasr in a footnote during a discourse on 'The Cosmos and its L the - 
matical Study'. 
"1s one of the foremost Jestern students of Islamic architec- 
ture in its relation to mathematics, heith Critchlow, has 
shown certain complicated patterns of Islamic art are 
identical with the internal structure of various natural 
substances discovered by modern science. Critchlow has said 
that it seems that the Luslims discovered the inner structure 
of matter without splitting molecules and atoms. This can, 
in fact, be easily explained if one understands the tradition- 
al role of number and figure, the hierarchy of universal 
existence and the principle that the 'heart' of physical 
objects can only be understood in an ultimate sense through 
a knowledge of their archetypes, rather than by means of 
indefinite analysis and division, although every analytical 
study of a legitimate nature reflects again the archetype of 
the object in Question on its own level of reality". 
Am I really being asked to accept that since the discoveries of modern 
science reveal a mathematical structure at a microscopic level that 
this has any bearing on the superb geometrical patterns of Islamic art, 
whether they were produced by the Umayyads or the Ottomans? 
Referring again to Nasr, he concludes his discourse with the well worn 
cry. 
"Nowhere is the sacred character of mathematics in the 
Islamic world view more evident than in art, where with 
the help of geometry and arithmetic matter is ennobled and 
a sacred ambience created wherein is directly reflected 
the ubiquitous Presence of the One in the many °'.° 
In one sense I admit to this being a final statement, but in another 
sense it should be the beginning of Islamic architectural appreciation 
and investigation leading into areas where it may be possible 
theoretically to reconstitute Islamic works of art from criteria 
deduced from other known and existing works of art. Those of us who 
are fortunate enough to work on the evidence at first hand as a job, or, 
those who have time from other interests for such diversions, must 
strive/ 
3. 
strive to understand and show precisely what was in the minds of the 
craftsmen and how they detailed their architectural contributions to 
make a statement. An efficacious route is to choose a high period in 
the architectural arts sustained either by one bowerful patron or by 
one atelier over a reasonable ueriod of years. Having thoroughly 
investigated the period it would then be advantageous to use this fund 
of knowledge by applying it to the periods immediately before and after 
the chosen one. However, in my case the first stage has still years of 
basic cataloguing to do and so I have not embarked on the second stage, 
nor have I had the opportunity to trace the antecedents of the many 
decorative elements current at the time of Sultan jytbay. 
In a recent article by Grabar he concludes it thus: 
';íhatever the reasons Islamic art did manage to evolve a type 
of visual tension which is quite different from the man - 
centredness of lestern art or the natural complexities of 
Chinese art. It is tension which ought to be stressed, it 
seems to me, for, in a deeper sense, it bec_ueaths the inter- 
pretation and pleasure of the artistic experience to the 
viewer and leaves him free to make his own choices and judge- 
ments. Therein lies its greatest achieveme its, even if we 
cannot quite explain as yet why it was son. 
What is being stressed is clearly the visual impact and the subsequent 
stimulation produced by objects made in the Islamic traditions. My 
fieldwork so far has lead me to similar conclusions which I think are 
justified and supported by the architectural evidence. 
The methods I have used to reach my conclusions are, for the architecture 
accurate surveys drawn-up at a scale not smaller than 1:50, and for 
the architectural decoration paper squeezes. (See Appendix A). But 
I have also consciously developed my own natural visual sequence into a 
chronology of 'Appreciation Levels'. 
The method using Appreciation Level is n attempt at recording the precise 
order in which an initiate assimilates the numerous elements of a 
design 
+. 
design with continual reference back to previous visual exrperiences and 
mental stimuli. I suggest that in the elements a natural order can be 
found which, in general terms, assists the efforts of the uninitiated 
as well as those initiates who can apperceive the visual compatibilities 
and conflicts reflected in the desin. iith these activities in mind 
I originally chose the term '?ecognition Levels' before discarding it 
on the grounds that it implied the item is 'known again' or 'identified 
as known before', thus I saw the term to be restrictive. On the other 
hand the word 'Appreciation' is apposite, it may be defined as: 




adequate recognition; rise in 
o each of the words chosen to qualify and define 
the word 'Appreciation' can be ascribed a function to be attempted by a 
person when confronted by an object for the first time. This, there- 
fore, is a more accurate term to apply to the ordering of elements. 
There is, I think, a general thought process connected to :appreciation 
Levels regardless of the size and type of artifact. The first level is 
the recognition of the material(s) used in the artifact's construction, 
assuming that there does exist between the observer and the observed a 
satisfactory proximity. The second level in this chronology can 
involve an appreciation of size, of scale and of the architectonic 
qualities and purposes of the object, leading on perhaps to an 
appreciation of the over -all shape, and then on to the substructures 
or repetitious elements which may then lead back to a fuller appreciation 
of the over -all shape by emphasising it. At this stage in the chrono- 
logical ordering of the Appreciation Levels a slight change can occur in 
the type of information perceived, the object's main visual elements 
come into focus allowing the component parts to be determined and 
classified, e.g. a geometric skeleton with nodes or the softer curving 
lines of vegetal patterns. 
This/ 
5. 
This last Appreciation Level is likely to be the final level attained by 
the observer and thus it is here that the judgements concerning the 
beauty and the interest of the artifact are made based on the design 
content seen in this and the preceding levels. I like to think that 
as the medieval craftsmen realised the limited visual abilities of the 
average casual observer so he strived to present the major design 
elements with the strength, clarity, and meaning which might be com- 
prehended without excessive mental exertions. _'he prizes await those 
with more developed powers of observation and perce_,tion in the guise 
of further appreciation Levels hidden in the subtle End complex 
relationships of the smaller repetitive elements and whose exploration 
creates new rythms and harmonies. 
0.02 Background to the Dissertation 
Obviously when in 1968 I arrived in Jerusalem for the first time to 
launch the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem's Ardhitectural 
Survey I did not say to myself, 'Iìow, show that a tripartite relation- 
ship exists between the proportional systems controlling the overall 
form of a building, and the detailing of an elevation which relates 
back to the height of the stone courses.' My sights were considerably 
lower, they had to be because I was uninitiated in the ways of Islam 
and its cultural heritage, but just as important a reason was that 
there were few sources where ..terial relevant to the arab medieval 
architecture of Jerusalem could be found. The tuo principal sources 
still are the arabic inscriptions so well researched and presented in 
their historical settings by Max van Berchem in the Corpus Inscrintionum 
Arabicarum, and the architectural photographs taken by Sir Archibald 
Creswell10 before the 1927 earthquake and the more recent architectural 
depredations conceived and accomplished by political hysteria. The 
minor sources in this specific area of study are the works of Clermont- 





Society , and contributions of the architects Harvey l and Briggs15. 
Between 1968 and 1975 while Architect to the BSAJ i recorded a collec- 
tion of buildings along the Tariq Bab al- Silsila with foundation dates 
spread throughout the Mamlak Period 1250 -1517. As my survey gathered 
impetus an awareness of the proportions underlying the designs of the 
buildings gradually dawned on me. ,Eventually this awareness extended 
to encompass the articulation or elevational treatment and the areas of 
a.,ulied decoration. 
The first building to be surveyed, the Turbat of Barakat Khan c.128G -9G, 
provided the first (and only Islamic ?) example of 'integrated decoration', 
where the detailing of three separate architectural elements expressed 
not only an aesthetic value, but more importantly they expressed their 
structural functions. (See Appendix C). 
The Mausoleum of the amis Yi1ani c.1550, suggested another aspect of 
Mamlük design, a system of proportion based on a module. The module 
in this instance equals the width of the 'gap site' into which the 
Mausoleum was fitted. (See Appendix B). 
Indubitably the most decorated building for its size in Jerusalem, the 
tiny Mausoleum of Turkan Itwtvn 1352 -53 introduced me to a synonymic 
system of decoration or more simply interrelated. This is expressed by 
three identically sized internal panels divided into the same basic 
design fields and borders, but there is a visual twist, at first sight 
the decoration of each of the panels aopears to be independent of the 
other two, but later it transpires that their origins are identical. 
(See Appendix C). 
Being aware of the harmonies introduced into the designs of the buildings 
I had surveyed through the use of proportional and decorative systems I 
applied myself to the discerning of these same qualities elsewhere in 
Maml 
7. 
I.íamlùl( Jerusalem. The building which is indisy,u tally the culmination 
of the ;amltzk architectural arts in Jerusalem was coincidentally the 
last structure I recorded while Architect to the BS. _J, the Líadrasa of 
the Sultan ,:;á.ytbay known as al- A.shrafi ,y , 666/ U.8z. ÿ lo m the start I 
concentrated on the decoration of al -J shrafiy a as an Israeli was 
supposed to have carried out an architectural survey: this has now 
been published in Hebrewle which has the advantage that few people will 
read it and perpetuate his gross inaccuracies. 
It was al- Ashrafiyya that made me aware of the part decorative systems 
cc;uld be made to fulfill in making a specific visual statement not just 
with two or three decorative areas but visual series composed of many 
more. Unfortunately al- _shrafiyya's fabric over the centuries has 
succumbed to the devastation of earthquakes and the abrasiveness of the 
elements with the result that the quantity of decoration has been 
reduced to the detriment of a comprehensive vocabulary of L mlük designs. 
However, although al -í shrafiyya is badly disfigured it is still the 
core of my thesis due to its unique position, its founder, and its 
architectural conception and because I believe that thr.ugh their study 
a practical understanding can be gained of the procedures followed by 
architects in the Mamlúk Period. 
My studies in Cairo have through the minbar presented by -.ytbFy to the 
Rhunagah of Farag b. Bargüq supported my hypothesis of decorative 
systems making statements. Cairo was also most beneficial in providing 
clues and in some cases the answers to queries which had arisen in 
al- 1,shrafiyya. 
Before embarking on the meat of the Dissertation I must make clear that 
I view my work so far as only a beginning and that I hope its value is 
two -fold; it will provide primary material for others in the areas of 
Islamic architecture and the fine arts, as well as adding to the under- 
standing/ 
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standing and appreciative powers of architects, es_ecic.117 western ones, 
when desi tning for the K ea.r ; st of the twentieth e .r_ urj : this is no 
a request for some "sham ;i lük"i 
9e 
1.00 AL ASIP 4Ji'I YYA FTOM .i E AJAL SGU RC FS 
1.01 .,.he Sources 
Today's building represents the result of a checkered building process, 
which was devastated by an earthquake a short time after its completion, 
thus considerable reliance must be given to the sources contemporaneous 
with the construction of al-Ashrafiyya. One such document is the 22.5m 
long waqfiyya (title deeds of a religious endowment) written by 
al- Sheikh -Khitab ibn Omar al- Dauhawil for Sultan Qaytbáy; it details the 
Old Ashrafiyya before renovation, the arrangement of the completed 
al- Ashrafiyya concluding with the land and buildings forming the v:agf 
(religious endowment) . A second source is jadi L u jir al -Din al cUla;mi, 
il -Uns al -Jalil which acts as a guide to the religious monuments in 
Jerusalem and Hebron at the time, included in it is information con- 
cerning the founders of the various foundations, the construction dates 
as well as descriptions of their physical form. 
In modern times the work of a number of people has encompassed 
al- Ashrafiyva in one way or another, however in my opinion only two add 
substantially to the historical record. The first, and the foremost, 
must be the epigraphist Max van Berchem's monumental and exhaustive 
work Cop us Inscriptionum àabicarum3 which layed the foundations on 
which any study of the Islamic architecture of Jerusalem must be based, 
he edits three hundred inscriptions in arabic, provides a translation of 
each and in his commentaries extends his remarks beyond the purely 
historical background information to associated architectural aspects. 
The second modern author is Shlomo Tamari{ who has to be referred to as 
he is the first to publish large scale drawings of the plans and eleva- 
tion of al- shrafiyya5. Unfortunately it will become apparent as the 
description of al- lshrafiyya advances that Tamari fails to reach even 
the most minimal standard of architectural recording which is the 
essence of the type of study attempted by him. The danger inherent in 
the 
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the article is that through the impression of confidence e.nd competence 
Tamari's study will be accepted without any hesitation by all who have 
not had to check his accuracy'. 
1.02 A Skeleton Chronology 
Van Berchem in his commentary discusses in minute detail the textural 
evidence surrounding the construction of al- rshrafiyya which he considers 
to be of archaeological value. The essential dates for any architectural 
history of al- Ashlafiyya are as follows: 
870 -72 i small simple madrasa typical of Jerusalem was constructed for 
Sultan Khushqadum on top of the west riwZq of al -Karam al -S arif 
by the amir Hasan al- Sñarif Superintendent of the two Harams in 
Jerusalem and Hebron7. 
872 At the time I hushgadum died the Old L adrasa's exterior was com- 
plete, and a year later the interior was finished. 2ollowing 
this death the amir Hasan travelled to Cairo to tay homage to 
the new sultan, al- Sultan al -Malik al- Ashraf Abu -n_ T asr J:.ytb7 y, 
and to request that the madrasa in Jerusalem might be honoured 
with Q ytba.y's rame which, on his acceptance, could then be 
inscribed on the entrance of the old b'aadrasa. 
873 The interior of the Old L adrasa (now named al- Ashraf iy,; a) is 
875/ 
completed by the amir Birdibak T ji, the new Superintendent of 
the two Harams. The entrance was by the same gate that lead up 
to the Minaret of Bu.b al- Silsila (Ma' dhanat al- L:ahkama) by way of 
a narrow and difficult stair. The accommodation was composed 
of a meeting hall (ma jmac), a passage way, and a separate room 
for the sheikh all on top of the riwa.q. Opposite and over 
the east iwan of the Madrasa of the amir Mankalï. -bughá (Madrasa 
Baladiyya was a courtyard or terrace with some more rooms. 
11. 
875 The construction text of the Old Madrasa is dated 1st Rabic I of 
the year 875 (28th August 1470) and includes the name of 1;Esir 
al-Din Muhammad b. an I;ash2 shibi, treasurer of QWytbáy who, in 
Muharram 875 (July 1470), was appointed Superintendent of the 
tao Harams. 
3 
876 gaytbay gives an order to demolish and replace the Old Madrasa. 
877 .' .ytbwy attaches to the madrasa sixty suffis, pupils and lawyers, 
he also gave wagf property situated in the town of Gaza. The 
upper parts of the Old Madrasa are partially demolished. 
880 On Monday, 27th Rajab, Qaytbay visited Jerusalem and attended 
the mid -day prayers in his madrasa. He was so far from being 
impressed with the a pearance of the Old madrasa that he 
ordered its demolition prior to the construction of an edifice 
more in keeping with his royal stature. 
381+ A demolition order arrived in Jerusalem on-;;ednesday, 3rd 
Rabic II. 
885 The foundations of the new al- shrafiyya 1st Phase were cut on 
Sunday, 24th Shacb7n. Mie architects commenced with the con- 
struction of the meeting hall for the sufis (al -majma áhl- sufi4u.) 
below the riwáq. At the same time they commenced the demolition 
of the Old Madrasa on top of the riwaglO. The workmen may have 
been local and therefore not up to. the standards aspired to by 
the Sheikh of the Madrasa who went to Cairo to involve ' áytbäy 
more fully in the project. 
886 A team of masons, architects, sculptors, under the leadership of 
a highly skilled and trusted Christian architect were dispacched 
from Cairo. The Christian used the authority granted him to 
demolish,/ 
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demolish the recently embarked upon building activities (forming 
al- Ashrafiyya 1st Phase) because they were unsatisfac9 ry. He 
extended the demolition work southward to include three arches 
of the riwEq, and so began the construction of the final 
l - s hraf iyyall. 
687 Commemorating the completion of the construction of Al -1 shrafiyya 
is an inscription aated Ra jab I of the year 687 (Atg ust- 
September 14.82)12. As was the normal oractice the marblers 
began their work after the completion of the structure. 
1.03 The Description 
The importance of obtaining a contemporary description of a historic 
building cannot be undervalued, especially when it describes a royal 
foundation in the 'third Shrine of Islam which shortly after was to be 
destroyed by an earthquake. Again, I will rely on (and paraphrase) 
van Berchem while steers Mujir al- iir_'s 
text whe:_e it deals with al- yshrafiyya's planning arrangaa ents. At 
present I will ignore van Berchem's own identification of specific items 
since we occasionally disagree: let it not be forgotten that my 
purpose is an attempt at recreating the design and its processes and 
that any arguments at this stage might be distracting and unnecessarily 
complicate the issues. 
The ground floor comprises the meeting hall enclosing three of 
the west riwâq's arches. This has two doors: the first is in the 
north wall and alongside it is a window opening on to that part of the 
riwaq under the Madrasa Úthmániyya; the second, which is in the east 
wall, id flanked by two windows, one to the left and one to the right. 
In the west half of the back wall of the hall is a hollowed out mihràb, 
in the wall's eastern half is a window. Adjoining the hall on the 
south is a porch in magnificent stone, in its west wall is the door 
opening/ 
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opening through which access is gained to the madrasa on the first 
floor. 
(Beyond the door is a small vestibule, paved in marble: to the right is 
a small room; in the rear wall is a bench covered in marble; to the 
left, another door leads to the spacious stairs rising up to al- 
xshrafiyya's first floor and the Minaret of Bab al- Salám. At the top 
of the stair a door gives on to an open courtyard paved with white flag- 
stones. In its north wall a rectangular doorway leads into an attractive 
vestibule, inside and on the right side a corridor connects with the 
Madrasa, built above the ground floor's meeting hall. 
` This first floor Madrasa is made up of four iwans facing each other. 
In the rear wall of the south or ibla Iwän, which is the most grand, is 
a mihr .b niche. To the east of it two windows omen on to alHaram, 
and on the west, two more windows give on to the top of their staircase. 
In the iwán's east wall three windows open on to al -Haram towards the 
terrace of al- Sakhra: opposing them are three windows to the courtyard. 
The North iwan has in its north wall two windows to al Haram and two 
more in its east wall. The East iwan is a loggia and has three arches 
sitting on two marble columns. In the upper wall are extremely fine 
stain glass windows. The ;rest iwä.n has one window on to the courtyard. 
The floor is entirely paved with polychrome marble and throughout are 
marble dados. All of the ceilings are timber and are decorated with 
gold leaf and blue paint. It is very stable and has been assembled 
with art and nobility. 
Near to the North iwan is a vaulted room which is entered by .:ay of the 
vestibule, its door is found to the left of the entrance. It has a 
polychrome marble floor and is also surrounded by marble dados, two 
windows give on to the North iwan of the Madrasa. Above this room is 
found/ 
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found an attractive room lit by a window giving on to the interior of 
the Madrasa and by another on to the courtyard. 
The foregoing accommodation is joined by a door with another terrace or 
court where there are some vaulted rooms for ablutions and lavatories, 
all of them are constructed over the two Iwáns, south and east, and the 
other parts of the I,Iadrasa Baladiyya. 
Al- Ashrafiyya contained cloth and chandeliers of such great beauty that 
one could not find the like elsewhere. The roof is covered externally 
with well fitting lead sheeting." Here is where the descri Lion ends. 
The majority of the above description can be verified by those parts of 
al- Ashra.fiyya still in existence, and with such a description those parts 
that are no longer extant can be imagined, as they have been by van 
Berchem and Sla ron. But, as neither of them considered the practicalities 
of the architectural design which must have had a direct bearing on the 
final decisions; this I will attempt to remedy. 
There is still outstanding one further contemporary source describing 
the elevational treatment of al- hshrafiyya: "the first representation 
of the Dome of the Rock occurs in Bernhard of Breydenbach's 
Peregrinationes in Terram Sanctam (1486) after Edward Reuwich of Utrecht "./4 
From my own intimate knowledge of the Dome of the Rock and al- Haram, the 
drawing is as true a representation of the buildings as is possible: I 
can identify precisely even the windows in the buildings along the west 
wall, it also shows the double ramped wall -h.2ad along al-Aqsa's east 
r 
wall which was noted by Hamilton 5. Tus we are considering a drawing 
which is not a symbolic representation of the Holy City drawn from 
another's experience, but one drawn on the spot. 
1.04 The Date of the Earthquake 
Before embarking on a description of today's ruin the historical sources 
may/ 
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may be conveniently concluded by outlining the ?robler s su_rrounL_ng 
precise date of the earthquake by referring to Layer's Jer on :. u jlr 
al -Din's Dhayl (secuel or appendi) to his work al -Uns al- Ja]i.l1J' x:_ 
In the Leiden text of Eujir al -Din's Dhayl it is stated that the eart"- 
c quake occurred on the afternoon of i ursday, the tenth of Dhú al -;a da of 
the year (written) ° Layer -)ointed out that 4 stood for the 
number 5 ir. medieval r.rabic scrit, but since the year 952 was twenty- 
five years after the death of Lujir al -Din, he preferred to conclude 
that the year 902 was intended. Using the tables of 2reeman- Grenville 
Layer's Dili al -acda 10, 902, is found to be the eleventh of July 1497, 
a Sunday. In contrast, DO al- Qacda 1G, 952, is the twenty-fourth of 
January, 1545, a Thursday. The latter date, therefore, corres onds 
to the day of the week given in the text of the Leiden manuscript. 
However, like Layer, I am now faced with a dilemma of which I was 
ignorant at the time of writing the article The Sundial on the lest 
gall ..'18 where in footnote number 7 I presented the above evidence; 
17 
however, I have since been informed that in the untranslated arabic text 
of the Dhayl it is stated that there were, in fact, three earthquakes, 
the first partly damaged al- lshrafiyy . from three directions, the cibla, 
the north and the east, and also its 1Iinaret, this was followed three 
days later by a second, much stronger earthquake of shorter duration. 
But my dilemma is that there was a third earthquake precisely four 
months after the previous ones, it happened on the afternoon of ,feanesday 
the twelfth of Rabic I of the year °AV . rsgain using r reeman- 
Grenville's tables I calculated for the two possible years and found 
that Rabic I, 12, 903 is the eight November 14.97, a ', ednesday and that 
Rabic I, 12, 953 is the twenty- fourth of ?._ay 154.6, a Sunday. 
Thus there are two possible dates for the earthquake, either Layer's 
preference 902/14 -97 which is in agreement with the weekday of the third 
earthquake/ 
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earthquake, is only fourteen solar years after the completion of al- 
Ashrafiy¡a, is still in the ï. arzluk period; or the later date of 952 
which agrees with the weekday of the first earthquake, is sixty -three 
solar years after the completion, is after :.:uji.r al- i.1n's death and is 
already in the Ottoman period. this dichotomy adds a poignancy Go the 
final comments regarding the euestion of the date in the article ' ° :.s the 
weekday (for the first earthquake) in the later date agrees with that of 
the text we leave it to others better cualif ied to discuss the possible 
implications for the accepted authorship of the Dha l." Although 
naturally reticent about the authorship of the Zhu.. 1 I am predisposed te 
the date of 952/1545 because in 1968 I entered the foundation of 111as.aki 
Sul t n (Roxelane) (LJJ No. 140) 
19 
and noted that it had a quantity of 
re -used stones of good quality and therefore likely to have mme from a 
major building. It was much later on that I considered the possibility 
that these re -used stones might have been associated with a1- :shrafiy -a. 
(See P1s.II -N). visual 
Jerusalem, other than al-Ashrafiyya, has decorated double spanJrels and 
the base of one such spandrel is included in the htassaki Sultan's 
Collection (which sadly has been plastered over) thus the provenance is 
a fit itzibii 'hat is also mcouraging is that the Kdi .ssdiSultwn is 
dated by an endowment deed to the year 959,71552 
20 
only seven years after 
my preference of 952/1545 as the date of the earthquake. It is well 
within the realms of probability that a relatively short time la ter some 
of the debris should be cenveyed three hundred metres to a new building 
site. 
Thus datable architectural evidence supports the earthquake's date of 
952/1545 and obviously not 902/1497. 
17. 
l 2.00 A ) SCRIPIIOÏ OF 10' S 1L li ;HriIIY 
2.01 Introduction 
Located inside al- Hararn, al- Ashrafiyya is north of B.b al- Silsila, the 
gateway terminating the Old City of Jerusalem's west -east axis. (see 
figs. 1 and 2). It can now only be a pale image cf its early glory 
before it was ravaged by the 952,/1545 earthquake and most recently by 
one in the 1920's2, the result is that the first floor Ladrasa is a shell 
unfortunately deteriorating rapidly under the action of the elements'. 
But, whatever its pitiful condition al-Ashrafiyya still can raise more 
pertinent questions concerning its lost architecture than any historical 
text, and it will more often than not provide its own answers too. In 
the descriptions which follow, numerous questions and. queries will arise, 
some will be answered inraediately, others will have to bide their time 
until a more appropriate moment or until sufficient evidence has been 
accumulated, and there will be some alas, which remain unanswered. 
2.02 Irae Ground Floor Pla.ns4. (Drawings 1 -2) 
The arrangement of the ground floor has clanged little since they were 
o completed in 887,/71+52, there still exists the liza jm . (meeting hall) , the 
Porch, the Vestibule and the grand staircase. The ancient of 
al- Hararn is, of course, obvious, as is the base of the Linaret at al- 
shrafiyya's extreme south. The riwaq's four piers, with their 
chamfered corners, incorporated into the final al-Ashrafiyya are 
identifiable: At the northern most pier the thickness of the wall 
sections on either side of it differ; my interpretation is tint the 
west section with its window belongs to al- _:.shrafiyy-a's 1st Phase, 
which from the textual sources is presumed to have been demolished, 
where the east section indisputably belongs to the final al- shrafiy -, 
but it in turn generates a supplementary question; why is its external 
surface proud of the pier and joined to it by way of a chamfer? At 
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however the solution may rest with the ?:adressa above. I elm consider 
that the wall section housing the raihr:b dates from al- r,shrafiyya's 1st 
Phase on two counts: above the raihr7Lb is a blocked -up opening (see 
drawing 11) and if this was once a window the r:rost likely explanation 
for its existence is that it lit the 1st Phase's meeting hail and that 
the blocking took place during the final construction; the second count 
is the appearance of the nihrEb (see Drawing 85); in general it ecuates 
with the mihr`.b in the Eadrasa of : :uhammad b. Muzhir, 885/124a-315, 
(l'..IJ No. 110) located on the southside of BElb al- i-adid (see fig. 1). 
Muhammad b. ' :uzhir was SuÜerintendent of the Chancery of Eytbay and 
therefore he could have eaployed the same workmen as did his sultan, 
and in addition the incised arabesques in trefoliated fields within both 
niches have no parallels elsewhere in al-shrafiyya. (For a fuller 
study of this mihx b see Me and Drawing 85) . 
In Drawing 2 the pre -demolition riwcj. has been superi._posed on the 
present plan. It attempts to show the likely extent of al- A.shrafiy a's 
1st Phase and the three arcades which were demolished. ?Tote that the 
spans P3 to P2 and P2 to P1 continue the riwwq's rhythm; not sur=ising- 
ly P2 aligns itself on the remains of a springer in the west -;;all; the 
evidence supporting the position of Pl is weaker but I feel that 
externally there can still be seen stone courses of the sort of texture 
and cutting foun_ in the masonry of complete piers, also Pl's north 
face lines up with the straight joint beside the left -hand jamb of the 
window in the Test j(ail6. To me this suggests that when this window 
opening was slapped through the West ',all adequate allowance was made 
for the bearing of the riwEq's transverse arch. Along the north face 
of the Minaret's base are three more straight joints, I do not know why 
they occur, but could it be that they were associated with the 'narrow 
and difficult' stair which leads up to the minaret and the G1:ß Ladrasa? 
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2.03 The First door Plc :n. (ra ring 3j 
Only once and very early on in my research died I climb up to the gallery 
of the i,Iinaret, and at about; the same time I visited the ancillary 
accommodation above the south 7_73.n of the Madrasa Baladiyya, but as I 
consider that neither of these areas has a crucial -cart to play in the 
hunt for al- Ashrafiyya's architectural form, they may, for the pur_:os es 
of this dissertation, be ignored7. In contrast, the remainder of the 
first floor is central to the hunt, and unlike the ground floor this 
has changed dramatically. 
The south east corner of the Courtyard is reached after climbing the 
grand staircase, passing two blocked up windows on the right -hand side 
and on the left a rectangular doorway also blocked -up eventually to 
emerge through an arched doorway. Across the Courtyard is a similar 
arched doorway in a short section of wall belonging to the final phase, 
behind is the ancillary accommodation. Between the two doorways in 
the south wall and its three doors, the side doors are arched and the 
central is similar to the blocked rectangular door at the head of the 
staircase. Along one side of the Courtyard is the west wall of the 
Madrasa. In it are the arched doorway, a triple window recess with 
blocked openings separated from a blocked single window recess by a 
section of ashlar masonry rebuilt in its upper courses: the line 
separating the original masonry from the rebuild cuts through a sundial 
c 
which indicated time in relation to the afternoon prayer ( asr). The 
--r- 
western half of the Courtyard's north wall has been consolidated and 
integrated into a modern dwelling , while behind the eastern half is a 
small open court from which the LIadrasa is entered; however, access to 
this court is only through the Madrasa cUthmá.niyya' s entrance in gb al- 
LIathara (see fig. 2: AIJ I'o. 105). 
The flagstones used to pave the Courtyard have a strong reddish hue, 
the/ 
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the result of heavy veining. I believe they are original since they are 
laid out in well -defined units approximately 2m. wide running across the 
Courtyard at right angles to the ï,iadrasa's , ;est all, because their 
surface has a correct relationship with the various door openings and 
they cannot be an over -lay due to a lack of depth between it and the 
level corres7on_ding to the riwáq's roof, this relationship is seen in the 
west -east sections. 
LIy belief runs counter to ;íujìr al -Din's descriptions of 'white flagstones', 
he of course may have ignored the veining: 
Coming to the small open court a number of irregularly cut steps rise up 
to a short corridor sheltered by a truncated vault, in its east end there 
is a rectangular opening with a very slight threshold dropping to the 
paved and undulating surface of the Madrusa, this obviously post-dates 
the earthquake. The view is stunning, it is breathtaking, it encompasses 
the whole of al- Haram; al-uabbat al- Sakhra, al- Ja:.mi C al- csa, all the 
other structures surrounding them, the trees, and even the trancuility of 
this sanctified place, in the background is the Kedron Valley and the 
I,iount of Clives. Surely of all the staggering views to be found in 
Jerusalem this exciting visual experience must have been fully exploited 
by the now destroyed windows along the Lladrasa's east wall and to a 
lesser extent in the eastern halves of the gibla and north walls. 
Nowadays the gibla wall terminates at the reveal of the first window east 
of the mihrab, and the north wall at the comulimentary reveal. A 
curious feature of this ruined shell is the symmetry produced by the 
earthquake, the existing wallhead is level except for the rebuilding in 
the West Wall referred to above and some roughly coursed stonework on 
top of the walihead at the south -west corner. I find it difficult to 
accept that the continuity displayed is the natural result of the earth- 




consequence of someone's decision, which was the reaction to a set of 
(unknown) factors. Is it possible that a rehabilitation of the Eaarasa 
was contemplated and that to facilitate this the irregularities caused 
by the earthquake were evened out? No textual evidence is available to 
throw light on this problem and so we must leave the walihead as a 
curiosity. 
Before advancing to the elevations and sections it is an appropriate time 
to explain my misgivings regarding T'amari' s work. In his Ground Floor 
Flan two errors are immediately perceived, the first is the contraction 
of the pier at the Porch's south -east corner, and second, the chamfer in 
the north wall is completely ignored and the same thickness is maintained 
by him throughout the wall's length. In his First Floor Plan the 
significant errors are: first, in the Eadrasa's Jest ,;all the wall 
section, separating the triple window and the single window recesses, 
is illustrated as a later blocking, and its thickness is dram at 
approximately lm. not the actual 0.15m.; the second error is that the 
external and internal south faces of the gibla wall are drawn in line, 
this is incorrect since behind the mihrZb a chPnf Bred corner reduces the 
internal wall's thickness. The most misleading of all his errors are 
the dimensions given for the Isadrasa. I have Checked and rechecked to 
assure myself that I am correct whilst Tamari is inaccurate. Although 
any of the series of measurements could be chosen, t.o series from the 
3,221a iwán have been selected and are juxtaposed alongside my own 
results thus: 
For the gibla wall, 
Tamari 0.80 0.55 1.10 0.55 0.80 1.30 1.10 1.30 0.40 
falls 0.70 0.51- 1.26 0.54 0.71 1.46 1.00 1.45 0.31 
Por the oibla iwi.n's west wall, 
Tamari 0.40 (1.30) 1.10 1.30 1.10 1.30 0.60 
Valls 0.30 1.44 1.14 1.44 1.14 1.44 0.30 
Little more need be said about 'Tamari's accuracy. 
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2.011- The East Elevation (Drawir 4) 
There are in this elevation three identifiably separate areas; the 
window and door openings to the majmac, the great arch to the Porch, and 
the wallhead at first floor level. 
2.01+.1 The large rectangular openings to the ma jmac are, along with their ablac 
surrounds and mouldings, recent copies of openings shore in Cres;: ell' s 
photograph. (See Pi.v). The differences separating the copies from 
their predecessors are; the modern red stone is considerably lighter 
than the red stone used in Lamlük times, the lower courses project 
beyond the general wall plane and the upper courses sink into the wall. 
This was caused by the twentieth century- builder using a plumb -bob to 
strike a vertical line on which he would build with the result that his 
9 
work ran counter to the sloping or bulging wall'. At first I was 
sceptical believing that even as copies, the windows and door they 
replaced lacked the quality found elsewhere in al- Ashrafiyya, and that they 
were rather of Ottoman origin sometime after 1545 earthquake. However, 
this is contradicted by the existence of a siLiilar, unrestored and there- 
fore original door in the Korth Elevation, and also by positions of the 
three openings relative to the arcading incorporated into the magma 
c 
; 
as the centre lines are mutual I feel that if the openings had post- 
dated the earthquake these relationships might not e.st10 The semi- 
circular steps in front of the doorway are also copies. The three 
arched windows are original. Note the primitive engaged column, with 
stylised base and capital, articulating the northern corner. 
2.C1_.2 Dominating the East Elevation is the great archway leading into the 
Porch, its ablE2 voussoirs are framed. by an interestingly detailed 
moulded archivolt. the arch's extrados is set back from the general 
wall plane so that the archivolt is negative; but when the archivolt's 




but as a more conventional posiLive impost projecting out of the gall 
plane below it, the necessary transition is neatly accomplished at the 
arch's external corners11. The pier at a1- shrafiyya's south east 
corner no longer displays the finely detailed and carved geometry of 
its shaft;, the inscription around its neck; or the ribbon and arabesque 
forms in the capital, they have each been washed away by rain. (PL.vI) 
2.0L3 When the wallhead's top half dozen courses are first observed the 
feature most likely to be seen is composed of a total of 33 joggled 
stones forming an ablaq string course beginning and ending with red 
stones, the plain moulding below may also be noticed and traced. to 
either end where it turns upwards. In the north the rising moulding 
continues uninterrupted to the top of the :vrallhead, the four ablac 
courses to its left will not have been overlooked nor will the fact that 
they form a vertical straiho joint; there is no complimentary ablac 
coursing at the south end of this section. A pair of upright red 
stones, equivalent to two courses high, are seen centred on the white 
12th and 20th joggled stones of the string course. Constructed of 
odd stones some white, some red, the masonry separating these identifiable 
features all datesfrom a rebuilding after the 1545 earthquake. Four 
of the red stones were for a long time extremely puzzling, two of them 
have hollowed out circular areas and the two had instead a tear- shaved 
are, they had all in fact functioned as 'silent' links above the apexes 
of arches12. To the north of the vertical moulding two straight joints, 
each of them four courses high and beginning at a level equivalent to 
the top of the string course, are separated by another area of rebuilding. 
Finally, all of the courses in the rrallhead to the south of the string 
course and above the great arch are rebuilt. Actually I think that one 
stone retains its original position, it is directly over the hood mould- 
ing's apex and has a circular concave -convex -concave centre, its appear- 
ance suggests the obligatory looping of an archivolt at its apex 
current/' 
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current in the later :.= eralúk periods, this unusual . .ß )le could bo 
unique to al -i,sh afiy,ja. The nearby small circular protuberances all 
date from the rebuilding, what their functions were I know not. 
2.05 "11:: 'South elevation (Drawing 5) 
.(again a great arch dominates the elevation, much to my surprise its span 
is greater than its mate in the east, the illusion of narrowness is 
provided by the articulation in the pier's I7est gall and in the Portal 
stall. Another stone with a circular concave- convex- cons:ve centre sits 
above the hood moulding's apex surrounded by an overburden of rebuilding 
which, at its west end, is sto.2ped by a straight joint. This joint 
rises above the wallhead as a corner setting back from the general wall 
plane a masonry nib partly consisting of ablaq wo_k, the general wall 
plane continues for another seven courses above the highest red stone. 
2.C6 The North Elevation (Drawing 6) 
There are two distinct parts to the North Elevation separated from each 
other by one of the piers of the riwág which has been incorporated into 
the wall. In the part under the riwáq exists one large rectangular 
window with ablag surrounds bounded by a plain moulding, above is a 
smaller rectangular window opening complimenting the blocked -up opening 
above the majmac's (meeting hall) mihrgb; in my opinion this is 
sufficient proof that two sections of al- Àshrafiy3a's 1st Phase were not 
demolished by the Christian architect. To the left of the clearly 
visible pier a chamfer introduces the eastern part of the elevation, 
about ground level voussoir -type stones can be seen falling towards the 
original semi - circular steps in front of the doorway. This door has 
already been commented upon during the description of the East Elevation. 
There is above it an original arched window opening which was recently 
unblocked in exchange for a traditional styled geometric stained glass 
window. Higher up the wall are two straight joints, the western rises 
above,/ 
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above the wallhead in a manner similar to that found in the South 
Elevation. Between these two joints is an area of rebuild, at its 
centre is a geometrically decorated oblong stone, and in the same course 
n.t either end of it are fragments of a kufesque inscription. One last 
straight joint remains to be described, it separates La- _shrafiyyais 
masonry from that of the ii. adrasa cU thJnaiyya's east wall above the 
riwZq' s cornice, the joint is a 0.04m wide gap plugged with cement. 
2.07 The ',gall to the :ortli of Bab al- Silsila (Drawing 71 
This wall running between Bab al- Silsila and al- ;_shraf iyj a is for much ci 
its length the base of the considerably older Hinaret, and so it is only 
to be e;aected that a variety of masonry and building phases should be 
represented. The precise origin of every change is, of course, 
impossible to find, however some do Jrovide clues to their origins. 
The approximately 4m high straight joint defines the junction between 
the lowest courses of the i::inaret's base and those of al- Ashrafiyya; 
in fact the stones belonging to the lanaret's base prove to be Quoins 
and are therefore evidence of a true corner 
13. 
The masonry to the 
north of this joint is, in the main, that of ;wytbe7y. There are the 
odd exceptions appearing to conform to the surface textures and dressings 
favoured in earlier periods, these could be reused from the demolished 
rivirtoj or the Old :._adrasa. almost certainly in the slightly recessed 
length of wall south of the Porch, there is a grouting of some six to 
eight stones; the reiaains of a demolished pier? 
Returning to the 4m high straight joint, it rises vertically to stop 
level with the course below the head of the ground floor window light- 
ing the Grand Staircase's second landing, the joint restarts at the 
long two line inscription +, moves round it and along its upper edge 
for 0.20m before rising to about the mezzanine window, lighting the 
sixth landing; this being completed, the joint disappears. Further 
south/ 
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south a pair of consoles suggest than there was a balcony or 'Jerusalem' 
window 15as the northern console occurs beside another straight joint; 
its presence increased the _nobability of a balcony or w nl owe. Today 
'±e joint happens to be the most southerly extent of Lbry's masonry. 
The semi- circular vault seen behind the adjacent area of rebuilding 
suggests an Ottoman date: it was never inspected by me as it forms part 
of the complex to the south and over B-E7 b al- 3ilsila; interestingly 
enough, in one of the recessed windows belonging to this complex is 
the shield of Khushqadum inscribed on a marble or white stone 
- 
In the second top course, south of the Porch, e__ists a water spout 
indic :Ling perhaps that the present height of the wall is unchanged from 
the original, or does it belong to the same category as the water spouts 
found in the rebuilt sections of the East Elevation's wallh.ead? 
Four large rectangular windows retain their original grilles set in 
timber frames, and their monolithic lintels. In the left hand pair the 
arched heads to their ingos are visible behind the grilles. The three 
upper windows have built up sills and two still have the original jog led 
key stones17, the third has not and explains why the existing lintel's 
soffit is decorated by a carved vegetal motif. I have not found any 
comparative material for this carved decoration (see Drawing 86). 
One question arises from the erratic stone coursing; the recognisable 
rebuilding in the larger areas or the patching of the smaller areas, 
did the masonry of al- Ashlafiyya's final phase extend as far as the 
Bab al-Silsila? From the foregoing description the answer can only be, 
'Yes'. 
2.08 The Porch (Drawings 7, 12 and 15) 
It must have become apparent during the descriptions of the last and 




greatest damage. he reason is clear, the corner is a large pier 
carrying the structural loadings away from two magnificently proportioned 
arches and naturally, since it was the weakest sector in al-shrafiyya's 
ground floor, it gave way under the abnon a.l loadings induced by the 
Earthquake. The full extent of the damage and the resultant rebuilding 
is only perceived on looking up at the underside of the Porda's ablaa 
vault: fully of it is completely rebuilt. 
The Vault (Drawing 42) 
Unlike the original ablag stone courses emanating from the south -west, 
north -west and north -east corners, the stone courses in the south -east 
quarter of the vault are all built in a white stone laid on concentric 
quadrants centred on the springing point on the pier. This difference 
is admirably disguised by alternating bands of red and cream uaint with 
fake stone interstices drawn in black paint which are trying to match 
the zig -zag appearance of the true ablac vaulting (ironically the true 
ablaq have been overpainted to blend with the pseudo ablac which was 
attempting to copy them in the first instance: ) The decorated pointed 
cruciform vault centre is in situ but was it effected by such destruction? 
On close inspection the cruciform centre is an extremely clever demonstra- 
tion of sixteenth ( ?) century restoration work. Laying undetected 
behind a cream or khaki paint is conclusive evidence proving that the 
stone slabs making up the cruciform centre have been removed and then 
replaced18. 
The first item of interest is the 'curb' running round the cruciform's 
edges, this has in places fallen down and in others is badly cracked: 
imagine the original construction sequence; the vaulting started at the 
four springing ;oints and gradually stone course upon stone course the 
separate fans came together about a void, cruciform in shape, then the 
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next stone course. The seouence followed in the rebuil =ing could not 
have been the same, the stone ecurses dr'":ich sealed the decorated slabs 
from above were still in place, there was therefore the need to leave 
a pointed cruciform hole at the completion of the vault's rebuilding to 
facilitate the evel :teal insertion of the sl .b3 which then had to be 
su_3oorted, the curb gives tis support but it in turn had to be held in 
_lace using metal pins. These oins after three censures have corroded 
and consequently ex)anded to brew.-_ down the stone curb. I guess that 
in the vault's present condition, the decorated centre is in greater 
::anger of being irrevocably damaged than it was after the earthcuake 
when there was a real c= _.cern for al -__s'_ ._ -' o future, its physical 
manifestation being the rebuilting. 
If further proof is required in support of the rer_oval and replacent 
of the decorated slabs after the eartheuake we need only inspect the 
geometric lines of the decoration. These lines do not correspond with 
each other where they are separated by the slabs' joints, by matching 
the paired geometric lines across the joints the proper arrangement was 
achieved. (See fig. 3). It is inconveivable that such an error could 
have been perpetrated by the Cairo -based team. 
tithile scrutinising the decorated elements of the vault centre remnants 
of a black painted background were found along the northern a reas of the 
eastern arm, it was also evident that a black painted line had separated 
the main design's outline from its internal geometry; traces of red 
paint were also discovered. A I to presume that there was once a 
planned colour scheme, and if so, might it not have had similarities to 
the colour scheme suggested by the discolouration in the main side panels 
of the minbar presented by Q .ytbly to the Khänagáh of Farag b. Barqúq 
some nine months after the official completion date of al- Ashrafiyya? f 
Three out of the original four lozenges still contain flat carved arab- 
esque motives, the eastern lozenge was less fortunate, its absence is 
obscured/ 
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obscured by a layer of dark red paint. 
It was the accepted pry.c:;ice 
" o hang laps secured to metal rings in an 
arch's apex or at a vault's centre, such rings lo exist below the apexes 
of th;; Porch's side arches and although I looked for cvid ence to show, 
one way or the other, whether such a ring ,ver hung below the central 
point of the cruciform, I s i;ill do not know, although. it is most unlikely 
as there is the joint between the central slabs. 
2.03.2 the 'Jindovi 'Jail (Drawing 13) 
At the rear of the Porch's northern side arch and above a bench lies the 
compartmented20 Jindow Û11, whose windows give some light to the 
c 
majma . The deep bench rising one and a half courses above the -laved 
surface of al- 3aram, includes a moulded nosing which turns upwards 
through 90 
0 
at each end as though it is directing an Observer's eye up 
the arch's narrow abutments to the positive impost moulding and into the 
ablag areas of the vault. At the centre of the :inflow ,all is a 
recess with a large rectangular grilled window, an oeil -de- boeuf window 
and decorated rectilinear mugarnas. Between the recess and the 
intrados of the Porch's northern arch are two side Panels and a 
cycloidal tympaniom, each encloses an inscribed shielw of jt bay. 
One of the features I find unusual is the contrast created between the 
white stone sill and the abla jambs of the grilled window. T:ormPily 
the sill would extend beyond the opening to finish at the recess' 
reveals and would, therefore, be one complete course in the composition, 
but in this instance the sill's length is restricted within the jambs; 
perhaps the explanation lies in the proportions imp ed on or chosen by 
the architec e. The bronze grilles and timber sub -frame are right for 
the period. Just as the sill's design is unusual so is the unadorned 
monolithic lintel, because most window lintels at the time were either 
composite or decorated or both. There are two elements in the compart- 
ment above the lintel, the joggled ablaÿ relieving arch with decoration 
reserved/ 
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reserved to the white voussoirs and the carved tympanum under it. 
Encompassing the newly restored oeil -de -boeuf window are Lolas voussoirs 
which have reserved any decoration to the white stones. On either side 
of the windows are vertically set compartmented oblong geometric panels 
mirroring each other. 
The rectilinear mugarnas completing the recess' decorative elements, are 
heavily coated with the cream or khaki paint, the same paint that vas 
found on the vault. But the 'umbrella' or ribbed cell at the centre of 
the cop course is Painted yellow, and in the majority of the other cells 
remnants of blue paint are visible where the cream paint has flaked. 
As no additional colours were found while squeezing the mugarnas, I con- 
. 
sider that the yellow paint is an attempt to recreate some disappeared 
gold leaf, and that the blue paint is original since it is used in com- 
bination with white paint in the manner found in the rectilinear mucarnas 
over the Gateway of the Minbar in the Khánagah of Farag b. Barcrq. 
Turning to the side panels which are outside the window recess, and 
decorated with inscribed shields picked out in a dark red paint. When 
squeezing the eastern one it was clear to me that the dark red paint had 
not been applied with the precision expected of Q ytbá.y's team, this 
feeling was increased on finding traces of gold, about the size of a pin 
head, there was also a considerable amount of light red paint, some of 
it lying below the tiny specks of gold leaf. The conclusion is, the 
letters and background of the shield were at first gilded all over, 
eventually this gilding wore off leaving behind its light red coloured 
bole, this also wore off in time, in fact, by the time of the restoration 
after the earthquake because the restorers gave a new clarity and 
definition to the shield using dark red paint; the same paint used for 
the ablag vaulting21 . In the tympanum the third and considerably 
smaller 
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smaller shield is also coated in dark red paint. 
2.00.3 the .recessed Portal (Drawing 7) 
Framed by a linked moulding this beautiful door; ay is one of the 
artistic masterpieces of Jerusalem, it has great variety and is full of 
life, it can be passive through its ablae courses, it can be vigorous as 
exemplified by the vegetal decoration of the rectilinear muoarnas or it 
can be strong like its monolithic door lintel. after all the trials 
and tribulations of al-Ashrafiyya's construction this portal on its own 
J:oes great honour to the memory of the 'Prince of Builders'. 
Beginning the description with the upper surface of the ioor step we 
find the remains of a simple design probably comp ed of b1a. dc , grey and 
white marble. On either side of the recess are the required and ever 
present mastabas or benches (Drawing 52), surrounded by the linked 
moulding with its variety of links, some of their centres are flat, 
others are convex and others a floral -type star. 
the south mastaba's flank the lower left link has the petalled star, 
the lower right has a vortex, the central link on the vertical moulding 
is convex and the two along the top are concave. Opposing them on the 
northern mastaba's flank is one vortex centre directly opposite its twin 
and all the other centres are concave, none are convex. Thus ;re find a 
variety of solutions for one element, so humble that most people would 
overlook it. This surely is not the result of one man lavishing care 
on the links in his spare time, to me this is an expression of the care, 
thought and visual interest found in nearly all of Q ytbay's monuments 
and even such a simple detail as the links of a moulding might have been 
regarded by and appraised by the suffi inhabitants of al- Ashrafiyya. 
The mastabas' main decorative features are the joggled ablag areas with 
trefoliated terminals which are emphasised by the white stone vegetal 
element sunk into the dark s tone, and at its centre a °tear -dropn in 
turquoise/ 
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turquoise glass paste (this now can only be found in the northern 
mastaba). 
Parts of the ablaR masonry has been indented in the last few decades as 
a number of the red stones are 'the malem pink' with a roughly tooled 
surface22 so contrasting with the much darker and yellow veined red 
stone used by the llamlizks. This dark red stone was choses for its 
colour and it is used throughout Jerusalem, but it is most often laid on 
cant23, and so over the centuries this stone has fractured along the 
lines of its strata: I cannot accept that this was done in ignorance by 
the masons, they must have recognised what would eventually occur to the 
stone's mechanism. One explanation is that they may have been getting 
the red stone from a very thin seam, but as the stones are approximately 
thirty centimeters high and between ten to fifteen thick, the thickness 
of the seam would have fallen betwixt the two dimensions. . s this dark 
red stone is found in buildings centuries older than Qz.y tbay' s it must 
then have been a well established local tradition adopted by the Cairo- 
team, especially since for a mason trained in Cairo he would not have 
chosen such a stone simply on the grounds of its dark red if a lighter 
red was available, because in Cairo what was accepted as a red stone 
suitable for ablag construction is actually a florid cream colour. 
One fact provided by the recessed Portal has, to my knowledge, only been 
found in one other I,ïamlúk building, also in Jerusalem, the I;Iadza.sa 
Resasiyya, g, 7/1540, "so called because of the lead plates which are used 
to bond the courses of masonry "24. In al lshrafiyya's case the beaten 
lead sheets 0.002m. thick were only used in the rear wall of the Recess 
and only up to the underside of the door jamb's brackets. So far I 
have not thought of a satisfactory answer, nor have I received one from 
the various lead experts to whom I have spoken. 
The well carved inscription crossing the Recess and door opening is the 
Foundation` 
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Foundation Inscrintion which reads 'Ordered to construct this I7oble 
;.:aarasa, the very great Lord and glorified Prince, the Sultan &l- :alik 
al- :_shraf Abu-n I?asr : .ytb'y, may his victory be glorious: This con- 
struction iras completed in the month of Ra jab I of the year 887.' 
(August- September 1482). A charr.cteristic detail is the double fleuron 
wrapped round the inscription's corners, them are numerous occurrences of thi; 
retail in the Period. Note also the more flamboyant fleuron 
terminals formed by the merging of the red coloured courses running with 
the inscription. 
The brackets at the top of the door jambs are mini -rectilinear mucarnas 
void of the additional vegetal decoration occasionally added to such 
brackets. however, their appearance is softened by the up- turned curve 
of the half -palmettes which stop the concave moulding surrounding the 
black -greyish coloured granite lintel and the 'rao small arabesque panels 
flanking it. The arabesque decoration is abnormally small and over 
detailed to the point that it is difficult to appreciate unless a person 
stands on the mastabas, and this would not have been considered proper 
behaviour; a better description might be that it is 'too tight'. At 
the present time background of both panels is painted black and may, 
therefore indicate that this was the original state, the arabesque forms, 
after squeezing, were a very light yellow colour. 
The beautiful joggling of the relieving arch demonstrates through its 
delicacy the amazing skill of the master craftsman, although why a black 
margin has been painted along the edges of the white voussoirs I cannot 
imagine. The shallow tympanum is undecorated e_:cept for the black paint. 
Again black paint is found adhering to the backgrounds of the two geo- 
metrically adorned panels which flank the relieving arch. On squeezing 
I became aware of small upstanding circles centred on the geometric 
inter -stices, although these circles are now black and so are unseen 
they 
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they are not unique, a similar but not identical geometric -vair of 
panels are found in the sanie relative position at the rear of the portal 
recess of the Sabil- Kuttáb of 'j.ytb .y in Cairo, this similarity e .ends 
even to the nodes of the star polygons supplemented by internal elements. 
A medium sized grilled rectangular window is set above the relieving 
arch, it has an uncomplicated joggled ablaq lintel the joints of which are 
picked out in black paint26. On either side of the window are series of. 
rectilinear muqarnas forming stalactites spanning across the rear corners 
of the Recess at 45 
o 
The individual cells are carved with vegetal 
elements, but like the muqarnas decoration on the Indow Jail, the 
complete effect has been destroyed by a liberal coating of khaki paint 
and in the 'umbrella' topmost cell 7 a yellow paint. Fortunately, when 
I iras squeezing them more traces of blue and white paint appeared, and 
as no further colours were noticed I conclude that here was the 
"establishment's" blue on white colour scheme for the majority of the 
cells and that gold leaf was reserved for the point of convergence of 
all the lines and planes of the muqarnas. 
Housed by the Portal Recess' trefoilated arch is a joggled and ablaq 
semi -dome sitting on a red base course. The semi -dome exhibits the 
ubiquitous khaki and red paints and the black painted outlines surround- 
ing the different stones, the the original scheme turquoise glass paste 
enlivened the central points of the red stones' foliated heads in con- 
trast to the black paste centres of the white stones. In the red base 
course I first felt with my fingers arrises in the fractured and crazed 
surface, these I thought had resulted from cutting made by tools not 
from the breakdown of the stone. My survey notes show that I con- 
sidered there to have been a group of three curvilinear muqarnas units 
and that the central unit had radiating lines centred on a point 
fractionally above the centre of the unit's base. This deduction on 
my/ 
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my part was helped by the fact that the type of muv,arnas cell I have 
described is common place in other Liamlúk buildings, however the intro- 
auction into this Portal Recess was unexpected since all the other 
muaarrias were rectilinear. IIy notes also show that I considered that 
this grouping was repeated at the two 45° axes of the semi -dome and that 
the remainder of the base course had perha,s a freer vegetal decoration 
based on evidence to the left of the central grouping where I picked up 
a carved line curving upwards with a circular form to one side of it 
(an arabesque head ?). To the right of the central group another carved 
and curving line was found rising from the course's bottom edge. Under 
the red base course's soffit and along the ¿ 5° axis are undecorated. red 
stone lozenges extending from the course's face back to the apexes of 
the muqarnas 'stalactites'. 
Decoration is limited to the white voussoirs of the trefoilated arch, a 
feature common to the ', indow _all, which are over -painted in khaki 
although this has not totally obscured the blue and white paint below; 
in the top voussoirs they include a ribbon development on which are 
traces of red paint, not the dark red colour but the lighter red bole, 
which was used as the base for gold leaf. Observe how the lower 
voussoirs turn under the intrados and are shaded to meet the haunch of 
the half- tympana of the muoarnas 'stalactites' but that the higher 
voussoirs are restricted to the extrados. 
2.05 The Vestibule (Drawings 5 and 8) 
The Vestibule separates the Porch and the 'Vest :;all of al- Haram. On 
the inside of its entrance the reveals are chamfered, a riamlizk character- 
istic, they continue up the east wall to form a sloping intrados to 
the arch above the grilled window at the rear of the Portal Recess. 
The vestibule's rear wall is al Haram's, in front of it there is a small 
but long and deep bench faced with vertically orientated stones, and on 
either 
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either side and above the bench the walls rise up to form an arch. A 
springer which has in the past been part of the riw:q is seen about the 
centre of the framed al -Karam wall, above is a rectangular opening whose 
lower plane slopes upwards and away from the Vestibule. ,;hat the 
purpose of such an opening was,or is I have uncovered no clues. r_t 
present the opening is heavily streaked with water lines and dirt, these 
automatically become wet if it rains or if the Courtyard above is washed 
down, because it now acts as a drain: but this still does not help to 
n ovide its original purpose. 
In the north and south walls there are arched door openings with ablaq 
voussoirs enclosed by an archivolt looped at its apex and below each 
springer; in the apex's loop is a geometric design and in the lower 
pair Ere vortexes of half -trefoils. Strangely the stones forming the 
northern arch's key stone and the southern's key stone and its apex loop 
seem to have been painted with a black substance, not paint, it has a 
sheen to it almost like a lacquer's. 
I found no paint in the Vestibule's octagonal vault centre or in the 
lozenges at the cardinal points. There is a probable explanation, the 
arabesque and ribbon development decorating the centre and the flat 
carved arabesques in the lozenges were covered by a thick, black and 
stickyencrustation extending across the complete vault and down the side 
walls for one and a half to two metres: the cause was a smoking oil 
lamp hung from the still existing central metal ring. 
It will be remembered that _u jir al -Din described the Vestibule's floor 
as marble, and that in the rear wall was a bench covered in marble (see 
p. 6 above), there is no existing evidence to substantiate his descrip- 
tion. Assuming that a marble surface had been laid on top of the well 
cut and finished flagstones presently forming the Vestibule's floor 
surface, an allowance would have to be made for the thicknesses of the 
marble 
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marble and for the screed blow it, if their aggregate thickness is 
greater than seven centimetres the marble surface is level with the 
three door thresholds in the Vestibule; this runs counter to the Thole 
iamlúk architectural design or detailing tradition especially where it 
concerns the external door ay's threshold which is always at least five 
centimetres above the internal floor. If this feature of relative 
threshold heights had been satisfied the aggregate thickness of the 
marble and its screed could not have been more than two centimetres. 
Nor is there any existing evidence to suggest the bench seat was ever 
covered in marble: in Q ytbEy's Carene buildings some marble vertical 
surfaces have been damaged to expose their underlying cement screeds 
keyed to the wall's masonry by a pitted surface, nowhere in the Vestibule 
or in any other part of al-Ashrafiyya is there any serious evidence of 
this form of mechanical keying. -Jas Liujir al -Din so mistaken, or was 
he so impressed by the qualities of Jerusalem stone that he likened it 
to marble? One further possibility arises, there is adhering to al- 
Haram' s west wall the remains of a plastered surface, could it have had 
a marbled surface? 
2.10 The East-?(est Corridors and the Grand Staircase Drawings 5, 8 and 9) 
In the arched doorway leading from the Vestibule into the ground floor's 
Corridor the width of the eastern jamb has been increased to allow for 
hinges large enough to support the weight of a single leaf timber door, 
such a door when it was open reduced the daylight in the Corridor as it 
is lit by a narrow grilled window with angled reveals in the east wall. 
The slightly pointed barrel vault is modified about the door opening by 
a transverse vault thereby creating a groin vault, the barrel vault then 
continues westwards until it is in line with the stair's newel wall 




Below the fan vault and slapped through al -Haram' s test wall is a grilled 
window with ablaq jambs and a white monolithic lintel. The course above 
the lintel has ben cut back to take a joggled stone revetment or even 
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number of features recur at various levels of the Grand Staircase. 
Vertical straight joints are now visible in al- iaram's west wall and in 
the north face of the Minaret's base which were plastered over during 
al- Ashrafiyya's construction. Chamfered corners, with ,pyì.ami dic bases 
and angular pointed heads, turn the newel wall at the majority of the 
landings. The Grand Staircase's pointed barrel vault is exchanged for 
a decorated fan vault only at the north -west and south -east quarter 
landings, above the remainder the barrel vault is turned through ninety 
degrees. Over each landing is a centrally placed square hole for a 
lamp's metal ring. When the grilled windows at the quarter landings are 
seen from al -Haram they present a rectangular image, but internally they 
are all changed into arched recesses. 
With the knowledge of the foregoing descriptions, if the existence of 
paint was to be sought for in the Grand Staircase it would be expected 
in the decorated centres of the fan vaults; but on the other hand they 
all had oil lamps hanging a few centimetres belo them which could either 
have burnt off any paints or submerged them under black encrustations, 
the fact is that these three alternatives all exist. In the geometrically 
decorated centre at the foot of the first flight there is no evidence of 
paint; the second landing's centre gives the impression that under its 
charred and hardened surface, red paint (or is it bole for gold leaf ?) 
adheres to the ribbon development curving over white arabesque forms on 
a blue background; in the geometry of the fourth landing's vault centre 
no traces were recorded; and in the final decorated centre above the 
sixth/ 
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sixth landing there is the likelihood that its arabesque farms were 
originally white, any colour: the background sight have is unidentifiable 
under the encrustations but the chances are that it was blue and there- 
fore in keeping with the colour schemes discovered elsewhere. 
Raised up above the floor of the seventh and last ruarter landing there 
is in its north -east corner a crudely finished rectilinear mugarras 
'stalactite' bracket supporting the rear of the ::adrasa's 
although it confounds my awn preconceptions concerning the high 
qualities inherent in every item made in the name of ra.ytbwy these 
unappealing and primitive muoarnas have to be contemporary with al- 
kshrafiyya, if not in their workmanship at least in the timing of their 
insertion. Earlier, on page 27 it was remarked on that much of the 
upper window, that is the rectangular :window without a grille had been 
constructed sometime after the 1545 Earthquake, and that it included a 
stone decorated on one side (presently its underside) re -used as the 
window's lintel. To the west of the mugarnas a pair of blocked up 
windows, which used to communicate with the Ladrasa, have compartmented 
composite and geometrically decorated lintels, sandwiched between ahem 
is a small oblong compartmented panel with an arabesque and ribbon 
development. None of these decorated areas shows any sign of paint. 
Opposing the windows in the first floor's Corridor are two openings; 
the eastern reaches up to the underside of the barrel vault and behind 
the modern strong metal door it leads on to the Minaret; the second 
opening is a small blocked up rectangular door, its lintel is surrounded 
by a moulding which carries down into the jambs as a bracket. 
'.11. The Courtyard (Drawing 16) 
The Courtyard is entered through an arched doorway consisting of ablac 
keyed voussoirs contained in a large archivolt looped at its apex and on 
both sides below the springings. Sitting above it is a straight joint 
which,/ 
which was a north jamb and all that remains of a rectangular window, with 
a keyed composite li ntel, that helped to liVh': the first floor's 
Corridor. 
Further north in this the vest ;gall of the : :arnrrasa is a total of four 
windows, recessed from the general wall plane in groups of three and 
one. Both of the recesses have sloping sills rising to a shallow ablaç 
course in it the stones are keyed to each other by 'noses' . Above are 
the windows with ablac jambs ending below the compartmented decorated 
and composite lintels, in the South Recess there are additional compart- 
mented squares, at the next level are compartmented joggled relieving 
arches with decorated tympana, and above those are Lvio courses, the 
lower white and the upper red. In both of the recesses little remains 
of the relieving lintels and the other 0.10 -0.15m tmick ablac revetments 
above them in their stead is the wall's rubble core. Luckily Creswell 
took a photograph which managed to record the central window in the 
South Recess' decorated lintel before it as displaced by the 1927 
earthquake and it also enables the panels separating the joggled 
relieving arches to be reconstructed. 
The material used to infill the windows consistsmainly of the debris 
of al shrafiyya, there are large quantities of red stones, some are cut 
as 'silent links', there are marble facings laid horizontally which, if 
they could be removed, might furnish us with unusual ornament, there are 
pieces of carved is 'apana, but the majority of the material is anonymous. 
The southernmost of the triple windows has, in its north jamb, a hole 
intended for either a grille's metal bar wIli ch would be out of 
character, or the more practical nail needed to secure the timber sub - 
frame housing the metal grille. At first, this same window forced me 
to consider the possibility of a safety lintel,30for T was able to see 
between/ 
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between the infill's stone and behind the underside of the stone lintel 
to some rotten timber. Now, this could be one of two things either the 
decayed safety lintel which was commonly found in Jerusalem in earlier 
Mamluk periods31 but is uncharacteristic of :;áytbay's period, or simply 
it is timber debris from a ceiling or other timber element. 
In the wall section separating the two recessed areas is al-Ashrafiyya's 
sundial (fig. 6). It belongs to the category of Islamic vertical 
sundials known as munharifát and its markings display the time of day 
with respect to the beginning of the c_ asrr (afternoon prayer) and also 
the beginning and end of the interval during which it was permitted to 
perform the prayer32. The article on this sundial attempts to answer 
a number of nuestions which warranted consideration but are incidental 
to my main hypothesis. Is the sundial contemporaneous with the con- 
struction of al- Ashrafiyya? 'that are the markings on the sundial and 
at what times of day do they display? Does the position of the sundial 
inhibit its effective use? 1fhat is the relationship be(.ween the 
orientation of the sacred compound, al -Karam al- Sharif and the cibla of 
Jerusalem? 
The Courtyard's north wall is mainly modern although there still remains 
part of an inscription, vertical and horizontal moulding including 
vestigial- terminals just ouì,with the reveals of the vanished recess; 
the reveals are now identifiable by the straight joints. Whatever 
information can be gathered today provides the physical dimensions in 
support of two photographs taken by Creswell before the modern structure 
was built, they also provide invaluable information about the form, 
approximate size, and decoration in the vestibule and the corridor 
leading from this second recessed portal to the Madrasa. For the 
purposes of clarity and convenience I have redrawn the relevant areas 
in the two photographs, see figs. 4. and 534. 
In/ 
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In fig. 4 about half of the portal recess is visible and we can gauge 
the relative depth of the recess. It may also be observed that the 
door jamb has the end of one half of an inscription, and above it there 
is a curvilinear muoarnas bracket. A simple moulding along the top of 
the stone course with the bracket has two risers meeting an upper 
horiztonal moulding and so forming within them a rectangular panel. 
This could have been carved but the photograph is indistinct. On top 
of the upper moulding is a shallow red course, certainly its role in the 
composition was that of compartmentation, but it also returns the recess' 
rear wall's coursing to the frequency maintained by the other coursed 
areas; note that a visual contradition of this unification is given by 
the colour contrast. To the right of the vertical linked moulding are 
two straight joints beginning at course number 9; these I believe 
indicate the width of a window filled in before the 1920's. In the 
second course above the north wall's junction with the Iadrasa's'.lest 
S7all is a hole which could have helped strengthen the bond of the two 
walls. In addition to the external wall the photograph provides a 
glimpse of the vestibule's ablag rear wall and the springing of its 
vault: van Berchem in his plan of the 'premier etage' shows a door 
opening 'H' at the centre of the wall but he did not explore this area, 
had he done so he would undoubtedly noted not a door but a demolished 
wa11.35 
Figure 6 gives a most informative view of the planning arrangements at 
the rear of the portal. The termination of the inscription and the 
brackets to the jamb are detailed, behind them the door's Ingo is not 
angled but at right angles to the line of the wall, it must have formed 
an arch over the door opening and coincident with its springing is the 
springing of a fan vault. The vestibule's east wall includes an arched 
opening with ablacl voussoirs not strictly in sequence it seems. They 
are/ 
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Fi.s. The North Wall of the Courtyard after Creswell. 
46. 
are contained by an uncomplicated scotia moulded archivolt; centred 
above the door is a stone cut down at its middle (to receive a grille in 
a timber frame ?). Clearly, the north wall was recessed, it may even 
have had a bench at its foot copying the arrangement at the ground floor, 
however it can be established that the wall thickness at the rear of the 
recess was approximately 0.12m: it has already been seen that the ablaq 
wall revetments vary from 0.10m to 0.15m thick, and Creswell's photographs 
prove that the course heights remain constant and that their thickness 
at the rear of the recess is between one half and one third of their 
height. The photograph accords with '"u jir al -D1n' s description of the 
vaulted room near the north iwEn and entered by way of the vestibule 
(see p.]4 above); it shows in the south -east corner of a room the remains 
of a stone vault, which it must be assumed cleared the window opening to 
the north Iwan. 
The demolished vaults and varied masonry above are difficult to untangle 
and interpret, and then relate it to the surveyed facts but I will 
attempt to do so. At the rear of the arched opening there was obviously 
an arched ingo, behind it is the south -east corner of the next room. 
The two walls forming the corner suggest a barrel vault; the top two 
courses of the east wall are curved, infect they include a bifurcated 
springer over the wall's north -west corner which might indicate a groin 
vault; the south wall does not deviate from the vertical, but its top 
courses are obviously scribed to the underside of the lost vaulting, inter- 
secting the scribed line is the vertical face of the topmost stone; 
this might establish two features, the height of the external wind ow 
postulated above, and its internal ingo's position. Combined together 
these features create the strong probability that the room or space 
through the arched opening had a groin vault, and that beyond it the 
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Fig. 6. The Upper Vestibule after Creswell. 
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In the top courses of the Madrasa's ';Test ";fall, over what I presume to be 
the corridor, are two straight joints with obvious infili between them. 
These may represent the remains of an upper corridor running at right 
angles to the Test ;;'all. Over the window to the north Ivan are a couple 
of bonding holes which may line up with the north face of the vestibule's 
north wall: if they did then there are two reasons for their presence; 
firstly, having supposed that there was an upper corridor the holes could 
have been used to locate and bond the corridor's side wall directly above 
the north face of the wall below, or what I feel to be the acceptable 
explanation, and that is, that they were left as future bonding holes 
while the work on the Madrasa's .[est 'jail progressed but there was an 
unexpected change in al- Áshrafiyya's plan, instead of the typical Carene 
room spanned by a timber ceiling for some reason that kind of structure 
was exchanged for the traditional Jerusalem vaulted structure with the 
result that the 'bonding' holes became redundant and were covered by the 
vault's overburden. 
In the foreground of figure 6 are the remains of another room or space 
complimenting the space east of the vestibule, this also narrowed at its 
points furthest away from the vestibule. 
.12 The iiadrasa (Drawings 7 -15) 
.12.1 The grey stone gibla wall lost about a third of its length in the earth- 
quake, so that today it ends at the western reveal of the first window 
the east of the i ihi b, its east cross -section shows four existing to 
red headers 
ablag jamb. 
which are seen on the wall's south face as forming a recessed 
Like the others in the Madrasa, this window had an internal 
arch because the line of the haunch for the first 
visible. 
voussoir is still 
This small detail informed me that the detailing of the 
arches in the east differed from those complete arches over the blocked 
up windows 
the IIihi b 
pseudo/ 
west of the Mihrab. I have found no evidence for or against 
having columns, nor have I found evidence for columns in the 
pseudo gateway in the ì,äadrasa's north wall mirroring the ;:ihr b. I am 
inclined to the view that there were no columns; some _,eople could 
dispute this view by arguing that the cutting back of the stones flank- 
ing the central niche indicate the existence of columns in the past, but 
my reply is that these cuts are too crude, and that they are not in the 
relative positions one would expect to find columns, they are too near 
the ISihr b's centre. The shapes of the voussoirs in the subordinate 
arch are most unusual, I can think of no explanation for the 
irregularities of their cutting certainly no sound structural reason, 
quite the reverse36. he ?ihräb's spandrels are pitted as though they 
were to be embellished with marble or mosaic, but the areas are so 
irregular and of such an unfinished appearance that it is hard to credit 
this to be contemporaneous with al-Ashrafiyya. In between the apex and 
the wallhead is an inscription running the full length of the wall 
sitting on a red stone course, over the isihräb the inscription is 
interrupted by a cusped red stone inscribed with the names and titles 
of Qá.ytbà.y, and where the inscription turns at the south -west corner it 
is again interrupted but on this occasion by a flat carved arabesque 
'corner piece'. 
37 
The Qibla iwán's west wall with its three arched window recesses is more 
flamboyant than the oibla wall. Below the level of the arches' spring- 
ing is a full red stone course turning into the ingos, above the arches 
are ablaq voussoirs enclosed by the red stone compartmentation defining 
the single and double decorated spandrels. Above the apexes of the 
arches the red compartment rations meet and form 'key stones' with small 
circular indentations or 'silent links', since they link together the 
red stone compartments and by their presence give the key stones 
dynamism, rather like the looping at the apex of a conventional archi- 




the centre of this wall a white stone shield of (-äytbcy, and at the ends 
are arabesque corner nieces. 
The iwan's short north wall continues the full red course and the inscrip- 
tion of the west wall until the original masonry is terminated by a 
rebuild. In its lower stone courses the original masonry continues on 
a short way and this extension is capped by stones set at a slope. 
All that remains of the Madrasa's Sahn is its west wall extending from -'- 
the .Dibla to the North iwans interrupted by the extant est ?.wán. 
In the southern section, the stonework above the capped extension of the 
^ibla iwEn's north wall is all a rebuild until it is stopped by a 
vertical red compartmentation heralding the return of original masonry. 
Dominating the composition of this section is a rectangular opening 
with its compartmented, decorated and composite lintel and above its 
compartmented and joggled ablaq relieving arch with a decorated 
tympanum. Over these is the least obvious of the wall's compartmenta- 
tions a central recess with a chPmfered cill, a joggled ablag course and 
flanked by engaged columns which although extremely weathered have 
vestiges of arabesques on their shafts (see Pl. X ). On the right of 
these compartmented units are two units which define the opening of the 
West iwan, the lower is the decoratel side panel to the curvilinear 
musgarnas inside the Iwan and the upper consists of a linked archivolt 
isolating four ablaq courses the remnants of this arch's voussoirs, 
note that their intrados is proud of the mu cernas. 
The northern section of the Sahn's west wall reflects all of the elements 
of the southern section with the important addition of the North iw7n's 
great arch's abutment and west pier replacing the area of rebuild. 
There are two compartmented units: the lower is a side panel to the 
impost's curvilinear mugarnas, unfortunately there is no hope of ever 
knowing/ 
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knowing exactly the panel's decoration due to excessive weathering, 
similarly any decoration in the mugarnas cells has vanished beyond 
recall; the second unit is made up of a linked archivolt framing 
ablate voussoirs and so establishing that the great arch was horseshoe 
shaped and that the intrados of its lowest voussoir is proud of the 
impost's muqarnas. 
2.12.3 Comparatively little effort was expended on decorating the ;:est iwän, 
however it does contain elements similar to the 'ibla iwän's west wall. 
It has the universal inscription running along the wallhead, its progress 
interrupted only at the corners of a larger version of the double fleuron 
seen earlier in the Portal Recess' inscription, but unlike that inscrip- 
tion the fleuron is also used in the form of half a double fleuron to 
2.12.4. 
oriinate and terminate the inscription. The iwan has also the full red 
course on each of the three walls, in the west wall the course is broken 
by an arched recess which has, at its rear, the now blocked northern 
window along the Courtyard's east wall. The diverseness of the decora- 
tion of the west wall of the Qibla and jest iwans is found in the 
spandrels, in the Jest ïwän they are undecorated. 
There are, of course, the curvilinear muqarnas imposts and the ablao 
voussoirs above them framing the West iwan. On both sides of the icrän, 
in the third voussoirs are square holes 'which no doubt housed the ends of 
a tie -beam: this was actually structurally redundant and was really 
only of use as a means for hanging the ubiquitous glass mosque lamps. 
An austerity is given the south wall of the North iwan by leaving the 
impost's side panel bereft of decoration and allowing the inscription to 
abut the red stone archivolt and terminate without any elaboration, 
alma 11111, 
there is also the full red course common the the other iwans. 
The west wall has two arched recesses, both are new blocked up although 
52. 
in the northern blocking an opening has been slapped through the wall to 
provide light to the modern domestic room on the other side, this wall 
corresponds closely with the detailing of the ' ibla TW .n's west wall it 
being recognised that it is appro dmately two- thirds the size and that 
some adjustment had to be made, thus the shield of _aytb4y repeatedly 
seen at the centre of the inscriptions was not included. There is one 
detail which should be remarked upon as it does not occur in the C.ibla 
it is that the decorated northern spandrel turns the corner to 
continue along the north wall, and therefore we have not only a double 
spandrel but it is also bent38. 
In view of the restraint shown in the gibla wall's decoration and 
appreciating that at the original centre of the North iwan's north wall 
the abnormally large arched recess with side niches equated with the size 
and position of the Mihráb, therefore it might have been imagined that 
this commonality required a corresponding reduction in the north wall's 
decorative areas, but this plainly was not so for we have observed that 
a double spandrel is bent around the north -west corner to continue the 
architectural theme. In the inscription band above the pseudo gateway 
is a cusped red stone with the names and titles of QGytb .y. stithin the 
pseudo gateway is a wide and noticeable straight joint which has been 
remarked on earlier in 2.06. - The North Elevation (see pp. 25 -26). 
The masonry to the west of this joint belongs not to al- «shrafiyy-a but 
to its northern neighbour, the 1Îadrasa cUthm'aniyya, and the line of this 
wall is not parallel with the face of the north wall of al Ashrafiyya's 
North Twin. However, this was disguised behind the stone tympana of 
the two western alcoves and I imagine timber shutters, these also con- 
cealed shelving set into the horizontal channels which are still visible 
in the stone reveals of the three alcoves, that is including the pseudo 
gateway. The present window at the rear of the central alcove is modern. 
The/ 
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2he eastern cross -section on the north ;;all is similar to that of the 
cibla. ;;all, there are three red coloured headers which formed an ab? ac 
jam to a window, but there is the addition of the full red course 
stopping s_ior; c_ the headers and there is also the fundamental differ- 
ence that the north wall is considerably thicker than the oibla. 
have wondered about this unexçlicable difference in thickness: was it 
due to the presence of the Madrasa cUthra .niyya, and if it was why was _ L 
that a more orthodox straight joint -produced by a direct abutment of al- 
tshrafij,ya's north wall against the existing south wall of the c thm<.ni,¡Ja 
was not chosen in preference to the more complicated, Cr least a 
J a z ' ' -t : __' longer hidden straight joint; or there is a second pose- e___. , was it 
that the existing south wall of the Uthmnai_y as was utilised by and 
incorporated into al úshrafiy-a's north wall in support of the vanished 
superstructure; or was it due to some attemrt to create a special 
relationship between al- Ashrafiy,ra and the Sabil of Q ytba.;¡? _,n answer 
can be found which combines the first two alternatives: if an orthodox 
straight joint had been used the north -south dimensions of the 1`adrasa 
would have been shortened with the conseeuence that by incorporating the 
c_r. 
hmZniyya's wall the maximum length of the tadrasa could be obtained; 
this still leaves unexplained the discrepancies in the thicknesses for if 
this had been the real explanation the respective walls could have had 
the same thickness and had this thickness been that of the c bla ;gall 
there would not have been any reo'i cement for the chamfer and change in 
thickness in the north wall of the ma jmac below. 
The question of some relatioship being created to combine in some way 
a1- Ashrafiyya and the Sabil is difficult to assess. It is within the 
realms of probability that the Sabil was along a 4513 axis taken from the 
north -east corner of al- _;.shrafiy,-a, but this can be seen to be wrong by 





towards the SabIl, and anyway this is not a view which was possible when 
the I.Iadrasa was complete. Thus the Sabil exists at a sufficiently near 
distance to al-Ashrafiyya to be accepted as an accessory to it, so 
bringing al- !?shrafiyya nearer to the practice current in Cairo where 
madrasas were combined with sabils; but as the sabïl in al -Yaram is not 
physically joined to al- Ashrafiyya its position within the Syrian 
madrasa tradition is maintained. 
The I.-Iinaret 
This structure is considerably older than al- ishráfiyya and its pre- 
decessor the 'Old I:Iadrasa' and as the site of a minaret it may origi -. 
nate in the Umayyad period, but whatever its precise age the Minaret has 
always lead an independant existence in spite of it being incorporated 
into al- Ashrafiyya to establish vaytbay's new foundation in the tradition 
of Cairo madrasas which, in the main have their own minarets. 
It was restored under Malik NZsir Muhammad b. Qalaún by the am%r `aniciz 
in 730/1329 -3039 who had the previous year built his ovm Madraza 
Tankiziyya4O outside B-.b al- Silsila. Although the ouestion is not 
formally asked by van Berchem in his commentary, was this an attempt to 
join the Minaret to the Tankiziyya in the Cairo manner? Van Berchem 
concludes that there were either economic and practical reasons or that 
it was out of respect for the historic and sacredness of the Minaret and 
the side of Al -Haram that they were not conjoined. Three hundred years 
later the Minaret's independence is still recognised as being integral 
with al- Haram's functions rather than as an adjunct to al-Ashrafiyya by 
Evliya Tshelebi, who visited Palestine twice, in 1059/164.9 and in 1077/ 
1670 -71. He wrote: 
"( The Minaret of) the Madraza Sul 7niye at the Bab el- MutawalNa 
is best, it has a minaret with three stories (sic) which is one 
hundred and thirty feet high. The humble writer ascended it and 
enjoyed a complete view over the whole town Besides these 
three (al- Ghawànima, Bab al- Asbat, Bab al- Silsila) there are no 
other minarets in the Hamm area. Never have the mosques of 
e7/ 
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el- qsa and that of the Holy Rock any minarets. The Islamic 
call to prayer is recited from the heights of this latter 
minaret, as it is near the town." 41 
Today the call to prayer is still heard from the Minaret's gallery, 
unhapily the muezzin singing from on high has been replaced by 
batteries of loudspeakers, thus after many centuries the independant 
purposes of the Minaret and its generations of muezzin have now bowed 
to the electronic equipment of modern man to provide exactly the same 
calling simultaneousl; from all of al- Haram's minarets: I am thankful 
that the muezzin is retained instead of being substituted by a recording. 
2.13.2 <; description has already been given for those visible parts of the 
Llinaret's base in Sections 2.07 and 2.10 where it formed part of the wall 
to the north of B al- Silsila and formed one of the walls of the Grand 
Staircase, so the following will concentrate on the freestanding square 
shaft rising above the base and the present wallhead level of al- 
r shrafiyya. 
The first register is introduced by a fillet or lintel string course 
directly below centrally placed ogival headed lancet windows on the east, 
north and west faces. Over these windows on the south, east and north, 
but not the west, are large chiselled -out circular areas which obviously 
had some special purpose.. When I first considered them I thought that 
they had held ablag roundels similar to those on the minarets of the 
Khánagáh Salàhiy,a 8201417 and the Mosque of Afdal °Alí c.870/1465-6642, 
but when I came to study the (golden) tripartite shields of QWytb2y in 
the Window Wall under al- Ashrafiyya's Porch I revised my ideas with 
regard to the appropriateness of simply decorated ablag roundels in 
such a context replacing them in my mind's eye with the sumptuous golden 
shields of QáytbFy. Later when I imagined the likely height of the 
completed Madrasa I realised that the northern circle would have been 
totally obscured, and so I no longer looked to Qaytbay for an explanation; 
the/ 
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the circles had to be earlier. I then considered hhushgadum especially 
after Burgoyne had spied the small shield inscribed on a marble building 
stone-in a first floor window recess only a few metres to the south: it 
could logicr.11y have belonged to him because the northern circle would 
have been visible from the courtyard of Khusgadum's madrasa, 'the Old 
Madrasa' built over the riw7 q in the shadow of the Minaret, the eastern 
circle would have acclaimed to all in al -Haram of Khusgadum's association 
with it. However, I have one objection to this possible solution, why 
were the shields of such grand proportions if, as we are led to believe, 
his madrasa was uni-apressive? 
Having drawn a blank in the 9t4/15th century I turned to the previous 
one, in which, of course, the Minaret was restored under Malik H it 
Muhammad in 737/1336 -37. The 'restoration' was the reconstruction of 
the earlier minaret by replacing it with a new construction on top of 
the ancient base, thus N7,sir Muhammad had every right to be proud of the 
new foundation and to publicise it using great circular shields» 
If we can settle on Muhammad Násir as the originator of the circular 
recesses in the Minaret of Bab al- Silsila's sides; I would be inclined 
to lay the blame of their demise on Qäytbay, a man adept at finding some 
means of adding his name to the earlier foundations of others and whose 
0 
vivilance in this matter would have demanded their removal because they 
would have detracted from, or at least conflicted with, his own new and 
magnificent al- Ashrafiyya and its incorporation of the Minaret. 
There was one outside chance that the shields bore the cup of the Amir 
Tankiz, as examples are found within the recessed portal of his madrasa 
beside Báb al- Silsila and in his caravanserai or bath Khán Otuzbir but 
there is the great difference that the latter complexes were constructed 
with Tankiz's own money while the Minaret was ordered by the sultan. 
This/ 
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This could also supply r the reason for the separation of the madrasa and 
the Minaret. 
The second register up the Minaret's freestanding shaft begins at a 
uucarnass type string course badly eroded in the north face. In each 
of the four faces are similar window recesses flanked by a variety of 
re -used crusader marble columns and capitals, at the recesses' centres 
are ogival lancet windows with chamfered external reveals. _lc-. the 
to of the recesses are curvilinear muciarnas, there seem to be two 
variations, one used on the north and south faces and the other on the 
east and west. At about the same level the stone work changes in 
character, it becomes patch., and the horizontal joints dislocated and 
irregular. There are on each of the Minaret's faces in the third or 
fourth course above the mugarnas the forms of one or two mucarnas units 
encroaching on the dislocated masonry: these suggest that there was a 
gallery corbelled out on muçarnas 'stalactites' and not the varied and 
sometimes ugly consoles of the present gallery. ..:ujir al -pin's pha-1 
notes that the minaret was damaged in the 151+5 earthquake (see pp 15 -17), 
I contend that it demolished the upper registers of the Minaret and its 
gallery. The existing gallery is Ottoman and it appears in the earliest 
close -up illustration of al- zshrafi,rya and the Saba of ]7,ytb7y taken in 
1880. (See Pl. ) 
45. 
its I was able only on one occasion to climb the 
Minaret I am not in a position to be at all definite about the chronology 
of the shaft's reduced square surrounded by the gallery, nor of the pen- 
ultimate octagonal register with its blind trifoliated headed windows, 
but I doubt whether the octagonal is original if the other Mamlük period 
minarets in Jerusalem are accepted as comparative models: the Minaret 
al- t.hawánima (c.707/1307-08) has a square at the centre of its gallery, 
as do the pair of minarets belonging to the hhänaq h Saláhiy- and the 
Mosque of Afdal c_`_li which flank the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. 
There/ 
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There is the COT1tiï;Il1T)o1ary pictorial evidence published by Be-rnha.rd. of 
BreJdenbB.th 1n 1L,-06, (See i. 1). 2h1s attained an uncommonly high 
standard of accuracy and from it the proPortions of the :,:inaret of B7b al- 
Silsila can be judged alongside and paired minarets cf the Church which 
aro sufficien' l:,' detailed to show that the g&.l i e-_ies' octagonal registers 
stop above the awnings just as they do today. It must be apparent that 
the gallery construction would have followed l-Gha w7i_irsa' s rather than 
that of the paired minarets. 
Positive photographic proof eaiSts to shot: that the present circular 
register and the lead covered dome, which looks most authentic and matched 
the -)re -1956 restoration dome of the + ubbat al- Lakhra, must be early 
'British Mandate' : Cres,.:ell's photograph VIII) illustrates an 
earlier stone dome which, along with its circular base had replaced an 
Ottoman 'witch's hat' sometime after 1800. In _+'igure 7.4, comparison is 
rade of the types of terminal beginning with a typical 1.:aml7 k one which 
:Night have graced the ,F.:inaret. 
59. 
Fig.7. 
,5 7-*r.ester. /67`7VceVr. 
The Minarets of al- Ashrafiyya. 
60. 



























































































































































































































































































































a; s 10R.J:Z0I? 0 ' 1IYSIC »,L -L-ASHPAFITYL 
Introduction 
In the foregoing description of al Ashrafiyya it was obvious that the 
Ground Floor areas were unchanged while those of the First Floor were 
ruins: this leads to the two questions fundamental 11) the task I have 
set myself. Firstly, is there sufficient material evidence in the 
First Floor areas to enable a theoretical reconstruction of al- shrafiTia? 
The second is more a supplementary éuestion. If there is the necessary 
evidence can it be presented in a logical design sequence, perhaps 
emulating the design procedures of the Christian architect? I:y answer 
to both questions must be a conditional 'Yes', on the basis that scholars 
are continually emphasising the inherent unity of Islam and its arts and 
on the presumption that it does exist, what better context could there 
be for cbvini ig this quality than in the contribution to the Third Shrine 
of Islam of Sultan Q ytbáy 'The Prince of Builders'? 
Often this unity is discussed in terms of an aesthetic or philosophical 
relationship to Islamic theology, or if it is concerned with specified 
visual characteristics it is expressed in generalities. Only occasion- 
ally is this unity sought for in a visually closed contend, that is a 
setting contrived by the wits of men which had first to be imagined and 
then created by craftsmen. They undoubtedly took cognizance of the 
theological constraints and strove to find a physical syntax compatible 
with the requirements. Unfortunately the generalised references to 
unity may only prove that unity is present in the Islamic macrocosm 
they can hardly prove if unity is all encompassing extending down to the 
microcosm, if it does not at what point on the macro -micro scale does 
unity end? Some might argue that even to consider this possibility is 
futile and that of course unity is all encompassing, I on the other hand 
intend to prove that unity in some guise exists at all levels of archi- 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Relying solely on my own eyes I feel that a unifying ingredient forms 
part of the architectural creations in the same time -space setting, they 
e.lzibit characteristics which promulgate feelings of comport, of 
recognition, of anticipation, in fact the whole gamut of human emotional 
reactions to artifacts, including the negative emotions. Referring 
back to my conditional answer 'Yes' this unifying ingredient is the crux 
of any restoration, it could be used to translate the historical descrip- 
tions of al-Ashrafiyya into a three dimensional model without any know- 
ledge of the physical sizes of al-Ashrafiyya, such a restoration is open 
to dispute, it would be as meritorious as any other restoration. I 
believe that I, as a trained architect, can apply my experience to the 
study of the architectural evidence of áytb .y's Cairo buildings, which 
belong to the identical time -space setting as al- Ashrafiy; , and in 
combination with the devastated walls of the First Floor now reduced to 
approximately a quarter of their surface area arrive at the unique 
restoration. It is with reluctance that I admit to having an impossible 
ambition, it is that I will be able to discard my twentieth century 
thoughts and exchange them for those of the Carene Christian architect 
living in the late fifteenth century beginning with the moment in 
886/1481 when he entered al -Haram invested with regal authority and the 
sultan's commission to transform the existing meagre foundation into one 
commensurate with its status as a madrasa bearing the name of the all 
powerful sovereign. 
3.02 The Site 
The location of the site is superb, it lies between the Leo most 
frequented gates of al- Haram, the Bab al- Silsila and the B`b al- Quttgnin, 
and it could hardly be closer to the focal point of the sanctified 
enclosure, the magnificent Quabbat allakhra. From every standpoint 
it/ 
64. 
it is a prime site which, with feeling and imagination, could be 
developed advantageousl :. There is one slight drawback, the combined 
areas of the riwEq's roof bounded by the î:adrasa ° tha7niyya in the north 
and the Idnaret in the south, and the roof of the madrasa Baladiyya' s 
eastern iw.n cannot contain the large structures considered the norm in 
Cairo. (See Figs. 9 and 10). Since the Old madrasa had already been 
extended to the areas beneath the riwwq it might have been possible to 
accommodate the proposed functions of the new foundation above and below 
the riwáo if the size of the new work was inclined towards the Jerusalem 
standards instead of Cairo's. 
If a madrasa designed to Cairo standards was to be fitted on the site 
then the problem of the restrictions had to be overapme. A 'ray was 
seen but it meant a drastic decision involving the breaking of one of 
the traditional regulations imposed on every building sited along the 
west and north boundaries of al- Haram: It was that no structure was 
allowed to extend beyond the building line defined by the cornice of the 
riwáo and thereby dislocate its ancient circumambulatory function. 
iven assuming that the locals had objected to this overthrowing of 
tradition the architect had the weight of royal authority backing him, 
so that once he had had the notion to extend the area of the il'wáq's 
roof eastwards it was no longer worth arguing over. With nothing in the 
vicinity to stop this eastern extension a full blown Cairo type madrasa 
could be planned for with impunity. (See fig. 11). 
It must have been recognised that if this extended site was designed to 
produce the optimum effects the architectural traditions of Cairo 
madrasas would be broken, because unlike the traditional Cairo madrasa 
al- Ashrafiyya's Madrasa would not start at ground level but be raised up 
to riváac roof and so would need the addition of a new architectural 
feature, a Grand Staircase and processional way. Had this elevated 
solution/ 
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Fig.10, The Site. 
67. 
Fig.11. The Extended Platform. 
68. 
solution not been found and the new Madrasa been built directly on ground 
level all that ::light have been visible from the south door of the 
^uabbat al- Sakhra would have been in the region of the madrasa's wallhBad, 
instead, al- I.shrafiyya's complete Madrasa is visible due to the riwgq's 
roof being fractionally higher than the level of the Upper Terrace. 
(See Fig. 12 and Pl. siI). 
Resolving the problem of the restrictive site was not only beneficial to 
the proposal to erect a Cairo sized madrasa, it offered to the architect 
a greater freedom and opportunity to ma.á.mise the visual potential. 
The central theme was, of course, the impact of the Madrasa from the 
uabbat al- Sakhra and we know from the contemporary descriptions that 
the greatest emphasis was lavished on the Bast iwän or loggia whose 
arched appearance was unusual, in addition we have the remains of the 
;ibla iwán suggesting that it was identified by triple windows contrast- 
ing with the pair of windows lighting the North ìwán. (See Fig. 13a.) 
Moving the point of observation to the small parapet of the Upper 
Terrace one's attention would still be concentrated on the Madrasa's 
magnificence although the peripheral vision encompassed all of al- 
rshrafiyya's =Cast Elevation and a lot more. Certainly the arched open- 
ing framing the deeply recessed entrance side lit by a second arch 
would have been included; there might also be an awareness of a third 
elevational element wishing to escape attention, but at the same time it 
is indispensable to the elevation's totality providing a certain 
solidity to the composition. (See Fig. 13b). Therefore the East 
Elevation has three divisions; the elevated Madrasa, the grand archway, 
and the restrained majmac each treated in a different manner to stress 




a) Al- Ashrafiyya's Volume. 
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b) Topographic Features of Site. 
70. 
orb,toaa 
View from Upper Terrace. 
View from Parapet. 
Fig.. NOTIONAL APPEARANCE OF AL-ASHRAFIYYA. 
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Presumably the architect was au frit with the practi ces and the 'conflict 
of secular and religious considerations expressed in architectural plans' 
within the urban milieu of Cairo it is interesting therefore to note 
Kessler's observations under this heading. 
1 
She demonstrates a general 
commitment on the part of the builders and founders to get the ;roper 
orientation for the gibla and if it was accompanied by a sahn this would 
repeat the orientation. There was also the need to provide an external 
statement to inform the passersby of the building's religious function. 
It is my experience that the entrance contributes more than any other 
elevational element to this statement, and that it does not just relate 
to the function of the building as I consider that I can now judge the 
quality and even the quantity of the internal architecture and its 
decoration from the entrance. In due course I will return to this 
topic. As a consequence of these observations I believe that the 
secÿuence found in the visual ordering of the East Elevations three 
divisions is therefore a statement of the priorities considered during 
the -Manning and design stages. 
Kot to be forgotten is the considerable townscape value provided by the 
South Elevation's extension beyond the riwáq and thus blocking views 
along the '. estern ELEa and to the play of sunlight on the ablaq 
masonry below the grand archway. ihen people enter al -Haram through 
Bab al- Silsila they automatically turn to the left to admire the Quabbat 
al- Sakhra; in doing so they are also turning towards al- zshrafiyya and 
many include this in their initial panorama. Such a suggestion may 
seem to be a little over indulgent coming from someone hypersensitive 
to al &shrafiyya's existence, but it is not without some substance. I 
have watched over the years thousands of tourists coming for the first 
time to this sacred area, some are unfortunate and are given twenty to 
thirty minutes to enjoy and inspect the sights, the fortunate majority 
with a more relaxed itinery can spend time standing just 
inside the gate 
marvelling/ 
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marvelling over the beauties they behold, a large number specifically 
,)hotograûh what is still remaining of the South Uevation arna some may 
come right- up to it before continuing their approach to the Upper 
Termce. Imagine hoer much more impressive the pristine al- Lshr_:.fiyia 
wa s ? 
3.03 The Design of the i.ïadrasa 
In the knowledge that the site's west -east dimension can be increased 
without hindrance if a platform is built, the crucial dimension is 
switched to the north -south measurement fixed by the linaret and 
cUthm-niyya. This measurement had to be capable of entertaining the 
Cairo sized Madrasa and the means of access from ground level. At 
about this stage in. the design's feasibility studies the decision must 
have been agreed upon to retain and incorporate the mihr .b beneath the 
riw`q which had been built for the Old Madrasa's ma jmac in the new and 
enlarged majmac under the platform extension. 
Supposing that the final design was reached in a way comparable to its 
modern equivalent a considerable time would have been reouired, and 
presumably along the road numerous solutions were thought of, adapted, 
revised and revised again or discarded until the sumptuous design was 
achieved and now only hinted at by its shattered remains: there is no 
method available to ever recreate or discern from al l shrafiyya. what 
designs were rejected but if there were it would provide a splendid 
insight. Instead I must be satisfied with discovering what took place 
after the sketch design was agreed. 
First of all the plan of the Madrasa has to be reconstructed; this is 
simply done as the Q!ibla and North i.wáns each have more than fifty per 
cent of their plans extant, however the East iwan is totally lost other 
than the ables masonry visible in the Fast :Elevation's wallhead, and the 
contemporary sources remark on its arches and columns, features which 
could/ 
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could not have been duplicated by the ';lest iw,n. (See Drawing 17). 
I visualise the process after agreement as being similar to that of the 
Nil ni:ya; there the width of the gap site generated the complex's 
elevational treatment. (See Appendix B). In the case of al- ̂.shrafiyya 
the plan takes priority over the elevational treatment but the site 
dimensions remain to generate the design. Somehow a dimensional unit 
was arrived at that could provide within the site limits the proportions 
for an ideal Madrasa, maybe the unit was found through trial and error 
but I suspect it is more likely that it was through some regulated and 
accepted method. Thatever name was given this mode of measurement in 
Mamlúk times, it is equal to 7.2,_m because: i) the depth of the Oibla 
iwtn from the great arch's south extrados is 7.20m., ii) the overall 
width of the Madrasa, including distortions, eeuals 14.39m which is 
equal to twice 7.20m., if the discrepancy of 0.01m. is disregarded, 
iii) the depth of the North iwán plus the intrados of its great arch 
and the thickness of its north wall is 7.25m., a discrepancy of 0.05m 
which is less than a one per cent error. As these dimensions play a 
significant role in the placing and the arrangement of the Madrasa's 
parts it is logical to continue with 7.20m. and investigate whether 
other relationships dependant on this Generating Unit (GU) can be 
uncovered. 
3.03.1 Establishing the Primary Geometry (Drawing 18) 
Beginning at the visual centre of the Madrasa which would have been the 
centre of the Sahn (S), a circle with a radius equal to GU is drawn and 
inscribes a double hexagon 1 -12. By producing the lines 6 -8 and 12 -10 
they intersect at M and form an equilateral triangle 12, M, 6, with 
sides twice GU. 
The depth of the Qibla Ilya is established by constructing a square with 
sides equal to the GU along the axis S1;I where M is the mid -point of one 
of/ 
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of the square's sides, the centre of the sçuare ' is also the centre of 
the oibl ÿ iwan and r2 defines the Tv .n's north wall, observe that the span 
of the great arch coincides with the square's side with the mid -point 4 , 
L 
and so it too equates with the GU (there is a discrepancy of 0.12-0.14m. 
but this could be explained as an allorance to enable the muoarnas 
imposts to project 0.06 -0.07ní). 
To find the width of the intrados used in the Sahn's great arches across 
the faces of the t!ibla and Áorth iwans a square is constructed joining 
the intersections (12 -2, 1 -3), (3- 5,1f -6), 6- 8,7 -9) and (9- 11,10 -12), 
this dictates the Sahn's south wall and therefore the intrados of the 
great arch to the Qibla iwan, the square also provides the face of the 
Sahn's north wall and the centre lines of the west and east walls. 
Lt point Y, the mid -point of the Sahn's north wall, if a semi - circle 
with a radius equal to the GU is drawn to cut the produced as -S -I; 
the external face of the Madrasa' s ITorth _1;levation is indicated. 
To discover the internal depth of the Ilorth ivra.n a circle is described 
about point 3, with a radius equal to 3 -N, the north wall is tangental to 
this circle. This may be checked arithmetically: it has been shown 
that S -3 equals 7.20m. and if the north south dimension of the Sahn is 
taken as the measured 9.05m. which does not exactly concur with the 
Satin's geometric square, then (7.20 - ]/2 x 9.05 ) x 2 = 5.35m. com- 
pared to a measured depth for the Iw7an of 5.40m., the difference is 
perhaps attributable to the S, 's north wall face not coinciding with 
the theoretical square. 
The above constructions establish within a proportional system the width 
of the Madrasa and the salient points along its north -south axis which 
mark the depth of the Cibla iwan, its great arch, the Sahn, the north ern 




in addition the cen'Gres of the Sahn's west and east :walls were aiscovered. 
In the feasibility stv. ies at the outset of the design - rocess the site's 
north -south measurement was fixed by the Minaret and by °Uthnaniyya, how 
then do these constructions fit into the site limits? (This is, of 
course, ignoring the obvious point that it is seen to fit). The two are 
compatible, although there is still outstanding the access area joining 
the Madrasa to ground level and. the thickness of the cibla wall: y 
measurement the combination of the grand staircase's two flights and the 
newel wall plus the thickness of the western half of the çyibla wall 
equals 4.52m. which compares admirably with half of the Sahn's geometric 
square of 4.525.m. taken along the north-south a: s. This may be 
represented graphically by producing the sides of the Sahn's geometric 
square lying parallel to the SM aids out to the north face of the Minaret 
where the intervening distance forms the diameter of the semi- circle 
whose circumference coincides with the point M. Effectively this 
combination -rushes half of the Madrasa 's north wall on to the roof of 
the I;iadrasa 
c 
Uthir niyÿa., and is the explanation for the direction and 
length of the straight joint Queried on p.26 above. 
The Detailed Geometry (Drawing 19) 
Having established the existence of the nrimary geometry for the Madrasa 
the search can be extended to the identification of the more detailed 
relationships. 
The Sahn 
The actual corners of the Sahn have not yet been positioned, they are 
when the mid- points of the following segments are coupled together to 
intersect with the Sahn's north and south walls: for the north west 
corner segments (12 -1) with (2 -3); for the north east corner (3 -4.) with 
(5 -6); for the south east corner (6 -7) with (8 -9) and lastly the south 
west corner (9 -10) with (11 -12). Although it is unnecessary to know 
the, 
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the actual angles of these lines when using the point joining r ̂ _troc_ it 
is of passing interest that they are all at 45° to the a. gis. 
The 1x vernal ;Tndow Recesses. 
trie recess depths of the external windows in the _;iadrasa.'s ;pest ana cast 
walls are found by coupling the mid- points of the segments (11 -12) with 
(12 -1) and (5 -6) with (6 -7) res jectively. 
The +?ibla i:; n 
In the ^ibla iw n the proportional system extends to the i . i.rrb, to the 
triple windows and to the paired windows flanking the Mihr7b. 
In common with the reveals of its flanking windows the width of the 
: :ihr b's wall section is defined if from the mid- points of the segments 
(8 -9) and (9 -10) lines are drawn parallel to Sri. The width of the 
;:ihrwb's niche is one third of the wall section's width. 
In nrin's sides the triple windows are conventional, and without 
actually measuring the majority of oiaml k window openings they belong to 
a type based on a canon specifying the basic proportions and the ratio 
of void to solid. This canon may also have specified the upper and 
lower limits of the dimensions because I have sensed the same physical 
sizes in Jerusalem, Cairo, Damascus and Aleppo.2 
Keeping in mind that the Qibla iwán is to be expressed on the exterior 
the designers had to find a satisfactory method of adapting the conven- 
tional window type to the iwan's north south measurement so long as its 
ratios and dimensions remained within the canonic limitations. In my 
first thoughts on this design aspect I assumed an inconsistency in the 
relative widths of the side abutments and the abutments separating the 
existing windows as they did not have a simple one to two ratio.3 
Before embarking on geometric constructions to prove the assumed 
inconsistency is illusionary, the known features should be summarised; 
the/ 
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the positions of the cibla wall's northern surface the the great arch's 
southern extrados and their external projections, also the depth of the 
external recess is Down. 
i) Jith the rear of the recess as the base line construct lines at 3C 
0 
to intersect at l';1. ii) About 
1 
construct a hexagon with one side 
coinciding with the line which defined the span of the great arch, the 
resultant figure indicates the internal face of the iwan's side wall as 
well as the position and width of the central window. (The measured 
width of this window opening is 1.44m. which is a 7/5 Gu, Gu = 7.20m) 
iii) Constructing a second hexagon about'' (to produce a double 
hexagon) and by constructing on the north and south identical and 
tangential hexagons the positions of the two side windows are found along 
with their widths. With regard to these constructions two points need 
to be stated; in the two outer hexagons where the lines at 1.5° (clotted 
on the Drawing 19) intersect with the inscribing circumferences they 
coincide with the previously established north and south walls of the 
iwan, the second point may be chance, but the measured thickness of the 
side wall is the same as the width of the great arch's intrados. 
The gibla wall's paired windows are found by keeping the same window 
opening and the same abutment at the corner as the sicíb wall while 
narrowing the separating abutment to allow a 'good fit', this 'good fit' 
may have been the equivalent of a specific measurement recognised by al- 
Âshrafiyya's designers. 
The North Iwan 
Only the thickness and position of the iwan's north wall has so far been 
determined. If a square is enclosed by the circle centred on point 3 
the northern extrados of the great arch is found; note that the mid- 
points of segments (2 -3) and (3 -4) coincide with the square's sides 
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initially not gathered with the sole purpose of proving a proportion, -'.l 
hypotheses, they were supplementary to an analysis of a1- .Ishrafiyya's 
decoration. Notwithstanding I am convinced that a proportional system 
was relied on by the architect and his team, in the knowledge of the 
three dimensional harmonies similar systems had given the buildings of 
Cairo built by QEytb .y and his chief officers of state, and I mould 
contend that even without further enquiry the existence of the system 
has been proved. However, if there are lingering doubts these should be 
totally dispersed by the next section where the proportional system is 
transferred from the First Floor to the Ground Floor. 
.04 The Design of the Entrance Areas 
Az an attempt to continue the proportional system used in the Madrasa 
the generative double hexagon's circle and the points of M and Qo have 
been transferred to Drawing 20, enabling direct comparisons between them 
and the relative positions of the Entrance areas. Point Q2 indicates 
that the general arrangement and size of the areas is dictated by the 
;ibla iwan, 
Q2 
was on the line of that iwan's north wall and it now 
falls on the line of the Entrance's north wall; the other delineations 
are apparent, the lines of the East and South :Elevations and the grand 
staircase's north face are common to the Ewan, and not to be ignored is 
the ancient west wall of al- Haram. 
I admit to being perplexed over the primary geometry used to define the 
Entrance's axis of symmetry, if it was based on the Q2 line the two 
plans are united by a common base line. But, rather than impose the 
notion of the Q2 base -line the logical starting point for the ground 
floor was the centre of the vaulted Porch. 
5.04.1 The Porch 
Utilising again the 1/5 GU radius circle which controlled the design of 
the/ 
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Ilthe First Floor's windows, c. circle was drawn from the centre of the 
r 
Porch (P1) to enclose 'double s _uare. This figure, the double square, 
dc'. was initially chosen because it reflected the dynamic lines of the Porch's 
A. 
vault. Ori completion it was clear that one of the s:yuares had some 
k 
fit; rel2.tionship with the window recess in the north wall. It was then 
3. 04. 2 
revealed that the distance between one of the apexes of the second 
square and the line of 
2 
or the general wall o1,-,ne of the north wall 
could be established using two interlaced 110 GU radii circles identical 
to those controlling the First Floor's doors and that it equalled 3/10 GU. 
The interlaced circles also related to the east archway's north abutment 
lining through with the outer edge of the Portal's moulded frame and 
with the projections of the arch enclosing the north or :Tindow ;Tall. 
Similarly at the double square's opposite apex a further 1/10 GU radius 
circle positions identtil elements, however here the sequence is 
unsatisfactorily, it does not extend on for the full south archway's 
intrados. The cause of this disturbance could be looked for in the 
design of the free standing pier, but I think it is more likely to rest 
in the extra thickness given the eastern half of the (jipla iwán's oibla 
wall to accommodate external recesses for its windows. 
The double square centred on P1 had other properties; along the 
Entrance's s axis hexagons inscribed by 1/5 GU radius circles and placed 
on the double square's opposing sides orientated north -south have 
centres connecting with the vault's east and west boundaries. The 
hexagon centres on D1 provides the width and depth of the Recessed Portal 
and the width of the door opening in its rear wall. 
The Vestibule 
From the external arrises of the door opening lines at 45° are con- 
structed to intersect behind the opening. This point of intersection 




is now described which, in addition to giving the width of the 
Vestibule, positions its centre V1. This construction can be substituted 
by constructing a 110 GU radius circle tangentially to D1 hexagon's 
side and enclosing the new circle in a square which, if jointed to an 
identical square, has as its centre V1. Whatever the method used, 
ultimately the vaulted area of the Vestibule is found 'o be the enclos- 
ing square of a 1/5 GU radius circle centre on V1. The subdivisions of 
this figure define the door openings in the side walls. 
A new construction phase is begun when the pair of lines defining the 
south door are produced to intersect with the produced line of the Porch 
vault's southern boundary. From these intersections one more square 
with sides equal to 1/10 GU can be constructed to give the width of the 
a st -.lest Corridor. On the square's side nearest the Porch a second 
square is constructed to define the Corridor's eastern extremity. Along 
the opposite side of the first square a 1,/5 GU square is constructed, 
about its centre S1 is the inevitable inscribed double square generating 
a 1,/10 GU square which defines the corridor's western end and the width 
of the Grand Staircase's first flight. This same construction may be 
repeated at all the subsequent quarter landings but especially at those 
with decorated vault centres. 
Summary 
An impression that the network describing the proportional system is 
more concentrated than its equivalent in the Madrasa is due to the 
Entrance's smaller components and therefore an increase in the number 
of lines required by the network's geometry, but this in no manner 
effects the dimensional values used, they are still the fractions of the 
Generating Unit found in the Madrasa. 
Recognising and being conversant with the mechanics of the system frees 
the 
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the eye allowing it to rove across the network forming new proportional 
relationships that perhaps lead on to other aspects. Fox. example, the 
rear wall of the Portal Recess lines up with the eastern extremity of 
the east -west corridor, or the Recess' side walls line up with those of 
the Vestibule, both observations have a relevance to the building 
practices of Liamlük times because variations on this entrance arrange- 
ment appear in innumerable structures. 
3.05 The Geometry underlying the openings of the Courtyard 
5.1 The Triple Window Recess (Drawing 21) 
I disclosed earlier in a footnote that the geometry controlling the 
external elevation of the triple window recess became the basis of the 
geometry used to plan the ibla iwän's side walls, thus the actual 
mechanics of the geometrical construction are already known. (See 
pp.77 -3 above) but in the elevation they extend to new elements not 
found in plan. 
Centred on ".I1 is the inscribed hexagon l -6 with a radius equal to 1/5 GU. 
The window jambs follow the lines 1 -3 and 4 -6 which equal the height of 
eight ablaq courses. If the lines 2 -4 and 5 -3 are produced to inter- 
sect with their opposites in the side windows the nose of the recess' 
chamfered sill is found, for example, 2 -4 in the central window inter- 
sects with the equivalent of 5 -3 in the left hand window: this 
intersection occurs on the central as of the separating abutments. 
Once a second hexagon is centred on ;i its top apex coincides with the 
underside of the lintel. The difference between this point and the 
line 6 -1 is filled by a red stone compartmentation. 
Continuing the orientation of the second hexagon this construction can 
be expanded vertically in three columns starting with the lowest apexes 
at 41. The important points that appear are: the course joint 
separating/ 
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separating the lintel' e upper compartmen c,.tion from the joggled reliev- 
ing arch and the next point is the course joint along the top of the 
relieving arch's upper compartmentation. 
In the right hand window its hexagon has been subdivided using hexagons 
and hexagrams to illustrate that the four small circles inscribing 
hexagons near the centre are interrelated, and because these selected 
circles are used in the geometries underlying the Courtyard's other 
openings. 
The South Door in the West Wall (Drawing 21) 
The door opening, its voussoirs and archivolt are surrounded by the 
hexagon 1 -6 inscribed in a circle with a radius ecual to 1/5 GU when 
the door's threshold is tangential to the circle. 
The height of the opening is found by a square topped by an equilateral 
triangle. The radius of the arch equals 3/5 of its 4) an and the 
springing line is the fifth course above the threshold; all of the 
intervening courses relate to the column of interlocked circles. This 
column defines the inner corner of the voussoir's joggling and the 
uoper apex of the archivolt. When these points are rotated about the 
arch's centres they provide the centre of the lower archivolt's loops 
with the produced diagonals of the square, and the outer edge of the 
archivolt whose thickness is defined by the space separating the 
hexagon's diameter 5 -2 and the springing line. Measuring the diameter 
of the top loop of the archivolt between the two halves of the loop the 
distance is found to be a repetition of the distance separating the two 
centres of the arch and must thus equal 1/5 of the opening's width.4 




05.3 The East Door in the South 'Nall (Drawing 21) 
i,s the stone coursing is identical to those of the South Door in the ";rest 
.;'all they have been removed from the figure to simplify it. Had they 
been retained the column of small circles would have extended up to and 
including the keystone. Basically the lancet arched opening is composed 
of two equal circles, the louver is enclosed by a souare and the upper 
inscribes a hexagon. The centre of the upper is also the arch's 
central point and the circumference is followed by the arch up to the 
60° apexes of the hexagon thereafter the arch's apex is tangential to 
the circle. 
3.05.4 The Central Door in the South :,all (Drawing 21) 
The stone courses of the previous openings are repeated once again up 
the jambs of this rectangular opening. The two equal circles within 
the larger ones are the same as those controlling the East Door and the 
widths of both openings are the same. In the larger circle a hexagon 
has been drawn to provide the opening's jambs and threshold. Surround- 
ing the circle is another hexagon whose upper apex defines the lower edge 
of the lintel's moulded frame; if the points at the intersections of 
the lines radiating at 4.5° from the figure's centre (dotted in the 
drawing) with the sides of the hexagon are extended vertically the 
outer edges of the lintel's moulded frame are given. Utilising the 
three points recently defined in the construction of two squares (dotted 
in the drawing) the overall height of the lintel including its frame is 
found, the frahle's bracketed terminals having already been found by the 
top side of the smaller hexagon. The width of the moulded frame is 
governed by the difference between the upper apex of the larger hexagon 
and the next point up the column of small circles. There is an 
alternative method to find the frame's width; if two adjoining 60 °/30° 




with their shorter sides equal to the radius of the column's small 
circles and therefore ec¡ual to one course height, the combined measurement 
of their longer sides matches the distance separating the inner edges of 
the frame's sides. 
Inside the framed lintel there are two stone courses, the lower 
a)pro. mates a normal full course unlike the upper course which is 
considerably thinner than the norm. The centre of the splaying of the 
joggled keystone is found at the mid -point of the smaller hexagon's top 
side, whilst its curved soffit is centred precisely one course lower. 
Observe that the extremities of the curve are directly above the inner 
faces of the jamb brackets. One final comment is required: from the 
last centre lines at 60° will intersect with the corners of the opening's 
lintel and jamb brackets. 
Summary 
At the drawn scale of 1:20 fractional errors in the placing of an ink 
line or the centre of ink bows can go undetected until some point of 
reference is arrived at. I have consistently guarded against such 
errors but a number may have passed my vigilance but not I think the 
divergence at the sides of the Recess. This divergence is a one to two . 
per cent error in my proportional system from the actual structure, 
which has been dramatically deformed by the earthquakes. Even if this 
divergence is considered the proof that my system does not apply to al- 
Ashrafiyya I offer as counter proof the many more occurrences where the 
theoretical and the actual converge. 
In the above studies I think the notable discovery is the proof that a 
tripartite relationship exists between the proportional system's 
geometry in plan, exemplified by the side walls of the Qibla iwan, and 
its use in the system's geometry controlling the elevational treatment 
of the same wall, and thirdly the relationship between the proportional 
system's/ 
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system's geometry and the heights of the stone courses. Presently I 
am unable to expand my findings to cover all liamlah buildings but it is 
an attractive idea that by measuring the average course height in any one 
building its proportional system and mode of measurerient will be 
manifest. 
.o6 the Geometry underlying the Porch's Vault 
Prior to my discovery of the common geometric units found in the 
Courtyard's openings and the First and Ground Floor Plans I assumed the 
Porch's pointed cruciform vault centre and its associated lozenges were 
found by joining the corners of the (visibly) square vault to the mid- 
points of the opposing pair of sides. Later I realised that if this 
simple solution was the complete answer then the vault's design was a 
'one off' restricted to relationships within the vault area and not 
outside it. The consequence of this would have been that the plans of 
the Portal Recess and the Vïind.ow ÿrall been only 
related to each other by their physical proximity, their ablaq masonry 
and painted mugarnas, the last two features appearing in the majority of 
Q ytbáy's structures and so of little import in the context of geometric 
cohesion. This mistaken idea was demonstrably untrue as seen in 
Drawings 19 and 20. 
Attempting to reproduce and extend the proportional solution arrived at 
in Drawing 20 at a drawn scale of 1:20 rather than the former 1:50 plan 
is complicated by the increased possibilities for graphical inaccuracies. 
This inherent inaccuracy already identified in the commentary on the 
Courtyard opening's geometry must be bourne in mind when considering any 
proportional system or study which is trying to recreate the unknown but 
assumed notions of a long deceased architect. In this specific case, 
the Porch of al- Ashrafiyye, allowance has to be made for the distortions 
caused,/ 
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caused by the earthquakes although this was partially combatted by 
close attention to the accuracy and fluctuations found in the actual 
site measurements. Indeed had photography been chosen for reasons of 
speed in preference to dogged measurement, there would have been many 
distortions difficult to separate from those caused by the photographic 
process or by structural distortions, added to which of course are the 
perspective effects of a multi -dimensional subject like a fan vault. 
Obviously photogrammetry would be the only quick recording method and 
even it hasoits drawbacks and limitations. 
.C6.1 The Position of the Vault Centre 
The first step at the scale of 1 :20 is to start at P 
1 
which is the 
central point of the vault found by the intersections of the diagonals 
from the corners of the impost mouldings: ha-:Dpily this intersection 
does coincide with the centre of the pointed cruciform even though it 
was taken down and then replaced, the diagonals are not L5o because 
the scuare is actually a trapezium. From P1 with a radius equal to 
1V5 GU describe a circle to enclose a double square or octagonal star 
1 -8. It may be chance that the square 2- 4-6 -8 coincides with the comers 
in the 1st and 2nd top abl o courses, when it is remembered that the 
centre and its surrounding courses were renewed. Similarly, the square 
1 -3 -5 -7 seems to relate to the 3rd top course on the side nearest the 
Portal. If the intersections of the double square or the re- entrant 
angles of the octagonal star are joined to their opposites the widths of 
the cruciform centre are approximated. 
3.06.2 Relationships of the Arches and Window Wall to the "Vault Centre. 
These elements in Drawing 20 were shown to be easily achieved. In the 
case of the South Arch it begins at the centre of a circle with a 1,/10 
GU radius which is tangential to the central circle at point 6, the line 
of/ 
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of the main arch is found by inscribing a hexagon within the 1/10 GU 
circle. 
For the relationship of the plane of the ;indow :,'all and the Vault centre 
two intertwined circles with radii equal to 1/10 GU are constructed 
tangentially to point 2, they provide the theoretical lines of the arches 
which are at right angles to the outer edge of the Portal's moulded frame 
and the ')ro jections of the Window ,all's enclosing arch. 
3.o6.3 Relationship of the Portal Recess to the Vault Centre. 
As was illustrated in Drawing 20 the Portal -;all's distance from the 
vault's centre was determined by a hexagon with one side mutual with 
line 3 -5 and which was inscribed in a circle with a radius ecual.to 
1/5 GU, the circle's centre is D1 and lies on the Portal -:;all's general 
plane. An alternative method for placing D1_.is to consider it as an 
isosceles triangle equal to the 1/5 GU and created by dropping lines 
perpendicular to line 3 -5 from the intersections of (3 -7, 2 -4) and 
(5 -1, 4-6) to the points 9 and 14. from which arcs are described to 
intersect at D1. 
in the double s c:uare 
This is an example of the apparent close ties existing 
or octagonal star and the hexagon as it shows 
clearly how one figure can be made to create the other within the same 
circle or as here in a second circle. 
With point D1 defined, its circle and hexagon 9 -14- can be completed to 
establish the width of the Recess 10 -13. In Drawing 20 the equivalent 
of line 11 -12 coincided with the rear wall of the Recess but due to the 
increased scale this is no longer true as it lies some 0.05m behind the 
wall surface, but the length of this line does define the width and 
position of the door opening. Observe that by joining points 9 -11 and 
14. -12 they coincide with the width of the Portal Recess' 
that a semi - circle coincident with the pair of lines and 
does not follow the curve of the semi -dome, for it to do 
would,/ 
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semi -dome and 
centered on D1 
so the centre 
would recuire to be relocated on the wall plane bel,vleen the moulded 
frame. This slight deviation from my theoretical geometric construction 
might have been caused by either an error of craftsmanship or in my own 
survey, but on the contrary I believe that neither are at fault as this 
relocation of a semi -dome's centre is compatible with what I consider to 
be one of the canons of liamlttk architectural aesign: the centre of a 
portal recess is never on the general wall plane across the front of the 
recess, it is either outvrith it or within it. This holds good for every 
Mamlük portal in Jerusalem. 
Further examination reveals that this relocated centre is not the only 
one required by the design, in fact it is very much the minor centre, the 
major provides the ads for the rectilinear muoarnas, the lozenges and 
associated vaults. To find this major centre D2 a return must be made 
to P1 where a square is constructed with two of the sides being the 
centre's diagonals 5 -P1 and 3 -P1 and the other two sidesintersecting at 
D2, the sides of the completed square 5 -P1 -3 -D2 equal 1/5 GU. If the 
sides 3 -D2 and 5 -D2 are produced to intersect with the tangents at points 
10 and 13 at E and F the internal corners of the Recess are defined. 
Using E and F as centres and a radius equal to the distance from these 
centres to the points of intersection along the circumference of the 
smaller circle of Dl, if arcs are drawn to cut 10 -E and 13 -F they give the 
depth of the Recess. Regard the intersections on the small circle's 
circumference, they are the points of convergence for the side vaults 
composed of the lozenges and mugárnas, it will also be seen that the 
lines of the vaults form a square with the Recess' side and rear walls 
and that the lines joining E and F to those intersections are the 
diagonals of the vaults' squares: thus the relationship between the 
side vaults and the depth of the Recess may be expressed as 2. 




If there is to be unity ih al- A.shr. ~.fiyya' s design, the geometry under- 
lying the plan of the vaulting of the Porch should be transferable to 
the elevational elements such as the '. indow ;.'all along the Porch's north: 
on the assumption that there does exist this type of transferable 
geometry Drawings 20 and 22 indicate that the elevational elements are 
related to a square inscribed by a 1/5 GU radius circle. Before 
embarking upon the proof of this theory one or two general remarks are 
needed: in al- Ashrafiyya's original design procedures once the stage 
was reached, when a design for the ';,indow 'ïlall was being contemplated, 
a number of the overriding decisions would have already been made, 
decisions which I can only guess at, because they related to the now 
devastated East .levation. Even though I have described the East 
E'levation's Great archway as separate from the :elevation's wallhead 
which is representative of the Madrasa's elevational treatment, the 
Great Archway most certainly would have been considered alongside the 
Madrasa's treatment and this is what controlled the height, the span and 
form of arch; these defined features in turn have a bearing on the 
height to the underside of the Porch's vault, and the vertical positions 
of both the Window ;Tall and the Recessed Portal which are 'hung' from 
the impost or syringing of the Great Arches and the Vault. It should 
also be made clear that a slight deviation from the 1/5 GU radius circle 
was found, the radius used in the all's design being larger (compare in 
Drawing 23 the dotted circle which equals the 1/5 GU). 
From the springing of the vault construct a square _:BCD with sides equal 
to the wall's length so that it sits on the bench seat which extends the 
full length. Directly below the central point of ABCD construct a 
square 1- 2 -3 -4 with sides equal to half the length of the former square 
and with its centre at =T1, this square gives the wide" of the window 
recess. When the square is inscribed in a circle and added to to create 
a double square or octagonal star polygon with points 5- 6 -7 -8; this 
provides 
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provides the jy:ibs of the grilled wing +.ow at the intersections of the 
diagonals 1 -3 and 2 -J with the sides 5 -6 and 3 -5. The centre line 9 -1C 
of tho compartmentation along the top of the grilled window's monolithic 
lintel is approximated by the rotation of diagonal 2 -4 about point 2, this 
enuals [or the width of the window recess. If this angle 1- .:1 -'; is 
utilised in the f o oration of a s uw re with point 13 as the fourth corner, 
this corner is the zenith of the curve separating the tympanum from the 
joggled relieving arch. The radius of the curve is centred on the mid- 
point of the line 4 -1 and the arc lies between the diagonals of a 60 °/30° 
rectangle constructed along 
laie 600/30° rectangle 4- 1 -12 -11 defines the horizontal axis of the 
joggled relieving arch and if on this as an inscribed double square is 
constructed to duplicate the earlier figure of 1 -8, the line ]4 -15 
demarcates the first and second registers of the mugarnas. The lines 
joining the intersections (19 -16, 15 -11) with (16 -17, 12 -14) and 
(17 -18, 11 -15) with (18 -19, 14. -12) approximate the inner edges of the 
oeil -de -boeuf window's side panels, these same lines reflect the width 
of the grilled window below. On producing the lines 1 -13 and 4 -13 to 
line 16 -18 if from their intersections vertical lines are drawn they form 
the outer edges of the side compartmentations of the mucarnas. From 
points 11 and 12 lines at 30° intersect with the circumference of the 
oeil -de -boeuf which when considered as the mid -point of the lowest side 
of a square centred on r2 more detailed constructions can be embarked on. 
ì.t the upper double square's angles of egress bolow the central as s 
16 -18 the lower edge of the deep compartmentation course below the 
'rlindow Wall's side panels is found, the top line is found half way 
between line AD of the primary square and the diameter 16 -18. The 
centres of the shields of (7ytbry in the side panels are tangential to 





emanating from the point defined by the broad compar'.:._ cnt lion's top 
line una the reveals of the ;window recess. The centre c_' the third 
z.deld in the >ll's tympanum is approximated if the following zuare is 
cons uruc ted, 15- 42- 14 -20. 
.08 'she Geometry underlying the Portal (Drawing )4) 
The plans of the Portal Vault (Drawing 20 and 22) indicated that a 
hexagon inscribed by a 1/5 GU radius might act as the generator for the 
elevo,tional treatment of the \.call cnd its recess, and like the ;:indotr 
wall the initial design decisions were made in the light of previous 
agree__ents on the general height and proportions of the Porch, its Great 
rchÿra; s and vaults. Similarly, the first construction of the Portal 
-,all is the hanging of a square ABCD from the vault's springing line, 
but which unlike the W inflow -{all's square it has sides precisely equal 
to 2/5 GU. 
On constructing the square .BCD the side BC is located at the level of 
the door opening's threshold and the upper edge of the lowest horizontals 
of the linked and moulded frame enclosing the Recess Portal's composition. 
Centred on D1 a circle with a radius equal to 1/5 GU is drawn tangentially 
to BC and to describe the hexagon 1 to 6. The chords 1 -3 and 4 -6 define 
the jambs of the opening, while points 2 and 5 define the reveals of the 
Recess. The height of the opening is found by the square 7,8,9,10 
centred on D1 and constructed along BC. At points 2 and 5 circles are 
described with radii equal to 1/10 GU (i.e., half the larger circle's 
V5 GU radius.): a further circle is introduced which is tangential to 
4 -6 and having point 5 on its circumference therefore its radius is 1/20 
GU. It will have been realised that the horizontal axes of these circles 
pass through D1 and lines up with the lower edge of the inscription, the 
height of the inscription is found by the method shown about point 2 
where the last circle of a radius 1/20 GU is substituted by two 
tangential./ 
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tangential circles each with. radii equal -t ;o 1/40 GU, thus the height to 
length ratio of the inscription along the rear of the Recessed Portal is 
1:2. Centred on point 5 a ',third congruent circle rrovides the length 
of the inscription outside the recess, if a tangential square is drawn 
and its diagonal rotated a ArTrectangle is created which has one side 
coinciding with the line SIB. The centre lines of the linked frame's 
verticals are also discovered by rotation, about D1 with a radius equal 
to D1 -10 describe arcs. The height of the pair of ma s tabas is formed by 
drawing an arc centred on point 8 with a radius equal to its distance 
from the door jamb and repeating the operation centred on the jamb, the 
intersection equates with the height and it seems that the vertical axis 
from this intersection joins the ads of the links in both horizontals 
of the frame. The extremities of the line 11 -12 of the small moulding 
above the door's monolithic lintel lie on the 45e lines emanating from 
the 'true' corners of the frame beside B and C. 
..long 9 -10 construct a square 9- 10 -13 -14 centred at Dn and inscribed by 
a circle with a ]15 GU radius. By dividing the line 13 -1L. into thirds 
and constructing three squares 14- 15- 16 -17; 16- 17- 18 -19; and 
18- 19- 20 -21, with centres 16 and 19 and radii equal to the sides of the 
squares describe arcs in the outer squares, these conform to the lower 
arcs of the trifoliated head of the recess. The form of the semi -dome 
is arrived at by constructing a further 1/5 GU radius circle centred on 
D3 and tangential to D2 with an inscribed hexagon 21- 13- 22- 23- ]4 -24, 
the chords 21 -22 and 23 -24 give the width of the semi-dome which reflects 
the width of the door opening below, the two centres for the extrados are 
discovered on either side of D3 by a radius of 1/200; the radii of the 
semi -dome are equal to the radius of the trifoliated head's lower arcs. 
Obviously the general dispositions of the elevational elements could be 
deliberated upon with a consequential increase in the number of 
construction 
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construction sequences and an expansion of the interrelationships, 
however I consider that the basic divisions required at the sketch design 
stage have been worked-up sufficiently to allow the remaining design 
procedures to continue until the actual detailing of the elements is 
required. 
.3.08.1 Dimensional Controls. 
ai. 
When I first attempted to apply a proportional system to the Recessed 
Portal I was ignorant of the mode of measurement now recognised by the 
expression of the Generating Unit equal to 7.20m., at that time my 
calculations were based on the width of the vault's square. In the 
first stages this module was the ¿ -.35m. span of the eastern Great 
.rchwe.y and it was discovered that the 0.18m. wide linked and moulded 
frame was one twenty fourth of the module, it was also discovered that 
the length of the right hand side jamb's inscription was one sixth of 
the module, a most attractive result if the width is accepted as 0.725m. 
rather than the 0.72m. shown on Drawing 17, as it may be visually 
multiplied by six to equal the module in concert with the geometric 
explanatory drawing. But now that the principle of the GU has been 
accepted by me I must pose the question, whether or not this mode can be 
successfully applied to the Recessed Portal, An answer is a ttemptèd 
in Table 1 below, it must be read with the knowledge of the meter equiva- 
lents to the following GU fractions: 1 GU = 7.20m.; 1/5 GU = 1.44m.; 
V10 GU = 0.72m.; 1/20 GU = 0.36m.; 1740 GU = 0.18.; 1,/50 GU = 0.144m. 
and 1100 GU = 0.072m. 
MDT/ 
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TABT : ] or, 
Element 
The average unrestricted 
stone course heights at 
j amb s . 
Door opening's width. 
Inscription to right hand 
jamb. .
Recess' width. 
Vault measured along east. 
Vault measured along Portal 
':fall. 
Prom Ground level to Portal's 
apex. 







i :,ummacon ol 
GU fractions 
0.27u. C. 2ÚÓm. 1/25 
1.50m. 1.51u. 1/5 + 1 /100 = 21/100 
0.72m. 0.72m. 1/10 
2.96m. 2.95u. 2,/5 + 1/100=41/100 
2.36m. 4.32m. 3/5 
4.1+5m. 4.44m. 3/5 + 1/50 =31/50 
7.55m. 7.56m. 1 + 1/20 =1 1/20 
7.67m. 7.69m. 1 + 7/100 =1 7/100 
ibe above Table may suggest a crudeness when the smallest GU equivalent 
allowe,9 . is 0.07m.; it is inconceivable that 0.07m. was the standard 
dimension but I consider it acceptable on Leo accounts: it would be 
surprising if at the sketch design stage the accuracy required was more 
precise than 0.07m. when playing with the possible broad compositions or 
combinations; it is also evident that by using 0.07m. (which as one per 
cent of the GU) it shows how infinitesimal the aberrations are. 
3.08.2 A Summary. 
It is clear that there is evidence to prove that the Portal "fall was 
conceived using a combined geometrical and dimensional system, which 
because it includes the heights of the stone courses could be applicable 
to the survey techniques in I,iamlúk buildings. This fact of the standard 
heights of the unrestricted stone courses suggests that they might be 
measured in units of five so forming a dimension readily converted into 
the specific building's mode of measurement and its generating unit, 
with the proviso that the relationships of al- Ashrafiyya are not unique. 
I/ 
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I will go further and propose that the elements of any Iamlúk doorway 
were selected from a stock of 'building blocks' which could be utilised 
to build a tall doorway or a squat doorway. (See '_ppendi._ D.) 
.09 The Geometry underlying the Vestibule (Drawing 23). 
In the Ground Floor Plan showing the Detailed Geometry (Drawing 20) it 
was found that an inscribed double square conformed to the Vestibule's 
square central area, but when it is translated at a larger scale the 1/5 
GU radius circle (shown dotted) extends beyond the central area. In the 
Section through the Vestibule, if this circle is drawn tangentially to 
the paved floor its centre V1 may be used by a smaller circle which is 
tangental to the central area's sides as well as the threshold of the 
arched opening. The height to the Vestibule's vault centre is 
approximated by two and a half times this circle. 
By inscribing a square points 1 to 8 the arched opening's jambs are 
simulated if vertical lines are drawn at the extremities of the apothemes 
of the square 8-2-4-6 (which are also the diagonals of the square 
1- 3 -5 -7): had this last construction been carried out in the 1/'5 GU 
circle the divergence between the actual and the theoretical jambs would 
have been eliminated. More of the opening's features are defined when 
the hexagon 8- 9- 10- 4-11 -12 is inscribed, the archivolt's outer edges are 
given when point 8 is joined to points 10 and 11 and where the lines so 
formed intersect with the double square's diagonals 1 -5 and 3-7 in the 
springing line of the arch. 
Centred on V1 a column of 'stone course' circles with their mutual inter- 
sections on their 30° axes (which are the equivalent of inscribed 
hexagons, one example being provided at the centre of the rectangular 
window) generally relating directly to the course joints: the threshold; 
the centre of the archivolt's horizontals; the sill of the 60 °/30° 
window/ 
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window and its head; and finally the apex of the vault, and the 
soffit of the octagonal vault centre. 
The radius of the arch is not constrained by the proportional system, 
it is equal to 3/5 of the span; likewise the radii of the vault are 
3/5 of its span. 
3.10 The Underlying I :Lode of :easurement (Drawing 25) 
Endeavouring to uncover all of al-shrafiyya's design skeleton a word is 
required about the Generating Unit and its mode of measurement. In the 
drawings 21 -24 double squares or hexagons were inscribed by circles with 
radii equal to 1/5 U. it needed little effort to see and understand how 
they underlie the disposition of the architectural elements but it was 
less easy to realise and abstract from the networks the derived measure- 
ments. To redress this imbalance Drawing 25 'Derivatives of the 1/5 
Generating Circle' sets out the basic subdivisions of the inscribed 
squares and hexagons, applying the internally derived measurements first 
as the radii of circles visually expressing the interrelationships, and 
secondly along a line imitating a measuring rod's divisions. 
Figure [1]: In the subdivision of the double square the consecutive 
parallel sides of the concentric squares are in the proportion of 1: 
(i.e., the ratio of a square's side to its diagonal) , and the alternate 
parallel sides are in the proportion of 1 :2. These different ratios are 
borne out by the related circles. 
Figure £23: ,"- single hexagon is inscribed by the circle with concentric 
hexagrams touching the mid -points of the sides of the hexagons. Notice 
in this construction that the height of the he_agon does not equal the 
diameter of the circle, they are in fact related to each other by the 
ratio 3 :2. The explanation of this ratio is understood if a right 
angled triangle is imagined with its hypotenuse equal to 2r (the 
diameter/ 
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diameter of the inscribing circle) and one side equal to r (the 
equivalent of a he ;: ,gon's side) therefore by Pythagoras' T eoru n the 
third side ecjuals rpri: 2he heights of the hexagons are progressively 
halved being in the ratio of 1 :2, a fact easily verified by the related 
circles. 
Figure [3] : 21gain a single hexagon is inscribed and its diagonals are 
progressively reduced in the ratio of 1 :2. 
Figure N : Here a double hexagon is inscribed, if it is 
anticipated that the number of subdivisions will be increased compared 
to the previous two figures, and that the derivatives will be in the 
same ratios as those of Figure 
r_ .1, a glance at the Related Circles of 
Pi ure 
Cß,_1 
shows that the first thought was correct, there being an 
increase in the number of subdivisions, but the second anticipated 
relationship is incorrect. The fact is that although I have chosen 
elementary subdivisions all the relationships in Figures C2l and I33 
are included in Figure C4ï and there are still relationships outstanding, 
In_ Figure 
L 1 observe the irregular 
pentagD nal interstices formed by 
the produced apexes of the concentric hexagons; in other circumstances 
such interstices could mislead a viewer into thinking that this was a 
pentagonally rather than a hexagonally inspired design. 
11 Desijn Precedents. 
The Historical Sources gave details of the general appearance and the 
planning arrangements including such items as the number of windows or 
the feature made of the Loggia. ie know that now the majority of the 
Madrasa has vanished leaving only sufficient evidence to allow the main 
areas of its plan to be completed with confidence, but not the 
Loggia or East iwan, nor is there any means whereby a precise indication 
of/ 
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of an overall height can be gathered, if we disregard the evidence of 
Bernhard of Breydenbach's illustration of the cua.bbat al-Sakhra with 
al- AshrafiY3ra in the background (Pl. 1). Thus I am forced to scour 
Mamlúk buildings for design precedents, a task, I suggest, simplified by 
the inherent unity of Mamlük architecture. It will surely not be 
impossible to discover parallels on which more prognostications rely. 
Immediately on recourse to CM van Berchem provides one possible solution 
to the problem of the treatrent of the Loggia, it is the arcading to the 
?osque of ßbú Bakr 2,uzhir's sahn in Cairo, but lay investigations cannot 
stop here as there are still too many undefined details. 
Hy theory so far has been that there is a geometrically influenced 
proportional system which somehow or other does relate to the heights 
of the stone courses. If this is valid, I would e::pect that an 
investigation would show that the number of stone courses which are 
combined together to form an architectural element might remain fairly 
constant unless there was a fundamental design change. In the follow- 
ing tables a selection has been made of the seven most common architec- 
tural elements to be seen in Cairo's I'amlizk buildings of the 9th /15th 
century in addition to theirrelevance to al Âshrafiyya. 
A perusal of the tables shows a consistency in the number of stone 
courses in each of the sub -elements of the seven architectural elements 
studied. This is not surprising, rather, such a simple factor as the 
size and scale of the elements should have been blatantly obvious to 
me as the real foundation of the viewing public's adulation of Mamlùk 
architecture from the outset of my interest in the subject, without such 
a foundation where might the necessary qualities of recognition and 
appreciation originated? 
The buildings were chosen for a number of reasons; firstly, they had to 
fall reasonably near the period of Q ytbáy's reign; secondly, they were 
preferred/ 
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preferred if they e. hibited more than one of the ele.m n is '-o enable 
some cross referencing; and lastl,j, they had to appoa_ :n L2 ., ro 
thousand plus detailed photographs I took in Cairo and which now are 
placed in my o "vin archives in Scotland. These chosen buil:Lings are 
plc.cëd in chronological order except al .sh afiy a, it appears at the 
extreme right -hand side of each table. Because these tables are more 
of a 'rule of thumb' than a precise description of ;11_0 ele .cents and the 
sub -elements the horizontal compartmentation is represented by half 
courses in preference to a more accurate assessment of a third or a 
quarter. In the tables a number of signs are used to expand the 
numerical information: a 'question mark' shows that the sub -element's 
existence has not been verified for some reason, and 'addition sign' has 
two meanings, one is that it is partly obscured, the other is that it 
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B . 3 . 5 41 
C . 2 . 22 . 2 








71 71 +6 
52 51 5 . 
3 2 2 4 2' . 
3 4 6 . 6 +1 . 
i 1 1 0 . 2 . 1 . . 
2 5- f . 61- . 6 . lo . 6 . 62 . 5 . . y 
G . 0. 0 . 2 12 . 0. 0 . 1 . . 
H . c . >' 51 0 . 3 . 0 . 0 . . 
J . 2 . 2 . 2 2 3 . 2 . 2 .. . 
K . 1. 11 12 12 1. 0 . 11 . . 
Total No. of 
Stone Courses 
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Previously the proportions which existed above the level of the extant 
ilallhead of a.l-Ashraf i;-ya' s iest ',Tall could only be ,,guessed at, now with 
the discovery that the geometric proportional system regulates the height 
of unrestricted stone courses and with the knowledge that limitations 
were imposed on the number of stone courses per sub -element, and also by 
extension the size of the common architectural elements. The -processes 
of deduction applied by me so far may be reversed so that within the 
imposed limitations the number of stone courses provide the vanished 
geometric proportions of the elevational elements. This process cannot 
be undertaken without reference to the Madrasa's principal internal 
element, the Great Arches to the Qibla and North iwans: actually neither 
the external nor the internal elements can be considered in isolation; so 
once the spans of the Great Arches are defined, and the heights of their 
abutments including the much imposts are approximated (they may be 
altered to suit future design decisions), the type of arch (normally a 
horseshoe), can be agreed upon and its radii struck and the height of 
the spandrels and keystones determined: the number of related stone 
courses can then be estimated. with this knowledge the number of 
external courses forming the elements can be gathered. 
4.01 The Internal Course Heights and Proportions 
x+.01.1 The Great Lrches. (Drawing 26) 
My major task is to produce the unique reconstruction solution for al- 
Ashrafiyya. I think this would have been an impossible aim had it not 
been that one of the original four abutments still exists to provide a 
reconstruction of the original width between the abutments, and in a 
more direct form the relationships of mugaaxn s imposts, its comparLnenta- 
tion, its moulded and linked archivolt, its ablag voussoirs and its 
springing/ 
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springing line. These relationships can be correlated with the exist- 
ing elements in the Sahn's west wall, the doors, the lintels and ablaq 
joggled relieving arches and the recesses with engaged coluisns. x;11 
these e ::isting relations are essential to the unioue solution, otherwise 
the equivalent relationships found in other madrasas would mislead due 
solely to their own unioue interpretations of the them. 
have had to refer to them all but there are two pertinent 
Of course I 
examples, 
the Mosque and Mausoleum of (fa,y, tbáy, 877 -79/1472 -74 (Pls. and 
the Mosque of " w:- tbay at Gale et al -Kabsh 880/1475 (Pls. : :iI- _Z_=); 
al- :.shrafiyya seems to have been an amalgamation of both rather than its 
exact contemporary of the Moscue of : -; .ytbg7y on R6-4a. island 886 -96/ 
1481 -90 which is too plain to _)rovide comparative material. 
Referring back to Drawing 14. the stone courses of the ';;est " all can be 
projected across the Madrasa's site as shown. in Drawing 26. It must be 
assumed that the relative floor levels of the Sahn and the iwans are 
consistent with contemporary practice, and thct they also maintain the 
normal relationships with the external door's threshold and the external 
window sills. Following this assumption their positions can be placed 
in section; observe that these assumed positions do not happen to 
coincide with the stone courses, they very rarely do so in other 
buildings. 
I believe that I can place more accurately the iwáns' floor level since in 
the Mosque and I.Iausoleum's great arch illustrated by Hautecoeur I found 
that there was a ratio between the width across the abutments to the 
height to the underside of the linked archivolt of 2:1; I also found 
that it was possible to divide the height into three and then add a third 
to the height to come level with the great arch's springing line; and 
from the point two thirds up the height an arc could be described to Lind 
the centre of the three fifth radii arch. (See Fig. 1.). Thus in al- 
.shrafiyya/ 
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Fig'.]í . Proportions Underlying the Great Arches in 
the Mosque and Mausoleum of .ytb, ,y. 
117. 
r 24-. 01. 2 
__shrafi ya I had to look for an appro -rule vertical relationshi: :, which 
:eich.t be seen to relate to the width Between the abutments; the solution 
is not the same as that O.T' the Mos'!ue and :ausoleum 'where i:he hel -ht was to 
the underside of the archivolt, instead, in a1- .Lshrafi;, ya it is the 
height to the archivolt's topside which is also a stone course. If from 
this line two squares are 'hung', with sides equal to half the width, the 
lower sides meet my assumed 3-dan floor level. _, further relationship can 
be uncovered if three circles are placed along the left hand vertical of 
the square 0 and on adding a fourth circle its centre 03 is level with 
the extant springing line of the arch. 
In the two Cairo models the radii of their horseshoe arches are 
approximately three fifths of the s :fans, thus with the ecui vL lent 
appropriate to al- _Lshrafiyya the extrados can be struck from 2 
i 
notice that the arcs do not extend to the lines of the abutments below, 
this is caused by measuring the radii from the extrados' nosing below 
the archivolt (see arrow in Drawing 26). It can also be established 
that like the Iiosque and Mausoleum the linked archivolt does not 
bifurcate to frame the spandrels, had it done so this would have occurred 
about the springing line and would still be seen today. ihe line of the 
archivolt can be completed and a large loop formed above the keystone as 
in the Cairo models. There remains the area above the loop which cannot 
be defined at this stage of the design because it recuires to be 
correlated with the Sahn's side (west) arch and wall. 
The Sahn's Side 'arch. (Drawing 27) . 
The height of the side arch if it is to conform to the Cairo models must 
equal the height of the Great Arches, and like them it will have radii 
ecual to three fifths of the span. Thus its fora is easily found by 
co-ordinating these dimensions, we can guess that this arch was not 
horseshoed. Regarding the side arch's archivolt there is no available 
evidence/ 
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evidence to in:dcLte whether rot 4'7 ';:lf'2,7717._, 'r 1e,L 
Cai"o n 
L1a3 :ail. 27: 
Zhe -levastation on the Sahr's side wall stets not a couree scan, 
ocause =t orovios evidence of a recessed al .,', cov f'a-77ei by angacei 
co7uuns (ref= bock to wing 4. 7'n :_,11 a" th.-.con",eaora7 nairLeas 
in jairo this recess t its rear a grilled roctangular winlow, and 
thor-fore it can safely be 7roposed that windows of this nature existed 
ir al-i_shrcfiyja. In table 4, on page 104 he number of stone coaroes 
forming sub-eloment 'C' the distanoe between the rollevin.- 
-,window sill) varies by one hunaren oar cent 
the height of the side wall 1,, ,:ai: ,- it two courses too snall or to 
large, providentially in the exist=7, to courses ef both recesses 
vortical joints 0,031d2 in posons acitatib7= 1-4=t177 janbs; 
2ro:ose that one course of both winiows still exists an that was 
built u--) when the railhead was levelled off after the aac. 
being the case the sub-clement 'IC' contares well wit; th= two 
if 
courses of the ':osque ani 1:aasoleum an 7reci3ely with the two cohrses 
cf 
the ::osque. Further suort is 6:yen by te fact that in this often seer 
detail the sill of the window is gene-rally lev=1 w=th 
of bases 
of the engaged columns. (for a detail see Pl. 57). 
The height of the window, sub-element 'D' can 
be taken as four courses 
ecualling those of both Cairo models. 
2 
Between the window and the keel 
arches in both models is an abla7 joggle i lintel 
one course T1-ig-p, sub- 
elomPnt The decorated nuiarnas keel 
arch in the ::essue and 
::aucoleum is six and c. half cuurses high 
comoared to the 1:0STUOS six 
ceurses. ILLorcbblo as it may seem, after 
the ,==sastrous earthquakes, 
I have found evidence of :-eel arches 
in the window blockings in the 
of 'silent links' which could only have 
formed the zer'th c. a .Keel arch 
see/ 
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(see Dir.vriüg Úr}, for E. second e.LL ma:. see Pl. II). also in the .r, ze _w._ . ,e' 
s e»CLrc,ting the v ourLya?'d. from the _ ....dre, sa Bala di;;T ;-a in i ts rebuilt areas l.(ïiL
l1 e is ,. mu nanas element with three registe'-s ::thin its 0.51m. height, 
I surmise came from:? (;,:,o base of the ] _eel arch (sea Jrcv_l; 5) 
t his point in the reconstruction I must reverse my tactics and work 
downwards from an undefined point in space if I am to be able to choose 
between six end a half courses or in the six courses offered by the 
Cam.Tiro models. Presently the reconstructed Sahn's side arch is taller 
than the side walls, this discre_)ancy is not evened out b; adding the 
coZei !ed heights of the side wall's sub -elements 'G' and 'iz' of either of 
the ma. ele, in the ; oscue and Mausoleum the height is five and a half 
curses and in; the Mosque it is seven and a half. But yet again 
essential evidence was uncovered in an area of rebuild at the ton of the 
Forth Elevation (refer back to Drawing 6) where there are the remains of 
a geometric panel. 
this panel exhibits with only minor alterations, the same design as is 
used to adorn the large side panels flanking the upper windows in the 
Mosque's side walls, compare the Drawing 88 and Plate _VIII. This 
coincidence of the identical design enables me to confidently place the 
discovered panel on either side of al- ,shrafiyy-a's upper window, 
thereby establishing the window's height. On introducing this panel 
into the reconstruction it is immediately apparent that the detail used 
in the Mosque and Mausoleum cannot apply, there is not sufficient 
difference between the present heights of the reconstructed side arch 
and side walls if the compartmentation forming the window lintel is to 
abut the archivolt's large loop. On the other hand if the solution 
suggested by the Mosque is tested and the compartmentation at the lintel 
level is carried over the loop of a bifurcated archivolt then al- 




option being edopt 
by not 
a half course high heel arch. 
RCt=hifl; briefly to Uhe lesion c2 I , 
:Lientation is carried over its archee_- --- _ ee 
:osoue's great arches. 
2hc Sahn's inscri-tion. 
feature appears in both of 
a siLiiar feature enisted in al-_-_sleiyya, -Lee:, even if my assumption is 
acceptable, there is st-;17 L'77et how ,,'--47ear was el- 
.:,..shrafiyya's inscription? 
Zhere are already the zrand Koranic inscri:tions 
west TuFns which In a desizn content are caapa-eble ._ 
7, 7 
inscrictions of the Mosoue and ,:ansoaau -eserve:i Jo ph= i-eia 
- 
one va-_11 of the opposing iwan'. 7o sUar inscri:tion enists in :he 
I:oscue at :_alc et al-Fabsh other than a very short inscri-tion above_ the 
mihr7b°. Is, therefore, the greatly eloreatei inscrition of al- 
. 
_;.shrefiyyz-_ a decorative subs:;itute :or the construction inscri:tions c' 
the Cairo salmo? In my opinion was so, since there is evidence 
which lends itself to this theory in the rebuilt area at the Po: of the 
1Torth :levation. 
Cn either side of the geometric panel, Previously described, but a)art 
from it, are two stones that can only have fo ai tart of a kufes;lue 
inscription. (Drawing 88). In one stone the lower cuarte- is e-o'e, 
in the other it is the upper quarter that is missing; they are thus 
reciprocal allowing thj_r original iesigns to be reconstructed. to -prov',"de 





en I first sari these stones on which are the letters ic, o-, llah I 
could net be certain of their provenance or of their date as they were 
obviously reused to make good the Forth Elevation sometime after the 
ddevasta.ting";r°.rthaua.ke. In addition one student of epigraphy indicated 
to me th,7..t I might be right in assuming they came from another structure 
in or about al-Haram, and also the epigraphist was uncertain whether the 
letters would appear for purely decorative reasons in the context of a 
madrasa. Since then I am in the happy position of lowing that a 
similar kufesque inscription in stone forms part of the recessed entrance 
t the :..osque of Pb ù Bakr Dazhir 884/1W9-80 (see Pl. _ >_), this mosque 
is only three years older than al-Ashrafiyya. Later, I observed in the 
I.iosque at _arc et al -Kabsh an even closer parallel, but here it is painted 
-ufesque inscription along the narrow timber cornice below the ceiling 
(see Pl. _: :!:) . In the light of my reconstruction of al- ."shrafiy=ra' s 
Sahn the position here could not be improved upon.? _s a result I any 
convinced that the two stones belonged to the inscrirrtion around the 
Sahn's wallhead; in fact there is nowhere else in the jig -saw of al- 
. 
_shrafiyya that they can logically go: 
_'long the top of the kufes que inscription would have been another red 
stone compartmentation and over it a linked string course similar to the 
string courses existing in the two Cairo models. ;kith this addition the 
height of the Sahn's walls up to the underside of the timber cornice is 
completed with a total number of thirty four stone courses, a figure near 
enough to the two models. 
The Sahn's Octagonal Lantern. 
I take the lantern of al- Ashrafiyya to have modelled that of the Mosque 
and Mausoleum of á.ytbáy, on three accounts: firstl-,-, the lantern of the 
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2.1 The Recessed ,;x;,e rn1 ,:indows. (Drawing ^ J) 
:t ;tiding to the design of the external recessed windows should be 
relatively easy as they follow directly the designs of the internal 
architectural elements, and there are, of course, the tao e__istin; 7inc_ow 
bays in the Madrasa's Test , =s.11 on which to build the reconstruction, 
they provide the complete sub -elements 'A', 'B', 'C' and part of 'D' 
table 1 on 0.102. 
Once more the number of stone courses combining to form the Cairo models 
seem to be a)propriate, and by trying them both out on the drawings I 
concluded that she recessed windows of the Moscyue and Mausoleum could 
most successfully be adopted for al- Ashrafiyya. 
Remembering that it was the Triple Jindow Recess that gave the first clue 
o the extent and detail of the geometric proportional system and that 
the circle with a radius of one fifth of the C. underscored the geometry, 
I anticipated that it could also be extended to the reconstructed upper 
arum of the recessed windows if their designs were valid. Tangential to 
the circle- 1 a second circle can be added, its centre lies on the top 
line of the joggled ablaq relieving arch's upper compartmentation and one 
of the sides of its inscribed hexagon coincides with the sill of the 
arched clerestory. If this hexagon's side is used as the base line of 
an inscribed double hexagon the springing line for the three fifth radii 
is found, and if certain of its sides are produced they intersect at the 
silent links. A fourth circle tangential to the last one is centred on 
the upper edge of the compartmentation below the rectangular mugarnas 
and the zenith point of the circumference is tangential to the cornice 




Through continual reference to the Design Precedents especially those of 
the Mosque and Mausoleum of Qáytbáy and his Mosque at Qalc et al -Kabsh it 
is possible to reproduce the skeletal elevational elements on which the 
final appearance of al-Ashrafiyya depends. This procedure of referring 
back to past solutions, modifying them either to suit al- Ashrafiyya's 
specific problems or to improve them, is common to all architectural 
periods and movements. It was only through his intimate knowledge and 
understanding of what had gone before that the Christian architect was 
able to design al- Ashrafiyya; if I may be allowed to be immodest, I hope 
that it is with some of this same understanding, that has enabled me to go 
this far with a reconstruction, there being outstanding the design of the 
Loggia. 
An abstract of the design decisions can now be prepared in tabular form for 
comparison with the tables 1 to 4. (pp. 102 -11+); the reconstructed course 
heights appearing between brackets. The conclusions to be drawn are 













































































































014- i9ze Logp;ia (Drs.,wings 29-31) 
For guidance on the appearance of the East ___ of the ;iadrasa once again 
I have to turn to van Berchem. 
'.tuant au liw,n latéral est LE, il offrait une disposition tres 
originale, peut -étre unique, dont le chroniqueur arabe et le 
pélerim d'Ulin ont été vivement frappés. B'aprés le premier, 
ce liw.n formait une tárima, c'est 4, -dire un pavillon, un 
belvedére ou une loggia, qui s'ouvrait sur le Haram par trois 
arcades retombant sur deux colonnes de marbre. Ce dispositif 
ressemblait donc á celui de ces salles egyn.ptiennes oui s'ouvrent 
sur la rue ou sur une cour intérieure par deux ou trois arches 
brisées retombant sur une ou deux colonnes. Il _'est guére 
employé dans les monuments religieux, sauf a J rusalem, au bord 
au Haram, ou plusieurs loggias de ce type s'ouvrent encore sur 
un des plus beaux panoramas de l'Orient; l'architecte égyptieb 
de l'Ashrafiy-ya s'est donc inspiré ici d'une tradition locale. 
The Loggia's essentials are therefore the three arches and the two marble 
columns, but we have the option . of placing them in the Jerusalem or 
Egyptian design tradition. For an example in the Jerusalem tradition 
I need only turn to the Madrasa cUthm niyya, and inspect its two arched 
windows between three columns (these are seen behind the Sabil of Qáytbáy 
in Plate I-;I); to attempt to translate this design, belonging the 
Jerusalem tradition, into terms acceptable to al- Ashrafiyya, a building 
which I believe falls wholely within the Cairo tradition, is in my 
opinion hazardous. One fact is all that is required to establish this 
incongruity, they are too short even with the addition of the large loop 
like oeil -de -boeuf windows and a third. arch (Dmirdng 29). However, I am 
not denying the possibility that it was the Jerusalem tradition which 
inspired the Cairo architect, what I am saying is that al Âshrafiyya's 
Loggia is not simply transposition of an often repeated element or device 
from along the west and north walls of al- Karam. 
It is stated by van Berchem that in religious buildings outside Jerusalem 
such a combination of arch and column is not much used other than in the 
sabil- kuttâbs placed at the external corners of many Cairo monuments.9 
Ilis dissertation continues on to include g the Mosque of 1bú Bakr 
Muzhir, 884/11 +79 -80, where two columns support a triple arcade placed 
across/ 
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I across the (4bla iwan's eighteen metre width and an identical arcade is 
placed in front of the opposing Tv n. A decade before 1ñs same s,-stem 
(Pls . =I and : III) was used in the Mosque of Sidi M dean, 
c.871/146G and even earlier in the Mosque of al -;tiai ya11y 
856/1452. Referring to table 7 on page 113 i-t seems that van Berchem 
was correct in citing the Luzhiriyya, it has a total of thirty two stone 
courses just one to two courses below al- Ashrafiyya's reconstructed 
internal heights given on page 127 above. The fact is that this 
numerical proximity of the stone courses underlines why the tables can 
only be used as a 'rule of thumb': in no manner is al- L'iuzhiri_yya's 
system compatible with the requirements of al- shrafiy a, it is too wide 
for the available space in al- kshrafiy ̂ya and if it is scaled down to fit 
the width of approximately nine meters the arches become too short and 
resemble those of the Jerusalem tradition. 
To clarify these problems a design essay was attempted (see Drawing 29), 
the intention was to remodel the Jerusalem and Cairo traditions in such 
a way that they might be attractively installed within al- .shrafi_rya's 
dimensions and basing them on the four column system preferred by van 
Berchem10 and 'T'amari11. I gave a considerable amount of attention to 
the possible decorative qualities such a system might offer. The results 
were aesthetically execrable, highlighting such design puzzles as the 
discontinuity between the external and internal ablac coursing, where one 
is white, the other is red. 
_Any external study must incorporate the pair of red stones, Luau courses 
high, on which the external columns presumably sat; structurally they 
are the most unsatisfactory aspect of the system, they restrict the 
diameter of the columns and because of the ablaq discontinuity there is 
small likelihood that the internal pair of columns sat on squat red 
padstones. In addition the external red stones make it difficult to 
centre/ 
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centre the columns on the intrados of the external arcade. 
In the search for a favourable solution I found inspiration in the secular 
complex, 228 the House of Qáytb 7y, 890/1485, which has along one side of 
the central courtyard 'dolly- ou trois arches brisees retombant sur une ou 
deux colonnes' 12 (Pl. Lc\T) . But, I am still confronted by the two red 
stones on which the columns must have been centred; the clue to the 
resolution of this is provided by Ly the Mosque of Sultan Shah, before 
907/1496, which although slightly later has triple arcades resting on 
octagonal piers (see Pl. ,(0.1) . Drawing 30 takes full advantage of this 
discovery to solve all the outstanding design problems. The pair of 
external red stones set above the joggled ablag string course are placed 
approximately equidistant from each other and from the opening jP -mbs. 
These I have already suggested make it impossible to centre the columns 
under the intrados if they are square in plan; if instead they were 
rectangular then the columns could be centred correctly but their diameters 
would still be restricted by the rectangles' shorter side, but if I 
presume that the one visible facet does not form a square or rectangle 
and instead is part of an octagon then al- Ashrafiyya's solution was to 
have two octagonal ablao piers, predating those of Sultan Shá.h.13 Such 
a design solution overcomes any problems caused by the ablaq discontinuity 
through the natural contrast of pillar column, it enables me to propose 
a design based on two internal columns and conforming to the contemporary 
descriptions and the impression given by Bernhard of Breydenbach's view 
(Pl. I). It would also have expressed the structural aesthetic of 
strength and confidence implicit in the gigantic members of the House of 
;áytbäy. It allowed the three arches to rise to the same height as the 
Sal-in's Great Arches. The solution als) provides surfaces which may be 
divided naturally into decorative compartments, the spandrels might have 
exhibited vegetal forms and above the large framed areas might have been 
prepared,/ 
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prepared to take enormous inscriptions, almost certainly they would have 
been sheltered from the elements by an extensive cantilevered timber 
roof characteristic of the Cairo tradition. 
.05 The Loggia's Internal Design Solution introduced into the Sahn_ (Drawing 31) 
There are a number of points which have already been fixed: 
i) The Loggia's maximum width equals the north -south dimension of 
the Sahn. 
ii) The Loggia's opening width to the Sahn is equal to the distance 
across the jambs of the north and south door openings in the 
Sahn's west wall. 
iii) The axes of the external red stones. 
iv) The differences in the floor levels of the Sahn and its iw.ns. 
. 
v) The height of the Sahn's kufesque inscription. 
Although the arcades across the sahns of the Cairo mosques do not 
necessarily feature arches of equal spans such is the relationship of the 
opening width of al Ashrafiyra's Loggia to the axes of the red stones 
that the spans of the three arches can equal each other through the 
addition of muaarnas imposts. Is it coincidental that the distance 
separating the axes of the red stones, and therefore the columns, equals 
Vs GU? The height and format of the imposts follow closely the form 
of the West iwan's mugarnas imposts, and as in the Cairo arcades their 
height has a direct bearing on the overall height of the intermediate 
columns. 
The width of the coursed masonry above the columns equals the depth of 
the arcade's intrados which was calculated to be equal to the depth of 
the ¿est iwan's intrados. The height of the 
arcading is controlled by 
the/ 
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the heights of the Sahn's Great arches and its side arch to the .; est Twan. 
It will be remembered that one of the design items of the Great _arches 
was that their arcs did not coincide with the produced lines of the abut- 
ments since their radii were controlled by the nosings above the imposts, 
but as this does not hold for the triple arcade of the House of 
T,ytb.y where the arcs do coincide with the produced lines of the abutments 
I am confronted by a choice. If the second choice is applied to the 
Loggia's internal arcade coupled with radii equal to 1/5 GU the form of 
the three arches can be arrived at, included are nosings comparable with 
those exhibited by the House of Qytbry, and which are level with the 
springing of the est wan' s arch. 
.06 The Loggia's ;external Design Solution introduced into the East Elevation 
(Drawing 32) 
The external design solution cannot be an exact replica of the internal 
solution because it has to be incorporated within a moulded frame along 
with the other known elements, the ablaoo joggled string course and the 
ablag jambs. earlier I described why intermediate piers have an 
advantage over columns although in theory, whichever structural system is 
chosen the span and profile of the central arch will equal that of the 
internal arch. The external side arches while retaining the J/5 GU radii 
do, however, differ from the internal ones on account of there being no 
aesthetically acceptable method of accommodating mugarnas imposts without 
a total disruption of the Loggia's ablaq jambs; a disru_tion which might 
have forced itself onto the ablag intermediate pillars. 
4.07 Summarisin& the Restored oast Elevation's Relationships. 
I think the completed elevation emphasises the separateness of al- 
hshrafiyya's three parts; the demure but stet ng majmac, the inviting 
Portal full of light and colour, and the Madrasa built upon the platform 
which extended the riwáq's original roof terrace. NoLwithstanding this 
separateness/ 
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separateness there are minor interrelationships; the northern line of the 
I; orth iwan' s window recess coincides with the northern edge of the ma jmac's 
window's moulded frame, the northern edge of the Loggia's mou]d ed frame 
coincides with the ed :e of the moulded frame surrounding the majmac's 
door, and finally, the central line of the :;ibla iign's recessed windows 
nearly coincides with the central line of the Portal's eastern arch. 
The general conclusion must therefore be that no one proportional network 
could be discovered to suit all the vagaries of the elevation unlike that 
of the ñilániyya (Appendix B). 'hat can be seen is an expression of the 
Ladrasa's plan form in terms of elevational elements generated by the same 
geometric constructions. 
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.01 The r;ngage . Column at the Porch. Drawing 143) 
This engaged column articuIl tes the south east corner of al Iishrafiy a, 
and as Plate VI demonstrates it is now extremely weathered, so :rich so, 
that in a few years its decoration will be beyond recall. There are 
four parts to the colu: ;:m, a conventional bulbous base belted at its 
middle, a decorated shaft, an inscription acting as a collar below the 
curvilinear rugarnas capital. 
5.01.1 The Decorated Shaft. 
Superimposed on the drawn elevation is an inscribed hexagon centred on C 
1 
approximating the dotted 1/5 GU radius circle. From this drawing it can 
be gathered that the width of the pier has a relationship with the height 
of the decorated shaft which can then be divided up into smaller hexagonal 
units, as is shown by the inscribed hexagons on the vertical C1 axis. 
The placing of these inscribed hexagons repeats the positions of the 
assembled repeat units up the shaft. Turning to the detailed drawing of 
the shaft's decoration it is obvious that the repat unit is based on a 
double hexagon' and from the 'Preferred Lines' it is established that the 
width of the repeat unit equals the width of the shaft's decorated area. 
If reference is now made to the 'Geometric Plan of the Shaft' notice that 
the 45° axes pass through the centre of a circle (it is convenient to 
consider this as a theoretically complete column), and that the chamfered 
sides are at 600 to the two wall planes not as might have been supposed at 
x-50. The explanation is this, the width of the decorated area equals 
half of the theoretical circumference and the 150 differences on either 
side form the plain margins. 
Thus a series of related geometric proportions can be eventually traced 
between/ 
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between the width of the pier and the radius of the engaged column's 
shaft. 
Surrounding the centres of the repeat units are hexagonal interstices 
decorated with vegetal elements flowing naturally out of the hexagonal 
borders to fill the space. This is one of the deli hts of the stone 
carver's art during the reign of Q797Ytb757y, there is always a feeling of 
'fitness for purpose' along with a remarkable clarity. Scrutinising 
the interstitial elements brings an awareness of the tenuous distinctions 
separating the simple trefoil from the palmette as there are included in 
the interstitial elements a trefoil with bracts. If the bracts are 
removed -a simple trefoil is the outcome, if they are increased in volume 
the result is a plamette. T-he only other vegetal element used is the 
sculpted cincifoil filling out the hexagonal interstices. 
Observe that those interstices without vegetal elements are not void of 
decorative features, they all have shadow lines within them. These 
act to relieve any possibility of monotony; or it is more likely that they 
are added to accentuate the geometric shapes which are, in this instance, 
constructed by solid interlaced geometric lines which therefore cannot 
fully enclose the figures: Also observe that the non -vegetal interstices 
are essential to the understanding of the total pattern. Just imagine 
the confusion that would be caused if all of the interstices had vegetal 
decoration. 
This variation in the weighting given to specific interstices must be 
considered as one of the decorative canons of the Q ytbáy Period, and it 
is often the distinguishing mark between what is of the Period and what 
comes after it. There is an indefinable ration between the solid and 
the void, if there happens to be an imbalance it is immediately apparent.2 
Two factors have to be borne in mind when inspecting the stone decoration 
of/ 
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of the late Mamlúk Period. lire the elements fitted to their purpose? 
Is there an equilibrium between the solid and the void which contributes 
to an area's visual clarity ?3 
5.01.2 The Collar and the Capital. 
The collar is inscribed with a one line inscription giving the name of 
Qäytb y: 
al-malik al- ashraf abu- n -nasr rIr tbáy. 
around the base of the capital is an area decorated by a ribbon develop- 
ment which acts as an overlay through which the arabesque forms are seen, 
the essence of the design being the manner in which the two systems 
compliment each other. A contrast is provided by the purely arabesque 
decoration at the heads of the chamfered sides. A number of the curvi- 
linear mucarnas' cells have internal maielling, and the topmost cell on 
tha corner is filled by a vegetal element. 
5.02 The Vaulting to the Porch (Drawings 1 -I6) 
The earliest Cairo example of this type of 'fan' vault with a cruciform 
centre pointed at its extremities and joined to lozenges occurs in 
the Mosque of Ylgai al- ïúsufi, 774/1373.4 Included in the same design 
scheme was a recessed portal with a plan form similar to al-Ashrafiyya's 
and whose origins were Syrian.5 From the point of view of al- Ashrafiyya 
this last fact has little significance since the plan form of the portal 
had by now been standardised in Cairo, the home -base of the Christian 
architect and his colleagues. Actually the pointed cruciform centre 
with decorated lozenges set into an abla vault was not new, it had 
recently been tried successfully in 99 the Mosque and Mausoleum of 
Çaytbáy.6 (See Pl. ts). 
The pointed cruciform centre has a rich chinoiserie floral border; I cave 
not discovered why it is that its width varies to the extent it does, the 
only suggestion is that for some reason or another it 
was cut in situ 
otherwise/ 
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otherwise surely the variations would have complicated the erection and 
inplacenent of the central slabs. The significant images are, of course, 
the solid interlaced geometric lines with a pleasing solid to void ratio. 
This controlled exuberance of the centre's decorative elements is offset by 
the slightly relieved or flat - carved arabesque and cusped ribbon develop- 
ment of the lozenges. 
The geometric construction of the centre illustrates how it is possible 
(and aesthetically profitable) for a double hexagon to interact with a 
scuare. In this instance it has resulted in the cruciform' s _oints being 
at 120 
O 
so suggesting a spirit of expansion; had they been at 90 
O 
each 
point would have lined up with its neighbour thereby creating a feeling of 
enclosure. Drawing 46 provides a logical method of constructing each of 
the centre's five repeat units based on the double hexagon.7 
5-.03 The .:indow jail. ,(Drawings 14.7-51) 
5.03.1 The Joggled Relieving Lintel (Drawing 48). 
Over the grilled window and its monolithic lintel lies the joggled abJa. q 
relieving lintel whose white voussoirs originally possessed vegetal 
decoration. On two of these voussoirs the decoration has been totally 
eroded, while on a third about half remains leaving only one voussoir's 
decoration intact. From the available evidence I conclude that the 
outer white voussoirs each contained one half of a double growth arabesque 
system, and that the inner pair had an interlaced and self- contained 
arabesque system, as had the decorated tympanum. 
I think it safe to assume that the joggled voussoirs were cut to interlock 
with each other on the ground before being hoisted into position; it is 
likely that at this stage the white voussoirs were in an undecorated state. 
.Assuming this was the case I would have anticipated that the radiating 
sides of the voussoirs and the arcs joining up the joggling's points of 
departure/ 
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departure from these sides night have had the same centre, but (at a 
drawn scale of 1 :5) this is not so, instead my measurements indicate 
three separate centres. The first is 1.15m below the base line and from 
it are drawn the keystone's sides. The second is 1.22m below the base 
line and from it radiate the lines defining the outer lines of the pair of 
voussoirs on either side of the keystone. The third and furthest centre 
is 1.32m below. This was the major centre because, in addition to the 
lines controlling the inner sides of the pair of outer voussoirs, arcs can 
be drc.wn to join the joggling' s departure poi n cs except where the extrados 
deviates slightly from its arc. This and other 'deviations' centred on 
the first and the second centres were, I think, intentionally made to 
exaggerate the visual expression of the structural strength of the joggled 
relieving lintel, e. g. if the keystone had been struck from the third centre 
its sides would have been that much nearer the vertical which would be 
sufficient to weaken the composition. 
If I check these results against my 'Geometry Underlying the ,-inflow -,tiall 
and Vestibule' (Drawing 23) I find that at the smaller scale of 1:20 my 
constructions suggested the centre of the relieving lintel to be at the 
mid -point of the line 1 -4, which is appro:dmately C.97m below the base 
line. Such a difference is far from being a tragic error since at the 
smaller scale the thickness of the inked arc covers a relatively greater 
area, and in Drawing 23 I was attempting to provide a logical proportional 
system which fitted naturally the majority of the Window -:call's features. 
5.03.2 The Oeil -de -Boeuf Window and its Geometric Side Panels. (Drawing 4.9) 
Set around this circular window are ablac.4 voussoirs, only the white stones 
are decorated and they all have the same shape, although handed left and 
right about the window's vertical and horizontal axes. The carver has 
introduced into an ostensibly conventional vegetal design a spiral at the 
lower/ 
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lower 'inner' corners of each voussoi= : in ado-:)tinr; a spiral he avoided 
the awkwardness arising from the soollt stalks being unable to complete 
their convolutions gracefully due to the confines of the corner. ,.iris 
is made possible b,; the fact that the internal width of the slit stalks 
equals the distance between each rotation, and if this is added to a 
change in the normal linking function of a knotted scroll, then the eye 
perceives a s,;mmetry which is illusionary, it is most obvious in the 
'Vegetal Forms in Outline' (Drawing 49) that a malformation exists. 
In the 'Geometry Underlying the Tiindow -;fall and Vestibule' (Drawing 23) 
the centre of the oeil -de -boeuf was found by 'W2 at the centre of a smaller 
but similarly orientated square to the square 11- 12- 15 -]4, this smaller 
square defined the area of the window, its voussoirs and their surrounding 
compartmentation. Observation suggested and measurements confirmed that 
there is a generally accepted width for the red stone compartmental bands 
in Jerusalem and Cairo during the period of Ta7.ytbáy. Thus this dimension 
can be subtracted from the square figure to leave the square central area 
of voussoirs and window. 
In the 'Geometry of the Oeil -de- Boeuf' (Drawing 29) a circle is first 
described within the square, followed by an inscribed double square or 
octagonal star, when lines are drawn from the centre at 11 1/4. 
0 
, 33 3/4 
o 
, 
66 1/4.0, and 88 3/4o the splayed sides of the voussoirs are defined and 
where they intersect with the sides of the double square the intersections 
provide the circumference of the oeil -de- boeuf. 
The geometry of the side panels is irregular since it does not follow the 
normal ruling that when a surface is to be decorated one of its sides is 
divided equally into a number of parts corres_)onding to the number (and 
size) of the repeat units required.8 Along the overaL vertical height of 
the panel four 600/300 ractangles were constructed, such that, the smaller 
sides/ 
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sides equalled the overall width: thus a direct relationship exists 
between the overall height and width. This may appear to be a simple and 
easily arrived at fact, but it has other ramifications forged by the 'Under- 
lying Geometry of the 'Window Wall and Vestibule': it must equal the height 
of the oeil -de -boeuf and its associated voussoirs; its width multiplied 
twice, plus twice the width of the vertical compartmental bands, plus the 
width (= height) of oeil -de -boeuf and its voussoirs equals the width of 
the relieving arch below; if two more vertical compartmental bands are 
added (having the same widths as the previous ones) the overall width of 
the window recess is equalled, it in turn approximates the side of the square 
inscribed by the 1/5 GU radius circle. Of course interrelationships of 
this intricacy, if they are to have any aesthetic qualities, require to be 
conceived through graphical means to be followed at a later stage by their 
translation into measured units. Returning to the question of the actual 
panels' construction; once the overall dimensions have been arrived at the 
horizontal central axis can be found and the widths of the two side margins 
measured same measurement is used to position the top and bottom 
margins. With the completion of the margins the panel now has two rect- 
angles above and below the central axis which are confined by the margins, 
the horizontal axes of the two rectangles can now be found and drawn to 
produce a total of four rectangles in which the diagonals can be drawn and 
tangential circles described which will become the circles of the irregular 
geometries repeat units. The irregularities are seen if the sizes and 
shapes of the petals surrounding the nuclei are compared, and also its 
irregularities would be more pronounced and would certainly be more diffi- 
cult to resolve or disguise if each of the assembled repeat units were to 
be complete throughout 3600. 
5.03.3 The Rectilinear Mua rna s (Drawing 50) 
Crowning the window recess the rectilinear muqarnas act 
as the element of 
transition between the planes of the recess and the 
general wall surface, 




around the muaarnas overlaps the general wall plane enforces this 
tran3ition. 
Three Dimensional Groups: Plate shows incarnas from Cairo which are 
similar to those of al- Ashrafiyja, their prominent feature is the 
rectilinear duality of the cells highlighted by the strong shadow effects 
cast by the three dimensional forms. This three -dimensionality 
automatically organises itself into groups focussed on specific cells, in 
al- Ashrafiyya the focal cells are ;; l and J3 (Fig. 15) , but their areas of 
influence are not static, because they react to the changing light con- 
ditions which can expand or contract the groupings: an extreme case would 
be where the light source was directly in front of the muqarnas which 
would not produce any shadows and therefore must kill any sense of depth 
leaving the impression of a two- dimensional languid composition. An 
account must also be taken of the effectiveness and inquisitiveness of 
the human perceptual senses which should endeavour to create new combina- 
tions and relationships while trying to assess the physical form and 
realities of the mugarnas; such a perceptual conflict is the essence of 
the success ana popularity of mucamas generally in Islamic architecture. 
Cell till: This, the central cell in the lowest register, is larger than 
any of the others. It is two courses high and approximately one third of 
the width of the muqarnas. The decoration takes the form of a double 
growth arabesque system. One element is interlaced and self -contained 
with no specific point of generation and the other is semi -contained as 
it issues out of the cell's bottom frame. 
Cell :i2: _ -n interlaced and self -contained arabesque system decorates this 
cell. It includes half- overlaps in addition to the full interfacings. 
Cell 43: Unlike the two previous cells the form is not directly defined 
by the angled planes of the surrounding cells, rather W5 gives support to 
and! 

..nd allows an expansion to take place in the second register. The 
arabesque elements, although not actually repeating themselves do suggest 
through the half palmettes at the sides a chain or continuous development. 
Cell 41: Repeated twice in each half of the mugarnas this cell is placed 
at the extreme end of the first register before the corner and also 
immediately after it on the reveal or ingo of the recess. Zoe pointed 
field has a vegetal form arising from two points along the base line to 
intertwine about the central spine. 
Cell .15: Lying at an angle to the wall plane this cell's vegetal element 
in outline is identical to that of 44 and its intercarving compares closely 
with that of 4. 
Cell': r6: Concave in plan this is decorated with an arabesque sÿstem 
suggestive of a chain development. 
Cell 7: Set at an angle to the wall plane this concave cell is repeated 
four times, in two sets of pairs. Basically this is a self - contained 
arabesque system modified by 'half -bindings' at the sides which, if 
repeated, could form a continuous development. 
Cell 8: On an inclined soffit this triangular cell is wedged between the 
pointed heads of the paired ;'r'7 cells. The form of its decoration is 
determined by its position and function; they concentrate and direct 
downwards the load of the top register's cell 'I12, thus the semi -contained 
arabesque system descends from the top frame. 
Cell 9: Lying at an angle across the corners of the recess the vegetal 
element issuing out of the base line belongs to the same decorative 
family as W4 and '115 but with an additional pair of leaves. 
Cell 10: Painted a yellow colour this is an umbrella semi -dome at the 
centre of the top register. 
Cell/ 
11+3. 
Cell 11: Paired with another of the same this cell lies at an angle to 
the wall plane. It belongs to the same decorative family as .T5 and 
-;f9, and although it is narrower than -:9 their outlines of the veet1 
elements approximate each other in all raspects as does the inter-carving. 
Cell 12: Unlike the other cells which are to be found in both halves of 
the mucanîas this cell differs in each half: cell 12 (Left) is decorated 
by an arabesque system suggestive of a chain development similar to cell 
6, cell ,:12 (Right) is a self -contained system. 
Cell ',;13: Although belonging to the same decorative family as cells 
15, .19 and x,(11 all of whom issue out of the bottom frames, here the 
intertwining about the central sAne is suggested, but not fulfilled, 
as one half of the element flows over the other. 
Cell ;;1A: The semi- contained arabesque system decorating this convex cell 
is nearly identical to cell 07. It is interesting to note that the out- 
lines of the vegetal forms are modified slightly in both of the examples of 
f14: they occur within the triangular heads, in the left half of the 
mucarnas there is a pointed terminal like that of cell 5,12 (Left), and in 
----T 
the right half there is instead, a heart -shaped palmette top bud with 
simple side buds like those of cell ií12 (Right) making the main character- 
istics of :.114. (Right) and j12 (Right) almost identical. 
Cell 15: Functioning as a double spandrel and repeated eight times 
across the mucaarnas, this triangular cell is decorated with 4. semi - 
contained arabesque system issuing from the side borders to grow upwards. 
Cell 116: Being the terminal spandrel it has exactly one half of the 
decoration appearing in the double spandrel ;r'`l5. 
The vegetal forms decorating the cells of the muicarnas are not unique to 
al- rshrafiyya, they belong to a well developed and established vocabulary, 
14)1. 
e.g., he rectilinear mucarnas of Daq the Loseue of '_agm.F.s. 
885-86/146G-81 (Ln exact contemtorary of al-J darifiy) displ-y similar 
if not the same vegetal elements. (P. ,=). 
Subject Groups: On the combletion of the identification of the inivilual 
cells they can be mentally reassembled to create greutinge of like 1cin1 and 
so heighten and extend -die observers understandin7 and aptfsci.-tion. -2;;o 
reassemblies friich compliment each other are given in 2igares 1S and 17, 
the first is em abstraction of the inner tensions ani airactione 
decorative elements which I feel were given a great leaf of thom,7-cht before 
their fin-1 positions were fixed, the second figure tries to intereret the 
necessary eye movements to complete the cemparizons. 
5.03.4 The lindow 3ide Panels and the Shields of .;7,-t.07,-. 
Lrlier in the 'Description of Today's al-21,shrafi;:a' :Le = -ict,,,nc- cf 
red bole was noted along with minute s_ecks of ;:old leaf. They inf_icated 
that the total surface area cf the circular shields were COV5ra'l in gc7d 
leaf. If, as ï tresume, the vegetally lecoratei areas were in blue ar-7 
,:hite the visual effect might have been stunrin. 
The texts of the two shields differ very sii.2-htly from each other In ohs 
tositioning and, or thysical form of the diacritical mar'..:cs. 
a) abu-n-nasr fl7Ytb7Y 
C. 
b) iss li-maulana as-sultan a -malik al-ashraf 
c) azza nasruhu 
(b) alory to our Lori, the Lultan 
- 
ytbay (c) may his victory be glorious.' 
al-41,shraf 1 -nasr 
T_he vegetally decorated corner pieces below the shield bath have double 
growth arabeseue systems composed of one self-contatne: an,/ one zami- 
containei element. ,!.he small uooer corner niece haz a ze _1 -containeel 
arabesque element not disaimila-r to the 'iacazation od call: .15 ani 
t Lbr: .'!indow rJall : Subject ,;roupLi. 
/ 
71,a,17. n4arna in the `4i;:dow Wall: Subject Group 
147. 
The principal decorative area is filled by a rouble froth arabesque 
system, both of the elements are self -contained. Special attention-gas 
given to the line taken by the central axis, it was necessary to construct 
the correct curve so that it complimented the curve of the ; ;in ow 
arched shape rather than matching it. (See Drawing Such curving ,, 47). ,, - j of 
a central axis is not restricted to the art of stone carvin , it can also 
be found in L-he art of the armourer when he is faced with engraving a 
circular shield and arabesque forms onto a curved axe head, the shape of 
the decorative areas is the same as the _principal decorated area of the 
'fäindo : :all's side ; anels.1O 
Parallels c.:.n be distinguished between the above side panels and their 
shields with examples in Cairo. One example is found in the spandrels 
of the sahn's great arches in ® the Mosque of Tytbry at '.dal c et al- 
. 
' 1_absh, 88C / (Pls. VI and ¡ ìOI) where dark red (previously gold ?) 1.-r7, 
shield is displayed beside a dark red ribbon development lying above a 
white vegetal design on a blue background. Yet another example is to be 
found in the spandrels forming the portal's trifoliated head in the 
Sabïl- _uttá.b of Qáytb 3r, 864/1479, (Pl. sZII) . I find it interesting, 
for, on a drawing supplied by the Centre for Islamic Documentation I 
scaled -off the sizes of the spandrels and it seems probable that the 
diameters of the shields in Cairo accord with those of Jerusalem. 
5.03.5 The tympanum inscribed with the shield of Qáytb .y. (Drawing 51) 
Die centrally placed shield repeats with slight modifications the text on 
the two larger shields in the Window Wall, and I am certain that like them 
this shield would also have been covered in gold leaf. 
The two areas of vegetal decoration mirror each other 
and they may be 
considered as one double growth arabesque system 
prised apart by the 
central shield. The convoluted stalks of 
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centres for the arcs of equal radii which define the trifoliated 
terminal of the joggled area. 
Point 03 is the centre of one of the links of the moulded frame, to find 
the positions of the remaining links along CD and ;F the following pro- 
cedure was adopted by me. Divide the width of the mouldings into three. 
Produce line 16 -17 in both directions to out the two horizontal mouldings 
and construct in each of their middle thirds squares with centres 04 and 
C5, these become the centres of two out of four links which had ùo be 
found. By producing diagonals 2 -6 and 7 -3 to cut CD and respectively 
the centres 06 and 07 belonging to the two final links are discovered. 
The corner of the joggled area which lies at the rear of the moulding is 
defined by the lines drawn from 06 and 07 at 1+5o to intersect at point 20; 
this automatically provides the depth or height of the moulding's pro- 
jection which remains constant throughout the portal's composition. 
The Geometry Underlying the Joggled Area; Given the height and length of 
the joggled area including the trifoliated terminal and the links' centre 
the geometry can be established. By producing the line 02 -9 to cut the 
top side of the area point 21 is found. Point 22 occurs at the point of 




are constructed to coincide with GH at point 23, through 23 a vertical 
line 24-25 can be constructed as the central axis of the central joggled 
stone. About this axis the square 26- 27 -28 -29 can be drawn in the lower 
half of the joggled area, at the centre of the square is 08. At point 2L. 
and with a radius equal to 08 -27 cut the top side at points 30 and 31 and 
then join them to point 25, also join 24 to points 26 and 29. These last 
constructions provide the lower and upper cut sides of the central joggled 
stone. 
From the points 30 and 31 with a radius equal to 26 -27 cut the top line at 
32/ 
150. 
32 and 33 respectively. From point 3,!; (at the bottom left hand corner 
of the overall area enclosed by the vertical and lower horizontal 
mouldings) with a radius equal to 27 -29 cut the base line at 35. Join 
35 ;:o 31 so that the line cuts GH and point 36, by joining 36 to 33 the 
lower and upper cut sides of the joggled stone left of centre are found. 
From point 26 with a radius equal to 29 -35 cut the base line at 36, join 
this last point to 22 and where it intersects with GIi join the point of 
intersection to 32 to provide the lower and upper cut sides of the joggled 
stone to the right of centre. 
The white stone at the centre of the trifoliated terminal is also 
related to the above geometric constructions, it is based on the line 
joining the 'lower' centres of the trifoliations. 
Figure 18 shows the basic proportions of 1/2, 1, in- which occur if one 
unit equals half of the joggled areas height. 
Construction Text Within the Portal's Recess (Drawing 4) 
This inscription is given by van Berchem as No. 10611, and with its 
attractive thuluth characters and the double fleury corner pieces it is 
totally within the calligraphic fashion current in Cairo at the time, as 
is the exuberant joggled ablaq fleury terminals at the beginning and at 
the end of the inscription. 
(5.04.2 Miscellaneous Details of the Portal. (Drawing 55) 
A rectilinear muqarnas bracket is tucked under the monolithic lintel at 
the top of the door opening's jambs. This is very much a common element 
in the design of rectangular door openings, often they incorporate vegetal 
decoration, e.g., in the door opening to 1324 the Seb il- Kuttab of Qáytbáy 
884/14.79. (pl. xxxIII) . Curving into the top part of the profile of th e 
mucarnas is the monolithic lintel's quarter round concave moulding 
te i'mina tina/ 
151. 
terminating in a half -palmette. This same mouldin7 is taken around the 
pair of panels flanking the lintel, the panels are extremely d e tailc.rí so 
much so that there is not sufficient background to sup-,ort and define the 
positive and negative balance reruired by the arabescue systems; my 
opinion is that these are the only decorative items belonging to al- 
l,shr.. iy7a that fall below the cuality standards I ex ect of - .J:b T's 
crr.ftsmen, even the drawing, 'Vegetal foies in outline' is difficult to 
follow and ap_oreciate. 
Flanking the joggled relieving lintel are a pair of geometrically 
decorated panels. There are two repeat units co mbining to form this 
design, both involve circles of idential radii but repeat unit i Describes 
its circle with an external hexagon. .At the nucleus of repeat unit L is 
a vegetal element whose logic is difficult to deci:Dhe r, although as it 
is so very small its purpose must have been to identify the nucleus of L 
in contrast to that of A;. In 'the Description of )1oday's 
I wrote that this panel was painted black and I also men :ones_ that some 
of the interstices were raised circular areas, these areas I always con- 
sidered to be aberrations on the part of the carver and not until I _:ai 
found a similar detail in the portal of 
.. 
w. the Sab_1-_ut,b of L ts,ay 
did I revise my thinking and accept the raised areas as tart cf the 
original idea. (Plate ILO"). The panel in the ,Sabil- Huttab is 
auditionally interesting since it incorporates two re :eat units any-, one 
of them is repeat unit B, reorientated so that the spear h___- centred on 
the vertical axis is transferred from the bottom in al- .shrafi,- -fa's case 
to the top in the Sabil-I.uttab, the similarity is taken further by `.he 
introduction of additional elements in the nucleusz 
5.04.3 The Joggled Relieving Lintel. 
The intricacy and beauty offered to the viewer by this ablac ar&l ñ tectura1 
element is a delight, it is a masterpiece in the art of joggiinz and why 
black,/ 
152. 
. 1°. The Basic Proportions of the Mastabas' 
Joggling. 
153. 
black paint was ever required I cannot imagine. The underlying geometry 
has two centres, he first is 0.58m below the base line and from it are 
drawn the main lines of the white keystone, from the second centre;. at 
1.62m below the base line, all of the other lines are found. There is 
a similarity here with the construction of the joggled ablaq relieving 
lintel of the 'Ïtiindow .;all, the key stone narrowed to convey extra 
strength, but the lie to this 'strength' is given by the intricacy of the 
cutting combined with the knowledge that the actual thickness of the 
stones will be between 0.10m and 0.15m. 
.04.4 The Joggled ';Tindow Lintel. 
On the face of it this joggled ablag lintel is extremely simple consisting 
of three carved stones overwhelmed by the opulence of the surrounding 
architecture, but this is not so, there was as much care and attention 
aid to this detail as to any of the others; in fact it was ha vi ng 
experienced the mastabas' geometry and the associated proportions that I 
investigated the possibility that a similar proportional content existed 
here. 
I first noticed that by producing upwards the lines of the window jambs 
they intersected with the upper line of the lintel on the line of the fan 
vaulting's intrados, the rectangle :BCD can be taken as the theoretical 
area of the lintel for the purpose of reconstructing the design procedures. 
I then considered the size of the keystone and I found that if its width 
was taken as one unit then by completing the square E GK and drawing 
the diagonals, it was possible to describe arcs from L and F with radii 
equal to the diagonal to cut EH and FG produced at J and K respectively, 
J and K being points along the lintel's base. Playing around with my 
pencil bows I found that centred on J and K and with radii equal to the 
diagonal of the rectangle rFKJ the arcs coincided with points D and C, 
repeating/ 
repeating the operations centred on E and .2 the intersections of the four 
arcs were found at L and M, which are obviously on the lintel's horizontal 
axis. _rom and J lines drawn and produced through ; intersected with trie 
bottom and top lines of the lintel at ! and F. Similarly from F and l: 
through L points and R were found. This completes the basic rectangles 
foaming the keystone and the flanking white stones, the pro_aortions which 
are inherent in these constructions are given in Figure 191ß. 
The points along the stones' sides where the joggled deviations happen can 
be round by first finding the points of intersection between the four arcs 
and lines P -P; and -R, these are S, , U, and V and then joining them thus, 
S to V and T to LT. Before proceeding further I had to realise that the 
joggling in the upper and lower halves of the lintel differed as shown in 
Figure 19B, but there was one common denominator, the size of the circular 
joggling, and by studying the lower half it was obvious that their dia- 
meters equalled one quarter of the overall height of the lintel. Using 
this information the joggling of the lower half consists of a circle of 
the given radius tengential to LM and centred on the line -T or ÿr, the 
joggling is completed by a line tangential to the circle drawn from Y or 
Z. In the upper half the given circle is centred on ZJ or 2Z half way 
between LM and WX, the joggling is completed by a line from or tan- 
gential to the circle, and a second line drawn from the lowest point en the 
circle's circumference at a tangent to the circle in the lintel's lower 
half. 
5.04.5 The Rectilinear I;ugarnas. (Drawing 57) 
Decorated with conventional vegetal elements the rectilinear mugarnas 
within the Portal Recess exhibit more complicated three dimensional group- 
ings than did the mugarnas in the Window ;tall, in the ;;indow -,Tall the 








Voussoir 1: This geometrically decorated voussoir is generated by an 
inscribed double hexagon repeat unit described by a square whose sides 
equal the diagonal of the voussoir's decorated area on the extrados, i.e., 
situated at two of the voussoir's opposing corners are the nuclei of the 
repeat units. This solution combined with the aesthetic requiranents for 
the fake line of a fan vault requires the design in the intrados to extend 
beyond the vertical axis of the nucleus of its repeat unit. 
Voussoir 2: An interlaced and self -contained arabesque system decorates 
this voussoir, it begins on the intrados and grows outward on to the 
extrados. 
Voussoir 3: At first glance this geometric design has few, if any, regular 
features which might indicate its basis. However, a clue is given by the 
decorated first voussoir of the sahn's side arches in 122.3 ` the Mosque at 
Qalc et al- Kabsh, 880 /1475. There the overall shape of the voussoir on 
the extrados is square (Plate XXXIX) and at its centre is an octagonal 
interstice with a flower of eight petals. This design generated by an 
inscribed double square described by a square can be used as the model for 
voussoir 3. 
This does not provide all of the voussoir's features, especially the 
nucleus at the upper corner of the intrados, for those the intrados of 
the Cairo voussoir is helpful, (Plate XL) even though for Drawing 58 it 
was easier and initially more informative to use the extrados as the 
model. I am inclined to the idea that it was actually half of the 
intrados at Qalc et al -Kabsh that inspired the total design of voussoir 3 
not the extrados. The confusion arises mainly because I have taken a 
design consisting of a geometric network, which was obviously 
worked out 
in situ, and removed it from its three dimensional context flattening 
it 
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Below the se_i-dome undecorated red stone lozenges, ïest=Z between _ -._e 
fan vaults, join the zeniths of the rectangular awS._`n:.s c_: to its d 
base course, in which are curvilinear nuce.rnas cells placed i?, t._eas 
incorporating a shell decorati..n. In the fain design of s e -i-:_o_üe 
white and red are the predcmonant colours; the white stones di s_'la y carved 
vegetal elements inlail with black glass paste contr`+stin with the 
unrelieved red surfaces, e_cept at certain focal points o:_ ch are picked 
out in an aoamarine coloured glass paste. 
Once more parallels can Je drawn between al- Ashrafiyya's decoration and 
conteaporary Cairo, there 
joggled ablag seai- come; 
(Plate/ 
L.re, in fact, two identical e.:-a:1es of this 
«S- the Sabil-Kuttab of :_Zy, tbry , oti4/14. f;', 
159. 
(Plate XXX.III) and 16. the Mosque of Abú Bakr Muzhir, 884/1479-80, 
(Plate XLII). Note that the base courses in each case differ but that 
each one incorporates mugarnas cells. 
5.0.7 The Brass Revetments from the Timber Doors (Drawings 60 and 61 and Figure 19) 
A pair of brass revetmentsi3 were deposited c.1920 in the Islamic Museum 
in al- Haram. They can be assigned to al-Ashrafiyya on three accounts. 
First, their texts include the name and titles of Qàytbáy; secondly, van 
Berchem states that there were revetments in this door inscribed with a 
14 
text from the Qur'an, Q.9/18, and the third reason is that they fit the 
door opening's width. 
Each half is approximately 1.25m long by 0.16m -0.17m high, their combined 
decorated areas are 1.86m long. The central inscribed area has the name 
and titles of Qáytbäy in thuluth script interlaced with Q.9/18 in Kifi., 
the purpose of this combination is that while magnifying the earthly Lord 
it is set against the background of this specific text. 
l5 
At either end 
are shields repeating the name and titles of Qàytbáy, and they are joined 
to the central area by an interlaced and cusped border. Outside of these 
inscribed areas and separated by blank spaces are rectangular panels 
inscribed with vegetal elements. 
Rather than trying to isolate precisely the order and extent of the revet- 
ment's Appreciation Levels which would require possibly a detailed analysis 
to be continually moving from one area of interest to another and back 
again, I will consider the various design fields, overlaid one on another, 
in the following order: the Central Inscribed Area; the Shields, the 
Spandrels; the Decorated Rectangles. Finally the Geometry underlying 
the revetments will be discussed. 
The Central Inscribed Area: There are six separate design fields which 
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follow what I see to be the ordered procedures adopted by the craftsman. 
1. The Continuous Border. 
2. The Names and Titles of the Sultan. 
3. The Text from the Qur'an. 
1+. The Vegetal Elements issuing from the Diacritical marks. 
5. The Independant Vegetal Elements. 
6. The Decorated Ground. 
1. The Continuous Border. For most of its length it is cusped on its 
outer side, the exceptions being an unfinished section along the bottom 
of the left revetment and where it runs vertically at the sides. The 
interlacing sequence follows the generally accepted rule of, over, under, 
over, etc. 
2. The Names and Titles of the Sultan. This inscription takes the form 
of an arcade linked along the top by a geometric repeat unit which is 
repeated nine times in each half: the composition in the right revetment 
begins and ends with half of the repeat unit, while the left one has nine 
complete units. Thus the continuity of the repeat units' pattern is 
broken at the junction of the two revetments. 
Where adjacent repeat units meet the interstice is filled by knots formed 
by extentions of the repeat units. 
l6 
At the extreme right hand side and 
over the beginning of the inscription is the first of these interstices, 
it is too small to support a full knot due to the curve of the continuous 
border, so a simple loop is employed. In the next interstice to be 
decorated by a knot, there is a bifurcating loose knot with a twist; this 
I assume was, on completion, found to be unsatisfactory in the eyes of the 
craftsman, because he does not repeat it but replaces it with heart -shaped 
loose knots with a twist. The reason it was unsatisfactory was that it 
either filled -in too much of the interstice so reducing the critical 
balance/ 
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balance of positive to nega -.,ive space necessary to the design's clarity, 
or, that it was considered that a bifurcating snot was over elaborate for 
the purJose. The latter explanation is weakened by the consistent use 
elsewhere on the revetments of bifurcating lines. I do, however, 
conclude that the suitable knot type was found by trial and error on the 
revetments not on a preliminary drawing to full size. 
A total of thirty -six arcades form the letters of the name and titles. 
Each of the vertical members is composed of two lines emanating from two 
repeat units separated by a third. In the first arcadé the right hand 
vertical member has only one line, not two, and it bifurcates to terminate 
in a pair of half -palmettes, thus the inscription properly begins with 
the arcades second vertical member. The thirty -sixth arcade ends 
abruptly against the last letter of the 1^i- inscription. 
3. The Text from the ur'an. The kùfi script is centred on the 
horizontal axis of the revetments and it is interlaced with the arcaded 
thuluth, but not in the strictest sense are they interlaced as some of 
the letters cross a pair of arcaded letters instead of crossing in front 
of one and disappearing behind the other. There is in both of the 
inscriptions ample evidence to support that they were drawn out completely 
before being cut. 
4. The Vegetal Elements issuing from the Diacritical marks. All of the 
vegetal elements in this category tend towards an arabesque outline, I 
think their function was to bring the design into balance by increasing 
the ratio of positive to negative space. 
5. The Independant Vegetal Elements. The design function seems to have 
been the same as the vegetal elements issuing from the diacritical marks, 
but the Independant elements float freely in the composition and relating 




centred in the trifoliate(' interstices at the &reading's apexes, and in 
';,e adjacent interstices the 'fish tails' which occasionally orientate 
themselves towards the repeat units' centres and on other occasions, 
especill; in the left revetment, point in the opposite direction. 
6. The Decorated Ground. The ground is composed of hundreds of 
foliated vegetal elements formed by simply ue :aing small incisions in the 
metal's surface, the positive surfaces that remain are the vegetal 
elements. 
The Shields: Within the shields there are five design fields. 
1. The Continuous Border. 
2. The Names and Titles of the Sultan. 
3. The Vegetal Elements issuing from the spandrels. 
4-. The Independant Vegetal Elements. 
5. The Decorated Ground. 
1. The Continuous Border. This is the cusped border which is also 
common to the central Inscribed area. 
19 
2. The Trames and 2i-les of the Sultan. Vii. t ¡;'s names and titles 
given in the shields are the same as those in the three shields of the 
Window Wall, and they appear in the same order. Also included at this 
level in the design hierarchy are the two horizontal lines dividing the 
shield into three. 
3. The Vegetal ,lements issuing from the Spandrels. These are the 
equivalent of the vegetal forms issuing from the diacritical marks of the 
central inscribed area if it is accepted that their common feature is that 
they have definite origins. There are no diacritical marks producing 
vegetal elements inside the shields, but the arabesque systems in the 
spandrels 3, 4, 5 and 6, with special reference to the last two, pass 
b ehind/ 
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behind the continuous border into the upper and loger sections of the 
two s)iield.s. 
The Independant Vegetal Elements. Irderendan_t ve,ge tal forms are to 
be found dispersed across the shields, they could be mistaken for, or be 
combined with the elements issuing from the spandrels. 
5. The Decorated Ground. The decorated ground is exactly like that of 
the central inscribed area. 
The Spandrels: In the spandrels 1, 2, 7 and 8 the major element is the 
same, a self -contained arabesque system composed of a central palmette 
and bifurcating leaves. In the double span rels 3, 4, 5, and 6 reside 
the vegetal elements which cross over into the shield's upper and lower 
sections, they are interlaced and self- contained arabesque systems ,.ith 
central collars and stalks which suggest a bifurcating loose knot without 
the twist. The ground decoration of the spandrels copies the other 
areas. 
The Decorated Rectangles: There is a feeling that the tao rectangular 
p eels at the extremities of the revetments are based on a strongly 
defined geometry, and as such they contrast with the non -geometrically 
orientated vegetal elements found elsewhere. At first I thought that 
there were two superimposed arabesque systems but by tracing the 
elaborate paths of the stalks it is found that it is an interlaced and 
self- contained arabesque system. 
The Underljing .eometry: Drawing 61 details conclusively how the calli- 
graphic compositions are controlled by a simple but forceful geometry. 
The basic or generating unit must have been the inscribed hexagon of the 
shields, especially if I am correct in matching it with the shields on 
;á,ytbá,-l's candlesticks made in the same year and presented 
to L edina. 
This/ 
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This same hexagon was then repeated nine times to create the central 
field and its necessary arcading centred on the junction of the revetments. 
How the width of the continuous border was arrived at I do not know, but 
it also features on the shields of the candlesticks. Nor, do I know how 
the height of the revetments was determined, was it the circumference of 
the repeat units which is tangential to chords in the inscribed hexagon 
and the revetment's top edge? Or, was the height determined by the 
rectangular side panels' geometry, generated by two inscribed hexagons 
juxtaposed in such a manner that the angles subtended by their axes are 
0/400 not the 300300 20 of the conventional double hexagon. The construe- 
tion of the latter's internal geometry is related to the vegetal elements 
decorating the panels, and by projection it can be connected to the 
original inscribed hexagon of the shield to fix the width of the blank 
areas. 
.05 The Decorated Centre of the Vault in the Vestibule. (Drawing 621 
The beauties of this octagonal vault centre and its associated flat - carved 
lozenges have laid hidden under burnt black layers deposited by smoke from 
oil lamps suspended from the central point of the octagon. The vault 
centre's decoration is composed of a ribbon development, seemingly, super- 
imposed on the vegetal elements. These two elements, the ribbon and the 
vegetal, I think, can best be appreciated if the octagon's close geometric 
relationship to a double square is remembered since the main axes of the 
two superimposed elements follow the main axes of superimposed or double 
square. The vegetal elements continue the principles of the double 
square to the fullest extent; if a series of self -generating double 
squares are drawn within the decorated octagon the intersections 
and 
angles of the geometry coincide with the salient points 
of the vegetal 
elements. In this specific instance the reliance 
on the double square is 
visually expressed by there being four, and only 
four, of each of the 
major/ 
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major arabesque elements. 
Jai e-olanation is required for the above nualific&.ticn_ of superimposition 
by 'seemingly'. If reference is made to the central area of the drawing 
'Ve etal forms in outline' it is seen that the arabesque's stalks end 
abruptly, these terminations are points of mergence with, or if preferred, 
points of absorption by the ribbon development. So the design offers a 
choice, either the ribbons and vegetal elements are separated from one 
another or they are linked together, with the ribbon develo pment being 
'complete' in its own right, it contributes more to the 'marriage' than 
the vegetal, by providing the linkages and the clear framework through 
which the arabesques o.n be admired. 
.tt about the sanie time in Cairo, 1129i the Mosque of Gilem al-::jallaFran, 
833- 916, /]_1+78 -1510, was under construction and it included in its vestibule 
an ablao vault with a decorated octagonal vault centre, but without 
associated lozenges. (Plate =ZV). The size of the octagon approximates 
al- Ishrafiy,;a's, and it also provides an interplay between ribbon 
developments and vegetal elements, but the roles in this case are 
reversed. First, all of the arabesques point inwards, and some having 
grown out of the angles of the octagon, secondly, the most effective 
reversal occurs in the ribbon development where it subdivides into four 
independent trilobate units which rely on the vegetal elements to link 
them to each other. The ribbon development in al- Ashrafiyya's vault 
centre could be ruade to resemble the trilobate units if its inner points 
were pinched together.20 
In the rear wall of the Mosque of Ganem al- Bahlawwn's recessed portal 
exists another ribbon development superimposed on vegetal elements, 
( ==late {:LVII) and although there are major differences between it 
and al- 
.shrafiyya's vault centre such as its square shape, there is considerable 
common ground if it is sought. 
the/ 
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the sruare y, ..nefs decorL:.ticn is composed and directed by a doubla s.uare 
or a series of double squares ana also the direction of emphasis is 
outwards. An earlier e:üa.inpìe in the sazio decorative vain is sited above 
the side door of 75( the ',iekû.lat of Q ytb;..y, 882/l/ß 77, (Plates end 
LIV and Dr.-wing 1h21) here the composition based on an inscribed double 
square is more easily realised. Observe that below this panel and to the 
left of the door opening's lintel is a decorative area which includes a 
triloba e riLbon unit. 
5.06 The Decorated Centre of the Vaults over Landings O and 4.. Dratidn 63 
Generally one of the relationships provided by a newel wall stair is that 
'Landing O' is directly below Landing 4, however this cannot be the case 
in al- ;shrafi -rra as its planning arrangements make it impossible. But, 
I was intrigued to discover that far from dismissing this preconceived 
relationship as a misconception, the decoration in the vault centres 
actually encourages the deception by sharing idential geometry. 
-hen I first attempted to reconstruct the geometry I was only concerned 
with what lay within the decorated octagonal area as I was expecting it 
to produce the complete repeat unit. Any 'solution' on this basis was a 
failure, because, in order that I could match all of the actual geometric 
lines to my geometrical constructions any logical sequence had at some 
point to be broken to allow for some new and alien implant. 
final solution satisfying the logic of the actual Geometry was only 
found after I had extended the Generating Unit of the adrasa down to the 
Ground Floor's entrance areas, and to the plan size of the Grand Stair- 
case's landings. I had long ago realised that the octagonal centre was 
smaller than the octagon formed by joining the square's corners to the 
mid -points of the opposite sides, but looking again at the 
question with 
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The proportions controlling the plan and section of 'Landing 0' are given 
in Figure 2.0, they indicate a proportional ratio of 4 :11. By measurement 
I established that the width of the solid geometric lines was 0.014m wide 
and that as the landing's width was about 1.45m there was a 1 :100 ratio 
joining these dimensions. This in turn can provide a ratio between the 
line width and the height from floor level of 1 :275. With this informa- 
tion and recognising that the exceptional calibre of the architects was 
firmly rooted in well tried proportions, can I postulate that the width of 
the geometric line (and by extension the size of any other elements), 
which is the essence of a decorative area's effectiveness, was controlled 
by an accepted formula? If there was such a formula, or rule of thumb, I 
consider it must be looked for, and will hopefully be discovered in the 
enclosed spaces within architecture, spaces where the distances between 
the observer and the observed are engineered by a designer. It might be 
that the average Mamlúk's eye height was taken as the base line for such 
calculations in preference to the floor level. This topic must now wait, 
not only for the measurements of the foregoing vaults, but on the identi- 
fication of other instances where decoration is repeated in different types 
of enclosed space. 
5.07 Decorated Centres of the Vaults over Landings 2 and 6. (Drawing 64} 
Landing 2 is directly below Landing 6 and the decoration of their vault 
centres differ considerably, both factors which appear to be at odds with 
the undisguised attempts to bind together the vault centres of Landings 0 
and 4. 
Over Landing 2 the decorated octagonal has an interlaced ribbon development 
composed of eight trilobate ribbon units pointing inwards superimposed on 
a fringe of arabesques, also inward pointing: a total reversal of the 




Fig.20. The Proportions of Landing O. 
171. 
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The plan of the vaulting above Landing 6 is a scaled down version of 1,he 
Vestibule's octagonal centre and associated lozenges even though the 
decoration is purely vegetal and all of it, including the lozenges, is 
i,ter- carved. The intricacy shown by this centre, and to a lesser degree 
by that above Landing 2, was only possible because they are just above 
head height, and of course originally there was the added clarity brought 
to the desi ;n by coloured paints. 
5.08 The Decorated Lintels in the Upper Corridor. 
5.08.1 
5. 08. 2 
The East Lintel (Lintel 1 ). (Dr zing 65) 
Split and interlaced geometric lines provide the framework housing the 
simple and coupled trefoils, and in the areas midway between the nuclei 
the plain interstices are enhanced with shadow lines 
The repeat unit may be a rhombus generated by a star decagon, unfortunately 
I have not discovered a logical geometrical construction to fit the actual 
geometric lines without considerable modification. Since the proportions 
of the lintel are not compatible with the rhombus, the repeat units have 
to be forced into the lintel's length by truncating the apexes on the 
horizontal axes so that the nuclei are brought closer together, and into 
the lintel's height having separated the repeat units by joining their 
describing circles tangentially. These alterations create inconsistencies 
along the axes joining the upper and lower nuclei which require the 
reorientation of further geometric relationships in the middle areas if 
they are to be resolved, the visual effect produced by these procedures 
is an undulating band about the lintel's horizontal axis. 
The Intermediate Panel. (Drawing 72) 
/x pair of trilobate ribbon units, p]a ced one upon the other, form the 
frame supporting a self -contained, but not interlaced, arabesque system 
that 
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that lies behind the ribbons except where it .asees che upper triblobate 
with a hall -overlap. 
.08.3 The 'Nest Lintel (Lintel 2). (Drawing 66) 
This composite lintel is decorated by split and interlaced geometric lines 
forming the interstices enclosing simple and coupled trefoils, sculpted 
six petalled flowers and in the remaining interstices shadow lines. The 
eat ui it is generated by a double hexagon. 
9 The Doors in the Courtyard. (Drawing 67) 
Thy elaboration of the des_. ns of ::he door openings ih the Courtyard's 
southern areas has been kept to a minimum. The arched door in the west 
;all, paired with another in the east wall, has an unadorned looped archi- 
volt enclosing simply joggled ablag voussoirs. The arched east and west 
doors in the south wall have no decoration, unless it is considered that 
the emphasis given to the tall keystone is decorative. The central door's 
decoration is nearly as restrained as the decoration of the previous doors, 
a moulded frame beginning and ending as brackets within the opening's 
jambs, surrounds a monolithic lintel and a flattened joggled relieving 
arch. 
5.10 The Triple ',lindow Recess. (Drawing 67) 
5.10.1/ 
The elevation as it appears in the drawing has been restored up to the 
existing wallhead heigl:' 'ollowing the evidence contained in Creswell's 
photo,__raphs, (Plates VII and VIII). Before embarking on the major 
decorative elements I must not bypass the uncomplicated joggled till 
course, because the logic which I see in the design is developed further 
in Cairo to the extent that it can show that the 15th century designer 
recognised differences in the types of vegetal elements available to him. 
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5.10.1 The Joggled .É,ol Cill Course. 
I propose that, contrary to any assumption that this is an insignificant 
detail, the designer has brought to it the skill and understanding he had 
applied to the more ornate decorative items in al- Áshrafiyya. There is 
to my mind a pattern to be seen in the direction of the joggled nosings in 
the Triple and Single';iindow Recesses, a pattern hidden by the varying 
dimensions of the till's stones and their positions relative to the window 
openings. It can be demonstrated if the letters i; and S are used to 
indicate the directions of the nosings and zero to indicate the reveals of 
the Recesses, in doing so the following emerges: 
The Single ':;indow Recess The 
}}Triple 
Window Recess 
It could be thought that, either the above patterns have no logic to them, 
or that they were based on the widths of the recesses divided by the number 
stones the designer had a liking to use. 'Neither possibi lily is 
correct. If the second had been the case the stones would all have been 
equally long; in fact the shortest is 0.25m and the longest is 0.4.0m with 
the majority being either C.30m or 0.32m long. I interpret this as 
conscious piece of 'arithmetic' detailing done to satisfy a design require- 
ment. Consider first the Single Window Recess. Its sequence is (31: +3S). 
This becomes the key to the pattern and logic of the Triple ;iindow Recess 
because by applying it the sequence (3ITÏ 3S)- N- S- (3!l +35) I -S- (3i: +3S) is 
found, with (N-S) equated to the intermediate wall sections. 
In Cairo the till courses are generally taller, and in those which are 
ablaq there is a consequent increase in the joggling's complexities, but 
of greater visual interest are the joggled non -ablaq ci11 courses, where 
the individuality of the stones is expressed through recognisable patterns 
or groupings constructed from different types of decoration. Two 
the Sabil- Kuttab of ;äYtbwy, 884/11+79, prominent examples belons to 
and/ 17+. 
and 114 the Mosque of Qagmas al- Ishäçi, 885- 86/1480 -81. (Plate XLIX). 
The interest is not that the designer should choose to decorate the cill 
course, it is that in doing so he juxtaposed vegetal elements which he must 
have considered to have been as different from each other in their own way, 
as the more obvious contrasts dividing the red and white stones in ablaq 
courses. If he did not recognise them as being fundamentally different, 
then the kind of tension inherent in the design of ablaq courses would have 
been removed to the detriment of the visual images presented by the non - 
ablate multi -decorated coursing. I accept that the idea of tension is very 
much a matter of personal interpretation, but in the architecture of the 
time elements with differing characteristics are continually being placed 
in some kind of relationship to each other. Therefore, I am convinced 
that the vegetal forms flanking the geometrically decorated stone were 
seen as being as different from the more realistic or natural vegetal forms 
as they were from the geometry. Sometimes it can be difficult to 
positively identify a design's content as belonging to one or the other 
vegetal form, especially when it is seen in isolation, but in spite of 
this I generally regard the more abstract forms as arabesques and the 
naturalistic as chinoiserie. 
A similar juxtaposition is to be seen in the decorated crestings along the 
wallhead of 11291 the Mosque of Gánem al- Bahlawân, 883 -916/1478 -1510. 
(Plate L). Here the geometric decoration of the last example is exchanged 
for a ribbon development's overlying arabesque systems, and the chinoiserie 
is interlaced with a subordinate arabesque systems. So far in my 
experience chinoiserie compositions never appear alongside 
a ribbon 
development, this I assume to have been a rule accepted by the designers, 
although I do not know the explanation, but I doubt 
whether it resulted 
from problems of visual clarity, as similar problems 
could easily have 
arisen in combined ribbon and arabesque systems. 




whether the reason can be traced to differences in the historical 
development of the two vegetal forms, and at the same time hope that 
further analysis of works of art in Islamic Egypt may lead to a deeper 
understanding of the elements with regard to this Question. 
1h2e Louth Lintel (Lintel 3). (Drawing 68) 
The solid and interlaced Geometry of this lintel defines the interstices 
which are filled by simple and coupled trefoils, cingfoils and shadow lines 
in some of the interstices of the middle areas. 
Reluctantly I have to admit to having failed to unravel the geometric 
decoration's repeat unit, even though over the last few years I have 
returned to the problem again, and again, each time with a fresh eye which 
unhappily tires after four or five days of drawing -up possible solutions, 
only to discover new errors in the orientation or lengths of the lines when 
compared to the actual lines of the lintel. The part solution given in 
Drawing 68 is based on an inscribed double hexagon related to the height 
and length of the lintel, this is then described by a larger double hexagon. 
The solution falls short because it cannot integrate the nonagon stars at 
the minor nodes into the overall repeat unit. 
l 
5.10.3 The Centre Lintel (Lintel Z;.). (Drawing 69) 
Presumably the 1927 earthquake destroyed this lintel as it appears in the 
photographs of Creswell taken a few years earlier. It is fortunate that 
the photographs were taken as otherwise there would be no means of com- 
pleting this series of lintels. On a detailed photograph 3 of the lintel 
I was able to calculate the size and the types of ornn.aent necessary to 
make a reconstruction drawing of the lintel which would be comparable to 
the other drawings. 
The geometry, generated by a double hexagon repeat unit, was provided by 
a/ 
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solid and interlaced line enclosing C 7rß o'ils , i ali.,,te_ and ,_aJ.cw lines. 
Lintel 3 CJlOWOC,. that a ro eat unit based on a douille be: -,Jon is sea atible 
with 'jle overall :reportions of the lintel, thus it is sur_ -ising to see 
that here th : re) e t unit was restricted to a central field e = enclos ca 
ve otall decorated border of varying width'. 
_.lthough I may not full' understand the designers thinking I believe that 
simple answer can be traced back to the decorated shaft of the gaged 
Colu.n at the Porch. (Drawing 43). The two geometries are ide_tical, 
and _any variations are confined to the interstitial elements; the partial 
interstices along the lintel's sides are left undecorated other than 
shadow lines, and only palmettes are used not simple trefoils. ÿße 
sireilarities were so obvious I first thought the same template might have 
been used, which would have explained the restricted central field and its 
border. It also lead me to consider the template's material seeing that 
it had to be used on the curve and the flat. I concluded that a metal 
template would not have been satisfactory, while leather seemed to be a 
suitable material since it was pliable, easily stored and transportable 
from one job to the next. Unfortunately my calculations do not su port 
this idea of the same template, they suggest that the height of the lintel's 
central field was 0.45m compared to 0.4-2m for the column. If this 
calculation is accurate, which I believe it is, then there existed a 
formidable discrepency between the actual geometries which no template 
could bridge. 
Thus I must accept that different templates bearing identical geometries 
were used, and I suggest that in the mind of the designer their sizes and 
decorative elements were such that a visual cross referencing was intended 
even though one was curved. 
5.1Q';. The i' orth Lintel (Lintel 5) . (Drawing 70) 
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ci s217t interlaced ü oTetri C line creates the interstices in =c7 lie 
cinrfoils, palmettes and shadow lines; the only unadorned interstices 
surround the nuclei. the repeat unit i double ,entagon, er-uivalcnt 
to the star decagon which in Lintel 1 was found to be at odds with the 
overall pro- .onions, but unlike Lintel 1 here the re;eat unit has not been 
modified to ooeyly with the lintel's area instead the central 1 i e1d was 
designed to accomsodate the <":'.;,.; on .l repeat units, and the resultant 
side panels were decor.cei with c"Àinoiserie elements. 
5.1k'.5 irle Intermediate Panels. (Drawing 72) 
Cresr;ell's pry -1927 photographs (Plates VII and VI.ZI) show four complete 
intermediate panels between the lintels and relieving arches of the three 
i n;_ ows; today they are reduced to one and a half 'panels. 
The pair between Lintels !a- and 5 were able to be studied in ari enlargement 
of h=l -eie VII. It established that the lower nel, of which one half 
c gill exists, was probably a combination of a double hexagon repeat unit 
centred at the bottom left hand corner and a double square repeat unit 
centred at the top right corner. (In the drawing the missing geometry 
has been sketched in). The upper panel may also have been the result of 
different repeat units combined together, with a double square at the top 
left and bottom right corners, and in the two remaining corners pentagonal 
repeat units. 
The one remaining complete panel lies between, and is level with Lintels 3 
and 4, and although its geometry is not regular I consider it to have been 
generated by a double square before it was distorted to fit the panel's 
rectangular proportions. 
5.11 The Lintel in the Single a'indow Recess (Lintel 6). (Drawing 71) 
Solid and interlaced geometric lines contain the complicated palmettes and 
other luxuriant vegetal elements, they are contracted with the shadow 
lines/ 17e. 
linos ranch, cnrough their sin :plicity highli :h ;;?ie c2ua_Lrilateral 
se par. Lors surrounding thy; nuclei, the wedges and the intersections of 
the rays, and the a Dexes of ehe ra;s. The rc-.eat unit is generated í',j 
a 1ouble hexagon. 
5.12 The Upper Recessed :.trance. 
It is ironic that the left half of the Recess' inscription had disappeared 
when van Berchem visited al Àshrafiyya in 1914 and that since then the 
right half has disappeared while the left has been rediscovered. 
(Drawing 73). The text is a repetition of 9/18 which was used 
earlier for the kufi inscription along the central axis of the brass door 
revetments. 
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The contribution by the inscribed stones to the reconstruction of this part 
of al- dshrafjy -- a is considerable, for from them, the size of the demolished 
Recess can be gauged, and by extension the vestibule and corridor joining 
it to the Madrasa can all be guessed at with confidence. 
The combined lengths of two of the rediscovered stones establish the depth 
of the , lecess at 0.69m, and if O.C3m are added for the projection of the 
external moulded frame the total depth of 0.72m is calculated, and this 
equals 1/10 GU. The thickness of these same stones provides the distance 
from the stone inscribed with bismillZh at the beginning of the inscrip- 
tion, which is the only one still in situ, and the corner of the Recess, a 
distance of 0.12m. If this is added to the length of the in situ stone 
the total distance between the external frame and the corner is calculated 
to have been 0.48m, and if this is placed in the context of the survey 
measurements the width of the vanished Recess is reckoned to have been 
2.86m. (Drawing 3) 
Considering this dimension of 2.86m, and being aware of the generally 
accepted convention current at the time, whereby a door opening eçualled 
half/ 
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half of the width of the Recess it may be assumed that the door opening 
was 1. /4-3m. This is only one centimetre away from being exactly 1/5 GU. 
These constructions and their successors can be referred to in the 'First 
Floor Plan (Restored) Showing Detailed Geometry' (Drawing 19). 
Before leaving the Upper Recessed Entrance I wish to remark on a detail 
habitually used by the architects of the time. The detail forms part of 
the external moulded frame and always occurs in the horizontal mouldings 
at the top of the mastabas. It appears as vertical cuts interrupting 
the continuity of the mouldings lines, just as though there was a T- 
junction from which a vertical moulding might rise up the outer face of 
the corner. At first I termed them 'redundant verticals', later revising 
it to 'vestigial terminal' on discovering that the detail's presence could 
be traced back to earlier moulded frames which, having defined the planes 
of the mastaba, ended in line with the corner of the recess rather than 
continue on to rejoin the frame's vertical moulding. As an example see 
those in 11+91 the Khánagah of Farag b. Bargüq, 803 -1311+00 -11. (Plates 
Ll and LII). 
5.13 The Madrasa 
5.13.1 The Lintel over the Sahn's North West Door. (Drawing 74.) 
It is saddening to observe the rapid deterioration of this composite 
lintel's decoration under the onslaught of wind and rain. The speed of 
the erosion can easily be judged from Creswell's pre -1927 photograph 
(Plate Ix); in it the lintel is viewed from a distance, and in spite of 
this the darts created by its geometry are clearly visible, a photograph 
taken from the same spot nowadays would definitely not show any detail, 
even close -up photographs taken under various lights cannot match the 




squeezes prove their worth, as from them a true record can be made, 
perhaLL s the water and the stippling action of the brushes will, like the 
rain, help to disfigure the decoration, but this is a s:_ß::.11 price to pay 
compared to the total obliteration of the design without any record of it. 
Generated by a double hexagon the repeat unit's character is expressed 
mainly by the darts and the darts with bars, all of them enclosing 
shadow lines. The nodes or the centres of the repeat units are 
identified by the hexagonal interstices which incorporate siLiple trefoils. 
opinion is that the side and top borders were decorated with vegetal 
elements. This may be supported by Plate Iati. Unfortunately the 
weathering has erased any indications of specific patterns which could 
have helped in the borders' reconstruction. I am also inclined to the 
idea that the lintel's soffit was decorated, because the appearance of the 
erosion has a uniformity reminiscent of the erosion in the borders, rather 
than tallying vr;.th the form of erosion that might be expected had the 
soffit been plain. Assuming the soffit was decorated then it was a 
unique feature that was not repeated in any of the Cairo structures. 
5.13.2 The Curvilinear iiug4arnas Brackets to the Sahn's West Arch. (Drawing 75) 
The cellular construction and many of their associated decorative elements 
are common to both the north and south muaarnas. The decorative exceptions 
all belong to the lowest courses; cells Nl and S1 have dissimilar double 
growth arabesque systems; cell N2 has a semi - contained arabesque system 
competing with the chinoiserie elements of cell S2; and cell N3 has one 
half of a double growth arabesque system contrasting with the chinoiserie 
characteristics exhibited by cell S3. 
The side panels to the brackets, which are in the west wall of the Salm, 
also show individuality in their designs. In the northern panel a 
trilobate ribbon emerges from the arabesque system backing it by way of 
5.13.3 
a half -overlap; this categor; or type of decoration where a ribbon 
develo-ment is de.-endant on an arfbesnue system is not uncommon in Cairo 
monuments, (see Plate LI'i). self-contained and interlaced arabescue 
s ;s torn covers the southern side panel. 
The Lintel over the Sahn's South ,est Door. (Drawing 76) 
Like its northern counterpart this lintel has suffered greatly from 
erosion, but paper squeezes were able to capture its superb decoration. 
Straight geometric lines are exchanged for intricate paluetces and half 
palmettes so skilfully and delicately carved that they were like fine lace, 
at the nodal points the 'threads' are drawn together to form curvilinear 
hexagonal stars. These stars provide the hint necessary to uncover the 
conventional hexagonal repeat unit underlying the exuberant ornament. 
Compared with the other elaborately decorated areas of allshrafiyya, this 
lintel has an immediate visual appeal due partly to the lace -like 
qualities, and partly to the surprise and relief of curvilinear geometry 
at the end of an abundance of straight line figures. It punctuates the 
line separating the Oibla iwán from the Sahn and all of the other spaces 
that preceded it. I think that it was chosen because there is an 
exclusiveness surrounding designs based on curvilinear geometry. 
think only of three equivalent designs in stone, they occur in 1+9 
Mosque of :,biz Bakr Muzhir, 881ÿl1+79-80, (Plate LV) and in 





Setting the photographs of the two lintels side by side the first reaction 
is the realisation that their overall proportions differ, Lluzhiriyya' s 
being approximately 1:4 and al -Is1 gi,-yya's approximately 1 :3, this is 
especially unexpected if they arefirst seen separately in their Cairo 
contexts where this distinction is less evident. Closer inspection 
reveals that in lluzhiriy a's example the repeat unit is generated by a 
double/ 
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double hexagon (or at least more is a two -fold increase in the nui: ber of 
rays surrounding the nuclei if compared to al- shrafijja's design) , in 
contrast to the double pentagonal repeat unit of a1- Ishägiyya's lintel. 
In addition, I feel that the effectiveness of the positive and negative 
equilibrium in a.l- IshEgiyy.a's lintel has been reduced by the insertion of 
vegetal elements in some of the middle ground's interstices. 
The third design is to be seen in the side walls of the L n oppoSin; 
al- Ichwciyya's cibla e7Zn, initially it looks cox; _ otly like al-.':L ' 's Jl:;..L Z T-G. 
design until scrutinising it carefully, it is discovered to be generated 
by a rouble sr_uare repeat unit. This confusion is caused by two related 
design factors that camouflage the differences even in the face of direct 
co..-:paris c_is. The first is that in the wall panel semi -repeat units are 
given without reference to a complete one, if this had been altered ,hen 
the double sçuare repeat unit could have been directly appreciated, 
rather than through the indirect method of recognising the panel is s_uare, 
that it is compatible with the geometry, and that there is one ray and two 
half ra; s in opposite corners, observations which can be followed by the 
conclusion that there are eight rays to each nucleus and therefore a 
square is involved. The second design factor concerns the scale and the 
shape of the interstices controlled by the angles of the lines joining 
the nodes. In al- Ashrafi:,r;a's design the lines are at 30° and are 
relatively near to the 45° of al- Ishäquiy:7a's lintel, in that, in each 
quadrant of the fonner's repeat unit there is one and one half ray com- 
pared to the one and two half rays of the latter. Introducing the two 
lintels from Cairo into this comparability exercise an arithmetic sequence 
is discernible which suggests the reaons whereby a design could be mis- 
taken for the designs next to it in the sequence: 
total/ 
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al- Ashrafiyya lintel 
al- Ishigiyya wall panel 








8 1 +-12+2 45° 
10 24 18° 6I ° 
12 3 15 °,45 °175° 
It will be seen that a design is separated from the ones next to it by 
either plus or minus a half ray per quadrant, this difference is masked by 
the complexity of the curvilinear geometry and the palmettes until 
sufficient time has elapsed for the mind's comparative processes to be 
completed. One of the hurdles the eye has to overcome is the increasing 
number of angles as the designs become more complicated, often when a 
strongly structured design is considered the eye, out of habit, reads the 
design along its vertical, horizontal and 45° axes, and when it follows a 
ray not aligned on the 45° axis this information may not be consciously 
processed, instead the eye balances a perceived 45° line with a compliment- 
ary ray. This at least is the way my eye traces out the designs, each 
time I look at them even though I know the lines are not always at 45 
°: 
as a test refer as quickly as possible to the four designs and concentrate 
on the directions the eye takes and then decide whether the ray was at 
45° or not. Although the designs appear in separate buildings, taken as 
a sample of curvilinear geometry each design is representative of one of 
the primary repeat units; the hexagon, the double square, the double 
pentangle, and the double hexagon. 
5.13.4 The Decorated Spandrels. (Drawings 77-85) 
At this stage in the description of al- Ashrafiyya's decoration I think 
there is no real need to analyse the decorated spandrels of the Qibla 
and North iwans individually, one's eyes should be attuned to the games 
played by the decorators. The spandrels should be imagined in their two 
groupings, and the eye allowed to roam over the arabesque systems noting 
the/ 
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the geometrically influenced curves, the symmetries or the occasional 
breakdowns, it can make comparisons between adjacent or distanced spandrels 
as well as discovering new elements like the seed pods in spandrels B and 
C. 
If the sprandrels were designed to satisfy some all- encompassing scheme I 
have not unravelled it. But there is at least the possibility of such a 
scheme, otherwise why was spandrel G wrapped around the North iwán's 
north west corner to link the spandrels of the west and north walls? 
This is a unique detail in my experience, the practice in Cairo was to 
separate the corner spandrels from each other using vertical compartment - 
ation. And as the decoration of the corner spandrels A, C and D are 
detailed in the same mode as G in that they extend to the corners, it 
intrigued me to notice that vertical compartmentation was utilised in the 
Sabil of Q ytbáy built nearby; this disunity was resolved when I inspected 
the Sabil's six spandrels and found that they had all been taken down, 
some of the stones reworked and then replaced with compartmental additions 
and new stones above the arches' apexes, (Plate LVIII). Another reason 
for suspecting a design scheme is the effort made to focus the North 
iwan's spandrels around its pseudo gateway at the centre of the north wall 
through the introduction of trilobate ribbons dependent on the arabesque 
systems of spandrels J and K. 
In my opinion none of the decorated spandrels seen in Cairo 
have the 
maturity, the design flexibility, and interest, they 
are normally 
smaller and on an inclined axis not a vertical one. An 
appropriate 
comparison is at least with regard to size, the decorated 
spandrels in 
the qibla wall of 1991 the Mosque and Mausoleum of 
Q ytbáy, 877 -79/ 
1.72 -74 shown in Plate XIII. 
While in Jerusalem, and prior to my studies 





that the decorated spandrels were cut in situ due to certain areas where, 
in spite of the erratic stone coursing, the arabesques held their lines. 
Confirmation that this was the accepted technique came on a visit to 591 
the Mosque of Abu Bakr Muzhir, there, preparatory cuts were visible in the 
spandrels above the sahn's keel arches. 
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(Plate LIK). 
The Shields and Arabesques Interrupting the Grand Inscription. 
Centred in the grand inscriptions above the Mihrab and above the North 
iwan's pseudo gateway are identical shields bearing the names and titles of 
Qaytbáy carved out of red stone. The geometry controlling the design is 
based on a square with sides equal to the inscription's height. I am 
ignorant of any other instances where Qäytbáy's shield is arranged within 
a lobate octagonal field, nor am I cognisant of it ever appearing on a 
stone of this shape, far less a red one. In Cairo, Qáytbáy's shields 
follow the orthodox circular pattern, also displayed in al- Ashrafiyya's 
Window Wall; exceptions are found in the minor arts where his shields can 
be cusped or lobed, e.g., the shield at either end of the brass door 
revetments now in the Islamic Museum in al- Haram. 
At the centre of the Qibla %wän's west wall the lower half of another 
shield of Qàytbày still exists, and like the previous one it is placed 
within a design unknown in Cairo, it is based on a square with sides 
equal to the inscription's height. 
Two variants of the arabesque corner medallions are to be seen at the cornea 
of the grand inscription bands. In Cairo they are universal, and are not 
confined to corners, for often they are placed at the centres 
of an 
inscription as a substitute for a heraldic device. During 
a cursory 
study of their numbers, I was surprised that there 
were only two or 
three basic designs in continual use throughout 
the period. It might 
be profitable to catalogue and compare the medallions 




some light on the organisation of the building trades, the ateliers and 
the craftsmen; of course similar cataloguing should be extended to the 
other recurring details. 
5.14 Details that are not included in al- Ashrafira. 
Notwithstanding its present physical state, al- Ashrafiyya is one of the 
best collections of stone carved architectural ornament, very few of the 
details successfully tested in the Cairo monuments were not selected by 
the Christian architect and his team. However, there are two details 
which do not seem to have been included although eminently worthy; the 
first concerns joggling, and the second stucco tympana. 
Joggling must rank second to the innumerable examples of ablag masonry in 
late Mamlúk architecture. Normally the existence of joggled elements is 
readily seen and appreciated, but there is a joggled detail that more 
often than not is disregarded and which should be recorded if only to 
compensate for its own obscurity. The joggled detail is repeated in 
alternate stone courses up the outer vertical edges of a moulded frame 
surrounding a portal or window recess, the joggled stone that is in contact 
with the moulding in the majority of cases is a red colour, which, when 
combined with the red courses above and below it creates a feathered or 
softened outline to what is fundamentally compartmentation. (Plates 
LXII and LXIII). I feel the reason the detail was not selected for al- 
Ashrafiyya may rest in the differing strengths dividing the external 
ablag stone work of Cairo from that of Jerusalem, in Cairo the colour 
contrasts can be imperceptible while in Jerusalem they 
are always striking. 
Therefore, if this detail had been translated into the Palestinian 
mode 
and incorporated into al- AshrafiYya it would have entailed 
considerable 
changes in the elevational treatment; possibly expanding 
the already 




elevational rhythms, in addition to the creation of a harshness in the 
feathered profile which was alien to Cairo sensibilities. 
The second detail concerns the tympana enclosed by the arches of the 
Madrasa's internal window recesses which now offer a view of the composite 
lintels' rear, a state of affairs that would not have been contemplated by 
a1 shrafiyya's architect. I propose that the stucco tympana followed 
the flat carved vegetal tympana of 1991 the Mosque and Mausoleum of 
Qâytbay, 877 -79/1472 -77 (Plate LXIV)28 or the tympana incorporating the 
shield of Qâytb .y,29 and that they were possibly painted with the con- 
ventional blue and white colour schemes. 
In _519J the Mosque of Qâytbá.y on Rada island the window recesses along 
the qibla wall display a variation of this theme of stucco tympana, 
firstly because they are larger descending below the springing lines of 
the arches, and secondly the design concept is changed. Each tympanum 
has an enclosing border decorated with rectilinear forms, some derived 
from kufesque or pseudo inscriptions, at the centre is a large ellipsoidal 
and lobed medallion with palmette terminals top and bottom and decorated 
with dart producing geometries with interstitial flowers, the medallion 
is placed on a field decorated with luxuriantly contrived flowers and 
pomegranates; neither the interstitial, nor the types of vegetal element 
in the field can be classed as chinoiserie ornament they are too natural- 
istic. (Plates LXV and LXVI). As a result of their size and shape 
these tympana could not have been selected for al Ash rafiyya, but the 
need to place them on record is essential and if it is possible their 
unique characteristics require to be studied for out of the four tympana, 
one has lost half of its decoration, another about a quarter and the two 
others are not entirely unscathed. 
5.15 The Mihrab in the Ma jamc (Drawing 87) 
The/ 
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The evidence suggested that this formed part of the 1st Phase al- 
Ashrafiyya, 885/1480; a parallel has been drawn between it and the 
mihrab in the Madrasa of Muhammad b. Muzhir 8851480 -81, (see p. 19 above). 
Up the left side the mihráb projects out from the general wall plane, 
obviously it was intended to be seen against a plastered background. It 
is probable that the rectangular area contained by straight joints above 
the mihrib was originally a window. 
The niche is decorated with alternating red and grey facets, the red 
strips are 0.17m wide and the grey are 0.18m wide and recessed 0.005m. 
Above each of the grey facets are decorated terminals recessed into the 
red ablaq course with a vegetal positive -negative design inlaid in black 
glass paste. On the outside of the faceted area and at the rear of the 
vacant column recesses a yellow stone facing is applied. Notice the 
silent links in the pseudo keystone separating the undecorated spandrels. 
5.16 Some Further Considerations. 
5.16.1 Were Comparisons required? 
Reflecting back to the richness and the high standards set and maintained 
throughout this decorative cornucopia, the most persistent need has been 
the continual reassessment and cross referencing of the details as I made 
my way through al- Ashrafiyya. From some designs an understanding could 
be got without reference beyond their physical limits; the mugarnas fall 
into this category, they can exercise the eye wonderfully in the search 
for all of the alternatives offered by the complicated internal relation- 
ships expressed in the Three Dimensional and Subject Groups. The door's 
brass revetments are another example of self sufficiency, amongst the 
superimposed design fields lurk many visual games awaiting discovery, but 
the raison d'etre is the background's statement 'God is all powerful' which 
is seen to be at the centre and to be modifying the clearly presented 
statement/ 
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statement magnifying the earthly Lord. 
Contrasted with these absorbing designs are the majority of decorative 
areas that are appreciated at a superficial level; by taking note of 
their surface textures and colours, their sizes and their shapes with 
occasional incursions into the identity levels composed of the small, but 
distinguishing details I have to restrain myself from expanding al- 
Ashrafiyya's superficial levels to embrace their counterparts in Cairo 
since I have the advantage of photographs enabling direct comparisons, a 
facility that was not available to the citizens of Jerusalem in the 15th 
century, therefore I cannot gauge to what extent such comparisons were 
necessary before fully appreciating al-Ashrafiyya. Certainly few of the 
local inhabitants would have been conversant with Cairo's architectural 
idiom, if they had travelled they were more likely to know the nearer 
Mamlúk monuments of Syria. Presumably many of the religious community 
could recall Cairo's architecture from their student days at al-Azhar 
Mosque and that they were well versed in contemporary architectural 
philosophy. Again I am aware that my circumstances and experiences are 
not at all similar to those of the Mamliks, on this occasion it is to my 
disadvantage, since there is no reliable method of knowing precisely how a 
designer intended his designs to work effectively, or what he saw as their 
essential components, nor is it possible to accurately predict the 
impression gained by the cultured sections of the community. 
On a general level it is safe to assume that the passing of the centuries 
has not radically altered the reasons for the success 
and public acclaim 
given the major architectural works of Qäytbáy and his chief 
officers of 
state. These are traceable to the repetitious use 
of architectural 
elements chosen from a small and well tried vocabulary, 
to the high quality 
of their design and execution, and to the clarity 
with which they are 
presented. These are characteristics common 
to many periods of art and 
architecture 
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architecture wherein there exists the successful communication of an 
artist's idea via an artifact to an audience, and where the audience relies 
on their own cognition of, and familiarity with a standardised corpus. 
Had the vocabulary of Qäytbáy's craftsmen been too small the resulting 
combinations might have been extremely dull, and had it been infinite both 
the cultured and the common folk might have felt threatened by the display 
of some self -satisfied designer's ultra- modern arsenal of materials, 
textures and shapes, of which he had only a rudimentary knowledge. 
Fortunately neither extreme is applicable to Qáytbáy's architecture for 
its standardised vocabulary paradoxically freed the designer by defining 
the parameters in which he could work, experiment and increase his own 
understanding of the divers ways the elements could be made to co- operate 
and co-exist. 
5.16.2 Conditional Answers 
Much of my thesis concerns the combinations ideas and practices required 
before eventually producing an architectural gem like al- Ashrafiyya, all 
of them must be conditional, none can be substantiated by textural evidence 
from the pen of the Christian architect or his colleagues, although a few 
can be accepted on circumstantial evidence, e.g., the concept of a primary 
geometry linked to a particular mode of measurement controlling the build- 
ings planning and elevational relationships. Therefore it is natural 
that questions concerning detailing procedures arise on completing my tour 
of al- Ashrafiyya's decoration. 
5.16.3 Positive to Negative Equilibrium. 
How essential are the spaces separating the geometric lines or vegetal 
elements to the effectiveness of the decorated area? The 
answer must be 
that they were essential because the visual success of 
a design depends 
on its clarity which is related to the ratio of negative 
to positive space: 
as/ 
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as an effective demonstration of this I need only cite the comparison of 
the decorative areas illustrated in Plates XXVIII and XXLX. I have also 
conjectured that clarity is a function of the distance between the observe] 
and the object, and that in the case of enclosed environments, where there 
is the opportunity for greater control by the designer, rules might have 
existed to help effect a successful positive to negative equilibrium. 
Actually in the pair of geometrically decorated vault centres which 
initiated the idea of control, the ratio is different for each, in the 
first a bold geometric statement is made, in the second the statement is 
mollified by the vegetal elements; it could be that these changes were 
possible owing to the different floor to vault heights, which brought the 
second geometric vault centre nearer the observer with its additional 
elements so maintaining clarity. 
Similarly in the ostensibly free flowing arabesque systems a reasonable 
equilibrium has to be sustained; although I have not found any concrete 
evidence my guess is that, first of all the general lines of the systems 
were sketched in according to a predetermined geometry, this was then 
followed by precise drawings to provide the appropriate positive content, 
e.g. the spandrels in the Madrasa. 
The ability to assess the success or failure in the positive to negative 
ratios in al- Ashrafiyya's decoration is, of necessity, subjective in the 
absence of any evaluation control or standard, especially as I assume that 
all of the completed decorative areas were satisfactory in the expert eyes 
of the carvers, an assumption which denies the existence of failed designs 
in al- Ashrafiyya. In spite of this absence of a control the repetitious 
nature of geometrical decoration offers greater opportunities to consider 




Certain rules regulate the detailing of geometrical interstices wherever 
they happen to be seen. Interstices below a certain scale (where scale is 
related to the perceived size) were generally left undecorated, although or 
a few occasions they did receive the added emphasis brought by shadow lines 
which in at least one instance were not carved in relief but were incised. 
Shadow lines come into their own with the advent of medium scale inter- 
stices, and from observing their characteristics when they are coupled 
with solid line and interlaced geometries I have noted that there is a 
constant relationship governing the distance separating the shadow line 
from the geometric, this distance is always equal to the spaces separating 
the geometrical lines at their intersections which is often equal to the 
width of the geometric line. Of course, medium scale interstices can 
be embellished with different vegetal elements, an area in the design 
process where I might have anticipated a complete freedom on the part of 
the designer to choose a vegetal element so long as it was compatible with 
the interstice's shape, particularly when the options are increased by a 
number of established elements which had the ability to harmonise with the 
specific shape, e.g. three elements are recognised as having an affinity 
with pentagonal interstices, shadow lines, trefoils and cinqf oils. 
Further observation convinced me that this idea of total freedom was a 
misconception for in every case the position of a pentagon in the overall 
design influenced the choice of vegetal element. When pentagons are 
near the geometry's nodal points there is a greater likelihood that their 
shape is irregular and will be successfully filled with simple trefoils or 
one of the derivatives, only occasionally does this combination stray into 
the geometry's middle areas. In direct contrast, the cinqfoil- pentagon 
combination is without exception to be found in the geometry's 
middle and 
outer areas. With further increases in the scale 
of the interstices the 
vegetal elements become more elaborate eventually 
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If I have drawn the correct conclusions from my observations with regard 
to pentagonal interstices, and if similar rules were applied to the 
embellishment of the other shapes, then two design methods are indicated. 
One is that when the basic repeat units (squares, pentagons, hexagons and 
their doubles) generated pentagonal interstices the designer had two 
options, either he could emphasise them using shadow lines, or dependant 
upon their positions incorporate the appropriate vegetal element. The 
second is more complicated, but it surely was not beyond the capabilities 
of the designers to consciously decide on a geometric network with penta- 
gons or other interstices in specific positions enabling the inclusion of 
certain predetermined vegetal elements.30 
Consequent on the above, ripples of fluctuating positive to negative 
densities contrast with the consistent and stabilised geometrical network. 
These fluctuations are essential to a lucid presentation of a decorative 
area's internal organisation, its stresses and tensions, for without them 
the decoration is liable to be bland and unexciting. 
5.16.4. Paint 
Applications of white or blue paints on stone decoration should not be 
ignored, their use naturally heightens the contrasts inherent in the 
positive and negative design elements, which are otherwise the same 
colour. Evidence supporting the use of colour exists in the Porch and 
the succeeding decorative areas up to the last vault centre in the Grand 
Staircase, after this point no further evidence was discovered. I am 
inclined to the idea that as a result of the indisputable connections that 
can be drawn between al- Ashrafiyya and 12231 the Mosque of Qáytbáy at 
Qalc et -Kabsh where little of the internal ornament carved in stone is 
not painted in blue and white, that this colour scheme was adopted in 
Jerusalem. Indeed it would be most surprising had any evidence been 
provided by the Madrasa's decorated areas in view of its ruinous condition 
and,/ 
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and paint's inability to resist the abrasive and eroding actions of the 
elements. However, a similar explanation cannot be found for the pairs 
of lintels in the vaulted Upper Corridor which are devoid of paint, and 
which give the impression that this has always been so. I think the 
reason may have been that had they been painted, then in the mind of an 
observer they would automatically be separated from the decorated external 
lintels in the Madrasa's West Wall, which, no doubt, were never considered 
for painting. 
5.16.5 The craftsmen and design 
It would be difficult enough to reconstruct in a meaningful way the cutting 
techniques of the carvers if the only available evidence lay in al-Ashrafiyya' 
decoration, and it would be even more difficult if the same evidence had to 
be relied on when deducing the lines of command from designer to the 
detailed drawing out on the stone surfaces. Fortunately the evidence of 
al- Ashrafiyya can be combined with Cairo's architectural evidence in an 
attempt to partly resolve and understand the general craft organisations 
of the period. There is little relevant textural evidence to elucidate 
this problem, if there was I.M. Lipidus would certainly have discussed it 
in detail under the heading of 'The Urban Society', instead he writes: 
"Considered from the point of view of political organization, 
economic regulation, or even corporate fraternal life, there 
were no guilds in Muslim cities in this period (of the later 
Middle Ages) in any usual sense of the term. Still, workmen 
must have had a more highly organized social life than our 
sources reveal. Apprenticeship arrangements for the per- 
petuation of craft skills and long training under close 
personal supervision of master -workers must have been necessary. 
Nonetheless, there is no evidence that the terms of apprentice- 
ship were organised on a craftwide basis. Informal traditions 
must have created uniform employment conditions." 
More recently an article was published on the tiled streetfountains of Fez 
which relates how the craftsmen are still trained using traditional methods, 
methods which I feel could easily appertain to Mamlúk Cairo. 
"The 
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"The first step in ... composition is the first phase of 
apprenticeship, which boys undertake between the ages of 
8 and 10 ... He draws about seven hours a day throughout 
the week for at least five years ... All training in the 
apprenticeship, at least through on site pattern con- 
struction - permitted when a boy has worked satisfactorily 
for about 12 or 13 years - is by example. The apprentice 
learns by observation and imitation, not by verbal instruc- 
tion. In terms of composition there are two data which 
must be incorporated by rote: the asfat (cut shapes) forms 
and their combinations, the models which are transmitted 
by observation of the master's work and the work of 
others. "32 
The textural sources state that a committee of highly trained craftsmen 
were sent from Cairo to construct al-Ashrafiyya. What I do not know is 
from whence they actually came, the order was issued in Cairo but were 
the craftsmen already away from Cairo working on Qâytbáy's projects in 
Mecca or somewhere else? My hunch is that they were permanently in the 
employ of the Royal Diwans (the sultan's household and other offices of 
state), that their apprenticeships were supervised by the master- craftsmen 
of the Diwan, and that they were transported from one site or city to the 
next on the orders of the sultan. 
In provincial Jerusalem the effects of this are not as marked as they are 
in Cairo, where it is noticeable that there are two distinct classes of 
monument, these classes do not distinguish one building's function from 
another, they are purely qualitative. The first were constructed for 
the ruling élite and are richly decorated and positioned at focal points 
in the urban setting33 even now some five hundred years later they retain 
their influence over the immediate vicinity and are included on the 
itinerary of the well prepared traveller. The second class were con- 
structed by the notables, who unable to lay their hands on fabulous sums 
of money had to be content with sparse and humdrum decoration devoid of 
excitement or experimentation: to me they are equivalent to our own drab 
speculative housing schemes, and I guess that almost the same procedures 
accompany their construction. The notable having acquired a site would 
negotiate/ 
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negotiate with a local builder to construct and decorate his foundation 
within specified budgets, the experienced builder, knowing the budget, 
could then present alternative models at standardised prices to the client 
for his approval. 
Although considerably more field work is necessary before incontestable 
architectural evidence can be found to support this idea of 'off the 
shelf' building, in the interim I offer one example of the standardised 
details that resulted from this trading method. The detail is a lintel 
decorated with positive and negative fleurons (Plates LXVII and LXVIII) 
which is found in this calibre of building from 823/1420 to c.900/1494 -95, 
further research may extend its period of use.34 
Even though I have convinced myself on architectural grounds that the 
divisions did exist, it is still hard to explain why the more elaborate 
designs remained the prerogative or the reserve of the élite unless there 
were fundamental differences separating the personnel and organisational 
structures of the two levels. The flamboyant and intricate geometrical 
and vegetal patterns are unknown in the monuments of the notables, surely 
the explanation does not always have to be the want of money? Could it 
rather be that the apprentices were wholly trained in the Royal Diwan and 
that they received an extensive grounding in geometrical appreciation, 
eventually one or two might have been selected to specialise in geometrical 
designs and so gradually increase the corpus of geometric decoration.35 
Knowing the thousands of hours I have spent trying to unravel and 'return' 
geometric designs to logical repeat units I shudder at the thought of the 
many additional hours that would be required for an embryo idea to be 
developed to a successful completion, however if it is seen in the context 
of the years of apprenticeship that are still being served by the tile 
workers in Fez time is insignificant. The other decorative forms while 
requring tremendous skills cannot provide the designer with enigmas 
comparable/ 
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comparable to geometrical ones. 
At either level, when a design is successfully concluded it must somehow 
or other be conveyed to the craftsman, if it is geometric then a repeat 
unit could be the vehicle for the transference of the geometry's structural 
concept and procedures and this would allow it to be reproduced at what- 
ever the required size was, if the decoration was vegetal then the instruc- 
tions would generally be less complicated but still be given in a 
reproducable form. Once again the problem of templates arises; did they 
or didn't they exist? I am convinced that they did: for instance, the 
geometrically decorated panels flanking the top windows in the sahn of 
223, the Mosque of Qáytbáy at Qalc et al -Kabsh (Plate XVIII) are repeated 
eight times, and no craftsman worth his salt is going to make a completely 
new start on each panel, instead he will rationalise his working mode to 
overcome any avoidable repetitious, and therefore wasteful actions; I 
submit that exactly the same on -site procedures were carried out in al- 
Ashrafiyya's Sahn,possibly utilising the same template. I know of a 
third instance of this same geometrically decorated panel, it flanks two 
of the decorated lintels belonging to 1751 the Wekalat Qáytbäy, opposite 
al- Azhar, here it is considerably reduced in size.36 (Plate LXIX). Thus 
there is evidence of the same geometrical design being transmitted in 
such a manner as to allow it to be reproduced at about the same size in 
different cities, and at different sizes within the same city.37 
5.16.6 Decorative Grammars 
Before embarking on the survey of al -Ash rafiyya I had already established 
to my own satisfaction the existence of Interrelated and Integrated 
decoration, (see Appendix C) and so it may have been this and the anti- 
cipation of discovering more that attracted me to al- Ashrafiyya, in 
addition to a concern for its structural future. I expect I was well 
aware of the pitfalls that could result from an over- zealous and 
enthusiastic/ 
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enthusiastic commitment to the idea of the existence of a decorative 
syntax when in fact it was a pure figment of my imagination. 
Gradually, however, while taking paper squeezes a realisation dawned that 
the decorated vault centres of the Porch, Vestibule and those of the Grand 
Staircase fell into a pattern indicative of some decorative syntax. I 
also realised that it ran parallel with my concept of Appreciation Levels 
through which I try to record in chronological order the mental images 
projected by an object. Thus a syntax, embracing a number of decorative 
areas, will rely on the summation of the arrangement of the appreciation 
levels occurring in each decorative area. 
The general content attributable to the various appreciation levels remains 
constant for most objects. The first and most basic level is shape, this 
is often only subconsciously assimilated by the observer, and it may be 
mistakenly combined with feelings related to hugeness or smallness. At 
the second level a conscious recognition has to be made of the class, type 
or category of the object's visual characteristics, this can evolve sub- 
ordinate levels concerned with the recognition of established variations 
produced by additional elements that cannot exist on their own, e.g. 
ribbon developments. Any subsequent levels supplement and qualify the 
preceding levels. 
The Decorated Vault Centres: The six decorated vault centres have each 
been described verbally and graphically (p1,36,]&72 and Drawings 45, 46, 
and 62 -64). During the verbal descriptions I deliberately remarked on 
the details which I consider to be relevant to the decorative grammar 
about to be disclosed, at that time I did not involve them with, or 
elucidate on their positions within the grammar for two reasons. 
Firstly, by keeping to the physical sequence imposed on me by al- Ashrafiyya's 
plan I could not have referred to some future comparison with an unknown 
and future element. Secondly, I considered the most propitious time to 
contemplate/ 
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contemplate the vault centres was at the end of al- Adhrafiyya's decorative 
description enabling them to be seen as part of a total decorative scheme. 
There are possibilities for a variety of detailed conclusions depending on 
the observer's previous experiences. My own impressions might differ 
from another's but this does not invalid ate them for eventually they can 
be broken down into comprehensible quantities based mainly on visual 
attributes which are common to the majority of observers' experiences. 
A tabular statement of the design elements found in all of the vault 
centres is given in Figure 21, for me this expresses the decorative 
syntax more effectively than any verbal description could ever do. The 
reason is that it is graphical like the objects and therefore it can use 
the same symbols or 'words' in an abstracted form bypassing the need for 
changing into another descriptive media. 
The First Appreciation Level: This is provided by the overall shapes of 
the decorative areas which begin and end with lozenge combinations. 
The Second Appreciation Level: Requring a conscious recognition of the 
type of decoration, this forms the main theme of the vault centres, 
'reciprocal' decoration. Consideration can be given to a subordinate 
level of established variations such as the incorporation of a ribbon 
development. 
The Supplementary Appreciation Levels: All of the subsequent levels are 
composed of the vegetal elements that supplement and qualify the images 
of the first two levels. 
The Decorated Lintels: Having deciphered the reciprocal decoration of the 
vault centres, I felt certain that al- Ashrafiyya's decorative grammars 
could not end there, the obvious candidates to continue it were the 
decorated lintels in the Upper Corridor and in the Courtyard along the 
Madrasa's West Wall. (Described in detail on p. 172 -79 and Drawings 
65/ 
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65, 66 and 68 -71). 
I have convinced myself that a grammar does operate amongst the lintels 
(Figure 22) although I am forced to admit it is less easy to demonstrate 
than the preceding Reciprocal decoration, I may even have fallen foul of 
the very pitfall mentioned earlier, an enthusiastic imagination. 
The First Appreciation Level: Throughout the series the rectilinear 
shape remains constant, modifications appear in Lintels 4 and 5 where the 
size of the central fields are reduced. 
The Second Appreciation Level: As predicted this level establishes the 
decorative type and theme. Once it is clear that all of the lintels have 
geometrical designs, it is perhaps overlooked that some have a solid line 
and that others have a split line. I interpret the six lintels as form- 
ing a Reciprocal syntax alternating thus, a :a :b :b :a :b: unlike the six 
vault centres which go, a:b :a :b :a :b. 
The Supplementary Appreciation Levels: It will be to these levels that any 
criticism will be focussed, for I am the first to allow that much depends 
on the choice of elements that appear in the tabular description. 
I view the mechanics which relate the supplementary elements of one lintel 
to the next in the following manner. 
and its split geometrical line which 
in Lintel 2, two of the elements are 
The sequence starts with Lintel 1 
houses three supplementary elements; 
retained and one is exchanged; in 
Lintel 3, the decorative type changes so the supplementary elements are 
consolidated by keeping the three elements seen in the last lintel and 
reintroducing as a fourth element the one dropped between Lintels 1 and 
2; in Lintel 4, the two elements which have consistently appeared are 
discarded and replaced by two new elements (one of them appearing not 
within the geometry but in the borders); Lintel 5 is another point of 
change for the decorative type while maintaining the elements present in 
Lintel/ 
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Lintel 4; Lintel 6 is again a point of change in the main theme of 
decorative types, it retains two of the preceding lintels' elements and 
adds a new one to the series, which being more complicated than its 
predecessors, is indicative of an increase in scale of the geometry and a 
need to reconsider the positive to negative balance. 
The Two Series Combined LA Processional Way ?): For a time I considered 
the possible purpose of this decoration, as I believe that there is 
nothing unplanned about al-Ashrafiyya otherwise continuity could not be 
traced from one design aspect to another, which signifies that everything 
had a predetermined position within the general architectural concept. 
Therefore, I feel that the simple and uncomplicated explanations for the 
magnificence of al- Ashrafiyya as a building and its decoration like 
'it delights the eye...' or 'It was an expression of the high qualities 
of carving ...' do not do it justice. 
Attempting to unearth any possibilities of grammar the two series were 
combined (Figure 23) and as a consequence the complicated palmettes were 
seen to occur in the first vault centre and the last lintel, which meant 
that their geometrical networks belonged to the upper scales, unlike the 
remainder which were all medium scaled. After discarding the different 
shapes further observation revealed that the solid geometrical line and 
the predominant supplementary elements were common to the first vault 
centre and the last lintel. With this information I referred to the 
complete designs (Drawings 45 and 71) with the intention of trying to 
recreate the essential mental image of one or other of the decorative 
areas as if it was my first contact with it, having stored one image I 
then confronted the other area and compared it with what I could recall 
of the first. My hope is that I have not deluded myself, especially as 
I have 'tested' successfully the reactions of companions on visits to al- 
Ashrafiyya by describing the decorative areas as we processed through the 
entrance/ 
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entrance areas up to the Courtyard, eventually they were asked to remember 
Lintel 6, and on the way out they looked again at the Porch's Vault Centre 
and tried to recall the lintel. I do not offer this as a controlled 
experiment but rather as a group experience where, because the observers 
were completely under my guidance, they were for the first time they were 
'seeing' decoration and using criteria which I had suggested was relevant: 
it is analogous to a visit to a one man art exhibition where people strive 
to link the theme expressed by the artist in the catalogue to his artistic 
works, some may see it, others will not. 
Returning to my thoughts on the purposes of the series when combined I 
tried unsuccessfully to visualise a syntactical form which could be traced 
through the twelve decorative areas, and which would underline this unique 
architectural feature, the Processional Way produced by the Madrasa's 
elevation to the West Riwäq's roof level. I then considered what con- 
clusions might be drawn from six vault centres equalling six lintels 
pivoted at the point where the first close encounter with the Madrasa is 
met, a further complication was the evidence of paint in the vault centres 
and none in the lintels which, as I have already suggested, would auto- 
matically have separated the two series. 
Unfortunately I have not found a comprehensive solution, but I am sure the 
two Reciprocal decorative grammars do exist and that somehow they were an 
expression of a 'Processional Way', and of its uniqueness as an architec- 
tural planning device in Mamlùk architecture, just as the decorated areas 
themselves are rare, for there are no comparable decorative series in 
Cairo whether judged for their variety or for their number. 
As a postscript, it appears that the repeat units generating the geometric 
networks do not play any significant part in the decorative grammars, a 
fact which is the reverse of the Interrelated decoration in the Turbat 
Turkän,/ 
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Turkán Khitún. (see Appendix C). This may be interpreted as indicating 
that the geometry was solely a vth icle for the presentation of chosen 
interstitial elements. 
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6.00 THE STONE MINBAR OF MALIK ASHRAF QA.YZBAY, CAIRO: AN IN'T'RODUCTION 
The stone minbar constructed in Rabicll 888 /May 14.831 was presented by 
Sultan Qáytbáy to ?119 the Khánagäh of Farag b. Barqûq 803- 13/1400 -11 
it is the most illustrated example of the many fine pieces of mosque 
furniture existing in Cairo.2 My study of it was partly prompted by the 
frequency of the illustrations and the implicit interest therein, and by 
the practical consideration of the time available to me in Cairo. Unlike 
the large constructions of Qáytbây the minbar could be squeezed and a 
complete set of full size drawings prepared in a matter of months. As 
the study progressed my own excitement increased with the uncovering of 
gold leaf and coloured paints lost long ago under encrustations of mud and 
dust, just as I had previously discovered gold leaf and coloured paints on 
al- Ashrafiyya's stone decoration. It is one of the advantages of taking 
paper squeezes, that they force a person to be meticulous and to pay close 
attention to detail, this generally introduces intriguing harmonies missed 
in more cursory inspections. 
By classifying the minbar as solely a piece of furniture is to do it an 
injustice, it is greater, it is architecture on a small scale. Being 
constructed of stone it exhibits some of the types of decoration associated 
with the monuments of the period, rather than the deep carving and inlays 
commonly found on contemporary timber minbars. I feel that the likely 
explanation for this divergence from the norm can be traced to the 
personality of Qáytbáy, 'the Prince of Builders',3 he probably considered 
the purpose of the minbar in the same light as his numerous restorations 
and additions to other notable buildings which enhanced his reputation by 
associating his name with those of the revered founders and no doubt 
attested to his own piety. Thus my conclusion is that the purpose of 
the presentation was twofold, firstly it was an acceptable addition to 
the Khánagáh, and secondly he added his own architectural contribution, 
or/ 
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or mark, to the first and most substantial edifice in the Northern 
Cemetery, a cemetery reserved exclusively to the royal Mamlûks. 
Supposing this to be the correct conclusion, it may provide an explanation 
for the minbar's decorative syntax which I see as binding it into the 
Khânagâh. Minbars are usually assumed to be symmetrical about the central 
axis so that the sides are constructed from similar components, naturally 
in this, the Khánagàh of Farag b. Barqüq the most ostentatiously symmetrical 
of all Mamluk structures which is easily identified from afar by its pair 
of identical minarets and its pair of identical domes, it could be 
expected that the minbar would express its own symmetry. But on a 
closer inspection it is found that the Khänaq_äh is not symmetrical for 
as well as the paired minarets and domes there are two principal entrances 
and two sabil- kuttabs which destroy any theories concerning symmetry 
(Figs. 2/. -25), similarly notions about the minbar being symmetrical have 
also to be jettisoned with increased familiarity. 
Professor Scanlon of the AUC provided me with the keys to an understanding 
of the Khänagá,h's planning arrangements. The two entrances were placed 
at the terminal points of two roads or processional ways, and although the 
roads forced the entrances to be at right angles to each other their 
asymmetry is disguised so well that the Khánagáh's square plan is minim- 
ally disturbed by the exterior square -planned projection along the south 
wall. Only by circumambulation can it be realised that in one case the 
principal door has the sabil- kuttab on its left side and projecting in 
front of it, while the other has its sabil- kuttá.b on its right side and 
in the same plane. 
If the Khänaq h's theme is remembered during the detailed analysis of the 
minbar, I intend to show how the minbar exhibits a complicated play within 
a general concept of symmetry which provides a connection between it and 
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Fig.26. The Millbar's 
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through an appreciation of the design concepts that were used to create the 
Khánagah. In fact, the minbar's very position hidden behind a pillar 
should automatically raise questions concerning its supposed symmetrical 
nature; does its position suggest that the right hand side requires to be 
considered first? (Fig. 26 and Plates LX11 -LXXII). 
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7.00 THE GATLtiVAY ( Drawings 89-90) 
In common with other minbars of the period the internal stair is concealed 
by a gateway traditionally composed of engaged columns at the outer corners, 
and inscribed lintel, and a crown of mugarnas and crestings; all of these 
stone elements can still be admired. One traditional feature that has 
perished or been removed is the timber doors, ample evidence that they 
did exist is provided by the anchorage holes for the timber door frame 
hidden behind the door opening's stone jambs. 
Of the two inscriptions on the Gateway one can be seen from the sahn or 
central courtyard of the Khánagáh, the other is on the internal face and 
would therefore only have been visible to someone standing on the stairs. 
The texts were identified by van Berchem as Q.33/56 and Q.16/92 
respectively. 
1 
In the external inscription the colour of the letters 
is that of the natural stone set against a now only faint background of 
white paint. 
With the loss of the timber doors which presumably were decorated in a way, 
and to a standard appropriate to the rank of Qáytbäy, and which would, 
therefore, have been totally in keeping with the rest of the Minbar, it 
is the three courses of rectilinear mugarnas and their fleury crestings 
that attract greatest attention. (Motes LX III -LX V). Their attraction 
is due to their repetitive shapes, their varying planes, and their 
perceived cellular combinations which are aided by the contrasting high- 
lights and shadows, later they are joined by the carved vegetal designs. 
Combine with this array the additional elements of gold leaf and coloured 
paints and the result must have been overwhelming when new. (To my 
twentieth century western eyes the result might be too garish, and I 
must admit to being initially seduced by the simplicity and directness of 
the uncoloured stone carving of the period, but presumably an abundance of 
certain colours was attractive to the Mamlùks.) 
The/ 
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The individual mugarnas are dominated by the overall geometric structure 
which controls their disposition, this structure was designed presumably 
within an established framework that laid down the precise rules governing 
all mugarnas designs, a point which is easily confirmed by comparing the 
mugarnas which appear on the buildings of the élite in Cairo. Thus it is 
likely that having successfully isolated the cells from the general mass 
they would then have been regrouped by the Mamliks utilising their differ- 
ing characteristics, if this was the case, then I suggest the first 
Appreciation Level concerned itself with the three dimensional groups and 
that the second was concerned with subject groupings. 
7.01 Three Dimensional Groups (1st Appreciation Level). 
One's first idea about Three Dimensional Groups could be that they are 
static and do not vary, this is totally wrong as it goes against one of 
the fundamental purposes of mugarnas design. Mugarnas will generally 
break up a solid architectural element, whether it be part of a wall or a 
ceiling does not matter, however in doing so it may disorientate the 
observer, or at least it forces him to redefine his relationship to the 
mugarnas. He can be faced with questions such as, 'How far are they from 
me ?', 'What are their internal depths and the variations in their planes ?', 
and at some stage he is going to try and order the muqarnas by regrouping 
them into what are recognizable systems for him at that precise moment. 
There are occasions where this is impossible due to the immense complex- 
ities accrued by an infinite number of variables; but this is not a 
problem presented by the mugarnas of the Gateway, there are only one or 
two permutations available, and they, as in any other muqarnas, are 
conditioned by lighting. In the case of the Minbar the lighting is ever 
changing as a result of the Earth's rotation around the Sun, on occasion 
the sunlight is non -directional and will not cast shadows and so at such 
times there may not be identifiable Three Dimensional Groups, compare 
Plates L_ III and L uCIV. 
Rhythms/ 
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Rhythms of combined cells can be focussed on the following specific cells: 
Fl, F3, F4- and Si, Cl may also be included. (See Fig. 27 and refer also 
to Fig. 26). The cells which naturally combine with F1 can be read in 
the following manner with the number of the stone course being given in 
brackets at the beginning of each sequence: (1st) F2, Fl, F2/((2nd) F5, 
Fl, F5 /(3rd) F8. The combinations centred on the other cells are: on 
F3 - -- (1st) F3 /(2nd) F3 /(3rd) F9; on cell FL. - -- (1st) F2, Ft+, F2/(2nd) 
F7,/F7/(3rd) Fll; on cell Si - --- (1st) S2, Sl, S2 /(2nd) S3, S3 /(3rd) S5. 
Observe in the combination centred on F3 that it contracts at the second 
course and continues unchanged into the third, or there is an alternative, 
having contracted it expands to incorporate the splayed reveals of F9. 
Another alternative can be seen at S1 where the two S2 cells can be 
removed so that the combination becomes pinched at its base, fat at its 
centre and ends with a pointed head, this modification can also be applied 
to the F1 and F4 combinations with the consequence that they both become 
separated from 
I hesitated over the inclusion of the Cl combination in the preceding 
sequences, because it is nebulous, being contained on only one side by 
mugarnas and on the other by the depth and darkness of the qibla iwan, 
unless of course it is observed along an axis at 45° to the corner, but 
my misgivings were overcome when I saw that it was essential to the rhythms 
of the other Three Dimensional Groups. 
J2 Subject Groups (2nd Appreciation Revel). 
Just as the cells can be grouped using Three Dimensional rhythms, more 
complicated or less obvious rhythms can be retrieved using the vegetal forms. 
I am bound to the idea that the distribution of the vegetal forms are not 
accidental but are the result of careful consideration. 
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symbols conveying the basic movements using arrows and their points of 
concentration represented by circles. If we consider the subject groups 
in the same combinations as the Three Dimensional Groupings (Figs. 27 -28) 
we find the following. In the F1 combination; the cell Fl provides a 
vertical emphasis gathering the stems to a major point of concentration 
and on up through a minor point towards the field's apex, the side sprays 
also have an upward movement and they emphasise and expand the influence of 
the major point of concentration. F5 helps the upward movement of F1 
through the second course, while the entwined arabesque confines its point 
of concentration and also its upward movement. The two cells F2 suggest 
a horizontal motion cementing or linking together this combination with 
that of F3; F2 has two minor points of concentration above and below the 
line. 
In the F3 combination; cell F3 has rotating concentration points on either 
side of its axis of upward movement, spinning out of those points are 
leaves which increase the upward momentum. F9 confines its point of con- 
centration with lines indicating minimal upward movement. 
In the combination based on F4; the cell F4- gathers together its two 
arabesque systems and gives them an upward thrust. F7 can be given two 
alternative functions, the first is that it can act as a link like F2, the 
second alternative is that the bifurcated stems move up to the point of 
concentration and an upward explosion. Fil confines and concentrates its 
movements in the manner of F8. Returning to the first course F2 again 
acts as an expanding or linking device. 
In the S1 combination; the content, movements and concentrations in the 
F4 combination are varied only slightly. 
In the corner combination; the arabesque of Cl provides continuity around 
the base, it confines one point of concentration, it suggests a horizontal 
linking/ 
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linking movement through the small side knots, and it extends up to 
another concentration point. C2, like F7 can be assigned two inter- 
pretations. C3 with its abrupt start has two minor points of concentra- 
tion on its axis of movement. 
Excluded from the above Subject Groupings are the cells F6, F1O and S6. 
The vegetal forms of F6 and S6 are basically horizontally motivated 
linking the combinations together. F1O on the other hand has a broad 
base and vertical direction without any specific point of concentration. 
Less obvious relationships can still be discovered if the visual character- 
istics (refer to Drawings 89-90) are used in the following way to provde 
'Ethnic' Groupings: F1 - F1O; the already discovered F6 - F7(S3) - S6 - 
C2 - S4. - S1 ( ?); F2 - C3; F8 - F9 - F1l (S5). By coincidence the 
only decorated cell not to have a close relative on the Gateway is F5, it 
does have five 'relatives' in the rectilinear muqarnas on the Window Wall 
of al- Ashra.fiyya, (see Drawing 50). There is no clear boundary separat- 
ing the identification of Ethnic Groups and the gathering of detailed 
descriptions of the individual cells, progress in one means progress in 
the other. 
7.03 The Front Muqarnas (Drawing 89) 
Cell Fl: Two courses high this is the central and also the largest of the 
cells, its outlines are not followed by its central decorated field which 
encloses a large inter -carved semi -natural vegetal form between smaller 
curved semi -natural sprays. On the vegetal forms can be discovered 
minute traces of a light red paint. 
Cell F2: Across the Gateway this unit is repeated six times, and on the 
sides four times (see Cell S2). Over the blue ground the white semi - 
vegetal form grows out of the side borders rather as if it was but one 
link in a chain. 
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Cell F3: Like F1 this cell is two courses high, but it is narrower and has 
a bent apex. The comparative narrowness may be compensated for by the 
intricacy of the double -growth arabesque system picked out in gold leaf; 
this leaf may also have covered the background as well. 
Cell F4: Unlike the other cells across the front this is not defined by 
the angled planes of the muqarnas along its upper surface, instead it gives 
those muqarnas above some support. Contrasting with the rectangular 
appearance of the cell is the point central field with its flat- carved 
double -arabesque system. The simpler system grows out of the side borders 
to form first an ogival arch before bifurcating to produce leaf systems; 
the more complicated system, lightened by slight quantities of inter - 
carving, is a self -contained system of bifurcating and overlapping leaves 
ending in a single bud. Pin-head sized particles of gold leaf were 
observed below a later coat of dark red paint. 
Cell F5: Repeated twice along the front this splayed cell increases the 
prominence of F1, it also bends to run up the sides of the latter cell's 
apex, the result is a 'twisted rectangle'. The pointed field has a semi - 
vegetal form growing up from two points along its base.2 The complete 
field seems to be painted white. 
Cell F6: Repeated six times across the front, this cell is concave in 
plan producing a semi -conical head. Often in this type of cell the base 
of the semi -cone defines the upper limits of the vegetal form's curving 
leaves allowing only a bud or single leaf to intrude into the head. (In 
flatter concaved cells the heads can accept a number of leaves and buds.) 
The inter- carved semi -vegetal form issues from the centre of the base line, 
on it are traces of a light red bole below specks of gold leaf which have 
been submerged in a dark red paint at a later date. 




the two sides (see 83). Like F6 it is concave but smaller overall. 
Displayed on a blue ground the white semi -vegetal form has a simple lower 
half emerging from the base's corners, its upper half resembles the upper 
half of F6. 
Cell F8: This slightly concave cell ties together cells Fl and the paired 
F5's. It is decorated by a self -contained and interlaced arabesque system 
cloaked by a dark red paint. Contrasting with the semi -conical head in 
F6, the head of F8 is wider and shallower allowing room for a trifoliated 
bud and enclosing side leaves. 
Cell 9: The visual influence of F9 over F3 and a pair of F6 cells is 
conveyed by its recessed and splayed sides. On those sides I found 
miniscule traces of gold leaf overpainted in dark red. The s elf -contained 
arabesque system is painted white on a blue background, its curving tendrils 
coincide with the sides of the decorative field. 
Cell 10: Reproduced four times along the front this concave cell has a 
semi -vegetal motif covered in a bright red bole with traces of gold. 
Cell 11: The splayed recess is similar to that of F9 including the gold 
leaf particles and the dark red paint. The self -contained and the inter- 
laced arabesque are painted white on a blue ground. With minor colour 
modifications F11 is repeated as cell S5. 
In the top muffs course along the front there are four unadorned cells 
and on each side two more; each of the cells encloses two "cell- shaped" 
planes which abut one another at the rear of the cell. There are indica- 
tions that the complete cell was covered in gold leaf, but without the 
light red bole, thus when the cold deteriorated the natural stone colour 
showed through. At a more recent date a cream coloured paint was 
applied over the majority of these and the other mugarnas cells. 
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7.04 The Corner Mugarnas (_Drawings 89 -90) 
Three cells stacked one upon another manipulate the corners of the Gateway's 
muclarnas; at three of the corners the cells are carved, those which have 
no carved decoration form the rear corner on the Minbar's left side. 
Cell Cl: This unit wraps itself around the 90° corner, the arris halves 
the flat - carved self- contained form. 
Cell C2: This cell's outline and central field bend outwards outwards near 
their apexes in a fashion similar to F5, however unlike F5 the central 
field is divided into a plain chevron shaped area and below it a concave 
decorated field adorned with a combination of the semi -vegetal forms found 
in F6 and F7. (Actually S2 is a nearer relation than F7, see below.) 
Cell C3: Of all the cells in the Gateway, this is the smallest, it is 
decorated with a simplified version of F2(S2) and shows no attempt to 
create a link or chain reaction, on the contrary, there is a feeling of 
complete isolation effected by the truncated stem. 
7.05 The Side Mu garnas (Drawing 901 
Cell Sl: The central and major cell occurring on the sides belongs to the 
same level as Fl+ in the hierarchy of the significance and influence of 
cells, fulfilling the same supporting function with regard to the cells 
above it. The gold leaf semi -vegetal form curving out of the field's 
sides is accentuated by painted black or dark blue lines. 
Cell S2: A repetition. of F2 the vegetal form is painted white contrasting 
with a blue background. 
Cell S3: A modified version of F7 with white and blue paint which if 
combined with F6 provides a closer ancestry for the corner cell C2. 




the cells C2 and S3 which lie to either side of it. If we } F6--- S3 
liken these relationships between the mugarnas cells to a 
C2 
family tree, S4. becomes the all- golden offspring of an 
x Al,h 
incestuous relationship. S 
Cell S5: Identical to C11 except for the addition of a blue border 
separating the central field from the gold leafed walls of the recess. 
Cell 86: An enlarged version of S3, it has the light red bole on which 
are traces of gold leaf, touches of blue paint appear in the channel of 
the inter -carved and swagged stalk. 
Traces of painted white lines are found between the apexes of the top 
muqarnas course and the cornice. Similar traces are found on the sides 
separating the muqarnas and the geometric square. 
s 
The Rear Mugarnas. 
Three courses of muqarnas crown the rear of the Gateway, and all of their 
cells are devoid of carved decoration. To my surprise and delight when 
they were soaked with water phantom arabesque forms appeared at the centres 
of some of the cells, they resembled the forms enclosed by the bases of 
the candlesticks in the 'Mihrab' panel. (See Drawing 91). There are 
two possible explanations, either the original scheme included gold leaf 
or painted arabesques and the smooth stone surfaces absorbed some of the 
red bole or a painted red base coat. My preference was for the painted 
arabesques because the absorbed colour is considerably darker than the 
bole found elsewhere, and because I supposed that gold leaf might not have 
been expended on arabesques in this concealed or at least restricted 
position. I am no longer sure of this or any other explanation for two 
reasons, first, the dark red paint of the front and sides of the Gateway 
must be later as it covers the specks of gold leaf and so how does one 
explain its use in the original colour scheme, the second reason is that 
although/ 
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although the colour differs from the light red bole my supposition that 
the obscured position might have effected the economic use of materials is 
proved false by the obvious efforts made to beautify the hollowed out dome 
which can only be viewed by someone sitting on the top step with his head 
pushed well back and his eyes directed vertically. (see p. 24.1 below). 
7.07 The Fleury CrestinGs (Drawings 89 -90) 
The positive and negative crestings carved like fleu- de -lis run the full 
circuit of the Gateway. There are now no particles of paint adhering to 
their surfaces, but when soaked with water dark red phantoms appeared at 
their centres with a margin of natural stone, this indicates either the 
existence in the original scheme of gold leaf or a red paint. 
7.08 The Decorated Engaged Columns. (Drawing 90) 
The transition from the Gateway's front to its sides is provided by a 
paired set of engaged columns. In each, the base and capital are 
identical belonging to a type commonly used in Mamlúk architecture. When 
wet both changed colour from their dry grey to one of a dark reddish hue, 
which is indicative of either gold leaf or red paint. 
The geometric skeleton covering the shaft is based on a rhombic repeat 
unit, at its centre a decagonal star polygon is inscribed by a circle.3 
I began to re- establish the repeat unit of the engaged column by first 
taking the length along the column's circumference, multiplied it by two 
to find the width of the rhombus thereafter working out the height of the 
figure. This was a profitable error on my part, it showed that the 
slightest inaccuracy made while measuring the width of the rhombus can 
produce a disproportionate error (plus or minus) in the height. It is 
simpler and more accurate to reverse the procedure, starting 
with the 
height of the rhombus equal to the height of the shaft's 
decorated area, 
this establishes the width of the rhombus, 
which is twice the length 
along/ 
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along the circumference. I am positive that this was the order used by 
the craftsman and that he then created a suitable column using the now 
established length as half the circumference of a theoretically complete 
column which is reminiscent of the proposed procedures for al Ashrafiyya's 
Engaged Column. (p.13/4, above). 
Using this rhombus he could begin the long process of working out the 
details of the rhombic repeat unit. In my own analysis I uncovered only 
one set of lines not found by point joining, these emanate from the first 
intersection outside the circle and along the central axis of the basic 
repeat unit. In the 'Point Joining' these lines are dotted and are drawn 
at 45° to the axis to complete the quadrilaterals placed on the axes 
joining the centres of the combined repeat units. 
The craftsman, having adopted a successful geometric skeleton, outlined 
the majority of the interstices. Those he left out were avoided on 
purpose, either because they were too small or they clarified the star 
polygons at the repeat units' centres by isolating them from the other 
concentrations. He chose to decorate the outlined interstices with 
simple trefoils, double trefoils, half -palmettes and two varieties of 
cinque -foil: all of them well known elements in the stone carving of the 
period. I found no evidence of any kind on the shaft indicating the 
application of gold leaf or paint. 
7.09 The Geometric Sauare. (Drawing; 90)_ 
At the same height as the inscription panels and below the mugarnas on the 
Gateway's left and right sides are identical geometric squares. Their 
design is based on the octagonal star (or then 2 system of proportioning).* 
Again an error on my part was advantageous; in Figure 30 the completed 
repeat unit is reproduced with additional dotted lines. These lines I 
first considered to be correct as they joined obvious points, the apex of 
the/ 
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Fig.30. Geometric Square on Gateway: showing anticipated and actual points. 
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the inner octagonal star (A) and the intersections of the outer octagonal 
star (B). When compared to my squeezes this proved to be wrong, it 
narrowed the interstices housing the vegetal elements. The correct width 
of the interstices was attained by drawing the line from A through the 
intersection C, this line also improved the pointedness of the quarter 
stars. 
Only the interlaced solid geometric line and the thin interstices along 
the square's sides were left to show the stone's natural colour. The 
eight petalled rosette at the centre of the design is in gold leaf over- 
drawn with blue lines outlining the petals. The arabesque interstices 
are covered all over in a dark red paint, and the "fan" shaped interstices 
between are lime green. Gold leaf traces occur in the inter- carved 
quarter stars at the square's corners. 
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8.00 THE 'MIHRAB' PANEL ON THE REAR WALL (Drawing 91) 
The subject of a mid b portrayed on a panel on the rear wall is not 
unique to this specific Minbar, 1 but it is most often used as a decoration 
appropriate to prayer carpets. Prof. Ettinghausen, in one of his 
articles when discussing the ancestry of the Kufesque motif and how it can 
be forgotten, wrote: 
"There are others where the content of an incipient symbol 
became lost while the outer form remained either to become 
devoid of meaning or to be combined with other concepts of 
a different nature. The mosque lamps suspended in the 
mihráb -like arches of prayer carpets are the best -known 
examples. They originally reflected Verse 35 of Sûra XXIV 
which states; 
Allah is the light of heaven and the earth; a likeness 
of his light is as a niche in which there is a lamp, 
the lamp is in a glass and the glass is as it were a 
brightly shining star .... 
Later on the light - carrying lamp became a flower vase and it was 
eventually placed on a saucer at the bottom of the arch ...." 
The'Mihrab' panel therefore combines the original concept with the later 
version of the theme using the background arabesques. 
8.01 The General Divisions 
Like a piece of string with end loops locked together, the panel's border 
has at its top centre an interlace locking its two end loops together. 
The lower lines issuing from the interlace create a horseshoe arch. 
Margins on the same plane as the rear wall's general surface define the 
border and separate it from the more deeply cut decorative areas. The 
margin surrounding the mihrab area is continued down from the arch's 
zenith into the lamp, it also extends into the paired candles and their 
candlesticks. 
A number of people have suggested to me that the paired objects represent 
cyprus trees, a motif closely associated with prayer carpets and Islamic 
tile work, but of course I had to disagree with them on four accounts. 
Firstly,/ 
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Firstly, if they were representations of trees why do they grow out of tubs 
instead of a straight line symbolising an earthen surface? Secondly, 
Fehervari postulated that candlesticks with some exceptions 'rigidly 
adhere to a canon according to which the overall height is equal to the 
diameter of the base, and the side of the socket and the body is concave 
in profile', a description that fits perfectly the candlesticks of the 
'hihrâb' panel. Thirdly, in a comparison between the bases depicted 
in the panel and the candlesticks presented by Qáytbây to the Shrine of 
the Prophet at Medina in 887/1482-83, which is the year preceding the 
construction date of the Minbar, the similarities are indisputable.4 My 
fourth reason concerns the significance of incorporating candlesticks 
inside a mihre.b in addition to the lamp: candles are sometimes placed 
outside actual mihrabs to light them, 5 just as lamps can be found hanging 
from the centre of a mihráb's arch; by placing them within the ' Mihrab' 
panel the intention may have been to strengthen the symbolism of 'a like- 
ness of his light is as a niche'. 
8.02 Vegetal Forms in Outline (Drawing _91) 
If the arabesques are divorced from the lamp and the candlesticks and the 
inter - carving is dismissed from the border's arabesques their curvaceous 
tendrils and leaves are exposed. By reducing the arabesques to their 
outlines and so enabling their shapely forms to be considered alone, is 
not to diverge from the actual methods employed by the craftsman, as I 
will explain later. So, by separating the component parts of the panel 
we find that the seemingly wild and uninhibited curves closely relate to 
the general divis ions of the mihrab area, that the nodal points are 
incorporated into the bodies of the lamp and the candlesticks, and that 
there are two independant arabesque systems in operation; the larger 
system covers those spaces above and between the candlesticks while the 
other, smaller system extends along the area's base and up into the bodies 
of the candlesticks. 
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In the upper reaches of the larger system, although symmetry is maintained, 
there is a noticeable deterioration in the fluid character of the curving 
tendrils. As the arch narrows and the spaces between it and the lamp 
contract the curves are harsher and more abrupt creating an effect like a 
mass of spaghetti. 
The symmetrical smaller arabesque system is actually composed of three 
separate systems. The most important of them consists of palmette heads 
surrounded by a "collar" which can be imagined as continuing down behind 
the candlestick's base -line to form swags. The two other systems are 
rather like the numeral 3 lying on its left side, or are like croquet hoops 
pushed into the top of the lower border, these two identical systems are 
combined with the former system to create an impression of symmetry below 
the base-line of the candlesticks, and also to retain the correct balance 
between the arabesque lines and their background spaces. 
On the line of the mihrab area's sides are "locking" or "linking" devices, 
one pair is level with the candlesticks and the other pair is level with 
the springing of the horseshoe arch. One interpretation of their function 
is that they act as bonds between the mihráb's flat -carved arabesques and 
the inter -carved arabesques of the borders, but this interpretation cannot 
be easily upheld in view of the differences in the levels of the relief 
planes belonging to the two systems, and the visual differences produced 
by inter -carving and flat- carving which help to dispel the idea of bonding, 
instead they reinforce the effectiveness of the margin in its containment 
of the mihráb's flat -carved arabesques. (It will be demonstrated later 
that the original intention of the designer was to have had inter -carved 
arabesques instead of the existing, had this intention been completed then 
the foregoing interpretation would have had to be reversed to take 
account of the bonding notion.) The second interpretation I wish to 
consider concerns a greater honesty in the design. The "linking" 
devices/ 
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devices were employed by the designer to overcome any awkwardness arising 
from the juxtaposition of the centrally orientated and curving tendrils 
and the straight sides of the panel. Therefore I interpret the devices 
as space fillers that were essential to design whether it was flat- carved 
or inter - carved as was originally planned. 
Another 'linking' device is used as a collar enclosing the palmette head 
in the lamp's body, I feel that there was an intention on the part of the 
designer that this collar should rise upwards behind the outline of the 
lamp's body and into its neck to terminate in a fleury head. Had this 
intention been fulfilled the presently well defined outlines joining the 
neck to the body would have been deranged. 
8.03 The Stone Carving Sequence. 
The flat- carved arabesques provided me with an extremely crucial key to 
help me unlock and rediscover some of the ideas, reasoning and understand- 
ing of the craftsmen in the late Mamltxk period. Also, it provided me 
with indisputable evidence which can only strengthen my notion that there 
are no significant conceptual differences separating flat -carved forms from 
similar inter- carved forms. The discovery I ml de was the existence of 
dark blue or black painted construction lines to the flat -carved arab- 
esques which appeared when the stone was damp. Utilising the construction 
lines one can now strive after an appreciation and understanding of the 
craftsman's aesthetic feel for his subject in addition to a reconstruction 
of the (logical) order of his tasks. 
Imagine this medieval master confronted by a prepared but blank s tone 
surface and in his hand some form of drawing or sketch illustrating 
sufficiently the proposed decoration. Surely his first step was to find 
the main axes of the stone, especially the vertical central axis on which 




lower lines of the panel would fall. After these decisions had been 
made the general divisions of the panel, the margins, the lamp and the 
candlesticks could be constructed and finalised before being marked out in 
painted lines of uniform width. This uniformity of line seems to have 
been of great importance, as in the later stages when the stone was out 
back the areas of high relief were defined by the edges of these lines. 
At this point the mihrab area is cut back to a constant depth leaving the 
painted lines, the new surface is smoothed and dressed in preparation for 
the next marking out operation. Similarly the spandrels are cut back to 
approximately the same depth and their new surfaces prepared. The 
craftsman is now ready to embark on the drawing out of the outlines of all 
the arabesques, including those in the borders, and the chinoiserie 
flowers of the spandrels. Having completed this last task and satisfied 
himself that the balance of the design is correct, with especial reference 
to the positive to negative ratio of outlined forms to the spaces backing 
them, the uniform lines defining the inter- carving could then be drafted. 
With the exception of the areas so far cut back from the panel's general 
plane the craftsman has still the option of changing or modifying his 
design by simply bleaching away his painted lines thereafter drawing new 
ones in their stead. Like the earlier painted construction lines their 
width remains constant and the craftsman m rks up to them on both sides to 
give the completed relief lines the consistency required to make them 
legible. 
The Coiaposite Design. 
With the conclusion of the above tasks we are given a rare glimpse of the 
aesthetic "feel" of a highly -skilled medieval craftsman. He actually 
completed drafting in the lines for the inter - carving of the mi area's 
arabesques; they appeared while I was peeling off the paper squeezes and 
the stone was still damp. I must therefore conclude 
that flat- carved 
arabesques/ 
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arabesques were to be taken further and were to be inter -carved; I can 
also state that the arabesques were to be interlaced, at some overlap 
points the upper and lower tendrils can be identified, there is even an 
example of the "half -overlap" where the curled tip of a leaf is first 
taken under a tendril and then brought over it rather like threading the 
eye of a needle. I judge from this important piece of evidence that 
having completed the inter -carved border arabesques the craftsman 
realised that if he was also to inter - carve the mihr.b area's arabesques 
the definition, simplicity, clarity and identity of the complete panel 
would be annihilated, thus his solution was that he should stop the work 
instead of continuing with the original proposals. 
If I am right in my reasoning that the craftsman was able to change the 
original idea on aesthetic considerations this gives some indication of 
the regard and respect placed in his ability by some higher person or 
committee. I must rule out the probability of a shortage of money, or 
of time, effecting the final content of this principle decorative area in 
the Minbar. 
8.05 An appraisal of an early illustration. 
Prisse d'Avennes is the only scholar to have attempted to publish details 
of this mihri... b panel and so, unlike others who have only included it in 
deep shadow in general photographs, his is the only illustration which can 
be criticised.6 (Plate LXiVII). My natural reaction is to congratulate 
him for making available to others the general contents of, and impressions 
given by the panel, although I do find fault with him not only in this 
panel but in some of the other decorative areas which will be described 
below. 
In the mihrab panel the details which are inaccurate are as follows: - 
--4--- 
1. Prisse d'Avennes suggests that the panel is raised above the 
general,/ 
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general surface of the Minbar's rear wall. This is not so. 
2. The pointed arch is mistakenly drawn as a circular one and at 
its apex the direction of the loop is reversed. 
3. The borders are decorated with chinoiserie flowers on an "open' 
background in place of the actual closely fitting arabesque 
forms. 
4. In the drawing of the lamp a number of mistakes are incurred: 
the circular body is not separated from the neck or the base, 
nor is the flat -carved arabesque background brought into the 
body or the neck. 
5. A thin border in relief is indicated around the candles which 
does not exist, also a circular knot has been introduced mid- 
way up the candles. 
6. The arabesque decoration in the candlesticks is shown separated 
from the remaining background arabesques, this separation is 
reinforced by two features. The first is that there is no 
indication of the arabesques continuing down behind the base 
lines of the candlesticks to join the lower vegetal forms. 
The second feature could be the mistake of the engraver (but I 
doubt it as the same technique is used in the lamp); it is that 
the arabesques are placed on a light grey background matching 
the colour of the margins, lamp and candles, which is in contrast 
to the darker grounds used elsewhere. I am assuming that the 
gradation of grey indicates the differing depths of relief. 
7. Unfortunately the largest error concerns the background flat- 
carving wrongly portrayed as curving tendrils with chinoiserie 
floral heads and leaves all of them inter -carved, instead of 
the/ 
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the flat -- carved and (interlacing) arabesques. 
Although I cannot explain why Prisse d'Avennes included the above 
inaccuracies I find it interesting that he chose to decorate the borders 
and the mihrab area with chinoiserie flowers, since to my eyes they, of 
all the motifs incorporated into the panel, are the most difficult to see 
because they only appear in the small spandrels tucked into the upper 
corners well above eye height and in the depths of the Canopy's shadow 
where they surrender to the encircling and positively dominant arabesques 
of the borders. 
One other observation deserves to be mentioned with the outside chance 
that it may explain the first inaccuracy listed above. Lying outside 
and parallel to the panel's left hand edge is a short length of painted 
construction line visible only when damp, if Presse d'Avennes did notice 
this he may have mis -read his survey notes when making his final drawing. 
I have not ascertained the exact purpose of this line, it may have been 
an error in the original setting out, but whatever its purpose might have 




THE CANOPY (Drawings 92 -94) 
The Columns 
The Canopy is supported by four octagonal columns, the two along its front 
are full columns, the two at the rear are truncated as they abut the 
Khanagâh's qibla wall giving the appearance of being engaged with it. 
The shafts are enlivened by rings of multi- relief chevrons having a cross 
section formed by two parallel V- shaped cuts. When the capitals and the 
shafts were wet traces of colour became visible; on the capitals a lime 
green paint was seen and on the shafts a red tinge. Regarding the latter 
the redness could have been affected by the heightening of the stone's 
natural colour, but I remain undecided on this point. 
9.02 The Decorated Front Spandrels, 
If we first consider the outlines of the arabesque decoration paying 
special attention to the tendrils it is immediately clear that the spandrel 
exhibits reversed symmetry, it also becomes clear that the "central" axes 
of each arabesque development coincides with the outer vertical sides of 
the spandrels. We find that when the development of the tendrils is 
traced in either direction from the half -palmettes on these axes it is 
found that the arabesque development has only one open ended system to each 
spandrel.7 
The fleury profile given to the Canopy's intrados is like the outline of 
a giant palmette or one of the fleur -de -lis crestings from the Gateway. 
Similar profiles decorate windows and recessed alcoves in, for example, 
the Drinking Troughs of Qiytbáy beside al- Azhar, and in the Northern 
Cemetery near his Mosque and Mausoleum. (Plate LXXV). 
9.03 The Blind CrenAlations 
The positive and negative shapes of the blind creneaations are not 
unusual/ 
238, 
unusual in Mamlük architectural decorations as they are often seen in 
joggled lintels and relieving arches where their opposing forms are 
strengthened by the differences in the coloured stones used. But in the 
case of the Minbar's crenelations they have all been carved out of the 
same stone so the craftsman cut a thin margin around the positive 
crenellations to form a lower central field which was then covered in gold 
leaf on a red bole contrasting with the lime green paint of the negative 
crenellations. 
9.04 The Decorated Side Spandrels 
My first thoughts were that due to the placing of the "central" axes of 
the front spandrels at the corners of the Canopy the spandrels round those 
corners on the left and right sides could be continuations of the open 
ended arabesque systems divided only by the corner margins, but this is not 
the case, the decoration of the side spandrels does differ. 
On neither side are the overall forms of the paired spandrels symmetrical 
although they are similar. The rear spandrels on each side is shorter 
because of the truncated rear columns abutting the qibla wall, plus the 
fact that wider margins separate the decorated areas from the wall. 
On the left side of the canopy the rear spandrel is flat - carved unlike 
the others, when damp this spandrel showed the now anticipated painted 
constructional lines. I think that there had been the intention to inter - 
carve its arabesques, this is given support by the fact that a start had 
been made on the lowest leaf, what stopped the completion of this inter - 
carving remains a mystery, however we can be fairly sure that it was not 
due to a sudden shortage of money as Qäytbây is known to have taken 
extreme action on other occasions to get monies for building.8 A 
plausible explanation might be that the craftsmen were ordered to another 
job and being forced to skimp they chose this spandrel in the hope it 
would never be noticed. It is sad that this masterpiece could be marred 
by/ 
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by this imperfection after the craftsmen had expended so much energy and 
skill, it is a sadder though to consider the damage to their pride and 
self-esteem that such skimping may have caused. 
The arabesque developments decorating the left side's two spandrels are 
similar to each other, each is a single open ended system with a "collar" 
below the half palmette on the "central" axes. 
In the right side's spandrels the collar, found on the left side, is 
substituted for a self- contained system consisting of a bud, bifurcating 
leaves and a palmette head, and is interlaced with the larger open ended 
system. 
9.05 The Decorated Onion Dome (Drawing 94) 
Onion- shaped domes normally cap the minbars of Cairo and occasionally, as 
in this case, they are decorated. Here the arabesque and ribbon combina- 
tion covering the Dome's multi- curved surface is a translation of an often 
seen two -dimensional design that is envoked by the drawn elevations on the 
00 and 0 90 axes. The 'flattened out' version is a true rendering of the 
actual decorative forms drawn from a paper squeeze, (Plate LXXVI), this 
explains the indented shape of the drawing caused by the build -up of 
layers of wet paper on the multi -curved and waisted Dome which when dry 
were impossible to remove without vertical cuts; the cuts were made as 
close as possible to the 2220 and 450 axes to minimise any disturbance of 
the arabesque and ribbon design. 
The flat -carved arabesque forms are organised by the trilobate ribbon 
developments along the 00, 450 and 900 axes of the dome, a feature that 
is immediately apparent, but it was interesting to discover black painted 
lines coinciding with these axes, lines which were not visible from ground 
level. The lines are not like the precise lines noticed on the 'Mihrab' 
panel, they are rougher and broader and so more appropriate to the less 
refined/ 
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refined cutting of the Dome's decoration. From a close examination at 
the junctions of the decorated and undecorated areas it can be gathered 
that the decoration was cut in situ and that either the extention of the 
cut decorated surfaces was inhibited by the proximity of the qibla wall, 
or it was rightly considered that the absence of decoration in those areas 
of the Dome between the 135° axes would be overlooked. 
Once again traces of paint appeared as a consequence of making paper 
squeezes, they provide evidence that the background surfaces were painted 
a lime green on an undercoat ( ?) of a darker green to contrast with the 
arabesques and ribbons which were either left unpainted to show the 
natural golden colour of the Dome's stone, or painted white as suggested 
by small quantities of that colour trapped by surface irregularities. 
9.06 The Dome's Hollowed Out Hunderside. 
As the view of the Dome's underside is restricted to the few privileged 
to stand at the top of the staircase and address the congregation it was 
with some surprise that I discovered a small concave dome resting on four 
shallow pendentives and a drum. Around the drum runs a painted golden 
yellow Kufesque inscription interrupted at regular intervals by floral 
motifs of the same colour. A chamfered neck reduces the diameter of the 
drum to that of the dome whose curved surfaces are painted black and 
orange to simulate the joggled vegetal forms found in certain domes (e.g., 
the semi -dome over al- Ashrafiyya's Portal), even though it is hollowed out 
of one stone block. 
24.1. 
10.00 THE DECORATED PRINCIPAL SIDE PANELS 
10.01 A General Description (Drawings 99 and 104) 
My first consideration should be concerned with the effect the two 
Principal Side Panels might have on the unitiated and initiated observer 
as they are the biggest decorative areas on the Minbar's sides and can 
offer the greatest number of decorative elements. In the mind of the 
unitiated these factors could combine together to produce a grey blur, 
they are too complicated for him to even begin 'wasting' his time on 
coming to some form of understanding, and if he is asked for a reaction it 
can always be cloaked in a defensive veil of polite exclamations on 'its 
beauty and superb workmanship' before hurrying on to the next obfuscating 
artifact. An initiate, on the other hand, may prefer to react in 
silence, remaining mute until the eyes have }.d the satisfaction of per- 
ceiving and comprehending the visual intricacies and the significance of 
the decoration. 
If the decorative stimuli are organised into their Appreciation Levels, 
then the first factors to emerge are that the panels are stone, that the 
carving ignores the stone courses, and had they been inspected in the late 
fifteenth century they would have exhibited red, black and blue paints with 
the possibility of more gold leaf. 
Once the size of the triangular panels is appreciated there must also be 
an awareness of their considerable scale in contrast to other decorative 
areas of the Qiytbáy period due to the ability of a person to inspect them 
at close range rather than being kept at a distance as was usual, and 
there is also the scale relationship to the total size of the Minba r. 
Following on from this the large linked moulding surrounding and containing 
the decorated areas might be recognised, along with an appreciation of the 
inherent properties of a 4.50 isosceles triangle, an appreciation that 




By concentrating on the geometric properties an increased understanding 
can be gained. Figure 31A shows an isosceles triangle ABC with two 
angles at 45° and one at 90° along with the mid -points of the sides D, E, 
and F; when point E is joined to both D and F square ADEF is formed along 
with two identical triangles D and FEC; and by drawing the diagonal DF in 
the square two further triangles are formed of identical size. Tk se sub- 
divisions may seem immensely simple especially as they are drawn in 
Figure 30A without any extraneous details camouflaging them, but it is as 
much due to this simplicity as to any other factor that enables them to be 
applied with success to the design of the Principal Side Panels. If 
these subdivisions are insufficient to delight the mathematically inclined 
there are many more features waiting to be uncovered which should intrigue 
him, but for the moment there need only be added the ratio's of the lengths 
of the lines as given in Figure 31B, including the irrational number of 
root two it being the ratio between a square's diagonal and its sides. 
Those people who would rather ignore the mathematical properties preferring 
to concentrate on the graphical nature of the Principal Side Panels, cannot 
neglect the influence of the mathematical properties over the graphical. 
It must be recognised that the designs are dominated by geometry and that 
within them there are nodes of differing weights and emphasis all of which 
are derived from mathematics. (Drawings 99 and 104). There are major 
nodes (L1 and R1), and intermediate ones (L2 and R2), plus a number of 
minor nodes that need not be identified individually, (Drawings 100 and 
105) and which, when compared to Figure 31 are seen to coincide with 
recognizable points. 
From the above it is obvious that whatever route is taken by an observer 
he must eventually arrive at an appreciation 
of the Principal Side Panels 
through an understanding of their geometry, 
at which point his investigation 
can end, or he can continue further until 









Principal Side Panels. 
244. 
This is at least how I visualise the process, and without the help of some 
text written by a fifteenth century craftsman describing and analysing the 
"Do's" and "Don'ts" of Mamlúk decoration I must hope that my stumbling 
along the road to understanding is in some way related to that taken by 
the craftsman, he began with a theoretical proposal and produced an 
artifact, I begin with the artifact and will try to produce a satisfactory 
theoretical proposal. It must be underlined again, that I cannot be 
dogmatic about the precise order or route taken by someone else since I 
can only represent the order of my own reactions to an artifact, while 
noting the available alternatives. 
Returning to the search for further Appreciation Levels: the first element 
which may be recognised is the solid and interlaced geometric line which 
is essential to the panel's success; next the eye might be drawn to the 
complete major node composed of sixteen large radiating petals, each one 
decorated with vegetal forms. I am now given a choice, either I concen- 
trate on the interstices of the major node's central medallion, or I search 
out the other major nodes. Choosing the latter, the major nodes are found 
along the hypotenuse where they turn out to be semi-sixteen-pointed- 
polygonal-stars with eight petals included in the decorative area. (The 
excluded eight petals can be imagined and then discarded when the 
similarity to the complete major node is grasped). Continuing the investi- 
gation I can return to the intermediate centres, found earlier when study - 
the Panel's geometric subdivisions to look at them in greater detail, a 
quick review establishes that none of them is a complete polygonal star, 
but that they are subdivisions of a twelve- pointed polygonal star with 
decorated petals: in two positions half of the star polygon exists with 
six complete petals, and in another position an example with five complete 
petals plus two half ones, in the ¿5° angles are found eight parts of the 
star polygon each composed of one and a half petals. Extending the 



















































































































































































































































































































together which then link up with the major and intermediate nodes. 
Assuming that the above order of Appreciation Levels is adhere to, and 
that frequent comparisons are made between the Minbar's left and right 
sides, the realisation is almost bound to dawn that each of the features 
so far isolated and described are common to both the Principal Side Panels, 
As the average observer is unable to carry concise mental images he may 
mistakenly consider the panels to be identical in all respects. In 
Figure 32 an attempt has been made to graphically represent the inter- 
relationships belonging to the two panels, note that their order is 
consistent with the order of the Appreciation Levels and also that this 
diagram is intentionally composed to illustrate the inconcise images which 
predict that the Panels are identical and which are caused by neglecting 
the more detailed elements. Any further explorations into the hidden 
qualities of the Principal Side Panels require them to be considered 
separately. 
The previous paragraph concentrated on the negative aspects associated 
with the features which appear to be common to both Side Panels, if 
instead the positive qualities are considered then they can be seen as 
the visual expression of the craftsman's skills not simply his ability 
to carve well, but his inventiveness in combining similar sets of polygons 
beautifully but with different results, and his masterly sense of 
illusion, a quality he uses to great effect when it canes to the balustrade 
panels. 
10.02 A Comparative Analysis 
Had the choice been made earlier to attend to a detailed analysis of, for 
example, the major node and the Central Medallion on one or other side 
without any attempt at a general investigation the affinities in, and the 




elements might have remained in obscurity. However, this was not the 
case and as a result the details belonging to the individual Panels can be 
seen in the well defined context of one decorative area and at the same 
time they can be placed into a freer context embracing the two decorative 
areas. With this purpose in mind the extremely detailed material is best 
set out in tabular form, and as the Appreciation Levels have been proved 
to be a useful vehicle they shall be continued in the following order: 
a) Painted Areas 
b) Visual Identities 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 Earlier Analyses of the Principal Side Panels. 
The first and the most perceptive of the analyses is that of Prisse 
d'Avennes which concentrated on the visual qualities and impressions 
expressed by the Left Panel, this was followed by the geometric analyses 
of Bourgoin and more recently by Hankin. None of these scholars provides 
a satisfactory explanation of the methods used to convert the craftsman's 
original idea into the finished stone design; Prisse d'Avennes disregards 
this topic, and although the others by studying geometrical constructions 
and techniques must have been seeking the definitive answer they did not 
succeed in finding it, nor to my own regret does this study supply a 
final answer. However, the three geometrical analyses do provide valu- 
able comparative material showing how the same basic information can be 
interpreted in a variety of ways. 
i.l Prisse d'Avennes includes all of the elements belorgirg to the Left Side's 
Principal Panel within a square (equivalent to the area of Ll's Repeat 
Unit). 
1 
(Plate LXXVII). He portrays accurately the geometric skeleton, 
with the reservation that the tinting technique used to represent the 
lines enlarges them so that they seem to embrace the shadow lines which, 
with a certain abruptness, separates them from the interstitial backgrounds. 
He interpreted correctly the broad categories of vegetal elements, their 
distribution and their shapes as well as those of the Central Medallion. 
Unfortunately there are a number of deficiencies in his detailing of 
these elements caused perhaps by the notational method adopted by him to 
describe and depict in the most economical way the forms he saw. I 
suggest that with him, as with any other person truly conversant with a 
decorative style, there is a direct relationship between the brevity and 
effectiveness of his notation and his ability to appreciate, recognise, 
analyse and interpret objects with feeling: ironically if he had not 




immediately the visual images offered by the Panel, and consequently he 
would have had to spend time puzzling over the details before drawing 
them. 
He recorded the self- contained arabesque systems with two palmette heads, 
and the inverted bottom bud in the central star polygon's petals; but he 
did not note the bottom single leaves, the side leaves or the extensions 
to the top palmette. Did he exclude those minor details because he 
appreciated that they were incidental to the visual needs of the inter- 
stitial design? If he did then he was following the medieval craftsman 
who on occasion ignored the same details as if he too considered them as 
being incidental to the spirit of the vegetal form, and that he only 
incorporated them to fill -out the design and provide a satisfactory 
aesthetic balance between the positive (vegetal) and the negative (back- 
ground). In addition Prisse d'Avennes disregards the semi -vegetal forms 
with the bifurcating lower leaves and shows a preference for the more 
commonly used side buds. In the Central Medallion he recorded the upper 
arabesque system and the back to back C- curves of the intermediate plane, 
but when he attempts to describe the manner with which the shadow star's 
points are filled he once again submits to his proclivity for chinoiserie 
flowers over the arabesque. 
If one conclusion has to be drawn from Prisse d'Avennes' illustration it 
is that it conveys generally accurate information gathered by an expert 
with a trained eye and that without actually reproducing the panel's 
details with all their blemishes he produced a more detailed and clearer 
image than could be achieved by a good photograph. 
Bourgoin published a most useful collection of 190 geometric designs along 
with their constructions and grouped in accordance with their geometric 
families: hexagonal, octagonal, dodecagonal, combinations of two star 
polygons, combinations of squares and octagons, combinations of three or 
four/ 
272. 
four star polygons, heptagonal and finally pentagonal designs.2 For a 
fuller appreciation of Bourgoin's 'Le Trait' we are indebted to Keene who 
endeavoured to identify in situ the geometric decorations on which Bourgoin 
based his constructions, and having identified them Keene places any 
duplication of a specific construction in chronological order.3 
Keene recognised Bourgoin's numbers 133 and 134 (reproduced here as Figures 
35 and 36) as illustrating the geometry found decorating the Principal Side 
Panels of the Minbar.4 If the two Figures are compared to the Repeat 
Units Combined (Drawings 100 and 105) it is revealed that Bourgoin formal- 
ised and rationalised his geometric constructions causing disturbances 
about the major, intermediate and minor nodes as well as imposing a 
symmetry and regularity on the liminal interstices.5 
What then are the differences produced by Bourgoin's rationalisation and 
highlighted by a comparison of his number 133 with the Right Side's 
Combined Repeat Units? The most noticeable concern the major node, the 
equivalent of R1, the diameter of its nucleus' star polygon is reduced 
with a complimentary increase in the lengths of the petals and of the 
quadrilateral interstices between them and the latter's increase causes 
the depths of the wedges to be reduced. These deviations follow directly 
one of Bourgoin's most subtle and constant rationalisations, he positions 
on the same line the mutual sides of the rays and petals with those dia- 
gonally opposite them when in fact they are splayed. It might be mis- 
takenly presumed that Bourgoin's lines are splayed but this is an example 
of the well known visual illusion which alters a shape by superimposing 
it on a specific background, it is often illustrated as a circle with 
radiating lines over which are placed a pair of parallel lines, one on 
either side of the centre, to produce the illusion of the parallel lines, 
curving away from each other. At the intermediate nodes, the equivalent 
of R2, again Bourgoin disrupts the actual proportions by correcting the 
splayed/ 
273. 
Fig2`ï. Bourgoin's Geometric Construction 133 the equivalent of the 
Principal Panel on the Right Side. 
2 74 . 
Fig.36. Bourgoin's Geometric Construction 134 the equivalent of the 
Principal Panel on the Left Side. 
275. 
splayed sides as well as compressing the wedges' heads and shortening the 
pointed spindel- shaped interstices joining the petals of the major and 
minor nodes along the axes of their centres. His various corrections 
forced him to abandon his program of regulating elements and create in the 
minor nodes a greater irregularity in the hexagonal petals while reducing 
the nucleus' heptagonal star polygon to a heptagon with concave sides, an 
illusion due to the angle between each half side being a few minutes of a 
degree off 1800. 
Similar deviations are found in a comparison between number 131+ and the 
Left Side's Combined Repeat Units. In the major node, the equivalent of 
L1, the main cause of the deviations is the correction of the splayed 
mutual sides of the rays and the petals turning them into straight lines 
paired with their opposites. The diameter of the nucleus' star polygon 
is enlarged so shortening the lengths of the petals and rays, the quadri- 
lateral interstices are fattened and the outer points of the rays are more 
acute. Similarly in the intermediate node, the equivalent to R2, the 
nucleus is enlarged and the length of the petals reduced. Bourgoin is 
correct in the orientation of the outer points of the rays, but here it 
seems his desire to rationalise overpowered him. Can we assume he knew 
that in number 133 the petals of both the major and intermediate nodes were 
paired even though in one figure the petal's central axes coincided with 
the main axes and in the other the petals straddled them? If so, having 
already acknowledged the strong similarities present in numbers 133 and 134 
did he decide that similar harmonic variations combined the major and inter- 
mediate nodes of 134? In his plate illustrating number 134 the petals are 
tripled at both the nodes, at one node the petals' central axes coincides 
with the node's main axes, and in the other they straddle the main axes, 
whereas in the actual panel the petals at the major node are tripled but 
in the intermediate node they are paired and in both instances the petals 
straddle the main axes. Other variations of this nature are found in the 
spear-heads/ 
276. 
spear -heads surrounding the minor nodes which are too regular, whilst the 
spear -heads flanking the pointed spindel- shaped interstices are blunt and 
the adjacent pentagons are too regular. 
It is probably only to be expected that in both comparisons the more 
noticeable (and unhappy) deviations occur in the simpler liminal elements 
as they link the more complicated areas together, as they are likely to be 
the last elements to receive Bourgoin's consideration and also because 
they are the simplest elements their visual images are immediately com- 
prehended. 
A most important fact to emerge from the studies of Bourgoin and Keene is 
the close relationship between the Left and Right Panels. Bourgoin in 
his corpus organised the patterns in an ascending scale of complexity 
within each of the geometric categories, thus the Right Panel's geometry 
(No. 133) is simpler than the Left's (No. 1310. Keene then produces 
evidence to show that the geometry of the Right Panel had been used on 
one previous occasion whilst the Left's geometry was a brand new construc- 
tion. Combining these factors I conclude that the Left Panel was 
deliberately created to compliment, and at the same time expand on, the 
geometry of the Right Panel because it had the more important position 
next to the Khánagáh's main mihrab. The idea of the Right Panel acting as 
a point of reference for the more complicated Left Panel is consistent with 
the suggested theme connecting the Khánaq.h and the Minbar, as well as the 
latter's location behind a pillar. (See pp.212 -13). 
03.3 In a paper to the Society of Arts in 1905,7 E. Hankin gives a 'design' 
method for the Left Side's Principal Panel based on an illustration of 
Lane-Poole's. 
8 
As an introduction he explains the circumstances which 
led him to study the subject of complicated geometrical patterns in India. 
'At/ 
277. 
'At length, by a lucky chance, I (Hankin) discovered a clue 
in a small room in one of the palaces of Akhbar, the great 
Mogul "Emperor. Here, nearly hidden by dust and dirt, I 
found the actual construction lines used by the artist some 
four and a half centuries ago in producing an arabesque 
pattern.9 By means of the clue thus obtained, it became 
easy to draw the more complicated of the patterns. The 
clues to the simpler classes of patterns were obtained for 
the most part by observation and measurement.' 
In this context of the practical application of geometry, how successful 
is Hankin's reconstruction of the Principal Side Panel? To find the 
answer his instructions were adhered to and the resulting geometric 
structure superimposed on the actual geometric skeleton achieved after 
taking paper squeezes. (Drawing 101)10. While reproducing Hankin's 
figure it was necessary to alter the sequence of his instructions along 
with some minor modifications if his results were to be regained. (Appendix F) 
Step 1 - With the centres of the major star polygons, A, B and C (the 
equivalent of L1) defined and having drawn the radiating lines of their 
16 -gons the centres N and P (equivalent to the centres of the Minor Nodes) 
are found by bisecting the angles subtended at A, B and C. Step 2 - The 
radiating lines of heptagons centred on N and P are constructed, these 
intersect with the similar radiating lines of the 16 -gons at points E, F 
K, H, and U; EF, KH, and OF become the sides of the regular 16 -gons. 
Step 3 - From the centres R and T (equivalent to L2) the radiating lines 
of dodecagons are constructed to intersect with those of N and P at points 
D and L: DL becomes the side of the regular dodecagon. Step If - Lines 
EF, FU, KH and DL are almost the same length and when joined together can 
form a 'visually' regular heptagon.11 Step 5 - The heptagons enclose 
smaller heptagons found by the intersections of the lines radiating from 
centres N and P. Step 6 - The described circles of the 16 -gons in this 
reproduction are placed at the extremities of the outer sides of the 
petals and at the internal points of the nuclei: these circles do not 
have the same proportional radii as in Hankin's figure but later in his 
construction,/ 
278. 
construction he places the circumferences of these circles the petals 
extremities and the nuclei's points. Step 7 - Each of the sides of the 
16 -gons, dodecagons and the heptagons is divided into three equal parts. 
The points defining the extremities of the petals are now positioned along 
the circumference of the larger described circles along with the marking 
of the points of intersection between the radiating lines and the smaller 
enclosed circle. By joining these points together the lines of the nuclei, 
petals and rays are constructed. 
With the completion of Drawing 101 a direct comparison can now be made 
between Hankin's construction and my own based on the paper squeezes. 
Was it a coincidence that when drawing the points of the rays they meet 
the apexes of the smaller heptagons? This is now revealed as merely a 
coincidence as this meeting depended on the variable radii of the described 
circles and by the fact that in the final analysis Hankin's lines can 
differ dramatically from the actual lines shown in Drawing 101 as dotted. 
This divergence is attributable to Hankin's adherence to the assumption 
that the sides of the three polygons are all divided into three, a con- 
struction he may have adopted from Bourgoin, or because of his obvious 
belief in an underlying symmetry. As a result his liminal interstices 
must also differ from their actual shapes. 
Hankin's real value is his quick and easy method for drawing geometrical 
designs appropriate to the intent and scope of a sketch book, he does 
not provide a method sufficiently accurate to allow any statement to be 
made along the lines of 'This is the geometry of ...'. As such his 
method and results are comparable with those of Bourgoin even though he 
says, 'Bourgoin's drawings are made with a wonderful skill and industry, 
but the description he gives of the geometrical construction of the 
patterns is of little practical use and serves merely to show how his 
remarkable skill as a draftsman has enabled him to surmount the difficulties 
of his task' .12 
279. 
11.00 THE PANELS DECORATING TEE BALUSTRADES 
11.01 Introduction 
The balustrades are enriched by a total of thirteen decorated panels each, 
composed of six squares, two triangles, a central rectangle, and four other 
rectangles.l It is normal that the external decoration of a pair of 
balustrades cannot be seen at the same time and so cannot be compared to 
each other until the observer moves over from one side to the other side. 
This 'separation factor' is used by the designer of Qäytbá.y's Minbar to 
great effect, it produces intriguing liaisons dependant on the previous 
experiences of the observer which are difficult to verify because the 
separation factor is not only concerned with position, but it embraces the 
time lapse from an observation on one side and the verifying observation on 
the other side. During those seconds the mental image of the complete 
panel will blur forcing a third observation on the observer so involving 
yet another time lapse. 
From the primitive appreciation levels an impression can be gained that 
the decorative features of the balustrades are identical and that they are 
symmetrical about the central panels: the irony of this immediate 
impression will become apparent as the descriptions proceed. On attaining 
a higher appreciation level doubts arise over whether or not they are 
identical, and if they do differ how do they differ? Such a dilemma 
invites the enthusiast to continue the search comparing one panel with 
another and trying to evolve permutations which might eventually lead to a 
knowledge of which panels are identical. The interrelationships revealed 
at the higher appreciation levels are represented in Figure 36. 
Much more detailed interrelationships exist which were undoubtedly apparent 
to the designer, they cannot be explained away as coincidences because they 
appear in a well structured and contrived format which can either inhibit 
or/ 
280. 
or lead the observer to a fuller aesthetic awareness. It is the dualistic 





Fig.37. Basic Interrelationships between the Minbar's Left 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Properties of a Decagon. 
Relationship of the transfered Decagón to the Enclosing 
Square. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































12.00 CONCLUSIONS ON THE MINBAR 
From the foregoing evidence it is clear that the Minbar does constitute 
one of the architectural masterpieces of Qäytbay's Reign, not only because 
it is constructed from stone and uses decorative forms consistent with 
that material in preference to those associated with the contemporary 
timber minbars, but also because it interprets some of the architectural 
concepts current at the time. 
On a general plane the decorative areas through their detailing and dis- 
positions reflect and expand on the Khgnagäh's planning theme of apparent 
symmetry leading on to an asymmetry. And, when the individual areas are 
studied in greater detail using methods based on appreciation levels 
decorative grammars are discovered which are compatible with my theories 
concerning the grammars I have highlighted in some of Jerusalem's Mamlúk 
monuments. 
One of my original points concerned the location of the left half of the 
Minbar behind a pier as it seemed uncharacteristic of Qáytbáy who had the 
habit of presenting gifts to existing foundations and having them dis- 
played in a prominent position. Why then did he not give orders demand- 
ing an unobscured view of the Minbar even if it required the blocking up 
of one window in the qibla wall? I concluded that there was some 
significance associated with the location, and although it was untested I 
presumed it might have a bearing on the way in which the Minbar was to be 
read. Later, while discussing the combined evidence of Bourgoin and 
Keene in relation to the Principal Side Panels, it was established that 
the geometrical construction of the Right Panel had been used before in 
Cairo, whilst the Left Panel's construction was new and had been designed 
as a more complicated version of the Right Panel's geometry complimenting 
its more important position on the mihräb side of the Minbar. Thus the 
geometric/ 
301. 
geometric evidence of the Principal Side Panels provides the clue which 
leads to an explanation of the Minbar's location: the unobstructed right 
side should be the starting point of any inspection, and in practice the 
location succeeds in imposing an apparently natural preference onto the 
majority of people to admire the right side before crossing in front of 
the Minbar to check on the other side. 
This movement from one side to the other could be interrupted by the 
attractive Gateway with its engaged columns, inscription and rectilinear 
mugarnas, which it will be remembered involved a variety of appreciation 
levels dealing with three -dimensional, subject and ethnic groupings plus 
the indications that previously there were also colour to be considered. 
From the same position the original purpose of crossing over to inspect 
the left side could be delayed further by the decorated Canopy with its 
Onion Dome and 'Mihrab' Panel on the rear wall, features which could 
introduce to the observer new versions of well known combinations, and 
in the case of the 'Mihrab'Panel there is the additional religious 
symbolism. 
Eventually when the left side is viewed a consideration of the detailed 
interrelationships joining the two balustrades can be begun: 
findings are summarised below, and in Figure 4.0. 
my own 
Panels L1 and L9 respectively, are the left and right halves of the 
same repeat unit and due to transposition they appear reversed, on 
the left L9 and on the right Ll. Panels R1 and R9 are similarly 
transposed. If the interrelationships had ended here they might 
have been classed as 'interesting', but no, the subtle syntax is 
extended to combine together L1 and L9 with R1 and R9 by making each 
pair the negative of the other, i.e., the centre of the left hand 
side's repeat unit forms the corners of the right hand side's repeat 
unit and vice versa. 
Pane ls/ 
302. 
8 &2 2&81 
A A B A B 
i 
Detailed Interrelationships between the Minbar's Left 
and Right Balustrades. 
303. 
Panels L2, L8, R2 and R8 are identical, they are composed of a 
ribbon development backed by vegetal elements. They function by 
providing a necessary and basic stability to the balustrades, and 
perhaps, as they are the same size as L4, L6, R4 and R6 which are 
also composed of a ribbon development and vegetal elements, in the 
early appreciation levels they can be herded together eliminating 
any contrasts which might threaten the casual observer. 
The geometric panels L3 and L7 differed simply by turning their 
respective axes through 90o. Having comprehended this grammatical 
device it enabled me to unravel the interrelated panels R3 and R7 
even though they do not resemble L3 and L7. 
L4 and L6 are identical to each other, as are R4 and R6, both pairs 
are composed of a ribbon development and vegetal elements. The 
interrelationship is analogous to either: the links of a chain 
viewed through a square aperture one link wide, the Left Balustrade's 
panels are seen as two halves of adjacent links, and by pulling the 
chain a distance equal to half a link so that one full link is seen 
equates with the Right Balustrade's panels; this might be classed as 
a dynamic interpretation. Or, each of the left and right panels is 
imagined as being in two halves and in their combined forms they 
provide the two possible arithmetic permutations. 
The equilibrium of the balustrades' designs are balanced about 
fulcrums supplied by L5 and R5 whose design structures are the same. 
No mention has so far been made regarding the panels A and B, which 
are left and right handed versions of the same chinoiserie design. 
When looking up the balustrades they appear in the same sequences, 
although in Figure 40 they are seen as mirroring each other. The 
reason they have been left to the very end of this study is that 
they/ 
304. 
they act as punctuation marks; they are essential for the recall of 
a panel's relative position on one balustrade when comparing it to 
its opposite number, and they are also essential in defining the 
extent of the phrasing within which ecific syntactical forms are 
at play. 
The 'Basic Interrelationships between the Minbar's Left and Right 
Balustrades,' Figure 37 (p. 281A), symbolised the preconceptions a person 
might have after looking at a number of other minbars. The same figure 
attempts to illustrate the interrelationships that could be identified by 
those not cowed into submission by prolific decoration, but, it is at 
this stage in the search when, because of the time lap separating the two 
sides, complications arise to make positive identification difficult. 
Figure 4.0 sets out the detailed interrelationships which can eventually 
be identified by those who do persevere. 
li quick comparison of the two figures, 37 and 4.0, demonstrates just how 
primitive the first is, and as this approximates the achievements of the 
average visually aware person it suggests that maybe the full potential 
of Mamlûk decoration has not been realised. However, if the connections 
across the Minbar are completed I submit that an understanding of the 
Minbar's relationship to the Khá,nagáh is greatly enhanced and that at 
least a beginning has been made on the way the Minbar was viewed by the 
Suffis who inhabited the Khánagäh. 
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they at as punctuation marks; they are essential for the recall of a 
panel's relative position on one balustrade when comparing it to its 
opposite number, and they are also essential in defining the extent of 
the phrasing within which specific syntactical forms are at play. 
The 'Basic Interrelationships between the Minbar's Left and Right 
Balustrades,' Figure 37 (p. 281A.), sy bolised the preconceptions a person 
might have after looking at a number of other minbars. The same figure 
attempts to illustrate the interrelationships that could be identified by 
those not cowed into submission by prolific decoration, but, it is at 
this stage in the search when, because of the time lag separating the two 
sides, complications arise to make positive identification difficult. 
Figure 40 sets out the detailed interrelationships which can eventually 
be identified by those who do persevere. 
A quick comparison of the two figures, 37 and 40, demonstrates just how 
primitive the first is, and as this approximates the achievements of the 
average visually aware person it suggests that maybe the full potential 
of Mamliuk decoration has not been realised. However, if the connections 
across the Minbar are completed I submit that an understanding of the 
Minbar's relationship to the Khänagáh is greatly enhanced and that at 
least a beginning has been made on the way the Minbar was viewed by the 
Suffis who inhabited the Kh7naci5h. 
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13.00 THE COIvTCLUSION 
In this study I have attempted to reproduce the design procedures likely 
to have been followed by the Christian architect and his team when planning 
al-Ashrafiyya and its decorative areas. Overwhelming support at all levels 
has been found to support the generally accepted belief of Unity in Islam. 
The evidence indicated that this Unity in the architectural context does 
not suddenly end at some arbitrary point during the planning sequence, 
instead it extends to the apparently simple and insignificant details. 
It has also become clear, through a use of appreciation levels, that the 
design concepts controlling decorative areas were conceived in visual, not 
verbal, terms except in two notable instances; al- Ashrafiyya's brass door 
revetments, and the stone Minbar's 'Mihräb' panel. 
The contemporary sources supply invaluable historical and descriptive data; 
they provided the dates associated with al Ashrafiyya's checkered building 
history ending with its completion in 887/1482, and the physical framework 
which has to be satisfied by the architectural restoration. They also 
helped to identify, and occasionally explain the pre- al- Ashrafiyya features 
incorporated into the final structure, they also supplied evidence on which 
I calculated the date of the major earthquake as 952/1545. 
The sources, however, can only supplement the architectural evidence pro- 
vided by the actual ruined monument, if this is misunderstood any attempt 
to seek a responsible restoration will fail. A classic example is given 
by al-Ashrafiyya's only previous 'architectural' study where a ludicrous 
height is suggested for the restored east elevation, a height blatantly at 
odds with the Madrasa's existing details. Fortunately this is an aberra- 
tion in the annals of architectural history where high standards are 
generally maintained, but it does underline the importance of a meticulous 
survey on the extant structure. 
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Even on the briefest acquaintance al- Ashrafiyva is, by any standard, a 
valuable repository of high quality stone decoration, and if this is com- 
bined with a fore -knowledge of the important monuments in Cairo at that 
time it is evident that al- Ashrafiyya is on a par with any of them. It 
might not be as extensive as some of the Cairo complexes, but what remains 
of its decoration demonstrates that it was more finished, and without doubt, 
had a greater variety than either Qâytbáy's Mosque and Mausoleum, or his 
Mosque at Qalc et al- Kabsh, the two buildings most closely paralleled by 
al- Ashrafiyya. The calibre of the craftsmen was superb and if one has to 
choose a detail to illustrate the point I would cite the delicately carved 
joggled relieving arch above the Recessed Portal's door opening, (Drawing 
56) but this choice should not devalue the mugarnas, voussoirs, vault 
centres, lintels and spandrels, whether painted, gilded or natural stone, 
they are all first rate examples of the carver's art. 
It is to be presumed that the decorative qualities of al-Ashrafiyya were 
esteemed by the Ottomans, otherwise the expensive conservation measures 
undertaken after the earthquake of 952/154.5 would not have been contemplated. 
It is conceivable that on grounds of safety the arched openings of the 
Madrasa would have been blocked -up and the irregularities along the wall - 
heads levelled off, but to take doon the decorated pointed cruciform vault 
centre of the Porch and later replace it after reconstructing at least 
twenty five per cent of the fan vault, and disguising the new stones with 
red and cream paint to imitate the original ablaq, this must be indicative 
of their appreciation of its beauty, especially as after the earthquake al- 
Ashrafiyya could no longer function as a madrasa. 
The first conclusions provided by my restoration of al- Ashrafiyya concerned 
its site. Through a historical coincidence Qáytbáy, the Prince of 
Builders, was offered the original madrasa on this prime wite within al- 
Haram al- Sharif the Third Shrine in Islam. It was almost 
adjacent to, and 
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was certainly as near as any building bounding al -Haram could be to the 
Qubbat al- Sakhra; it included stupendous views covering most of al -Haram 
and extending across the Kedron Valley to the Mount of Olives; it was 
also beside the Bab al- Silsila (Gate of the Chain), the entrance to al- 
Haram at the end of the City's major west -east artery. We know that when 
Q ytbáy visited the site in 880/1475, by which time a new madrasa commis- 
sioned by him had been begun, he did not feel the madrasa at that time was 
commensurate with his royal status, thus later on he ordered its demolition 
and eventually dispatched a team of craftsmen from Cairo to implement his 
orders and construct an imposing edifice along Cairo lines. 
Faced with this requirement to provide a Cairo type structure the first 
endeavours had to focus on ways in which the site could accept such a 
structure. This was solved by extending the Western 1?3.zra 's roof into 
al -Haram using an elevated platform. The platform had the advantage of 
raising the proposed madrasa to approximately the same level as the Upper 
Terrace and so in full view of the Qubbat al- Sakhra. The idea of an 
elevated madrasa was new to Mamlük architecture, if those raised up half a 
dozen steps or so are discounted, it therefore introduced a new architec- 
tural concept, a processional way which led a visitor through a number of 
interesting spaces, then up a grand staircase (which was completely at 
variance with the normal narrow and steep stairs compressed into the corners 
of Cairo structures) to the Courtyard at the Riwá.q's roof level. 
This easterly expansion into al -Iiaram must have been calculated with 
reference to the north -south site dimension, restricted by the Madrasa 
cUthmániyya and the Minaret Bab al- Silsila in view of the results of the 
Primary Geometry. (Drawing 18). The Primary Geometry, based on a 
Generating Unit equal to 7.20m, established simple geometric relationships 
the Mamlúk designers could not have failed to notice, in fact, they are 
too numerous to be coincidence; I am convinced that they were conceived 
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as the basis of al- Ashrafiyya's architecture. The conclusive proof is 
that they can be translated by way of the GU from the graphic geometry 
into metric measurements that either coincide exactly with, or deviate by 
two or three per cent from the actual measurements of my survey. 
The Primary Geometry automatically extends into the detailed geometries 
controlling the widths and positions of the window openings, as well as 
the Madrasa's mihrab. Perhaps before the detailed geometries were con- 
solidated the Primary Geometry was extended to the ground floor plan, 
which, although of secondary importance, did require to function in unison 
with the first floor. Again the number of coincidence at this or the 
later detailed levels argue for an overall controlling geometry based on 
the GU. 
It seems logical that the proportional geometries used with success in the 
horizontal designs are extended by applying them to the vertical architec- 
tural elements. This was proved to work for the existing external 
recessed windows and doors of the Courtyard, and for the ground floor's 
wall surfaces. This led on to the conclusion that a tripartite relation- 
ship existed between the proportional system's geometry in plan, its use 
in the control of elevational treatments, and thirdly, its relationship to 
the heights of the stone courses. 
The certainty that a relationship had been positively identified between 
the proportional geometry and the stone course heights was of considerable 
import as it enabled the tabulation of the number of courses used to con- 
struct architectural elements culled from contemporary Cairo structures, 
the elements being chosen for their relevance to al- Ashrafiyya; external 
recessed windows, the great arches and side walls of sahns, etc. Using the 
external windows as a control since in the Cairo examples variations in the 
number of courses were minimal, the different elements were compared to the 
number of courses in al- Ashrafiyya's elements. On this basis the number 
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of restored course heights for some of the elements were deduced, others 
were found with the assistance of some of the debris reused in the re- 
built areas of al Ashrafiyya. The Sahn's lantern was an exception, it 
was modelled on the lantern of the Mosque and Mausoleum of Qáytbáy where 
the sahn had a dimension just 0.07m larger than the west -east width of al- 
Ashrafiyya's Sahn. 
The Loggia's design solution was more complicated.: the texts described it 
as having three arches and two marble columns, a description applicable to 
a number of arcaded windows surrounding al- Haram, or it could equally be 
applied to the few arcades dividing sahns from their iwans in Cairo; these 
at least were the two possible models. However my design essays revealed 
that the Jerusalem and Cairo arcades when drawn to the same scale had 
basically the same proportions, proportions which were incompatible with 
the number of stone courses and wall heights I had conjectured for al- 
Ashrafiyya's other elements. The solution was eventually suggested by 
the large external loggias present in some of Cairo's buildings, such as 
the House of Qiytbiy, and when this design solution was integrated with 
the previously restored sections of al- Ashrafiyya's external and internal 
walls the proportions of the arcades were found to comply with the GU. 
With the Loggia's design solved the restoration of al- Ashrafiyya was com- 
plete. It provides a unique solution founded on an amalgamation of the 
historic sources, detailed surveys, and comparative analyses biased towards 
Cairo's architecture rather than parochial Jerusalem since it was obvious 
that al- Ashrafiyya followed the pattern of the sophisticated imperial 
complexes of the capital city, a result which must have satisfied Qaytbay. 
The extant decorative areas of al- Ashrafiyya are all influenced by geometry, 
it can even be seen to underlie the purely vegetal compositions. These 
geometries naturally related to the overall shapes of the individual decor- 
ative areas, which in turn were related through the tripartite relationships 
back to the general planning arrangements. An example of this is the 
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engaged column to the Porch; its decorated shaft's hexagonal repeat unit 
was directly related to the curvature of the column and to the height of the 
shaft, and by way of the shaft to the width of the Porch's pier which 
approximated the GU. 
Associated with the geometric decoration are the interstitial elements which 
create ripples across the design due to the fluctuations in their positive 
to negative ratios. This positive to negative balance gave rise to the 
idea that the choice of a specific interstitial elements in preference to 
another might be effected by the distance between it and the observer, a 
hypothesis that might in the future be tested in enclosed spaces. 
In addition to the two dimensional decorative areas are the rectilinear and 
curvilinear mugarnas whose repetitive geometrical forms and decorative 
elements react to the changing light conditions to create various three 
dimensional groups, which originally were intensified by the addition of 
colour. 
To understand some, if not all of the above decorative areas I developed a 
method using a sequence of appreciation levels to read the abstract decor- 
ative grammars by graphically recording their characteristics so that they 
could be directly compared with other decorative areas, some of the com- 
parisons will be unproductive, others will build up patterns which express 
the grammatical form. In al Ashrafiyya one grammar was found to link up 
the vault centres beginning with the Porch's and ending at the second top 
landing of the Grand Staircase, at this point the lintels seem to take up 
the 'baton' and continue with it until the final lintel whose 2nd and 
supplementary appreciation levels corresponded to the appreciation levels 
of the Porch's vault centre. I see in this grammatical form a progression 
consistent with my concept of a Processional Way. A much less abstract 
design concept is found in the brass revetments from the Recessed Portal, 
the central field is composed of two inscriptions which, in their combined 
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format, evoke thoughts concerning the centrality of Allah and the earthly 
Lord's duties and responsibilities to Allah. 
There was one aspect of design which could only be assumed from al- 
Ashrafiyya's decoration, it concerns the identities of the vegetal sub- 
groups as recognised by the Mamlaks, the answer I uncovered in Cairo where 
occasionally the sub -groups were juxtaposed: the following vegetal sub- 
groups were isolated; arabesque, chinoiserie, arabesque and ribbon develop- 
ment, chinoiserie and ribbon development, arabesque and chinoiserie. 
My conviction that decorative grammars were planned for in al- Ashrafiyya 
and which were visually related to their context and thereby to the general 
design solution was reinforced by my study of the stone Minbar of QEytbáy 
in the Khdnagâh of Farag ibn Barqúq which provided me with greater insights 
into the grammatical plays indulged in by late Mamlúk designers. The 
Minbar was a product of its context, it reflects the symmetry and asymmetry 
of the Khánagáh's planning arrangements, through the Gateway and its 
Canopy topped by an onion dome there is the invitation to acknowledge the 
symmetry, but this is qualified by the location half hidden by a pillar. 
The Minbar continues in an audacious fashion to reverse the earlier response 
of the observer through the decorative interrelationships on its right and 
its left sides. 
My attempts to reconstruct the design procedures of al- Ashrafiyya have not 
unnaturally highlighted other aspects pertaining to Mamlúk archit ecture, 
some I feel sure could be developed for the profit of the art and architec- 
tural historian. But my great hope is that such studies will, in the 
long run be beneficial to the present -day Islamic communities by impressing 
upon the modern architects in the West, some of whom have never visited an 
Islamic country, but who are designing for the Islamic world, that there is 
a wealth of untapped material waiting to be translated into modern terms 
and so enliven their designs. 
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APPENDIX A: A RECORDING METHOD USING PAPER SQUEEZES 
The Advantages 
A variety of methods can be used to record carved stone decoration; 
plaster- casts, latex moulds and paper squeezes. Plaster -casts have the 
advantage of providing a durable and precise three dimensional replica but 
they are heavy and cumbersome and unless there is an overriding reason 
for choosing them their application in the field is restricted, at the other 
extreme, latex moulds have the advantage of reproducing precise three 
dimensional replicas which can be rolled up and carried in a pocket, but, 
I am informed by others who have used this method that there can be dis- 
colouration of the stone. The paper squeeze lies between the two previous 
methods, it is neither cumbersome nor pocketable, and its three dimensional 
qualities depend on the skill of the recorder and on the type and condition 
of the stone. For the work I have undertaken its greatest advantage can- 
not be offered by the other methods; simplicity of material and applica- 
tion. Its simplicity is recognisable and understood by the most illiter- 
ate onlooker, he '_meows what paper is, he can feel it and tear it if this 
will satisfy his doubts, he knows that water does not harm stone, and if 
he collects the water from his own tap there cannot be any dispute about 
its purity: For these reasons I have been able to take paper squeezes 
even within a mihrab, it is improbable that this could have been achieved 
using the other methods. 
Method 
Over the years my technique has changed little, but my understanding of its 
potential has increased. The equipment and materials required are: two 
flat handle brushes approximately 15cros. long with moderately stiff 
bristles, a bucket for water and large sheets of ' h t u en's Number 2 Filter 
Paper' obtainable from scientific suppliers. Having assembled the equip- 
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ment, the decorated area to be recorded is washed thoroughly with plain 
water and brushed to remove deposits of dust, earth, mosses, etc. 
Although it is not always necessary to squeeze the complete decorated area 
it is essential that the area chosen should include all the decorative 
elements, it is obviously preferable to encompass three or four examples 
of these elements. Once the chosen area is clean, the stone is soaked 
again and the first sheet of paper is immersed in water before it is 
applied to the stone with a gentle stippling action. It is generally 
convenient to cut the large sheets of paper up into sizes which can be 
controlled easily at the top of a seven metre ladder in a blustery wind 
and while stretching out to one side. Having ensured that the individual 
papers overlap one another and that this first layer compie tely covers the 
chosen area, a second layer is applied ensuring that the overlapping joints 
of its papers are staggered with those of the first. The papers of this 
layer are not immersed in water and normally there is a sufficient excess 
of moisture in the first layer to wet the second, if not small quantities 
of water can be sprayed on using a brush. When stippling on the layers it 
is imperative to remove all air bubbles trapped under the layers, this is 
simply done if the stippling action progresses across the area on a constant 
front. 
The majority of Mamlük stone carving only needs two or three paper layers 
to give adequate cover and where the layers are fractured by deeper cutting 
or a sharp arris patches can be applied. If the amount of water used is 
kept to a minimum the drying time of the squeeze is short and the paper's 
fibres keep most of their strength and are less likely to break under the 
stippling. 
A squeeze can be removed while it is still slightly damp and cold to the 
touch, or when it is bone dry; for preference I remove them in their damp 
condition because it is easier to remove or ease away the small areas of 
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paper which are bound to catch on the stone's relief, and also the stone is 
still damp and may show up particles of old paint. Just before removal a 
two -fold advantage can be gained from a quick stippling over the squeeze 
using a dry brush, this can tighten up the impressions of the small details 
by transforming a convex curve produced when the paper was drying into a 
correct concave one; and when it produces a hollow sound the action is 
easing the squeeze away from the flatter surfaces. The actual moment when 
the squeeze is completely freed from the decorated area can be dangerous, 
especially with a large squeeze caught by the wind like a boat's sail and 
falling back over your head and eyes while you are struggling to save the 
squeeze from tearing, if only by its own weight, and maintaining the tenuous 
perch on the ladder. If the squeeze is safely removed and still damp it 
may be turned face down on a dry surface in the sunlight and held down by 
small stones to allow it to dry completely. 
On arrival back in the studio the relieved lines and elements can be picked 
out with felt-tipped pens, preferably not water based inks as they are 
liable to spread. If the original's design was eroded by the elements or 
otherwise damaged to the detriment of the design's impression the three 
layers of paper can be separated to give three chances to retrieve the lost 
elements. A full size tracing is now drawn of the squeeze and then it is 
checked against the original carved area, it is then photographically 
reduced; throughout this author's work the reduced scale is constantly 
1:5. 
If the design is composed of arabesque or vegetal forms the reduced drawing 
can be transferred directly by further tracing to the final drawing on 
plastic sheets. If the design is geometric the process is longer and more 
complicated as all the subtle variations inherent in the carved geometric 
skeleton have to be analysed, thought about and explained as part of the 
eventual repeat unit's structure: these variations are not considered as 
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lapses on the part of the carver from some theoretical geometric 'correct- 
ness', whatever the quality of the decoration it is both foolhardy and 
arrogant to impose some preconceived and overriding blanket decision on a 
design. In my experience few geometric designs taken from an artifact are 
uncomplicated no matter how simple they appear to be. The average time 
taken to establish a particular construction so that the lines are correctly 
orientated through to the drawing up of the final repeat unit is in the 
region of two hundred hours. This may seem to be exceedingly slow but 
each attempt has to be completed in order to identify what elements are 
right or wrong before it can be discarded. If this is till presumed to 
be an inordinate waste of time the prize is an accurate drawing to a known 
scale which can be compared directly with any other example. Consider 
why the epigraphist squeezes a clearly visible inscription instead of 
taking a quick economical and inexpensive photograph, it is because with 
the squeeze he is able to keep a record of the inscription from which he 
could take precise measurements at any time. The same advantages are 
available to the Islamic art and architectural investigator if squeezes 
are made. 
An unusually difficult paper squeeze. 
The decorated vault centre of al- Ashrafiyya's Vestibule is perhaps the 
most difficult squeeze in my experience. It was covered with a black 
encrustation produced by the lamps, which used to hang from the centre, 
this substance included a chemical which burnt the skin and made any 
exposed cut rather painful. Add to this discomfort the fact that the area 
being squeezed was above my head which forced me to look up into this 
dribbling caustic solution and it was far from pleasant. 
Even the act of cleaning the areas was fraught with difficulties caused by 
considerable quantities of brown froth enveloping my brush; in the hope of 
flushing it away more and more water was added, this only exacerbated the 
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condition. Finally, after the froth had died down on its own accord, 
three layers of filter paper were stippled into place on an ostensibly 
clean area with all encrustations removed. Yet, after twenty four hours 
the squeeze's upper layer was as wet as it had been when applied, and it 
was also badly discoloured by brown watermarks. Having made the decision 
to attempt its removal to the outside so that it would dry in the sun, I 
found that the layer next to the stone surface, instead of peeling back 
cleanly, had lost its elasticity, and in some areas had become charred, not 
just discoloured. The result was that it was difficult to remove, even 
with the aid of a penknife, as it was like blackening on the underside of a 
frying pan. 
A second squeeze was successful only because of the first's poultice effect: 
this by- product whereby the stone is cleaned without damage is a further 
advantage. 
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APPPiTDIX B: THE GEOMETRY UNDERLYING THE 
KILiNIYYA'S ELEVATION 
Introduction 
The Mausoleum of the amir Kilàni, c.753/1352, is an unusual building as it 
contains two tomb chambers, and each chamber is given an identical emphasis 
through their elevational treatment, as a consequence the Tomb Block's 
elevation to the Tariq Bab al- Silsila (Street of the Chain) is symmetrical 
about its central axis. The published results included the suggestion 
that this elevation was generated by the width of the Kilaniyya's street 
frontage;1 it is this that I wish to expand and detail more precisely the 
geometry controlling the elevation. 
A_GEE_Site? 
What is the evidence to support the assertion that the Kilaniyya was built 
within a gap site? At the left hand end of the elevation a vertical 
straight joint separates the Kilaniyya's moulded frame or architrave from 
the lower courses of the Kazzaziyya,2 higher up this joint changes course 
to rise 0.20m to the west of the architrave and at least two of the archi- 
trave's stones extend out to this new line. What this means is that some 
of the Kilaniyya's stones were built on its neighbour and therefore the 
Kilaniyya is younger. At the right hand end the evidence is not as 
decisive, it has to rely on the resemblance of the four lowest external 
courses of the Mausoleum of the amir Taz, 765/1361,3 to some of the 
internal masonry which, from an investigation of the tooling and the forms 
of mason's marks, suggests that they form the remains of a structure 
belonging to the Crusades and which defined the site boundary. 
The Geometry. (Figure 41) 
The notion that the elevation was based on a geometry generated by the 
width of the gap site was extremely attractive to me, and it only came to 
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me four years after I had finished surveying the complex and whilst I was 
preparing the publication, I was playing around on a dyeline print when it 
all fell into place, it was so very simple. But it was more difficult to 
prove using precisely drawn geometry because, although the elevational 
elements give the impression that they are symmetrically placed, unfortun- 
ately they are not, even the recessed portal is off to one side of the gap 
site's central point. Nevertheless I have produced a symmetrical diagram 
in which the divergences found in the actual elevations are minimised. 
Diagram A. The width of the gap site is represented by the line AB. On 
AB construct the rectangle ABCD with diagonals at 60 °/30°. Along AB the 
point E is found (BE =BC) and the square CBEF constructed. With centre B 
an arc is drawn from F to cut AB at G. Therefore BG =BF =d (this being 
the ratio of a square's diagonal to the length of its sides - -- Pythagorean 
proposition). The above procedures are repeated with point A as the 
centre to find point Gl. 
Diagram B. From points G and G1 verticals are drawn to intersect CD at H 
and Hl, the diagonals to the rectangles ADH1G1 and BCHG can then be drawn. 
At the various intersections produced by the diagonals of the three rect- 
angles formed so far five horizontal lines can be drawn, aal, bbl, col, dd1, 
and eel. On HHl construct the rectangle HJKH1 with diagonals at 60 °/30 °, 
draw the diagonals HK and JH1 to find the rectangle's central point through 
which the horizontal axis ff1 passes. 
Diaram C. (To increase clarity the diagonals and horizontal lines lying 
in rectangle ABCD in the previous diagram have been removed). 
On JK construct the rectangle JKLM with diagonals at 60 ° /300 intersecting 
at point O. 
Centred on 0 a circle is drawn whose diameter equals the sides of the 
squares ghjk and jklm, the circumference of this circle rests on the 
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diagonals of the square jklm. The length of the circle's diameter and the 
sides of the squares is equal to the distance between the outer points of 
the diagonals' intersection on the line ccl in the previous figure. (This 
relationship can be seen in Diagram D where the diagonals have been reintro- 
duced). Note that in the resulting figure side gh of the lower square 
coincides with AB; note also that as the circumference of the circle rests 
on the diagonals of the upper square the centre 0 is higher than line lm. 
In the final design this combination of a circle and two squares defines 
the recessed portal and its muaarnas head. One might have presumed that 
the designer would have chosen the simpler solution of dividing the distance 
between 0 and the mid point of AB by two, and using this dimension as the 
diameter of a circle centred still at point 0, so that point 0 would have 
become the mid point of the line lm in the slightly enlarged squares below. 
Had this solution been chosen for its simplicity of construction many of 
the relationships which will be identified later would either have been 
changed to comply with this design decision or they would have been ignored. 
An attempt of this nature, where a person imbued with twentieth century 
notions is trying to start from the finished product and work backwards 
through the mental hoops the medieval designer jumped or crawled under, is 
open to criticism, and rightly so, all I can say is that my architectural 
training and experience lead me along a number of lines. Before I sought 
to propound the particular solution I found "worked" I had to discard a 
large number of partial solutions as they led away from the final design 
which I was attempting to harness with a geometrical structure. How much 
more difficult was it for the original designer to make his decisions in 
the opposite direction to my inquiries? Therefore, I cannot discount the 
possibility that the designer accepted first the simpler composition of the 
portal's proportions and carried it forward to the moment of realisation 
that it did not "work" or was aesthetically unpleasing. 
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Diagram D. (The diagonals in rectangle ABCD are replaced). 
The line gh is quartered, and vertical lines constructed at the divisions 
to produce ggl, nni, the central axis ppl, and hhl. Within the square 
ghjk the two central quarters combine to form the door opening. 
On the line Ag a 60 0/30° rectangle is constructed with gq as one of its 
two diagonals. Similarly on line hB a rectangle is constructed with hql 
as a diagonal. When q is joined to ql a new rectangle ABglq is formed. 
Note that if qg and qlh are produced they intersect at the mid point of ML. 
Diagram E. A 60 °/30° triangular grid is constructed utilising the 
diagonals gq and hql and the central point of the rectangle HaHl. Since 
the grid's apex occurs on the central axis and the points g and h are 
symmetrically placed about this axis their distance apart must equal the 
sides of the equilateral triangles produced by the grid. The grid coin- 
cides with a number of points that have already been positioned, e.g. the 
horizontal line rr 
1 
drawn through a number of the grid's nodes and which is 
tangential to the circle with centre O. 
The grid also provides the following three properties. First, two 
vertical axes ss1 and s2s3 on which the tomb chambers' windows and domes 
are position. (The placing of the domes on these axes extends their use 
from the elevation into the plan). Secondly, the vertical lines drawn 
from the first nodal points in from r and r1 respectively define the extent 
of the west and the east tomb chambers' drums. Lastly, the grid also 
controls the basic dimensions for the central window, its mugarnas and the 
smaller flanking windows above the portal. 
In rectangle HJKH1 above the horizontal axis ffl and starting at the central 
point two 600/30° rectangles with a horizontal emphasis are drawn: two 
further rectangles are constructed with the same height of the latter 
rectangles but with only half their widths. These four rectangles 
combine/ 
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combine to form the octagonal drum below the central dome. 
The height of the cornice along the top of the octagonal drum is found by 
lines drawn at 45° from the outer corners of the drum's combined rectangles 
to intersect the diagonals of the rectangle HJKH1. 
From point 01 a semi- circle, tangential to line JK, defines the central 
dome. 
The form of the two side domes is found by describing circles centred at 
points 02 and 03 (the intersections of the line qq1 with ss1 and s2s3 
respectively) so that their circumferences pass through the points along 
ff1 which are the extremities of the octagonal drum. 
To find the depth of the architrave's horizontal member within rectangle 
ABCD: first, draw equal and conjoined circles centred on the central points 
of the rectangles ABCD and HJKH1: second where the 60 °/3o° grid lines 
emanating from the upper centre out the circumference of that centre's 
circle a line parallel to DC is drawn. The distance between the two lines 
becomes the depth of the architrave. The architrave's inner line (parallel 
to DC) turns upward where it coincides with the lines defining the extremi- 
ties of the octagonal drum: meanwhile the architrave's outer line turns at 
the intersections of the circle centred on 01 and the line CD. Thus the 
depth of the architrave is changed, this new depth remains constant around 
the elevation's central pavilion. Observe that the architrave along AD 
and BC is considerably deeper than elsewhere, this is caused by the 60 0/300 
division of the mitred corners at D and C. 
DiaGram F. In this figure the completed geometry and the basic elements 
of the elevation are given; I hope that in the light of the foregoing pro- 
cedures that the smaller elements in Diagram F can be analysed without 
further explanations by me, however a number of interesting relationships 
could be overlooked and therefore require underlining. 
i)/ 
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i) Line aa1 gives the height of the paired windows to the tomb 
chambers. 
ii) Line aal gives the height to the top of the doorway's lintel, and 
therefore to the cut back area between nnl and ppl. 
iii) Line bbl indicates the height of the paired window's lintels. 
iv) Between cc1 and dd1 lie the blank inscription bands which occur 
over the paired windows and across the recessed portal. 
v) Line dd1 defines the springing of the lowest mugarnas course in 
the recessed portal. 
vi) Line eel defines the springing of the second course of mu arnas. 
Conclusion 
Earlier I confessed to making slight adjustments to minimise the differences 
found in the measured elevation, and later while describing Diagram C I 
expressed the possibility of the original designer starting on an idea and 
then discarding it along the road to a satisfactory conclusion, just as I 
have been faced with occasional dead ends travelling in the opposite direc- 
tion. However, it cannot be denied that the elevation is fundamentally 
symmetrical, and that its composition is a simple and satisfying composition 
built of well finished and detailed ashlar. 
The bulk of the elevation is enclosed by the original 600/30° rectangle, 
on top of it is the central pavilion which fulfills two essential functions. 
It allows the tall portal to be introduced into the composition without 
awkwardness, and it adds emphasis to the verticality of the central elements, 
which effect considerably the Kilaniyya's townscape value, as in addition 
to the narrowness of the Tariq Bab al- Silsila a small lane, cAgabat abù 
















































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C: INTERRELATED AND INTEGRATED DECORATION 
Introduction 
A Mamlük architectural masterpiece may be analogous to a complete literary 
work, the first impression is one of overwhelming size closely followed by 
an appreciation of the aesthetic qualities to be found in the structuring 
and content of its chapters and paragraphs. In the case of a building the 
chapters and paragraphs are represented by the easily identifiable and 
recognisable architectural elements chosen from a restricted list which 
includes such features as recessed portals with ogival heads, recessed 
paired windows, crestings, domes, etc. As chapters and paragraphs require 
words, in the architectural context the 'words' are the applied areas of 
decoration formed of geometrical and /or vegetal forms which may be con- 
sidered as an established alphabet. 
In the above analogy an essential element has been forgotten, syntax and 
grammar. It is unthinkable for a linguist to discuss a word without 
attempting to place it in context in order to show how and why it is 
necessary. Unfortunately, in some publications on Islamic art and archi- 
tecture too often the unthinkable happens, decorative areas are illustrated 
and described but with no regard to their provenance, period, or even 
material, and thus if we return to the analogy the decorative areas have no 
grammar. 
Assuredly there are many 'grammatical' structures to be discovered in 
Mamlizk decoration. The following is a description of the first two 
examples I became aware of and isolated, the terms 'Interrelated' and 





At this, the beginning of the search for grammatical structures in Mamlûk 
decoration, I think it is safe to suggest that the simplest grammatical 
structures will be those which involve repetition or symmetry using 
identical decorative units, be they geometrical or vegetal. The next 
class in the grammatical hierarchy may include Interrelated decoration, in 
essence it is the bonding together of a number of decorative areas using a 
common syntax. It requires also from the designer a conscious effort to 
disguise or camouflage the common syntax to such a degree that the final 
composition requires from an observer a positive contribution before he can 
gain an understanding of the interrelationships. 
In the small but well adorned Turba Turkán Khatun, 753/1352 -53,1 are three 
stone panels implanted to the south or .ibla wall, and to the west and east 
walls of the tomb chamber. It is those panels which express the principle 
of Interrelated decoration using a geometric medium; to enable this to be 
understood let us reconstruct a logical design procedure which may be close 
to, if not exactly the same as, that chosen by the designer. 
The Proportions of the Three Panels. 
In each panel the overall dimensions and the general divisions are the same 
and are controlled by the same circle and inscribed hexagon: the diagonal 
of the circle and hexagon provides the overall height of the panel; two 
parallel sides of the hexagon define the position of the panels' central 
decorative fields. As the side of the hexagon is equal to the radius of 
the circle then the combined heights of the upper and lower borders must 
also equal the radius of the circle. The width of the central field is 
equal to a chord joining the hexagon's apexes 2 by 2. If this last 
dimension is added to that of the circle's radius (the combined widths of 
the right and left borders which equal the upper and lower ones) the 
overall width of the panels is obtained. The sub-divisions of the central 
field/ 
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field and borders are found by point joining, the hexagon's diagonals are 
drawn and its apexes joined 2 by 2, the result is a network of hexagons 
which can then be described by circles. These hexagons and circles are 
the size of the generating hexagon and circle, they will become the basic 
repeat units of the final design. 
In the border which surrounds the central field the basic repeat units are 
used to place the border's first sub -division at the point where the panel's 
central axis coincides with the repeat unit's circumference. Therefore, 
this first sub -division or margin is equal to the difference between the 
radius of the meat unit and the apothems of the hexagon. The border's 
second subdividing line is tangential to the circle of the repeat unit 
centred on the corner of the central field: note that these tangents 
create an outer margin equal to 3 of the border which is also equal to 1,/12 
of the overall height of the panel. 
Up to this stage in our reconstruction of the design procedure the similar- 
ities of size, shape and general divis ions belonging to the three panels 
is easily seen. The proportional relationships determining the sub- 
divisions can only be appreciated by those with educated eyes, and even 
they would require a considerable time to discern the common syntax trans- 
ferred through the basic repeat units to the differing geometric designs 
which cover the central fields of the three panels. 
The libla or South Wall's Panel (Drawing 108) 
The Central Field: Of the three designs under investigation this is the 
simplest as it retains the strongest hexagonal influence in its final form, 
(the more diversified a decorated area's geometric shapes become their 
comprehension is less immediate) conveyed by star polygons, derived from 
the repat unit's hexagons, which, when combined together, create small 
hexagons between their points. Visual definition is enhanced by contrast- 
ing the planes of relief. 
The/ 
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The first step required by the design procedure is the division of the 
repeat unit's hexagon by drawing the diagonals and the chords which join 
the apexes 2 by 2. The resulting figure is further divided using point 
joining to produce a regular hexagonal star polygon whose apexes coincide 
with the mid- points of the sides of the repeat unit's hexagon. 
The Border: There are three unequal units; the plain margin separating 
the central field from the decorated area of the border, the middle unit 
which is decorated and the outer unit with a cyma reversa moulding. The 
border's middle unit is decorated with pointed T- shapes which are combined 
to make a zigzag outer profile, this profile is accentuated by the addition 
of a small channel. Up the panel's right and left sides are four T- shapes, 
and along its upper and lower ones are seven T- shapes. The widths of 
these T- shapes are not exact if measured since they are found by dividing 
the sides by 4 and 7 respectively, but visually the difference is inconse- 
quential. Observe that the extremities of the T- shapes' arms coincide 
with the border's major axis. 
The West Wall's Panel. (Drawing 109) 
The Central Field: If compared with the central field of the aibla wall's 
panel the hexagonal content of this design is weaker, and it seems that 
this is effected by the distractions provided by the regular and irregular 
polygons, some bobbin like, created by the overlapping rectangles. Note 
that where the previous panel had hexagonal star polygons, here they have 
been exchanged for hexagons. With the exception of the central hexagon, 
each encloses a carved six petalled patera. Again the diagonals, and the 
2 by 2 chords are drawn for the repeat units' hexagons followed by point 
joining to complete the required geometric figure. 
The Border: Alternating T- shapes placed along the outer and inner edges of 
the middle unit are separated by a zigzagging channel punctuated by circles 
centred,/ 
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centred on each zigzag. Regard the different sizes of T- shape, the small 
on the inside and the large on the outside; this is attributable to the 
relative positions of the zigzagging channel and the puntuating circles. 
Unlike the channel's inner line its outer one is continuous, turning 
through 90° at the edges and arcing around the outsides of the puncuating 
circles. The centres of those circles are found where the middle unit's 
major axis intersects with the line of zigzag channel's outer edge. Thus 
the isosceles triangles, enclosing the large and small T- shapes, are 
respectively formed by the continuous zigzag line and by tangents to the 
punctuating circles. 
As in the 1a wall's panel the sides of the border are divided into 4 and 
7, but with this difference, here the T- shapes occupy 2 divisions not just 
1. At the centres of the upper and lower borders a further modification 
occurs to allow for this double occupancy, the zigzagging channel is stopped 
before it reaches the middle unit's outer edge and it is arced inwards to 
meet a similar arc coming in the opposite direction at the central axis, 
and the expected two inner -T- shapes are removed and replaced by one 
irregular figure which encloses a flat carved vegetal motif. 
The East Wall's Panel. (Drawing 110) 
The Central Field: The hexagonal content in this design is minimal, when 
compared with the two previous panels, for a number of reasons. First, 
the large overlapping pointed quadrilaterals emphasise the vertical and 
diagonal axes of the rectangular area producing initially a puzzling 
symmetry and inverse symmetry which discourage the thought of hexagons. 
Secondly, the 'true' repeat unit for this design is actually one and a 
half times larger than the previous units: this fact, however, does not 
deny the possibility that the designer arrived at the final solution 
combining, as I have done, two differing repeat units based on the 
same inscribed hexagon, there is even the possibility that he first 
constructed/ 
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constructed the final solution within the normal sized repeat unit and then 
scaled it up by a factor of one and a half. Whatever the method chosen he 
utilised at some stage in the design's evolution the, by now, common 
hexagonal network. An impression of the hexagonal content is retained 
through the inclusion of hexagons which enclose smaller hexagons with 
carved six petalled ratera at their centres, although the hexagons occupy 
the same positions within the central field as the hexagons with patera 
in the West Wall's panel their axes have been turned through 900. At the 
centre of this decorative field is a small unadorned hexagonal star 
polygon instead of the unadorned hexagon at the centre of the West Wall's 
panel, but it is similar to the star polygons of the Qibla's panel. 
The Border: Contrasting with the complicated camouflaging pursued in this 
panel's central field the border's decoration displays, with even greater 
simplicity than the Sibla's panel does, its underlying divisions of 4 and 
7 using positive and negative fleur- de -lis which are terminated at the 
corners by square panels with carved eight petalled patera. 
Conclusions 
In each of the three panels which combine to form this grammatical 
structure I propose calling Interrelated decoration are found the following: 
i) The general divisions of the panels are the same being derived 
from an identical inscribed hexagon. 
ii) The inscribed hexagonal repeat units are basic to the three 
central fields. 
iii) The borders all have the identical three units running 
longitudinally with either 4 or 7 divisions to a side. 
Although one of the criteria of Interrelated decoration is that the final 
designs are not identical, there should be in every case some visible key 
directing a viewer to a deeper appreciation and understanding. The 
very 
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first features described above as being common to the three panels were the 
overall dimensions and the general divisions. With hindsight they may in 
this instance be considered as keys, but this acceptance cannot be taken as 
the rule, more often than not these features would be very misleading if 
searching for this grammatical structure. For keys to be effective they 
must be motifs repeated in two or more decorative areas, and even this 
could be misleading. 
The keys discovered in the three panels are:- 
i) In the 11111L1 and West wall's panels. 
a) The similar T- shapes decorating the borders. 
b) the rhythm of the pronounced vertical lines in the central 
fields. 
ii) In the West and East wall's panels. 
a) The similar hexagons incorporating the six petalled patera 
within the central fields. 
b) The identical disposition of these hexagons and patera across 
the central fields. 
T am convinced that decorative interrelationships do form a common bond 
between the three panels, also, I hope that the above resume of a possible 
logical and practical reconstruction of a design procedure is sufficient 
evidence that this form of grammatical structure can and does exist in 
Maraltlk architecture. 
Integrated Decoration 
It can be assumed that every skilled designer takes pride in his work and 
strives for the most satisfactory and aesthetically pleasing solution while 
applying decoration to architecture. He has to consider numerous factors, 
e.g. the distance from the viewer which bears on the size of the component 
parts, the compatability of the proposed materials. We have seen how one 
designer 
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designer in the Mamlúk period utilised the grammatical structure of Inter- 
related decoration to enhance and unify the three internal wall panels in 
the Turba Turkân Khantun and thus extend their aesthetic content. Ascend- 
ing the grammatical hierarchy another class of structure, Integrated decor- 
ation, is discovered. This translates into visual terms the structural 
loads of a particular architectural element. 
The Integrated decoration under consideration is displayed by the 
Romanesque style doorway at the western end of the Turbat Barakat Khan, 
c. 680 -90/1280 -90.2 (Drawing 111). The doorway is recessed with two 
pointed arches, the upper composed of godroons and the lower of chevrons. 
Above the door opening (it is only in the last fifty years that it has been 
changed into a window) is a joggled straight lintel surmounted by a pseudo 
relieving lintel. The recess' outer corners are bevelled with pointed 
terminals. Earlier this century at least one elbowed column existed 
within the recess. However none of the above elements exhibit Integrated 
decoration, for this the hood, impost and jamb mouldings require study. 
The Hood Moulding 
Whether plain or decorated a hood moulding has two roles to fulfill, one 
visual, the other structural. Its visual role is the enclosure and the 
defining of the composition; the structural role is the partial removal of 
the loads from the arch below by conveying them into the abutments. 
The moulding is divided into two decorated fields. The upper one of close 
and deeply cut triangular and lozenge billets gives useful support to the 
overall shape of the hood moulding in its attempt to satisfy its visual 
role. In the lower decorative field S -forms linked together create 
circles, each circle contains four half -palmettes and four single leaves 
with one exception, the small plain circle at the hood's zenith. A feel- 
ing of perpetual movement is communicated by this composition; the circles 
seem/ 
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seem to spin due to the slight curves given to the half -palmettes' longest 
leaves juxtaposed with the floating single leaves. (The singletons may 
either be considered to be at right angles to, or parallel to the half- 
palmettes). The spinning effect develops the tension required to bind 
the S- curves together and give stability to the design. To appreciate 
the subtlety and correctness brought to this design by the designer, 
consider the result had he reversed the direction of the half -palmettes; 
automatically the direction of spin would be reversed to destroy the needed 
tension and give the impression of the S- curves disengaging from one another 
and so annihilating the design's stability. Each space between the 
circles is emphasised by two trefoils asymmetrically placed above and below 
the S- curves, this accentuates the sliding or sideways movement of the S- 
curves. Returning to the triangular and lozenge billets they do not 
express any movement and can therefore be imagined as a chain along which 
the S- curves travel. 
Having completed a description of the various decorative components and 
their movements and remembering the essence of Integrated decoration is 
the expression of the structural loads within the architectural element, 
Gan it be stated that the hood moulding displays this grammatical structure? 
The conclusion must be "Yes ", since the transference of loads is clearly 
expressed by the S- curves beginning at the plain or inert circle at the 
hood's zenith and flowing down both sixes finally turning through 900 to 
continue into the abutment. Note that the direction given to the S- curves 
depends on whether they are to the right or left of centre. 
The Impost Moulding 
The components used in the two decorative fields are similar to those in 
the hood moulding, but their treatment is very different. In the upper 
field the billets have no individuality or movement; they are like a line 
of soldiers shoulder to shoulder each giving and receiving strength from 
his 
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his neighbour's relieved only by their alternating positive and negative 
halves as if the order, "Odd numbers; knees bend and shoulders straight: 
Even numbers; knees straight and shoulders back:" had been given. In the 
main decorative field circles are formed by knotting a pair of continuous 
waving lines, at the centre of each circle is a hole surrounded by four 
small petals and behind them four larger ones divided by lines which 
emphasise the circle's horizontal and vertical axes. A similar hole 
occurs at the centres of the knots which tie the circles together to prevent 
any suggestion of movement. Above and below the knots are symmetrically 
placed trefoils, they too are immobile. 
None of the components described gives any hint of movement; is this con- 
sistent with Integrated decoration? I propose that it is consistent. 
Structurally the impost acts as a solid platform from which the arches 
spring, this has been translated by the designer into bulky, strong and 
immovable components with the added vertical orientation lent by the 
billets. 
The Door Jamb Moulding 
This jamb moulding, at the rear of the recess, has on its chamfered plane 
the main decorative field flanked by double rows of isoceles billets which 
are so small that they amalgamate to form a continuous line. The main 
field has two weaving lines with trefoils and bi -foils placed along their 
inner and outer sides. The effect is passive, neither showing movement 
nor resistance to movement. 
As in the two previous mouldings the question of whether the term Integrated 
decoration is appropriate must be poised. The answer on this occasion must 
undoubtedly be "No ". A jamb moulding acts as the area of transition 
between the wall plane and the opening's darkness, therefore, it has no 
structural function and this surely explains why the designer made his 
design/ 
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design weak and impotent. 
Conclusion 
For any designer to be able to successfully translate the structural load- 
ings in an architectural element into a visual form, and at the same time 
maintaining an aesthetic harmony, is the hallmark of greatness. Consider 
the work of the modern architect and engineer Pier Luigi Nervi, especially 
that for the Rome Olympics, and the acclaim he received - is not the work 
of this anonymous designer just as great? He builds up interest in his 
designs through a series of clues (which in their own right are a fine 
example of Interrelated decoration composed of vegetal elements) to the 
point where the grammatical concept of Integrated decoration is revealed. 
I am convinced that this achievement is, in artistic terms, on the highest 
level, which may explain why I have only isolated this one example during 
my years in Jerusalem and Cairo although I was always on the alert. 
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API'EITDI: D: 2v1AMLUK PORTALS SEEN AS STANDARDISED COMPON:VTS 
Resulting from the relationships which were found to exist between an 
architectural element's proportional geometry and the number of its stone 
courses I decided to look at Mamlúk portals round about the period of 
Qäytbay to see what evidence they might provide. The portals, unlike the 
previous elements come in a great variety of sizes which I find very under- 
standable because they are the elements on a building which express and 
transmit the building purpose, and I believe that now I can gauge the 
quality and quantity of the internal spaces and their decoration from the 
portal. This may have something to do with the work sequence during the 
construction, for it seems that after the 3.121a was orientated correctly 
along with the ïwán and sahn in front of it, the portal was arranged, in 
the latter stages when the carved decoration was to be cut again the iq bla 
was first followed closely by the portal, and therefore if it was left 
unfinished or hurried over one cannot expect that the internal decoration 
is better. Thus portals are characteristic of an individual building and 
any attempt to compare them could be predicted as a failure, but there is 
the ever present 'Unity' to help redeem the study. 
Twenty -two portals of various shapes and sizes are given in chronological 
order beginning at Plate LXKVIII. At this early stage in the development 
of this thought, the indications are that during this period the portals 
were designed using a number of stock components, but the components were 
not based on a measured standard, instead they maintained the same pro- 
portions. 
Imagine, a designer is asked to design a tall narrow portal such as the 
principal entrance to 99 the Mosque and Mausoleum of Qaytbáy (Plate 
LXXXI), he has to obviously include a door opening in the lowest unit 
flanked by the ubiquitous mastabas or benches, and high above them he may 
construct a trifoliated head, the intermediate spaces he will, by trial 
and/ 
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and error fill up with a variety of components until they neatly connect 
his base and top units. If a portal at the other extreme is imagined, 
such as )322 the remains of the Palace of Qansih al -Ghüri (Plate xCIII), 
where he is faced with a very wide portal which has to have a base unit 
with door opening and an upper unit of trifoliated arch he can combine the 
components directly to each other. These components are generally defined 
by either red stone compartmentation or by mouldings, and so when one looks 
at a portal the component parts are obvious. 
To help advance this embryonic idea, six portals have been drawn so that 
the widths of their recesses are constant, and so that they can be overlaid 
on each other. These drawings are found in the back pocket of Volume II. 
I think that the two relationships to notice are: the connection between 
the bottom and top components where the widths of the door opening and the 
trifoliated arch's semi -dome are equal except in 'A' and 'F'; the other is 
that the full height of the door does not necessarily constitute one com- 
ponent, a break generally occurs at the bottom of the lintel's compartmenta- 
tion (this feature is also commonly found in window openings). 
Here I think is a possible line for future research because it may be that 
if the study is extended to portals built at intervals of fifty years, 
before or after qgytgy's Period, changes may suddenly develop in the pro- 
portional geometries which could indicated some new artistic or political 
influence. In my opinion such a change occurs about the time of the 
Ottoman conquest: I would say that Mamlùk architecture from a distance is 
two dimensional, but the closer the observer gets the more three dimension- 
al the architecture becomes, for example the curvilinear mugarnas grasp out 
and entrap space; in Ottoman architecture the reverse applies, from a 
distance it is three dimensional with the walls zigzagging back and forth, 
and the closer in the more two dimensional and flat it becomes, the curvi- 
linear muca ruas have lost their concave character. The Ottoman example is 
a very obvious change, there may be others that are more subtle. 
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APPENDIX E: REPRODUCTIONS OF DESIGNS FIRST EXECUTED DURING THE QAYTBAY PERIO 
The continued influence of Mamlùk architecture, especially that of Qäytbäy, 
on the buildings of Cairo long after the Ottoman annexation of Egypt in 
922/1516 is evident to any visitor. What is not so visible are the changes 
produced by their reproduction and which illustrate attitudes current at the 
time of reproduction. 
An Eased Column 
One design which was copied by later designers in the engaged column on the 
north west corner of 76 the Sabï.l- Kuttàb of Qáytüáy, opposite al Azhar. 
(Plates, LXXXV, XCIV and Drawing 113). The shaft has three decorative 
registers; above the base an arabesque and ribbon development with a 
chinoiserie band separating it from the major decorative area, the geo- 
metrical design above it is another arabesque and ribbon design with its 
own chinoiserie band along its top edge. Around the column's collar are 
the names and titles of Qáytbáy in two lines, and in the rectilinear 
mugarnas capital's cells are vegetal elements. The design whether con- 
sidered in total, or as a number of parts is visually satisfying. 
Both the areas of arabesques and ribbons have a clarity of form enabling 
the individual paths of the systems to be traced easily. Regarding the 
ribbons, they have two angles of slope, in their lower halves it is steep 
and in the upper it is more gentle. Combine this feature with their 
decorative grammar, analogous to a linked chain (previously found in the 
Stone Minbar of Qgytbáy's Balustrade Panels 6 and 4 of the Left and Right 
sides), and the reasons for their visual success are understood. They 
bring the upper and lower portions of the Column in towards the geometrically 
decorated area. It may also be possible to read into their arrangement a 
concentration of forces at the top of the column and their dispersal at the 
bottom. Had their positions been transposed their overall effectiveness, 
I/ 
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I feel, would have been weakened. 
The interlaced solid line geometry of the central area, with its interstitial 
elements also conveys clearly and effectively its content. This, of course 
has been one of the recurring themes throughout my dissertation. The 
scale of the design's elements is essential to their success and relates 
back to the fact that the complete decorative area represents one (hexagonal) 
repeat unit; about the central node one half can be identified, and above 
and below it are two quarters of the unit. 
This engaged column was reproduced at the South West corner of the 
Mosque of Sayyida cA'isha, 1175/1762. It is presented in a truly Ottoman 
manner, there is a general flattening out of the various elements. 
In the arabesque and ribbon panels the ribbon maintains a constant slope 
of 1+5 °, and at times it is transformed into or coincides with the lines of 
the arabesques. Both systems appear to be floating in an undecided fashion 
over the background because the design is so loose. In the upper area the 
ribbon peters away at the centre, but somehow manages to reappear suddenly 
across the top corners: here then is a complete distortion of the direc- 
tions followed in the Mamlük model. 
A second reproduction was repeated three times along the west and south 
elevations of the 13th/19th century extensions to al-Azhar. Two of the 
reproductions can be seen from the Sabil- Kuttá.b ©áytbá.y, so there is no 
argument over how the inspiration arose. This engaged column has been 
stretched out to a point where any thought of it acting as a structural 
member is destroyed. The arabesque and ribbons no longer contrast with 
each other, they look like a piece of knitting immortalised in stone. 
The geometry of the shaft is little better, it seems to be never ending, 
and the distances between the nodes are too big to enable the comprehension 
of the geometric structure. 
Had/ 
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Had either of the reproductions been the first of its type then it may have 
been given credit for its design content, but knowing that they are copies 
the outcome is pitiful. There was obviously no thought given to find the 
explanation why the Mamlak design was successful which is presumably the 
reason for the plagiarism in the first instance. 
A Lintel and a relieving arch 
In a slightly modified form the arabesque and ribbon design from the Sabil- 
Kuttá.b's engaged column is used to decorate a number of lintels over the 
shopping booths of its neighbour, 1751 the Wek,lat Qäytbáy. Not all of 
the booths had decorated lintels because they were alternated with 
decorated relieving arches. Whenever the lintels were decorated the 
relieving arches were simply joggled and in ablaq and vice versa. (Plates 
xCVII, YCVIII). I conclude that, firstly, Qáytháy's designers acknowledged 
once more the necessity of an effective positive and negative equilibrium, 
and secondly, they could judge precisely just how much decoration could be 
placed around any given point before a change is required to stimulate 
further interest. 
It should not come as a surprise to find that these designs were also 
reproduced. They, and others, were used to decorate the Mosque of Sîdi 
al- Rafaci, 1329/1911. I think that they show that in the late Nineteenth 
and early Twentieth centuries there was an academic awareness of Cairo's 
Islamic heritage, for unlike the reproduced engaged columns, they copy 
very accurately the Qäytbáy originals as shown by the example illustrated 
in Plate IC. There is the difference that the two architectural elements 
have been combined and surrounded not by plain compartmentati on, but by a 
linked Mamlúk inspired moulded frame. 
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APPENDIX F: THE MINBAR OF QAYTBAY, HANKIN'S SOLUTION 
An Extract from 'On Some Discoveries of the Methods of Design Employed in 
Mohammedan Art' by E.H. Hankin, Journal of the Society of Arts (March 1905), 
pp.4.61 -4.77 with special reference to pp.468 -1170, Figures 14.-15. 
"In Figure 11+1 is represented a panel from the side of a stone pulpit in 
Cairo, copied (with some modification) from Stanley Lane Pool's (sic) work 
on Saracenic art. 
For drawing this pattern two templates are required. One is a regular 
sixteen -sided polygon. The other is a regular heptagon, the length of 
whose side is the same as the length of the side of the sixteen -sided 
polygon. Perhaps for convenience of description I may be allowed to refer 
to the latter as the "16 -gon ". 
With the 16 -gon template draw the outline B shown in Figure 15 reproduced 
in Drawing 101 above. Place the heptagon template with one side touching 
B at K H. By this means draw in the heptagon DEFGHKL. Two sides of this 
heptagon, F G and G H, are indicated merely as dotted lines as they are not 
further required. The centre of this heptagon is at N. A second 
similarly situated heptagon is now drawn in having its centre at P. The 
l6 -gon template is now placed touching the sides E F 0 of the twinned hepta- 
gons, and a 16 -gon is thereby drawn shown at A. Twinned heptagons are 
similarly drawn at symmetrical intervals round the original 16 -gon B, and 
on one side the twinned heptagons indicate the position of another 16 -gon 
which is shown in the figure drawn round C. 
Between the 16 -gons A, B, and C, is left a space which is filled up by a 
dodecagon R. Similar spaces are filled up by similar dodecagons at S and 
T, and also (partly drawn) at the three corners of the panel. These dode- 
cagons are not quite symmetrical, but must be drawn as regular as the space 
available permits. 
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In each of the twinned heptagons smaller heptagons have now to be drawn, 
such as those shown with centres at N and P. Each of these heptagons has 
its centre identical with the centre of its larger surrounding heptagon, and 
is drawn of such a size that one of its sides touches, or is the same as, 
the side of its fellow. 
The primary construction lines have now 
construction lines consist of the radii 
one or two circles drawn in each of the 
sizes of these circles do not matter. 
can easily be found. 
been completed. The secondary 
of the different polygons, and of 
polygons. Within limits the exact 
By trial and error a suitable size 
In the previously described arabesques,2 the pattern lines were drawn 
through the centres of the construction lines. In the arabesque now under 
construction this is not the case. Each primary construction line, that 
is to say, each side of a polygon, is to be divided by two dots into three 
equal parts. The pattern lines are drawn through the dots. Some of the 
pattern lines have been drawn in as dotted lines in part of the figure. 
These will serve as a guide to enable the student to complete the pattern 
with facility. 
Supposing it is required to discover the construction lines of any given 
arabesque, proceed as follows. Mark the centres of all the larger spaces 
included in the pattern, excepting, as a rule, the star -shaped spaces. 
Join these centres. The polygons thus produced are the primary construc- 
tion lines. Supposing it is required to copy an arabesque that exists on 
a ceiling, or in some other inaccessible position, a similar method will 
suffice. On looking at the pattern, it is easy to imagine lines joining 
the centres of the larger spaces, which lines describe polygons. A rough 
sketch may be made of these imagined polygons. From this, at leisure, an 
accurate drawing may be made. In doing so it is necessary to make the 
different polygons as symmetrical as possible, and, so far as possible, 
having/ 
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having their sides all of an equal length. Guided by this rule, and after 
a little practice, any complicated arabesque pattern can usually be solved 
in ten minutes. On the other hand, I personally have failed to solve some 
of the apparently more simple patterns despite a more extended study. 
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APPENDIX G: A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF MONUMITTS REFERRED TO IN THIS DISSERTATIOP 
2441 Mosque and Mausoleum of an -Nasir Muhammad 
ibn Qala'un 
l.. IShânaqá,h of Farag ibn Bargüq 
60 Mosque of Qädi cAbd al-Básit 
t1191 Mosque of Gin' Bek 
5.92T Zävriyat Fayrüz 
204 Mosque of al-Qádi Yahya 
Mosque of Sidi Madyan 
L97 Al Azhar Mosque ( Qäytbäy Entrance) 
TIg Mosque of Timraz al- Ahmadi 
EiMosque and Mausoleum of Qáytbáy 
10 Maq °ad Qáytbäy 
104 Rab° Qäytbäy 
23 Mosque of Qäytbáy at Qal °et al -Kabsh 
76 Sabil -Kuttab of Qá..ytbáy, opposite al -Azhar 
75 WTekälat Qäytbäy, opposite al -Azhar 
129 Mosque and Mausoleum of Ganem al- Bahlawán 
49 Mosque of Abú Bakr Muzhir 
Sabil- Kuttab Qäytbáy 
Mosque of Qagmäs al- Ishági 
Al- Ashrafiyya, Jerusalem 
Mosque of Qäptbäy, Róda 
Sabil of Qáytbäy, Jerusalem 
Stone Minbar of Qäytb3y 
House of Qáytbäy 
House of Ahmad Katkhudá ar- Razzáz 
Mosque of Azbak al -Y Sufi 
Mosque of Sultän Shah 

































13221 Remains of Palace of Q?ánsüh al -Ghúr 906- 22/1501 -16 
7 Mausoleum and Sabil- Kuttäb of al -Ghüri 909- 10/1503 -4. 
tiil Wekälat al -Ghür 909 -10/1504-5 
378I Mosque of Sayyida 0A' isha 1175/1762 





Amir: Often translated as 'Prince' it was a title given to the top 
military commanders. 
Ablac7: Polychrome stonework generally alternating reds and whites although 
occasionally black stone is used. 
Bab: Gate. 
Diwan: The equivalent of a government ministry. 
Haram: A sanctuary or inviolable area. Here refers to al -Haram al- Sharif, 
'The Noble Sanctuary'. 
Iwan: Each of the four divisions of a cruciform mosque or madrasa surround- 
ing the sahn. The iwán containing the gibla and the minbar represents the 
sactuary. 
Jamie: Originally applied to the great mosque in which the sermon could be 
given on Fridays by the ruler or his representative. Here it refers to 
al -Jamie al -Aqsa. 
Khgnagáh: An endowed foundation somewhat similar to a European medieval 
convent for Sufi mystics. 
Kufi: A square and often elaborately decorated Arabic script. 
Kufesque: A word coined by the American numismatist George Miles as a 
synonym for pseudo -kufi. 
Kuttáb: A primary school for the teaching of the Koran which is often 
reserved for orphans. As an architectural element it is regularly placed 
above a sabil. 
Madrasa¡ 
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Madrasa: A theological school or college teaching the Koran, exegesis, 
the Traditions and canon law. 
Mamlúks: Literally 'owned'. Two dynasties of manumitted slaves reigning 
in Egypt and Syria from 1250 -1517. 
Majmac: Meeting hall for suffis. 
Maser ba: Raised platform. Here refers to the bench seats within a portal 
recess and on either side of the door opening. 
Mihrab: Niche indicating the qibla or local direction to Mecca in a place 
of prayer. 
Minbar: Pulpit from which the Friday prayer is given in a mosque, in a 
madrasa it was used for sermons. 
Mugarnas: An architectural element sometimes described as stalactites. 
Qibla: The direction to Mecca on which a Moslem should turn when praying. 
Qubba(t): Literally 'dome'. Here it refers to al- Quabbat al- Sakhra, 
'The Dome of the Rock'. 
Riwág: The arcaded ambulatory along the west and north sides of al- Haram. 
Sabil: Fountain built to provide the poor with free water for drinking and 
for ablution purposes, hence the sabil- kuttabs associated with Cairo's 
mosques and madrasas. 
Sahn: Central court of a mosque or madrasa. 
Silsila: Chain. 
Sufi: Mystical or ascetic orders in Islam. 




Waáf: Land or other property endowed in perpetuity for the benefit of a 
pious foundation. 
Wagfiyya: The signed legal document constituting a pious foundation which 
specifies the foundation's physical boundaries and its endowments. 
Wekála(t): Used in Egypt as a synonym of khan, a market building. In 




Solid and interlaced geometric lines 








Triradial propeller -like figure 
Quadripartite propeller -like figure 
Spear head 
Dice box 
Pointed spindle -shaped interstices 
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b 
Pointed spindle- shaped interstices 
Feathered arrow head 
Dart 
Feathered Dart 













Interlaced and self - contained arabesque system 
Double growth arabesque system 
Semi- contained arabesque system 
Trifoliated head 
Palmette incorporating half -palmettes and 
heart -shaped palmette top bud. 
Half - palmette incorporating half -palmettes 
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Couple half -palmettes incorporating half- palmettes 
Split palmette 
Full terminal leaf with scroll ends and single 
leaf 
Full terminal leaf with scroll ends 
incorporating a half- palmette 
Half -palmette terminal with scroll ends and 
simple leaf. 
(The single leaf is a variation) 
Crescent terminal leaf 







Sprouting side leaf 
Split leaves 
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Bifurcated leaf incorporating half- palmettes 
Half- palmette with half -overlap 




Heart -shaped bud 
556. 






Whorl with half- overlap 
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Full flower 
Full flower with bifurcating bracts 
Trifoliated flower without ovules 
Trifoliated flower 
Trifoliated flower with side leaf 
Trifoliated flower with cordate 
Trifoliated leaf 
Trifoliated leaf with side leaf 










Heart- shaped loose knot 
Heart -shaped loose knot with a twist 
Bifurcating loose knot with a twist 
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1. The format of the World of Islam Festival held in London in 1976 
expressed this unity, the very fact that it was a festival composed of 
numerous exhibitions meshing together to present as much of the 
spectrum of Islamic culture is indicative of the general acceptability 
of this unity. The publications associated with the Festival attest 
to the inter -disciplinary nature of unity: El -Said and Paraman in 
Geometric Concepts in Islamic Art apply their findings naturally to 
geometric decoration but they extend them to include Arabic calli- 
graphy, poetry, and music; Burckhardt in Art of Islam: Language and 
Meaning takes unity as his central theme; while Nasr in Islamic 
Science: An Illustrated Study investigates the links connecting all 
spheres of Islamic knowledge. 
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16. Tama ri, S. 'As- Sultaniyya al- Ashrafiyya - An Imperial Madrasa in 
Jerusalem' Bar Ilan Departmental Researches I. 1973. 
'Al Ashrafiyya from Textural Sources'. (pp 10 -17) 
1. I am indebted to Miss Amal Abul -Hajj for providing a translation from 
Arabic of, Ibrahim, CAbd al- Latif. 'Wathiga as- Sultan Qaytbä.y: al- 
Madrasa bil -Quds wa al -jamic bi- Ghaza'. ('Contract of Sultän Qáytbäy: 
the Madrasa in Jerusalem and the Mosque in Ghaza'). Silsilat ad- 
Dirásat al- wathâ'igiya, II. (Series of Studies concerning Documents, 
II The Third Congress for Archaeology in Arab Countries Fez, 
November 1959. Cairo, 1961. pp.389 -4:i4 and 16pls. 
2. Mujir al -Din al- cUlaymi, Al Uns al -Jalil bi Ta'rikh al -Quds wail- 
Khalil, Cairo, 1866. Trans. from the Arabic into French by Sauvaire, 
Histoire de Jérusalem et d'Hebron. Paris 1876. 
3. Van Berchem, M. CIA I - 'Ville'. pp352 -73, ' Madrasa de Malik Ashraf 
Qayt -Bay (Ashrafiyya)'. 
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1+. Tamari, S. op. cit. Hebrew text pp. 9 -40 with an English Summary on 
pp. LI -LII. Plates 1 -1+0, Plans I -V. 
5. Previously the only published plans were the two sketch plans of van 
Berchem used by him to locate his inscriptions. CIA I - 'Ville'. 
Figure 61 (p. 352) and figure 62 (p.354). 
6. I admit to having a personal interest in this due partly to the work- 
ing climate of an Armed Occupation and partly due to his statement 
in 'A resume of past studies' that, 'After the great work of van 
Berchem we must not overlook the work done by the BSAJ, they started 
a scientific survey of the schools in Jerusalem, some have been 
published with maps, plans and photographs of just their facades. 
This research has been poor in the textural aspect and the Ashrafiyya 
was not part of this study.' I am taking this opportunity to 
counter his criticisms, the textural aspects may have been neglected 
but van Berchem was available, and the BSAJ employed two qualified 
architects not arabists on the Architectural Survey. I shall hence- 
forth refrain from criticising the written offering since my trans- 
lation was obtained through the circuitous route of Hebrew to Arabic 
and eventually to English, instead I will concentrate on what could 
have been a great contribution to the study of Jerusalem architec- 
ture, Tamari's drawings. 
7. I will refer to this as the 'Old Madrasa'. 
8. For this inscription see No. 105 in the CIA I - 'Ville', p.358: see 
also Mayer, L.A. Saracenic Heraldry. p.162: and Walls, A.G. The 
Positions of Arabic Inscriptions in Jerusalem for its location 
relative to other inscriptions. Van Berchem admits to being 
suspicious of this inscription and suggests that it is the result 
of tampering by the aman Muhammad who replaced an older date and the 
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names of his predecessor the amis Birdibak, Ibid. p.365. 
9. The amir Muhammad constructed in this year the south west staircase 
and the Qanátir to the Upper Terrace of al- Haram, CIA II - ' Haram', 
pp. 156-59. 
10. Van Berchem attempts to resolve this anomaly by pointing out that 
the Old Madrasa, and therefore the demolition, was situated in the 
south adjacent to the Minaret while the new work was farther to the 
north. CIA I - 'Ville', p. 366. 
11. Van Berchem writes, 'Ce passage est curieux á deux points de vue: 
D'abord, il confirme le róle important joué par les chrétiens dans 
l'art musulman; sur les artisans chrétiens employés aux travaux 
de la Sakhra au XVe siécle ... belles madrasas contemporaines au 
Cairo'. Ibid. p. 362. 
12. This is inscription No. 106, Ibid. pp.358 -59. 
13. Ibid. p.367. 
14. See Rogers, M. The Spread of Islam. In The Making of the Past, 
edited by John Boardman et al. Oxford, 1976, p.16 and plate on 
p.17 (credited to the Bodleian Library, Oxford) a detail of which is 
given as Plate I. 
15. Hamilton, R. A Structural History. See p. 7 and Plate IV, also 
Plate V (3) where he illustrates the relevant part of Breydenbach's 
drawing. 
16. Mayer, L.A. 'A sequel to Mujir Ad -Din's Chronicle', JPOS XI /2, 
1931, pp. 85 -97 (pp.1-13 in the separatism). 




18. Walls and King, 'The Sundial on the West Wall', to be published AARP. 
19. The Architecture of Islamic Jerusalem. Published by the British 
School of Archaeology in Jerusalem. London, 1976. This will be 
abbreviated to AIJ. 
20. Stephan, St.H. 'An Endowment Deed of Khá.sseki Sultan dated the 24th 
of May 1552'. QDAP X, 1944, pp. 170 -94. 
'A Description of Today's al- Ashrafiyya' (pp 18 -61) 
1. For the elevation and section lines of the drawings of al- Ashrafiyya's 
survey reference should be made to Figure 8 at the end of ibis 
Chapter. 
2. Mayer writes that Mujir al -Din's Dhayl 'goes on describing the damage 
done by that earthquake. High buildings suffered most, Jerusalem and 
Hebron being specially mentioned; at Nablus 500 men were buried under 
the ruins. The top of the minaret at the Báb as- Silsia was damaged, 
also the madrasa of Qáytbáy in Jerusalem (This madrasa, known as al- 
Madrasa al- Ashrafiyya was badly shaken in 1927 also, and some walls on 
the upper floor had to be thoroughly restored)'. Mayer, L.A. Op.cit., 
p.3 in the separatum. 
3. An indication of the pace at which this deterioration is escalating 
can be judged using Sir Archibald Creswell's photographs taken almost 
sixty years ago. In a general photography (Plate X) of the first 
floor Madrasa the carved stone details are clear, or at least the 
shadows cast by their relief are visible, these same details in the 
mid -seventies were impossible to photograph even in close -up and they 
were with the greatest difficulty deduced from paper squeezes. This 
is a classic example of the total mechanical breakdown of stonework 
due to the washing out of the softer grits from in between the harder 
strata/ 
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strata. Seen in terms of Islam's architectural heritage it is a 
catastrophe since it is but one in hundreds of monuments silently 
deteriorating for some reason or another. To think that fifty years 
ago the carved decoration was still visible after three and a half 
centuries of exposure and that now it is all but obliterated, I find 
it extremely depressing. 
1+. All of the measurements given on the drawings relate to my surveys with 
the exception of those inside the majmac which were scaled off draw- 
ings provided by the Supreme Muslin Council. In the areas outside 
the West Wall of al- Haram, which form the Madrasa Baladiyya, and those 
areas of ancillary accommodation above which formed part of the final 
al- Ashrafiyya, I have with grave misgivings adopted the arrangements 
indicated by Tamari in his plans PlatesI -IV, the reasons for my 
reluctance will be manifest later. 
5. The mihrab in the Madrasa of Muhammad b. Muzhir is illustrated by 
Burgoyne, M. 'Tariq Bab al- Hadrd' Levant V, 1973, Plates XXIVB. 
6. For the direction taken by this and the joint further to the south 
see Drawing 9. 
7. The ancillary accommodation is detailed in Hebrew text of Tamari, 
Op. cit. p. 20 
8. Two of Creswell's photographs show the wall prior to its integration 
and will be used in the more detailed analysis below. 
9. It might seem strange that such a simple mistake could be made and 
not corrected, but in my presence Dr. Michael Meinecke was confronted 
by a mason with a similar problem during the restoration of the Tomb 
of al- Shaykh Sinan. An external corner was under construction, it 
was neither an exact right angle nor was it vertical on either of 
its/ 
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its faces, even so the mason had laid three to four courses, realised 
the discrepancy, complained about the disgraceful workmanship of the 
past while resisting any attempts to separate him from his beloved 
plumb -bob and square with which he kept trying to overcome the problem 
without any success. 
10. Admittedly I am relying on a hunch, but one founded on the experience 
that the quality of the average Mamlúk or Ottoman extension or rebuild 
existing in Jerusalem is poorer than the original work. 
11. Unfortunately, I do not possess a close -up photograph of this inter- 
esting detail for either this or the southern archway. 
12. The 'silent links' articulate the red stone surrounds at the apexes 
of the arched openings. One such silent link is illustrated in 
Plate II and another in Drawing 86; see also Hautecoeur, L. and Wiet, 
G. Les Mosquées du Cairo, Deuxieme partie, figure 10 (p.326) 
13. Somewhere in this wall were placed the royal decrees of Jagvaq, 853/ 
1)1)19; Khushgadum, 870/1465; and Qaytbày, 881/1476 which are 
respectively inscription Nos. 184, 185 and 186 in the CIA II - 'Haram', 
pp. 150 -57: see also Walls, A.G. The Positions. 
14. The inscription commemorates the Minaret's restoration (by the amir 
Tankiz) under Malik Nàsir Muhammad in 730/1329 -30 and is No. 175, 
ibid.pp. 123 -27. 
15. For an example of this type of window supported on two or three 
courses of consoles see Walls, A.G. 'The Turbat Barakat Khan', 
Levant VI, plate IV A and B. 
16. Burgoyne suggests that this formed part of Khushqadum's royal decree 
of 870/1465 and that its present position indicates a reuse rather 
than,/ 
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than a relocation, I disagree with him because the northern half of 
the window recess, in which the shield exists, still retains some of 
the original ablaq and mugarnas decoration and that it is the southern 
half of the recess which is the rebuild. If I am correct then the 
position of this shield has further implications: did the Old Madrasa, 
which before it was offered to Q ytb-.y had as its patron Khushgadum, 
extend so much farther south beyond the Minaret than has previously 
been considered? This may only be answered after this southern 
property has been thoroughly inspected. Bourgogne, M.H., 'Twenty - 
four Medieval Arabic Inscriptions', Levant XI, pp.131 -35, Plates XXII 
A and B; and in Walls, A.G. , The Positions, No. XLVIII. 
17. One such joggled keystone is found in the rebuilt area at the centre 
of the East Elevation's wallhead. 
18. Through the kindness of the Supreme Muslim Council scaffolding was 
erected to enable me to make paper squeezes and it was during the 
squeezing operations that this evidence was noted by me. 
19. This stone minbar of Q ytbáy's is analysed below. pp. 208 -305. 
20. The word 'compartmented' has been chosen to describe the individual 
decorative areas which are isolated by, and defined by coloured stone 
bands. 
21. A similar sequence of events must have taken place in Cairo for on the 
Minbar of the Khánagáh I found specks of gold leaf on the light red 
coloured base in some of the areas where the dark red overocat had 
come off. The technical term for this base on which the gold leaf 
is applied is 'bole', it is a fine, compact, earthy clay, and as it 
is red it will give a rich ruddiness to the gold leaf. Although the 
Sabil- Kuttáb of Qáytbáy, 884/1479 (Cairo Monument Index No. 324), does 
not exhibit the same sequence a parallel exists in the small shields 
of/ 
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of Qáytbgy found above the north west corner's engaged column and the 
three shields inside the recessed portal. The uncoloured and high - 
relief letters and divisions are displayed against an ochre background. 
22. This same pinkish stone is found on many of the Mamlük buildings of 
Jerusalem and without exception is indicative of twentieth century 
restorations. 
23. Stone built on 'cant' has the natural bedding vertical. 
21+. Burgoyne, M.N. 'Some Mameluke Doorways' Levant III, pp. 23 -26: and 
AIJ No. 138. 
25. Van Berchem, M. CIA I - 'Ville', pp.358-59. Inscription No. 106. 
26. I think that there is the possibility that this joggled lintel at the 
rear of al- Ashrafiyya's Portal Recess was modelled on the earlier 
joggled ablag sill and lintel of the second window in the portal 
recess of the Sabil- Kuttáb in Cairo. 
27. An 'umbrella' is a dome on a circular base, but also divided into 
individual webs, each of which, however, has a base -line curved 
segmentally in plan and also curved in elevation. Fleming, J. The 
Penguin Dictionary of Architecture. On this basis the mugarnas' 
topmost cell can be likened to a cross- section through the centre of 
an umbrella dome. 
28. Although my study does not embrace the Madrasa Baladiyya in any detail 
it seems appropriate that while surmising about the possibilities of a 
lost inscription that I should add two inscriptions rediscovered by me 
and given in The Positions as:- 
Family tomb of Qunugbáy al- Ahmadi 
Nos. KLIII. Epitaph of Sayf al -Din Qunugbá.y al- Ahmadi. 797/1395 
A five line inscription at the west end of the southern - 
most/ 
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most of three cenotaphs. 
XLIV. Epitaph of Safar and Zahra, daughters of Qunugbáy al- 
AhmadT. 797/1395. 
A six line inscription at the west end of the central 
cenotaph. 
I have also illustrated them in Drawing 72; see also Burgoyne, M.H. 
'Twenty -four Medieval Arabic Inscriptions', pp. 130 -32, Plates X A 
and B and XXI A. 
29. In an attempt to forestall any future complications when the decorated 
window lintels are discussed the numerical sequence will start with the 
eastern window lintel in the Corridor at the top of the Grand Stair- 
case, thus the first lintel in the Courtyard will be that of the most 
southerly window in the Madrasa's West Wall and it will be Number 3. 
The sequence will end with the northern most lintel, Number 6. On 
all other occasions the windows will be referred to by their relative 
positions to each other and not by the numerical sequence. 
30. A 'safety lintel' is a lintel which carries a load to protect another 
more decorated lintel. Scott, J. A Dictionary of Architecture. 
31. I have discovered safety lintels in the Mausoleum of the amir Kilàni, 
c.753/1352 (AIJ No. 69) and in the Madrasa and Mausoleum of the amir 
Tashtamur, 784/1382 (AIJ No. 88) 
32. Walls, A.G. and King, D.A. 'The Sundial on the West Wall' to be 
published in AARP. 
33. Vestigal- terminals describes accurately the vertical breaks occurring 
in the top horizontal mouldings of a recessed portal's mastabas. 
See Plates Ll and L11 for the terminal form on which this is based. 
34-. The photographs were kindly supplied by the Creswell Archives, The 
Ashmolean/ 
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Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 
35. Van Berchem, M. CIA I - 'Ville', figure 62 on p.354 and p.368, 
36. Whatever the reason is for the unusual split voussoirs they are 
repeated in Cairo in the Mosque of Abú Bakr Muzhir (Plate XLII) 
framing the semi -dome of the portal recess as well as the Sabil- 
Kuttàb of Qaytbay (Plate XXXIII) . 
37. The inscription band in the three existing iwans are from the Qur'an 
1+8/1 -2, and another verse in the Oibla iwan. Van Berchem, M. Ibid. 
PP. 373 -74.. 
38. This small detail of a double spandrel bending around a corner has lead 
to the undercovering of a first class piece of counterfeit inside the 
Sabil of Qäytbá.y in al- Haram. I hope to publish this as a separate 
article. 
39. Van Berchem, M. CIA II - 'Haram', pp.123 -27. No. 175. 
40. Van Berchem, M. CIA I - 'Ville', pp.252 -61; see also Walls, A.G. 
The Positions. and AIJ No. 57. 
41. Stephan, St. H. 'Evila Tschelebi's Travels in Palestine, VI'. QUAP 
IX, 1939, p. 100. 
4-2. Walls, A.G. 'Two Minarets' Levant VIII, 1976, Plates XX A and B. 
4-3. 'The first datable examples (of the inscribed shield) ... are attribut- 
able to the later Bahri Mamlñk sultans like Muhammad, the son ... of 
Qalaan ... in two lines: 
(a) Muhammad 
(b) cizz li-maulána as-sultán al-malik an-ná.sir. 
(c) ornament. 
Mayer, L.A. Saracenic Heraldry. pp. 32+ -5. Words in brackets added. 
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44. Van Berchem, M. Op cit.pp.262 -65. Inscription Nos. 80 -81; Mayer, 
L.A. Op. cit. pp. 222 -23; AIJ Nos. 57 and 63; and Walls, A.G. Op. cit. 
45. My thanks are due to Dr. Kessler for this reference; Wilson, Ch. W. 
Jerusalem the Holy City. 1889.111. p.53. 
46. AIJ. No. 49.; for an illustration see Folda, J. 'Three Crusader 
Capitals', Levant, X.1978. Plate XV A. 
'A Restoration of the Physical Form of al- Ashrafiyya (pp. 62 -114) 
1. Kessler, K. 'Funerary Architecture' Colloque. p.263.; Walls, A.G. and 
King, D.A. 'The Sundial'. in a forthcoming AARP. 
2. This is a study in itself which I would like to undertake if the 
opportunity ever arises. 
3. In fact the way I solved the riddle of the plan proportions of the 
Triple Windows did not follow the logical path I am now trying to 
tread, it began as a by- product of a 1:20 scale elevation of the 
external Triple Window Recess. While playing with the drawing I felt 
that it demonstrated attributes traceable to a 60 °/30° rectangle which 
instinctively led to experiments with hexagons and eventually to a 
satisfactory conclusion. Later when I unearthed the Madrasa's 
hexagonally based proportional system it appeared logical that I 
should try out the elevational solution, or part of it, in the geo- 
metrical constructions of the Madrasa's plan. 
4. This arch with 3/5 radii is popular in Mamluk architecture probably 
because it is aesthetically pleasing and because it was easily con- 
structed by finding the centre of the span and then measuring out on 
either side of it 1/10 of the span. 
5./ 
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5. Very early on in this aspect of my work Prof. S. Michaelson of 
Edinburgh University kindly tested on a computer my conjecture that the 
course heights might be a multiplication or a subdivision of the mode 
of measurement used in Al- Ashrafiyya. In the test fifteen controlling 
dimensions were chosen from al- Ashrafiyya, the results unfortunately 
did not give support to my theory. But now that I have ascertained 
an abundance of evidence validating my assumptions using graphical 
techniques available to Qâytbây's craftsmen, it would be intriguing 
to run the experiment again in order 1h at the original proportions and 
dimensions might be supported by mathematical data. 
6. This canon whereby the centre of the semi -dome of a recessed portal 
differs from the natural centre of the recess is adhered to not only 
in Jerusalem but also in all of the Mamlük recessed portals in Cairo, 
Damascus and Aleppo. This canon would also seem to hold good for 
most periods of Islamic architecture. Examples are to be found in: 
Bourgoin, J. L'Art Arabe. vol. I. Plates 20 -411.; Burgoyne, M.H. 
'Some Mameluke Doorways', Levant III Figures 7, 8, 16 -19, Plates VIb, 
VIIb, IXa, XIb, XIIIb, XIVa and b, XVIIIb; Walls, A.G. 'The 
Mausoleum of the Amir Kil&nl', Levant, VII, 1975, Figure 22.; refer 
also to Drawing 112 below. 
7. This emphasises the problem of arithmetically calculating a larger 
dimension from a smaller; there is understandably no problems 
involved when using a large dimension to find a smaller one because 
division is used and therefore any discrepancies are being reduced in 
size. 
'The Restored Course Heights and Proportions of al- Ashrafiyya' .(pp 115 -133) 
1. Hautecoeur and Wiet, Les Mosquées. 'Album', Plate 197. 
2./ 
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2. Observe that in the Mosque at Qalc et al -Kabsh the ablag coursing 
extends across the engaged columns to the window jambs. 
3. Van Berchem edits the inscriptions of both complexes in MCIA, 1894, 
those of the Mosque and Mausoleum are Nos. 295-304, pp.431 -39; and 
of the Mosque at Qalc et al -Kabsh are Nos. 308 -315, pp. 460 -63. The 
wallhead inscriptions surrounding the sahns are: for the Mosque and 
Mausoleum, No. 297. 'Construction of the Mosque'. Ramadan 877/ 
February 1473; and for the Mosque, No. 310. 'Construction and Com- 
pletion'. 1st Shacbán 880/30th November 1475. 
4. Ibid. Inscription No. 299. 'Construction of the Sanctuary or East 
(Qibla) i.wan. Rajab 877 /December 1472. This timber inscription is 
located at mid -height along the three walls, starting on the east wall 
it continues on to the south wall where it is broken to enable to to 
continue along the north wall of the iwán. 
5. Note that the qibla for Jerusalem is approximately south and that in 
Cairo it is approximately east, thus in Cairo the opposing wan is 
the West iwán and to avoid any confusion with the Jerusalem directions 
I prefer to use here a non -directional adjective; the inscription is 
given by van Berchem. ibid. No. 299. 'Construction of the West iwán'. 
Rajab 878 /November - December 1473, this timber inscription is located 
at mid -height along the wall facing the Qibla iwán and above five 
windows. 
6. This two line inscription repeats the verse Q 33/56. Ibid. p.463. 
7. I should remark on the fact that subsequent to seeing both of these 
inscriptions I noted that in the Mosque of Abû Bakr Muzhir there exists 
a more elaborate kufesque inscription in a series of units with lobed 
terminals characteristic of the more conventional inscriptions running 
around the wallheads of the sahns in Cairo. Also, I am now very aware 
of/ 
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of the many kufesque inscriptions carved in timber or engraved on 
brass revetments that form part of the decoration of Cairo mosques. 
8. Van Berchem. CIA I - 'Ville' p.355; for his full discussion on the 
problems surrounding the East Iwân or Loggia's design see also pp.355- 
57, 369 and p.372. 
9. Ibid. p.355 
10. Ibid. p.356 and figure 62. 
11. Tamari, S. 'As- Sultaniyya al Ashrafiyla', Plan IV; Tamari goes 
further as in Plan V he provides an indication of what he must con- 
sider to have been the height and appearance of al-Ashrafiyya's East 
Elevation. I have reproduced this last drawing as Plate KüV since 
it emphasises unfortunately Tamari's total inability to think 
architecturally; the blatant errors are,i) the overall height is too 
small, imagine the effect on the Sahn's Great Arches; ii) the 
window heads are arched contradicting the evidence of the existing 
West Wall of the Madrasa; iii) for some inexplicable reason the 
outer columns of the Loggia arise from the ablag jambs and the 
surrounding frame. 
12. Van Berchem. CIA I - 'Ville'. p.355. 
13. The decorated pillars of Sultan Shah deserve close scrutiny. They 
form two groups, geometric and vegetal, and I surmise that the original 
dispositions would have had the four geometrically decorated pillars 
at the corners of the sahn contrasting with the vegetally decorated 
intermediate pillars and those of a second arcade within the cibla 
iwan. Under the centuries old dirt and accumulated grime I found 
traces of red paint or bole along with tiny specks of gold leaf about 
the base of one of the pillars in the south east part of the mosque, 
the 
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the pillar also revealed painted construction lines in black which 
follow the vegetal form's outlines, I presume the carver worked to the 
painted line. The pillars should be compared with the decorated 
columns of the sabil- kuttáb of Qáytbáy's Mosque and Mausoleum, see 
Plate iXVII. 
'Notes on the existing decoration of al- Ashrafiyya (pp 134 -207). 
1. Compare this with el -Said, I. Geometric Concepts, figure 74.. With 
the publication of this work in 1976 there was available to the 
westerner for the first time an easily followed and reproducible 
'point joining' method for the construction of geometric designs, it 
forced me to revise or redraw from scratch all of my previous draw- 
ings in my quest for clarity. 
2. To illustrate the point compare the definition of the carving seen 
in two sets of panels set above engaged columns in the Sab i- 
Kuttáb of Qáytbáy, 881/1477, (Plate XXVIII) , and in 67 the 
Mausoleum and Sabil- Kuttäb of al- G0117, 909 -101503 -04, (Plate xXI). 
3. In Appendix E, 'The Engaged Column to 76 the Sabil- Kuttáb of yäytbäy, 
881/1477,' and Drawing 113, parallels are drawn between it and the 
Ottoman derivatives which in my view debased the Mamlúk honesty of the 
original. 
4.. Hautecoeur and Wiet, Les Mosquées. p.277 and figure 3. In the 
Creswell Archives there is a photograph which adds information to 
Hautecoeur's figure; the profile of the fan vault where it meets the 
side walls is trifoliated and therefore the vault's soffit must also 
be trifoliated, but this does not alter the straight line geometry 
of the plan. At the cruciform's crossing there is a double square 
or/ 
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or octagonal star with sides equal to the crossing's width, inside 
it was a smaller octagonal star differentiated from the first by 
changes in level. 
Ibid. p.277. Hautecoeur remarks that this motif was in origin 
Syrian because it existed earlier in the Madrasa Tankiziyya, 729/ 
1328 -29, (AIJ 57), which coincidentally is adjacent to al-Ashrafiyya, 
and that it existed also in the Madrasa Arghuniyya, 759/1357, (AIJ 74). 
6. Harvey, W. 'Saracenic Vaulting', AB Nov. 1911. pp.241 -45. This is an 
interesting paper, it discusses this category of fan vaulting and 
includes a well drawn plan of al- Ashrafiyya's vault and a fine 
perspective of the Porch, the latter appearing later in Briggs, M. 
Muhammadan Architecture. figure 175. 
7. In order to avoid disrupting the description of al- Ashrafiyya's exist- 
ing details I will not explain the minutiae of the geometry of this 
or any succeeding repeat units instead the construction sequences for 
all of the repeat units appearing on the Stone Minbar of Qá e. ytbáy will 
be given. 
8. El Said. Op.cit. p. 8. The words in brackets are additions. 
9. Mayer, L.A. Saracenic Heraldry. p. 36. 'The Fact that the three - 
fielded inscribed shield had originally only one, a middle line of 
text, to which at a later stage the first line containing the name 
was added, shows without need of further explanation that these rows 
of text must be read in the order of b, a, c, and why they must be so 
read in most cases.' 
10. Mayer, L.A. 'Saracenic Arms and Armor,' AI 1943, figures 15 and 17. 
provide two examples of the curved axes. 
11. Van Berchem. CIA I - Ville. pp. 358 -59. 
12./ 
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12. When discussing voussoirs and how their decoration can extend over 
from the extrados to the intrados there is one arch which cannot be 
ignored, it is the arched door opening to 7.5.ji the Wekálat of Q ytbäy. 
(Plate {XI/III). 
Prior to my visiting this building, photographs of the arch and its 
decoration made little sense, there was an awkwardness to the radiat- 
ing lines of the curvilinear mugarnas, in fact they were just wrong. 
The fault was that none of the photographs had captured the intrados, 
and it is essential to the comprehension of this particular architectural 
element and its details, even to the alternating pure vegetal elements 
with vegetal elements with ribbon developments in the largest cells. 
The vine motifs decorating parts of the compal dsuention are most 
unusual for Qäytbgy's period. 
13. Batanouni, H. Catalogue of Mamlak Doors. p. 10. 'The terms bronze 
and brass are applied to alloys, the first of copper and tin with 
some lead, while in the second copper and zinc are the chief con- 
stituents. Brass is malleable and can be turned at the sides of 
doors without fear of breaking'. 
114 Van Berchem. Op. cit. p.373. 
15. Q.9/18. 'He only shall tend Alights sanctuaries who believeth in 
Alláh and the Last Day and observeth proper worship and payeth the 
poor -due and feareth none save Alláh. For such (only) is it possible 
that they can be of the rightly guided.' 
16. An early example of arcaded script linked by knots is to be seen in 
El the Mosque and Mausoleum of an -Ngsir Muhammad, 695 -703/1295 -1304. 
Bourgoin's illustration from Precis, vol. IV, plate ¿6 is reproduced 
below as Plate XLIII. 
17./ 
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17. The appearance of the arcaded thuluth script is closely related to 
the script on the body of a beaten brass candlestick interrupted by 
shields giving the name and titles of Qgytbáy. The candlestick, 
which is dated to 887/J482 -83, was made for the Prophet's Shrine at 
Medina and it now belongs to the museum of Islamic Art, Cairo, 
inventory number 4297. For illustrations of this candlestick see: 
Tarchi, U. L'Architettura, tay. 101; Wiet, G. 'Objects en Cuivre', 
p.118; The Arts Council, The Arts of Islam. p.195 and No. 226 
(reproduced below as Plate CLIV); Safadi, Y. Islamic Calligraphy, 
plate 39 which shows a close -up of the shield. 
18. Unlike the unfortunate craftsman who incised his drafting lines, but 
got them wrong, when decorating the inlaid Mamlùk basin which now 
forms part of the Edward C. Moore Bequest in the Metropolitan Museum, 
New York, inventory number 91.1.589. 
19. The candlestick referred to in 17 above and illustrated in Plate 
XLTV has on its body the shield of Qáytbgy which like the shields of 
the revetments is cusped around its outer edge. A comparison of 
the letters, vegetal elements and ground decoration suggests workman- 
ship of greater precision than that exhibited by al- Ashrafiyya's 
revetments, even allowing for the scouring effect of the dust and 
winds in al -Haram during four and a half centuries. Certainly, there 
is to be found a greater variety of vegetal elements on the candle- 
stick, but I think this is only to be expected as the differences 
which exist in the details and in the execution of the two artifacts 
are compatible with their respective positions and functions: the 
candlestick was small and being the sultan's gift to the Prophet's 
Shrine it was on permanent display; on the other hand the door revet- 
ments are surrounded by many colourful decorative areas all are eye - 
catching and not one is automatically singled out for admiration 
because/ 
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because it is the specific gift of the sultan, they are all represent- 
ative of his power and might. 
Knowing that the height of the candlestick is 0.45m, an exciting com- 
parison was revealed when I measured from Tarchi's illustration the 
diameter of the shield, it appeared to be exactly the same size as the 
al- Ashrafiyya's shields. Did they therefore have a common template? 
This is an attractive idea but unfortunately a definitive answer must 
await a direct comparison of the candlestick and my full -size drawing 
of the revetments. 
20. This ubiquitous triblbate ribbon was applied to other materials as is 
proved by the 'Mamluk leather binding with an arabesque ornament on 
the flap. Egypt, 13th -14th century'. Kuhnel, E. The Arabesque. 
Plate 13. 
21. Again I wish to express my thanks to Mr. J.G. Beckwith, the Keeper 
of Architecture and Sculpture, and his staff in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, without whom I would not have been able to rediscover 
and then draw full size the plaster casts of this decorative panel, 
and others, taken from Qàytbày's buildings in Cairo now forming part 
of the St. Maurice Collection and which were originally illustrated 
in, Lane- Poole, S. The Art of the Saracens. 
22. In Drawings 108 -11, the 'Subdivision of the Central Field and Borders' 
takes as the width of the inner border the difference between the mid- 
point of a hexagon's side and the circumference of the inscribing 
circle. 
23. I am obliged to Mr. Peter Dorrell of the Institute of Archaeology, 
London, who provided me with a superb enlargement of this photograph. 
24. Three, out of the five stones originally forming the left half of the 
inscription/ 
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inscription were rediscovered by Miss Amal Abu -Hajj and identified by 
me in the Islamic Museum in al- Haram. 
25. The inscription reads: 
Bismilláh. He only shall tend Allah's sanctuaries who believeth in 
Allah and the Last Day and observeth (5) proper worship (6) and payeth 
the poor -due and feareth (7) none save Allah. For such only is it 
possible that (8) they can be of the rightly guided. 
26. In Keene's treatise Geometric Art in Islam two further examples of 
curvilinear geometry are listed, both of them decorate the main side 
panels of wooden minis. rs in the Mosque of Abü Bakr Muzhir and the 
Mosque of Qagmás al- Ishaq% On p. 115 the Muzhiriyya's panel is 
given as Bourgoin, Le Trait des Entrelacs. No. 118, Example 28, with 
an additional reference to Hautecoeur and Wiet, Les Mosquees. Plate 
202. On p. 121 al- Ishàgiyya's panel is identified with Bourgoin's 
No. 135, Example 1, along with a reference to Mosques of Egypt. 
vol. II, Plate 226 (bottom). Although neither of these panels 
surpass the qualities of the stone curvilinear designs it is a 
measure of their exclusiveness that they are restricted to the same 
pair of Cairo monuments. 
27. One or two people have expressed to me the idea that flat carved 
decoration and inter -carved decoration were treated differently from 
each other, and that their appearances were planned. Occasionally it 
may have been the case that one was chosen in preference to the other 
on design grounds, but almost certainly in the majority of cases it was 
not so much a planned and deliberate choice as one forced by practical 
considerations. One of the consequences of cutting decoration in 
situ is that even when it is proposed and allayed for it may not be 
embarked upon: if my interpretation is correct this explains the 
projecting/ 
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projecting rectangular panels on either side of the wihiow in Plate 
XTT, a feature which is far from uncommon. Another consequence is 
that a start is made and then not finished like the spandrels in the 
sahn of the Mosque of Abu Bakr Muzhir. However, on their own, 
--r- 
neither consequence disposes of the arbitrary division separating 
flat carved and inter -carved decoration, to this end Plates LX and 
L illustrate a pair of wall panels that were intended to be 
identical and compliment each other. In one, guide lines have been 
cut around the outlines of the pattern, and in the other the design 
was completed and includes inter - carving. It is self evident that 
it is not some typological difference which separates them into flat 
carved and inter -carved categories but the time allotted to their 
cutting. 
28. Notice that in one of the leaves near the centre of the tympanum 
inter- carved designs were considered. 
29. Illustrated in Hautecoeur and Wiet, Les Mosquées. Plate 211. 
30. In the time that has elapsed since this second design method was 
deduced by me, an article has appeared which provides evidence that 
one of the aspects of the traditional decorative methods still 
employed in Fez relies not on a geometric network but rather on the 
form of the element. Betsch, W. 'Fountains of Fez', AARP 12, p.4.0. 
31. Lapidus, I.M. Muslim Cities, p. 101. The material in brackets is 
added. 
32. Betsch, W. ibid. p.4.0. The material in brackets is added. 
33. Kessler's findings regarding the contortion of internal plans to 
suit the surrounding street patterns do not contradict my contention 




3L. The lintel design is found on the following buildings: 6o Mosque 
of Qidi cAbd al- Bâsit, 823/1420; 192j Zawiyat Fayruz, 830/1426 -27: 
119 Mosque of Gani Bek, 830/1426 -27; 1781 Mosque of al- Gamäli 
Yûsuf, c.850/1)1)16; 217 Facade of the Mosque of Gagmaq Lagin as- 
Saifi 853/1)1)49; 180 Mosque and Sabil of Muhammad Sand Gagmaq, 
855/1451; x2011 Mosque of Qádî Yahyá 856/11+52; 1 Tomb of Gäni 
Bek, 869/1+65; 82 Mosque of Sidi Madyan, c.870/1465; Ì19p al- 
Azhar Mosque 'Qäytbáy Entrance', 873/1469; 227{ Mosque of Tamin 
-Rasä ar fi, before 876/11171; ;216 Mosque of Timrgz al- Ahmadi, 876/ 
1472; '235; Belt an- Razzàz 'Q ytbáy Doorway', before 900/1494 -95. 
35. Keene, M., Geometric Art in Islam, pp.186 -86 provides some extremely 
interesting statistics: 
"For designs having their first Egyptian occurrence in the entire 
remainder of the Mamlùk period (1350 -1517) , I am able to find only 
nine motifs for which I have recorded an occurrence earlier in 
another Islamic Country. But lest anyone think that there are 
fewer designs which make their first Egyptian appearance in the 
1350 -1517 period than that of 1250-1350, we must observe the follow- 
ing facts. By my count, I have recorded a total of one- hundred- 
fifteen designs which are used in Egypt in the Mamlúk period at all, 
whatever their place or date of first occurrence. Of these, one - 
hundred -two appear in Egypt for the first time in the Mamlúk period. 
Of this 102, 40 have their first Egyptian occurrence between 1250- 
1350, and the remaining 62 appear in Egypt between 1350 -1517. So 
it is from this 62 that I can show only 9 to have previous occur- 
rences outside Egypt." 
36. Lane- Poole, S. The Art of the Saracens, p.99, illustrates the panel 
from the Wekàlat at 1/9th full size and so it can be deduced that 
its overall height is approximately 0.66m. Plaster casts of this 
and some of the other decorative elements illustrated in the same 
work were not found in the Victoria and Albert Museum collections 
possibly as a result of the 'culling' which took place in the cast 
collections during the '39 -'45 War. 
37. By pure coincidence this geometric design, chosen as an example of 
the transmittance of a design from one site to another, happens to 
flank/ 
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flank in the Wekalat a lintel with a geometrical design identical 
to al- Ashrafiyya's Engaged Column and Lintel 4.. (Plate LO. 
The Stone Minbar of Malik Ashraf Oa tbä Cairo: An Introduction (pp 208 -13) 
1. This is the date given by the inscription on the left side of the 
Minbar. van Berchem, M. MCIA I, pp.326 -27, see Inscription numbers 
222 and 223. 
2. The following is a selection of the published illustrations of the 
Minbar: Coste, P., Architecture Arabe. (1837), Plates Ik- II; 
Prisse d'Avennes, A., L'Art Arab. (1877), Plate A(LI, this is the 
only attempt on the part of an author to present clearly the superb 
designs adorning the Minbar; Lane- Poole, S., The Art of the 
Saracens. (1886), Fig. 16; Migeon, G., Le Caire. (1928), p. 52; 
Hautecoeur and Wiet, Les Mosquées, (1932), Plate 157; Devonshire, 
Mrs. R., Rambles in Cairo. (194.7), figure 55; Survey of Egypt, 
The Mosques of Egypt. (1949 ), Plate 101; Rogers, M., The Spread 
of Islam. (1976), p.85 in colour. 
I would like to believe that the Minbar was chosen by the various 
authors because they appreciated its visual qualities; it was 
therefore slightly irksome to be told by Dr. Michael Rogers that it 
was not he who included the photograph in his book but his publishers 
who had a colour photograph in their archives. Notwithstanding 
this I remain hopeful that this was not always the reason for its 
inclusion. 
3. This is a description attributed to Lane -Poole by Mrs. Devonshire 
in her Rambles in Cairo. p.9. 
'The/ 
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'The Gateway' (pp 214 -229) 
1. Van Berchem, MCIA, I, p.327. 
2. Compare cell F5 with cells 4, 5, 8, 10 and 12 in al-Ashrafiyya's 
Window Wall's muaarnas (Drawing 50). 
3. For a statement on the geometric properties relating to the Golden 
Ratio, and for further designs utilising the rhombus as a repeat unit, 
see El -Said, I., Geometric Concepts. pp.82 -97. 
1+. Ibid. pp.8-49. 
'The 'Mihrab' Panel on the Rear Wall'. (pp. 230 -238) 
1. Examples of mihrab panels at the rear of the timber minbars are found 
in the Mosque of as- Sultan al- Mu'ayyad, 818 - 23/1415 -20, and in 
2'i 
the Mosque of Abû Bakr Muzhir, 884/3479 -80. See illustrations 
in Survey of Egypt, The Mosques of Egypt. II, Plate 227. 
2. Designs of this nature appear in numerous illustrations, e.g. 
Ettinghausen and others, Prayer Rugs. pp. 19 -23, Plates fly, KV, and 
XXVII. 
3. Fehervari, G., Islamic Metalwork in the Keir Collection. p.107. 
4.. See Plate XLIV reproduced from The Arts Council, The Arts of Islam. 
No. 226. 
5. Devonshire, Mrs. R.L., 'Some Mihrab Candlesticks', Burlington Magazine. 
XLIII, pp.270 -76. 
6. Prisse d'Avennes, A., L'Art Arab. Plate XLIX. 
7. In each of the three sides of the extremities of the arabesque systems 
as/ 
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as they near the Canopy's central axes are masked by roughly applied 
cernent renders, and so I have relied on Prisse d'Avennes' illustration 
for the arabesque terminals. 
8. Under the entry of KA'IT BAY in the Encyclopedia of Islam (New Edition) 
the following infovuation is given: 
Since the Mamluk sultans had never succeeded in establishing a regular 
system of taxation, K_á' it Báy was obliged to exhort arbitrary contribu- 
tions, known as musadara, from his subjects. When he was in need of 
money and the treasury was empty he levied contributions from the 
leading citizens, from merchants, from non-Muslim communities and even 
imposed new taxes on various branches of commerce and property in 
mortmain. 
9. I attempted to record the kufesque inscription and the joggled shapes 
using the materials available in Egypt, but the results were all 
unsatisfactory and in addition the shutter mechanism on the camera I 
reserve for colour photography broke down. 
'The Decorated Principal Side Panels' (pp. 212 -279) 
1. Prisse d'Avenues, A., L'Art Arab. Plate XLIA. 
2. Bourgoin, J. Le Trait. This work has recently been reprinted by 
Dover Publications which is most welcome as the original edition is 
hard to find, unfortunately Dover have meddled with the original format 
by omitting the French text on the grounds that '(it) consisted of an 
art -historical statement of no particular value today, and of incom- 
plete instructions on drawing the patterns. In view of the short- 
comings of this text, it seemed best to let the magnificent plates 
speak for themselves.' (See 'Publisher's Note'). 
3. Keene, M., Geometric Art in Islam. 
4. Ibid., p. 121. 
5.1 
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5. There is the question of whether this comparison is valid or not. 
Bourgoin in his other published works refers to his sources but in Le 
Trait, this is not the case, and therefore one must consider why refer- 
ences were omitted. One explanation is that Bourgoin did not intend 
that his constructions should be precise renderings of specific 
decorative areas and that instead he saw Le Trait as a tool which 
could influence late 19th century Europeans and possibly some Egyptians 
as well. Whatever the purpose of Le Trait was, the discrepancies 
separating his constructions with those of the assumed models should 
be looked at in conjunction with Le Trait General which combined 
different polygons in accordance with certain simple rules governing 
the number of polygons which can be assembled around a point, after 
which they can cover an unlimited surface. To illustrate Bourgoin's 
rule using polygons of two forms, consider first the combinations of 
the dodecahedron (12 -gon) and the trigon about a point; two dodeca- 
hedrons and one trigon can be assembled in this way as the ratios of 
the dodecahedron's angle is 5/3 and the trigon is 2/3 (fractions based 
on 900 = 1 and therefore 300 = 1/3) the equation is 5/3 +5/3 +2/3 = J+ 
right angles. A second example using a decagon and the pentagon, one 
decagon and ten pentagons can be assembled together as the ratios of 
their angles are, the decagon 8/5 and the pentagon 6/5 the equation is 
8/5 +6/5 +6/5 4. right angles. Bourgoin extended these rules to the 
assembly of three forms. 
These rules may be suitable for European consumption but they cannot 
satisfy the intentional variations and unintentional irregularities 
which are inherent in Islamic geometry. Notwithstanding the anonymity 
he gave his constructions it is valid to make the comparison because it 
can focus on the complexities and nuances of the models. 
6. E.G., Vernon, M., The Psychology of Perception. p.56. 
7./ 
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7. Since Hankin is the only scholar to have proposed and explained a 
detailed construction of this decorated area the relevant passages from 
his paper entitled 'On Some Discoveries of the Methods of Design 
Employed in Mohammedan Art', JSA (1905) are given in Appendix F. 
8. Lane -Poole, S., The Art of the Saracens. Figure 16. 
9. This terra Hankin later combines with the word 'geometrical' to produce 
'geometrical arabesque' a term he reserves for the 'class of patterns 
of the first importance in Saracenic art that is particular to this 
school'. 'The Drawing of Geometric Patterns.' MASI XV, p.3. 
10. This drawing is the equivalent of Han_kin's Figure 15 in 'On Some 
Discoveries of the Methods of Design Employed in Mohammedan Art', JSA 
(1905). 
11. The heptagon so constructed is not mathematically regular but is 
perceived to be so. 
12. Hankin, E., 'The Drawing of Geometric Patterns', MASI p.3. 
'The Panels Decorating the Balustrades' (pp. 280 -300) 
1. In the drawings they are numbered from 1 to 9 beginning with the 
lowest triangular panel and rising up the balustrade, the four other 
rectangles are designated A and B. 
2. For further designs based on this rectangular repeat unit see, el -Said, 
I., Geometric Concepts, pp. 82 -97 'The Pentagon and the Golden Ratio'. 
Appendix B: The Geometry Underlying the Kilániyy-a's Elevation. (pp.318 -323) 
1./ 
388. 
1. Walls, A.G., 'The Mausoleum of the Amir Kilani', Levant VII p.47, 
Figure 21: This building appears in AIJ as no. 69. 
2. The Kazzaziyya is of unknown date and has not been included in the AIJ. 
3. The Taziyya appears in A.IJ at no. 79. 
Appendix C: Interrelated and Integrated Decoration (pp 325 -35) 
1. The Turbat Turkan Khatûn appears in AIJ as no. 70. 
2. Walls, A.G. 'The Turbat Barakat Khän or Khalidi Library.' Levant VI, 
the description of the Romanesque door appears on p. 26 and p. 30, 
Figures 4. and 6, and Plates VII, VIIIA., and IX A and B: the monument 
appears in AIJ as no. 30. 
Appendix F: The Minbar of Oàytbáy, Hankin' s Solution. (pp. 341-43) 
1. Hankin' s Figure 14_ is his version of Lane -Poole, S., The Art of the 
Saracens. Figure 16, 'Stone Pulpit in the Mosque of Barkuk: Early 
Fifteenth Century.' 
2. Hankin uses the term 'arabesques' to describe geometrical designs. 
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